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Abstract
Linguistic Evidence for Mycenaean Epic
It is now widely acknowledged that the Greek epic tradition, best 
known from Homer, dates back into the Mycenaean Age, and that certain 
aspects of epic language point to an origin for this type of verse before the
date of the extant Linear B tablets.
This thesis argues that not only is this so, but that indeed before the 
end of the Mycenaean Age epic verse was composed in a distinctive literary 
language characterized by the presence of alternative forms used for
metrical convenience. Such alternatives included dialectal variants and
forms which were retained in epic once obsolete in everyday speech. Thus 
epic language in the 2nd millennium already possessed some of the most 
distinctive characteristics manifest in its Homeric incarnation, namely the 
presence of doublets and the retention of archaisms.
It is argued here that the most probable source for accretions to epic 
language was at all times the spoken language familiar to the poets of the 
tradition. There is reason to believe that certain archaic forms, attested only 
in epic and its imitators, were obsolete in spoken Greek before 1200 B.C.; 
by examining formulae containing such forms it is possible to determine the 
likely subject-matter of 2nd millennium epic. Such a linguistic analysis 
leads to the conclusion that much of the thematic content of Homeric epic 
corresponds to that of 2nd millennium epic.
Non-Homeric early dactylic verse (e.g. the Hesiodic corpus) 
provides examples of both non-Homeric dialect forms and of archaisms 
unknown from Homer. This fact, it is argued, points to the conclusion that 
the 2nd millennium linguistic heritage of epic is evident also from these 
poems, and that they are not simply imitations of Homer, but independent 
representatives of the same poetic tradition whose roots lie in the 2nd
millennium.
kt
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Introduction
In recent years it has been widely acknowledged1 that the 
tradition of Greek epic verse represented by Homer developed over the 
course of several centuries. It is now almost universally accepted that, 
rather than having originated in Asia Minor in the early centuries of the 
1st millennium B.C., epic verse and its distinctive language have their 
roots in 2nd millennium mainland Greece. The language of the early epic 
corpus is unlike any other variety of Greek, presenting us with some of 
the most archaic Greek extant, in addition to a remarkable blend of 
dialectal forms. This idiosyncratic variety of Greek is not one which is 
ever likely to have been used as the language of daily discourse at any 
time in any part of the Greek-speaking world: this can be deduced from 
the variations in diachronic and dialectal forms which we find in epic: 
although all languages I dialects contain alternative forms, no natural 
language2 has as many alternatives as does epic. An analysis of the 
language of epic, therefore, provides strong evidence for a 2nd 
millennium origin for this type of poetry. This thesis will not only 
emphasize the 2nd millennium roots of the epic tradition, but will also
1 E.g. Geoffrey Horrocks, “Homer’s Dialect”, NCH, 1997, 193-217, “The Antiquity of 
the Greek Epic Tradition: Some New Evidence”, PCPS 1980, 1-11; Martin West, “The 
Rise of the Greek Epic”, JUS 108, 1988, 151-72; C.J.Ruijgh, “D’Homere aux origines 
proto-myceniennes de la tradition epique”, J.P. Crielaard (ed.), Homeric Questions, 
1995,1-96, “Le mycenien et Homere”, Scripta Minora II, 221-284; Richard Janko, 
Homer, Hesiod and the Hymns, 1982, 196
2 A “natural” language: one which is employed in day-to-day parlance.
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argue that epic verse was by the end of the Mycenaean Age composed in 
a highly developed, distinctive poetic language of considerable 
sophistication.
Continuity and heritage: epic in its cultural context
There are other factors besides the language of epic which point 
to its 2nd millennium origins. Oswyn Murray wrote: . .the result of the 
collapse of Mycenaean culture was a dark age, lasting for some three 
hundred years. Discontinuity with the past was virtually complete.”3 The 
latter statement is highly debatable to say the least: there was, for 
example, continuity in language and at least in some aspects of religion. 
As Nilsson showed,4 what the Greeks of the 1st millennium believed to 
be their history reflected conditions in the Mycenaean Age: the sites 
associated in legend with significant events and characters have been 
shown by 19th and 20th century archaeology to have been major centres 
of settlement and power. The Linear B documents name divinities still 
worshipped in the 1st millennium (e.g. Zeus, Hera, Artemis, Athene, 
Poseidon), indicating some degree at least of continuity of belief, 
although there is little evidence for Mycenaean cult practice and elements 
thereof which may have survived into the 1st millennium. There is also 
evidence from vase-painting that the practice of chariot-racing and other
3 Early Greece, 2nd edition, 1993, 8
4 Mycenaean Origins of Greek Mythology, 1932, 36-186
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athletic contests continued from the 2nd millennium into the 1st.5 Given 
these elements of continuity, it would be entirely unsurprising to find that 
traditions of song and poetry had survived from the Mycenaean Age 
down to the 1st millennium. Epic poetry also has all the indications of a
cultural element which survived from the 2nd into the 1st millennium.
Although best known in the Ionic form exemplified by the Homeric 
poems at a late stage in the development of the tradition, the language of 
epic poetry, as this thesis will show, was largely created on the mainland 
of Greece before the migrations which took place at the end of the 2nd 
millennium. Furthermore, one may legitimately speculate that epic poetry 
was highly valued for the link it provided with the past, and for this 
reason is likely to have been held in particularly high regard at the time 
of the migrations across the Aegean. Although little could be transported 
in the way of material possessions, traditional stories of a lost, glorious 
age, that which we call Mycenaean, are likely to have made the journey 
in the medium of epic verse, which in the absence of written records was 
the means whereby genealogies and other memories of the past were 
preserved.
5 Emily Vermeule (“Baby Aigisthos and the Bronze Age”, PCPS 33, 1987,141) 
discusses evidence for Bronze Age games “funeral or otherwise”, which may be 
depicted in Mycenaean paintings of boxing, archery, javelin-throwing and chariot­
racing. The reader of epic will think of the funeral games held in honour of Patroclus as 
well as those attended by Hesiod which were held at Chalcis in Euboea in honour of a 
certain Amphidamas (v. p. 279).
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The above-mentioned points provide support for the main
arguments of this thesis, which are outlined below.
Scope and Objectives
This investigation began as an attempt to determine which Homeric 
formulae were survivals from the Mycenaean Age, i.e. c. 1600-1200 B.C. (or 
earlier), and indeed this question forms the basis of ch. 3, where Homeric 
formulae are analysed both for linguistic content and in terms of material 
culture in order to decide what genuinely belongs to the Mycenaean Age. 
However, other aspects of epic language in addition to old formulae point to 
a 2nd millennium origin for this type of verse and its characteristic poetic 
language. In this connexion, ch. 1 examines the dialect of epic poetry: at 
first glance, this is Ionic, the dialect of the region of Asia Minor where the 
poet named “Homer” was believed to have been active. Closer examination, 
however, reveals elements which are also known outside epic from the 
Aeolic and Arcado-Cypriot dialects: such elements are too deeply embedded 
within formula-systems to allow any realistic chance of their having entered 
the tradition in post-migration Ionia. Furthermore, correspondences with the 
Aeolic dialects6 (Lesbian, the neighbour of Ionic in Asia Minor, and 
Thessalian and Boeotian, the mainland representatives of the Aeolic group) 
have in the past led many scholars to posit an “Aeolic phase” in the
6 Such correspondences include the 3rd declension dative plural ending -eoot, the 
preposition jiotl, and the potential particle ke(v).
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development of epic diction, and indeed this position is still held by some 
scholars today.7 The notion of an “Aeolic phase” is, however, outmoded: 
epic language, as I intend to argue, was never identified with any individual 
dialect, nor was the epic tradition at any stage confined to the speakers of a 
single dialect, but was rather felt from its earliest days to be a pan-Greek 
possession. Epic language contains so many features in common with non­
ionic dialects that it is highly improbable that it underwent its most 
significant period of development in an East Ionic linguistic milieu. 
Therefore, to trace the origins of such features of epic diction, one must 
return to the 2nd millennium mainland. Since the principal source of 
linguistic accretions to epic was at all stages the spoken dialects with which 
its practitioners came into contact, an excursus in ch. 1 examines 2nd
millennium dialect distribution in order to determine which dialects
contributed to the formation of epic language.
The Homeric poems are, of course, revered as great literature. For 
the modern philologist, however, epic has the added advantage of being the 
repository for several linguistic forms otherwise unattested, which were 
current in 2nd millennium Greek, but are archaisms vE'-a-v/s the Greek 
language contemporary with the composition of the Iliad and Odyssey, 
hence the title of the second chapter, “Archaisms: Epic as Museum of the 
Greek Language”. If a museum is understood as the place where out-of-
7 E.g. C.J.Ruijgh, “D’Homere aux origines proto-mycdniennes de la tradition epiqne”, 62; 
Richard Janko, Homer, Hesiod and the Hymns, 89-92; Martin West, “The Descent of the 
Greek Epic: a reply”, JHS 112, 1992, 173-5
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date curiosities are preserved, epic performs this function for the Greek 
language. Some such archaisms (phonological, morphological, lexical and 
syntactical), known only from epic, antedate the state of language 
represented by the extant Linear B documents, dating from c.1200 B.C. 
Chapter 2 will examine such archaisms in order to determine which entered 
epic in the Mycenaean Age (or earlier).
Since the epic tradition of early Greece is disproportionately 
represented by the Homeric poems (27,800 lines compared to approximately 
a quarter of this number in other poems), this thesis naturally will 
concentrate for the most part on the language of the Iliad and Odyssey. 
Nevertheless, it would be a mistake to ignore the other early representatives 
of the tradition (Hesiod, the Epic Cycle, Homeric Hymns and early 
inscriptions), as these provide valuable insights into the status and 
distribution of epic poetry in early Greece. The presence of hexameter 
inscriptions in epic language in locations as diverse as Ithaca, Boeotia and 
western Italy at dates too early to permit the influence of the Homeric 
poems strongly suggests that epic verse with its distinctive poetic language 
constitutes a pan-Greek inheritance from the 2nd millennium (or at least 
from its latter half): Homer is the best known, but not the sole representative 
of the tradition. Epic composition, as discussed in ch. 4, appears to have 
survived in mainland Greece after the turn-of-the-millennium migrations, 
the mainland tradition being represented by Hesiod, some of the Hymns, the 
Cyclic epics, and inscriptional hexameters. Some of this poetry, as I intend 
to argue, contains linguistic forms more archaic than their Homeric
vi
equivalents, suggesting that epic continued to be composed on the mainland, 
and was not reintroduced from Ionia in the form of the Iliad and Odyssey.
All four of these subject areas mentioned above point to the same 
conclusion: the core of epic language belongs to the 2nd millennium B.C. 
Epic language, however, never stood still, but developed over the course of 
several centuries, probably originating before assibilation and vocalization 
of syllabic resonants had taken place, the latter making their erstwhile 
presence felt in certain ancient formulae which will scan regularly only 
when the syllabic resonant is restored. Prosodical irregularities of this type 
constitute a strong indication that we are dealing with an epic formula of 
pre-Mycenaean date (i.e. one whose creation antedates the time of the extant 
Linear B tablets). It is also possible that some elements of epic language 
may antedate the dialectal divisions which began to appear in Greek in the 
2nd millennium: Mycenaean shows that assibilation of /ti/ had taken place 
in some dialects, while in the ancestor of the 1st millennium West Greek 
dialects this change had not happened. Epic, as will be discussed, developed 
in an East Greek linguistic milieu, and although one of the most significant 
isoglosses distinguishing East from West Greek is the assibilation of /ti/ to 
/si/8, epic has in some cases retained the older, unassibilated forms, e.g. 
jioti, poyviaveipa. In the latter case, it is not surprising that an unusual 
word, unlikely to have been in everyday conversational usage, should have 
remained unaffected by phonetic changes which were general in the
8 This development did not, however, affect the entire East Greek speech-area, as will be 
discussed (p. 22).
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vernacular dialect. In the case of the preposition utotl, however, the Linear 
B tablets show that the assibilated from po-si = *iroaC was current in at least 
part of the East Greek speaking region in the Late Bronze Age, although 
epic seems still to have had the older jiotl at this date (p. 26). Thus we have 
in epic the possibility of tracing the development of the East Greek dialects 
almost from Common Greek to the fully-fledged East Ionic of perhaps the 
8th century B.C. (although the Homeric poems are more likely to belong to 
the 7th than the 8th century, we must bear in mind that epic was an 
archaizing medium, and that there may thus have been a tendency to avoid 
neologisms, therefore at whatever date the poems actually were composed, 
their diction is likely to have sounded more archaic than quotidian spoken 
Ionic).
It is impossible to pinpoint exactly the date when Greek poets 
started to compose hexameter verse. Thematic correspondences between 
Greek epic and that of other Indo-European poetic traditions (e.g. Celtic, 
Germanic, Indo-Iranian) suggest a common stock of Indo-European heroic 
poetry9; such other poetic traditions, however, do not have a verse-structure 
similar to that of the dactylic hexameter. It is possible that this verse-form 
was adopted from Crete, the source of several other cultural influences 
which made their way to mainland Greece in the 2nd millennium, among 
which not the least was the art of writing. Admittedly this theory, however 
attractive, cannot be proven in the absence of metrical inscriptions in the
9 Cf. Martin West, “The Rise of the Greek Epic”, J/ZS' 108, 1988, 153-5
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Minoan language,10 but it is not implausible, given that the archaeological 
evidence shows the presence in mainland Greece from c.1600 B.C. of grave 
goods either imported from Crete or of Cretan style. If Cretan influence is 
present in material goods, it is legitimate at least to speculate that it may 
also have made its mark on art-forms of which no record survives, e.g. 
poetry and music. The term “epic poetry” in this thesis will therefore refer 
to poetry in hexameter verse: it is entirely conceivable that prior to the 
adoption of this verse-form, Greek speakers had traditional poetry on 
themes familiar to us from Homer, perhaps using formulae which were 
inherited from a common Indo-European stock,11 but I am here concerned 
with the type of poetry which has reached us under the name “Homer”, in a 
distinctive archaizing poetic language which is conditioned by the dactylic
hexameter.
It is essential also to make clear that by the term “Mycenaean epic” 
is understood dactylic verse belonging to the Mycenaean Age, i.e. c. 1600­
1200 B.C. (the latter being the approximate date of the conflagrations which 
destroyed the Mycenaean palaces). The adjective “Mycenaean” in this 
context is not directly connected with the dialect attested in the Linear B 
texts, although this is commonly referred to as “Mycenaean”; as will be 
reiterated, the language of these texts has little to do with the putative 
language of the epic poetry that is likely to have been contemporary with
10 Indeed, as long as Linear A remains undeciphered, one can only speculate that some 
inscriptions in this syllabic script may be metrical.
11 C.O. Pavese, Studi sulla tradizione epica rapsodica, 1974, 84-5
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them, and where these two varieties of early Greek coincide, this is 
frequently in the lexical sphere. This is unsurprising: a large proportion of 
the epic that has reached us, the Iliad in particular, is concerned with 
warfare, while the Linear B archives include a number of inventories of 
weapons and armour. In the morphological sphere, epic sometimes 
coincides with Linear B usage because they share features of the spoken 
Greek contemporary with the inscribing of these tablets. However, in some 
instances, the Linear B language seems to be at a more evolved stage than 
that attested by some ancient epic formulae, which points to an origin for 
the epic tradition considerably before 1200 B.C. It would be unjustifiable to 
assume a Hose connexion between the Mycenaean dialect of the Linear B 
texts, i.e. the administrative language of the palace bureaucracies, and the 
language of epic: certainly there are correspondences between the two (e.g. 
the 2nd declension genitive singular desinence -oto, and the case-ending 
-0t, originally an instrumental plural ending), but these are phenomena 
which were still current in everyday speech at the end of the Mycenaean 
Age, although by the time of composition of the Homeric poems they were 
obsolete in spoken Greek and thus are to be regarded as archaisms. 
Likewise, the significance of the 260 lexical correspondences12 between 
Mycenaean and Homer should not be overestimated, as there is no evidence 
to determine when these may have dropped opt of general use. The evidence 
suggests, in fact, that the origins of the epic tradition antedate the extant 
Mycenaean texts, and that epic language contains elements (both lexical and
12 Statistics from A. Bartonek, “Das Verhaltnis des mykenischen Griechisch zur 
homerischen Sprachform”, Zyveihundert Jahre Homer-Forschung, J.Latacz (ed.), 1991,305
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morphological) which by that time were probably obsolete in current speech 
and already considered poetic.
The presence in epic of linguistic forms which antedate the Greek 
of the Mycenaean texts can be explained only if one assumes a linguistically 
conservative tradition of oral poetry which was already flourishing before 
the date of the extant Linear B documents. There is no example of written 
poetry in Greek before the 8th century B.C., when verse inscriptions appear 
(some of which will be examined), and although absence of evidence is by 
no means evidence of absence, it is safe to argue that Linear B was not used 
to record poetry.13 Literacy in Bronze Age Greece was, by all evidence, 
extremely restricted. It does not appear to have had any applications other 
than that of compiling bureaucratic records. It was used neither for funerary 
inscriptions nor for graffiti, which one would expect to find had literacy 
been even slightly more widespread, as was the case in Archaic Greece, 
when alphabetic writing became widely known. Near Eastern palaces have 
revealed annals, diplomatic correspondence, treaties, religious and literary 
texts; in the Near East, tablets were deliberately baked, unlike the 
Mycenaean records, which survive because accidentally baked in the 
conflagrations which destroyed the palaces.14 In Crete, however, literacy 
appears to have been considerably more widespread, with a greater range of
13 Pace T.BJL. Webster, who argued at several points in his 1958 book From Mycenae to 
Homer that there was at least a possibility that the Linear B script had been used to record 
verse, e.g, “In the case of Mycenaean poetry we had to admit that we could find no reason 
why it should not have been recorded” (op. cit. 183).
14 John Chadwick, Linear B and Related Scripts, 167
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applications, Linear A inscriptions being found on altars and frescoes, as 
well as on tablets from the palace sites. Literacy does not appear to have 
been a skill which was highly prized by Mycenaean Greeks. The skills 
which were most highly valued by the influential sections of Mycenaean 
society appear to have been the martial abilities depicted in the art owned by 
the occupants of the palaces, qualities which (as discussed in ch. 3) are also 
those celebrated by the epic contemporary with this society, corresponding 
to some of the oldest formulae and vocabulary preserved in Homer.
There can be little doubt, then, that the origins of epic language 
belong in the 2nd millennium. Such is the conclusion evident from all four 
subject-areas herein examined. However, a greater proportion of epic 
diction than is commonly appreciated belongs to the Mycenaean Age: the 
2nd millennium origins of epic language are apparent not only from a 
handfiil of well-known formulae whose prosodical anomalies betray their 
creation in the remote past,15 but also in its dialectal mix and morphological 
system. It will be argued that already in the Mycenaean Age epic language 
was already a complex entity of considerable sophistication, with, the same 
characteristics that defined it in its Homeric incarnation, namely alternative 
forms used as metrically required, and archaisms retained after they had 
become obsolete in daily speech. It is equally likely that at this stage epic 
language contained the prosodical anomalies that betrayed phonological
15 E.g. Mtiptovtig araXaviog ’EvuaMcn frvSpeixbovTn (B 651, H 166, © 264, P 259), 
discussed by Ruijgh, “D’ Homere aux origines proto-mycdniennes de la tradition epique”, 
85-8; West, “The Rise of the Greek Epic”, 158; M. Durante, Sulla preistoria della 
tradizione poetica greca, 1971, 92-3; and in ch.2 of the present work.
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archaisms, showing that the poetic language was developing in tandem with 
the spoken language,16 as it continued to do until the advent of alphabetic 
writing permitted epic language to be recorded for posterity. Furthermore, it 
is probable that epic language was already at this stage perceived as being a 
compound dialect, not to be identified with that of any specific region of 
Greece. Throughout its history, this poetic language continued to evolve 
apace with the vernacular dialects of the regions where this type of verse 
was composed and performed: as this was an entirely oral medium until a 
late stage in its development, influence from the spoken language was 
inevitable, and there was no recorded form to show poets the “correct” 
version of epic diction. The advantage of the fluid nature of epic language 
that resulted from its entirely oral status was increasing flexibility over the 
course of its development: for example, later poets had at their disposal both 
old and new versions of a single morpheme, which provided them with 
useful metrical variants and permitted the modification of old formulae. 
This thesis will show, then, that not only did epic poetry exist in the 
Mycenaean Age, but that it was already at that stage a highly developed and 
sophisticated art-form, composed in an idiosyncratic type of language that 
was composite in both synchronic and diachronic terms, using as metrically 
convenient alternatives from the contemporary spoken dialects (datives 
plural in -oi and -ecjgi), preserving archaisms (e.g. the old instrumental
16 It may seem paradoxical to refer to the ‘‘spoken language”, when epic was-itself an 
entirely oral medium until a late stage in its history; however, the phrase is justifiable, as 
epic language was always distinct from that of quotidian discourse.
xiii
singular ending of the 3rd declension, v. p. 22), and indeed creating artificial 
forms where necessary for metrical utility (e.g. oxecov, v. pp. 253-4).
Despite phonetic changes which took place in the intervening 
centuries, epic poetry composed by bards active in Archaic Ionia would 
have been recognizable to their Mycenaean forebears. Epic verse continued 
to be the vehicle for narrative about the same heroes, and used at least some 
of the same formulae which had been current in Mycenaean epic. The basic 
thematic content of epic did not change much between the Mycenaean and 
Archaic Ages: traditional themes and characters were elaborated upon, but 
careful examination of the language of the Homeric poems can tell us where 
the poet has been innovative in his choice of subject material. While new 
formulae were indeed created, these were based on old elements of the 
poetic diction, and did not depart from the traditional content of epic which
had survived from the 2nd millennium.
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Chapter One
The Epic Dialect and its Evolution
The Iliad and Odyssey, which are the culmination of a centuries-old 
oral tradition with its origins in mainland Greece, are composed in a form of
the East Ionic dialect associated with the Greek settlements of western Asia
Minor. Yet this is not a dialect which could ever have been spoken, although 
various authoritative scholars1 in the past held the view that it was the poet’s 
Ionic dialect, explaining the non-ionic forms it includes as belonging to the 
Aeolic dialect spoken in the region of Asia Minor and the islands 
immediately to the north and north-west of the Ionic-speaking area. The 
obvious problem with this view is that the Aeolic forms retained in the 
speech of Smyrna do not correspond to those of epic. Nowhere in Homer 
does there appear a form such as Jipij^oioi, aorist subjunctive of Jtppaaco, 
which is attested in a 5th century Chian inscription,2 with Ionic stem 
(= Aeolic Jtpag-) and Aeolic ending -otoi < -ovoi. This fact was
recognized by C. M. Bowra, who observed that Homeric Greek is “too rich 
and too artificial to have been an ordinary vernacular.”3
1 E.g. B.F.C. Atkinson, The Greek Language, 1931, 200; T.W. Allen, Homer, Origins & 
Transmission, Oxford,. 1914, 106; Georg Finsler, Homer, -1924, 106
2 Buck, The Greek Dialects, 1998, 188, no. 4: fjv 8e ptfj jcpij^oioiv.
3 Tradition and Design in the Iliad, 1930, 133
1
Furthermore, it is unlikely that any vernacular dialect would 
maintain alternative forms of a single morpheme to the extent that epic does,
e.g. :
• alternative forms of the genitive singular of o-stems, -oio and 
-on (the latter sometimes replacing an earlier *~oo), sometimes in 
the same phrase, e.g. 00ip,£vou erapoio (II 581); tjjt’ 
dv6po(j)6voio Amcodpyon (Z 134);
• different forms of the potential particle av and (ce(v);
• different forms of the 1st and 2nd person plural pronouns rpi eLg / 
ap,p,eg and njxeXg / nppieg;
• the variants -oi and -eoot as the dative plural ending of the 3rd 
declension, e.g. TpcooC / Tpcbeooi;
• accusative singular avdpa / dvepa.
Doublets of a different kind can be observed in the use of historic
tenses with or without the augment, and locative cases with or without a 
preposition. The presence of doublets, either synchronic or diachronic, is one 
of the most characteristic features of epic language; diachronic doublets are 
found in the presence of contracted and uncontracted forms, e.g. 
voog / vobg, ado / aeb, of -go- and -a- e.g. (idaaog / (idaog, and also in
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the observance or neglect of digamma. Although all languages contain 
doublets to a certain extent, no spoken language has as many alternative 
forms as does Homeric language.4
The retention in epic language of forms of varying date bears 
witness to composition in an evolving yet traditional style: the Homeric 
poems are composed in an artificial language which had evolved over many 
generations, and was regarded as the appropriate vehicle for the telling of 
tales pertaining to the distant past. The artificial nature of the poetic language 
permitted the poets to maintain a style elevated above that of everyday 
speech, thus heightening the difference between the world of the poet and 
audience and that of the heroes of the past: this effect was increased by the 
retention of archaic morphological forms and glosses, obscure words of such 
antiquity that some were not understood even by the poets who used them 
(e.g. ctTpvyeTog, aiyikttp). These include some titles of gods: ccrpuTdovri, 
epithet of Athene, dpyei(j)6vTrig and Epiowiog, both epithets of Hermes.
A major factor in the development of epic language was the 
dactylic hexameter, which encouraged not only the retention of obsolete 
linguistic forms, but also the creation of new forms without historical 
motivation, in other words, “artificial” forms. As Witte showed,5 the
4 F.R. Adrados, “Towards a New Stratigraphy of the Homeric Dialect”, Glotta 59, 1981,
24-5
5 “Zur homerischen Sprache”, Glotta 1,1909, 132-45; Glotta 2,1910, 8-22; Glotta 3, 1912, 
105-53, 388-93; Glottal, 1913, 1-21, 209-42
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influence of the hexameter caused the creation of such artificial forms as
accusative expect (instead of efrpfrv) jtovtov on the analogy of the dative 
efrpei ttovtcq. There is a tendency to make the different case forms of a 
word prosodically equivalent, e.g. genitive ’AvTicpdcrcco, accusative 
’ AvTicJxiTfja (as if from *’AvTi<ixxTe'ug). In addition, Homeric language 
contains many other metrically conditioned peculiarities such as metrical 
lengthening and diectasis. The propensity of epic verse to favour a dactyl in 
the 4th foot explains many linguistic peculiarities, e.g. JTTokutopOiog for 
jrcoMjtopGog (i 504, 530); deOkiov, aeOUa for aeQkov, aeGka (0108, lI7 
537); Atichkiog for Atimkog (A399, E 706).
It will be argued here that the language of the poems makes it clear 
that the epic tradition did not have its genesis in Ionia, but rather in 
mainland Greece. In addition to the pervasive Ionic elements, there is a 
substantial Aeolic contribution, and also some elements which may come 
from an Arcado-Cypriot source. (There is, however, no West Greek 
contribution to Homeric language.) Certainly some of the Aeolic forms 
infiltrated epic from Lesbian, but others are so entrenched within the 
formulaic system that they are obviously ancient within the epic tradition, 
and probably pre-migration in origin. It is also debatable to what extent the 
conditions of upheaval in the immediate post-migration period (c. 1000 
B.C.) and on mainland Greece in the two centuries following the collapse of 
the Mycenaean world are likely to have been conducive to the creation, as 
opposed to the elaboration or embellishment, of a new art-form. It may also 
be argued in favour of a pre-migration, mainland origin for epic verse that a
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form of poetry or song which provided a sense of continuity with the past 
would have been greatly valued in early post-migration times.
The Ionic Element
The specifically East Ionic nature of the Homeric dialect indicates 
that epic underwent a significant period of development in Asia Minor or 
the adjacent islands, the area where tradition locates the poet known as 
Homer: both Smyrna and Chios laid claim to “him”.
The fact that “late”, i.e. Ionic, forms are heavily concentrated in the 
extended similes and digressions (as shown by Shipp6) indicates that these 
belong to a recent stage of the tradition, and are probably the work of the 
poet(s) of the Iliad and Odyssey. If the tradition provided little formulaic 
diction for the topic of which the poet wished to sing, he would draw on the 
vernacular, thus Homeric similes are replete with neologisms. However, 
Ionic features are predominant even in the most traditional parts of the 
poems, e.g. battle-scenes. This fact points to the reworking of traditional 
themes by Ionic-speaking poets over the course of several generations.
The following characteristics of Homeric language prove (or in the 
case of 12, have been claimed to prove) that in its transmitted form it is 
predominantly East Ionic:
1. a > T), even after i, e or p, where Attic has a;
Studies in the Language of Homer, 2nd edition, 1972, 3 & passim
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2. loss of digamma in all positions, with characteristic East Ionic 
compensatory lengthening of the vowel preceding the clusters -vp-, -If- and
-pp-, e.g. Koppog > Ionic Kofipog, Attic Kopog; %evpog > Ionic ^etvog,
Attic Zpvoc,. This is the third and final phase of compensatory lengthening 
in Greek. The effect of the missing digamma can be observed in scansion: 
its one-time presence can be felt in lengthening by position and most 
obviously in hiatus, when a word ending in a vowel precedes one with 
initial vowel. Phrases which ignore digamma, and those in which its 
consonantal value cannot reasonably be restored by emendation cannot be 
dated to the pre-migration period. Neither 60p’ (p>i'or(0 (5 times 77., 5 times 
Od.) nor fjp,ap (p)ideaGat (3 times Od.) can be of Bronze Age or 
Submycenaean origin.
3. metathesis of quantity, whereby a trochaic succession of vowels in hiatus
becomes iambic, e.g. -po > -eco: vaog > vqog >ve<hg; or antevocalic
shortening, e.g. (-dcov) > -rjtov > -ecov in the genitive plural of a-stems;
4. athematic infinitives in -vat, eg. etvai;
5. -aav as the ending of the 3rd person plural in past tenses (e.g. qoav);
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6. the potential particle av instead of ice(v); the two are probably related 
through false division of otfcav or eiKav, which is attested in Arcadian7 (v. 
p. 67-9);
7. fjv / fjev, originally 3rd person plural, as the 3rd person singular 
imperfect of eipf; Doric and Arcado-Cypriot have the older ^g;
8. the personal pronouns ijpeig, bpeig instead of forms based on *ns-sme
and *yus-sme, which give the Lesbian forms dp.peg, bppeg; in Att-Ion the 
expected forms would be *'Fjpe < dpe and bpe, but the Att-Ion. forms have 
received new endings;
9. agent nouns in -Trig for earlier -TT|p /-xmp: aioupvqTqg (9 258), but
atarjpvnTfipi (Q 347)8; •
10. arpog instead of teotl, jipoTt (although all three forms occur in Homer);
11. labiovelars > dentals before a vowel of e-timbre, eg. reaaapeg <
*qwetw-;
7 K. Forbes, “The Relations of the Particle av with ke(v) tea eav”, Glotta 37,1958,179­
182
8 Meillet observed (Apergu d’ nne histoire de la langue grecque, 1930,170) that the
majority of Homeric agent nouns have the ancient formation that was retained by Aeolic, 
eg. Sott'ip, StoTtop; those of the Ionic type dyopriTTig he assigned to “la couche la plus 
recente du vocabulaire homerique”.
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12. ephelcystic v: this is often claimed as an Ionic trait, although it appears 
sporadically in all dialects, and its use in Cretan, for example, differs from 
its use in Ionic. Argive inscriptions of the 4th century B.C. have ephelcystic 
v preceding both vowels and consonants, at a date which is too early to 
assume the spread of the Attic koine. Ephelcystic v also appears in a 
Sicyonian vase-inscription of the late 6th century: eboicev Xaponoi.9 The 
theory that other dialects borrowed ephelcystic v from Attic therefore seems 
untenable; A. Hoekstra has pertinently asked10 why, if epic borrowed 
ephelcystic v from spoken Ionic, is its occurrence in Homer disproportionate
to that of other Ionic elements?
Items 1, 2, 3, 5, 7, 9 and 10 are post-Mycenaean innovations; there 
is no evidence for the date of the development or selection of npog in Att- 
Ion. Att-Ion. agreement with Arcadian in the choice of av over Ke(v) 
suggests that this development antedates the Dorian invasion. There is no 
indication of ephelcystic v in Mycenaean, but this does not mean that it did 
not exist at that time, or that it was restricted to any specific dialect(s).
East Ionic was psilotic; the presence of the spiritus asper in our 
texts of Homer is due to redaction by Attic speaking scribes in accordance 
with the orthographic conventions of their own dialect. However, the *
spiritus asper is omitted, even when etymologically justified, when the
9IGIV, 424b
10 “I lesiode et la tradition orale”, Mnemosyne 10, 1957, 201, note 2
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word in question was obsolete or unknown in Attic, eg. (cf. qpepa),
didkavTog < */zaTdA,avxog < *sm-TaXavTog.
The Aeolic Element
Despite the pervasive Ionic nature of the Homeric dialect, there 
appear also features which belong to the Aeolic dialects. This has been 
considered by many scholars as evidence that epic poetry went through a 
phase of composition in Aeolic before being taken over by Ionic-speaking
bards.
The Aeolic dialects contemporary with the composition of the 
Homeric poems were Thessalian and Boeotian on the mainland, and Lesbian 
(Asiatic Aeolic), spoken on Lesbos and in the neighbouring coastal regions. 
As such, this was the Aeolic dialect with which Ionic speakers in Asia Minor 
came into contact. The mainland Aeolic dialects were heavily influenced by 
West Greek; Lesbian was thought for a long time to be the “purest” of the 
Aeolic dialects, but W. Porzig11 showed that it borrowed several traits from 
Asiatic Ionic, e.g. assibilation of /ti/, introduction of the preposition Ttpog 
instead of Thessalian jiotl, o-vocalism in the verb |3ouLop.ai instead of 
Thessalian fBeLXojiai, possibly the infinitive ending -pievai, which may have 
acquired -at from Ionic -vat. Among the Aeolic dialects attested in 
historical times, that which underwent the least external influence was East
11 “Sprachgcographischen Unlersiichtuigen zu den altgriechischen Dialekten”, 77'’ 61,1954,
9
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Thessalian; it is likely that before coming under the influence of Ionic, 
Lesbian was very similar to East Thessalian.
Homer shows the following characteristics which are claimed to be
Aeolic:
1. datives plural of consonant stems in -eaai: this is common to all the 
Aeolic dialects, therefore its evolution antedates the migration to Asia Minor;
2. unsimplified -oo- from *ty, *9y, e.g. jieooog <*meth-yos <*medh-yos; 
this is common to all Aeolic dialects and West Greek, and is in fact a retained 
archaism;
3. the preposition teotC, which occurs in Thessalian, Boeotian and West 
Greek, instead of Ionic (and Lesbian) Jipog;
4. the potential particle ke(v), which is common to Thessalian and Lesbian; 
Boeotian KCt may have undergone West Greek influence, therefore Ke(v) can 
probably be regarded as common Aeolic;
5. forms of the aorist with -oaa: Thessalian has -Ha and -ooa, Boeotian 
-^a and -xxa, West Greek and Arcado-Cypriot -aa and -Ha;
6. athematic infinitives in -(lev, which occur in Thessalian, Boeotian and
West Greek; and in -p.evai, the Lesbian form, instead of Ionic -vat;
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7. perfect participles active in -cov, -oviog, with the endings of the present 
tense; this is pan-Aeolic, and represents an innovation vis-a-vis Common 
Greek -(f)d)g12;
8. gemination of liquids and nasals resulting from *g followed by a liquid or 
nasal, e.g. appc, tippe, eppope, eppevai, epepevvdg; this is a trait shared 
by Lesbian and Thessalian to the exclusion of Boeotian, which has 
compensatory lengthening like Att-Ion. and West Greek;
9. labiovelars > labial stops even before front vowels; this is a pan-Aeolic 
feature, as opposed to the dental stops which are the result of labiovelars in 
Att-Ion. and West Greek. Cf. such words as d>f|peg (equivalent to Ionic 
Gflpsg < *gwher-), pepeGpov, Jiioupeg (cf. Lesbian Jieooopeg, Boeotian 
Jtdiiapeg, Thessalian JteTpo-), Jtekopat13;
10. some Aeolic forms which are metrically equivalent to the corresponding 
Ionic forms, but are not organic to the diction, and owe their use to particular 
conditions, e.g. at for et in the sequences at ice, at yap, a’l'Ge; 0fjpeg used as 
a proper name (A 268, B 743); the words Jtekopat, JteAxnp, epe(3evv6g, for 
which Ionic lacked a corresponding form14;
12 F.R.Adrados, “Towards a New Stratigraphy of the Homeric Dialect”, Glotta 59, 1981, 17
13 Enclitic re, attested in Mycenaean in the form -qe (the exact equivalent of Latin -que) has 
the dental result from the labiovelar in all Greek. The interrogative / indefinite pronoun Tig / 
Tig < *qwis ( Latin quis) has the form Kig in Thessalian.
14 Parry, The Making of Homeric Verse, 353
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11. the numeral ia, “one”;
12. pi > pe, e.g. *N£crcopiog > Neaxopeog.
Aeolisms in Homer are of two types: primary Aeolisms are those 
which entered epic language from the Aeolic of the mainland at pre­
migration date (e.g. datives in -eool); secondary Aeolisms are those which 
came from Lesbian after the migrations to Asia Minor. Forms tied up with 
formulaic systems are likely to be of high antiquity; those which lack 
formulaic connexions are more likely to be of recent adoption from 
contemporary Lesbian, with which the poet would have been familiar*.
The Arcado-Cypriot Element
Traditionally, epic language was thought to contain an Ionic “layer”, 
which had superseded an earlier Aeolic “layer”. However, Antoine Meillet’s 
observation15 that some elements of the epic vocabulary were found 
elsewhere only in the dialects of Arcadia and Cyprus led to the addition of 
another, “Achaean” or Arcado-Cypriot, “layer” underlying the Ionic and 
Aeolic. These apparently Arcado-Cypriot elements are as follows:
ataa, attested in Arcadian and Cypriot16 
6tdpa, Arcadian
(p)oiva^, Arcadian, Cypriot and Mycenaean17
15 Apergu, 175
16 cttaa is also attested in Argolic, where it may represent a substrate survival.
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KeXeu0og, Arcadian 
fjpxxp, Arcadian 17 8 
ot(f)°g, Arcadian, Cypriot 
aoKTjOrjg, Arcadian 
dvobyrn, Cypriot 
'qawoo, Arcadian19 
Seapxxi, Arcadian20 
kenaacn. Arcadian, 
epJTO), Arcadian, Cypriot 
XpaTJO), Cypriot
Also attributed to Arcado-Cypriot are various glosses, the particles 
avt&p (cf. Ionic drap), tde and vu, as well as items from the 
glossographers which also occur in the Linear B texts, such as 
(j)doyavov, Seurotg, dpoupa. The particle vfr appears in Arcadian, Cypriot 
and Boeotian; in Arcadian and Cypriot it is used for the formation of the 
demonstrative pronoun ovu,21 and in Cypriot it is also used as an 
independent particle as in Homer and Boeotian.
17 In the Linear B texts, wa-na-ka refers to the king; in Hortier avat; is used of Agamemnon, 
and in Cypriot it is retained in religious usage, which, like epic, is conservative.
18 In the form txyup.
19 In the form ccjiuco; the Homeric form has the regular Ionic treatment of original a as t).
20 This verb appears once in Homer, in the form Ssaro (£ 242).
21 This form of the demonstrative pronoun appears occasionally in Crete, where it may be a 
survival from the pre-Dorian substrate.
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Manu Leumann22 argued most implausibly that the words which 
appear only in Homer, Arcadian and Cypriot entered these dialects from epic. 
In fact, although there is every likelihood that these are indeed lexical 
survivals from the Bronze Age, as Householder and Nagy23 observe, “any 
dialectal restriction to Arcado-Cypriot still remains to be proved.” 
Mycenaean is the only Bronze Age dialect which is graphically attested, 
therefore no evidence exists as to the words used by speakers of (e.g.) proto­
Aeolic for swords, cups or fields. Nor is there any evidence that the words 
attested in Mycenaean did not continue in everyday use after the end of the 
Mycenaean Age in dialects other than those in which they are actually found. 
Householder and Nagy go on to comment (hat “the fact that most Homeric 
forms of suspected Arcado-Cypriot origin happen to be on the lexical 
level...has caused scepticism about the...relevance of Arcado-Cypriot to
Homer.”
As C. J. Ruijgh observes,24 the formulaic nature of the above 
lexical items, and the fact that they are absent from later Greek literature, 
except for imitators of epic, makes it probable that they belong to the ancient 
stock of epic vocabulary. kekeufiog, for example, occurs 39 times in Homer, 
37 of these at verse-end; aponpa is attested on the Idalion Bronze (in the 
Cypriot syllabary) and on the Pylos tablet PY Eq 213, and its traditional 
nature in Homer is clear from its 38 occurrences at verse-end out of a total of
22 Homerische Worter, 1950, 279 ff. .
23 Greek, A Survey of Recent Work, 1972, 63
24 L ’element acheen dans la langue epique, passim
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44 (the end of the line is a repository for archaic forms). Moreover, they are 
not attested in inscriptions in Ionic or Lesbian, the dialects which were in a 
position to contribute to epic at the time of the monumental poet(s). 
Nevertheless, only their antiquity, and not their dialectal provenance, is 
thereby guaranteed. If such lexical items appear elsewhere, it is in West 
Greek, cf. KeXebQeict in Sparta,25 where the word is an epithet of Athena: it 
is significant that this word appears in a religious context, as religious usage, 
like epic, is conservative. In a similar vein, it is apposite to observe that in 
Thessalian, Kicov, which in Homer signifies “pillar”, is often used instead of 
otAXXcc (= GTfjXij).26 It would, of course, be erroneous to assume from the 
occurrence of this word in Thessalian that it entered epic from this source.
It has been argued27 that epic and Arcado-Cypriot may share one 
innovation on the morphological level in the athematization of -ecu verbs to 
-qpii, with infinitive ending -qvat as in 0opfjvat from <j)opEcn (B 107, etc.) 
Arcadian aTCEiQrjvai, Cypriot ku-me-re-na-i = KUiiep^vai, from a present 
icufAEpEO). “Contracted”28 verbs are complicated and of diverse origins: those 
in -ctco and -ecu are in origin primitive verbs whose root ended in -a or -e, and 
were originally athematic, tending to become thematic in Att-Ion. Athematic
25 Pausanias 3.12
26 Buck, The Greek Dialects, 150
27 Ruijgh , L ’element acheen, 67; Householder & Nagy, Greek: A Survey of Recent Work,
63
28 The term “contracted” is somewhat misleading, as contraction of adjacent vowels is a-late 
phenomenon as far as the epic tradition is concerned, occurring after the migrations to Asia
Minor.
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flexion seems to be normal for these verbs in Mycenaean, to judge by the 
infinitive te-re-ja-e = *Tekeia/zev (PY Ep 617) and 3rd person singular 
present te-re-ja = *xeXEia (PY Eb 149). Lesbian is the only dialect to attest 
athematic forms of this type outside epic in the alphabetic period: Homeric 
Sapva, TtiXva, Lesbian x(0q.29 Since primary vowel-stem verbs belong to 
the athematic conjugation in Lesbian and Thessalian, the Homeric forms of 
this type have been claimed as Aeolisms, although Arcadian (and probably 
Cypriot) also conjugates “contracted” verbs in this way. Boeotian, like West 
Greek, has only thematic flexion of these verbs. This raises the question 
whether the generalization of thematic conjugation of all “contracted” verbs 
in Att-Ion. is the result of post-Mycenaean West Greek influence. If this is 
so, athematic flexion of “contracted” verbs in epic would be original, and a 
retained archaism shared by epic, Lesbian and Thessalian, rather than the 
result of Lesbian influence on epicor of an “Aeolic phase” of composition.
Denominative verbs in -ern, however, can only be explained as due 
to the analogical influence of causative-iteratives in *-eyo, of the type (popeco 
corresponding to cpepco, with o-grade in the root and the suffix *-eyo. Within 
the latter category the only thematic form attested in Mycenaean is to-ro-qe- 
jo-me-no - *Tpoqwey6p,evog (PY Eq 213, with retention of intervocalic /y/). 
To this category were attracted denominatives from -es- stems, e.g. xekog + 
-yco > *TeXeoyco > teXeIco (which in Attic became teXeco). On the basis of 
(popog / cpopeco was created (pCXog / cpiXeco. It appears, then, that the 
athematic conjugation of iterative verbs in -EO) is an AC innovation which
29 F.R. Adrados, “ Micenico, dialectos paramicenicos y aqueo epico”, Emerita 44, 1976, 74
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did not affect Mycenaean. In Homer there are several infinitives of 
contracted verbs with the Aeolic athematic ending -Tjp£vai, but only 
(j)opfjvai shows -vat added directly to the stem. As this type of ending 
appears only 4 times with the same verb (B 107, H 149, K 270, p 224 ) it 
is probably an artificial formation within epic, created on the analogy of the 
Aeolic type (})opqp£vcu by adding the Ionic athematic ending -vat to the 
stem cJ)C>PTl“- The correspondence with the AC infinitive type is therefore no
more than coincidence.
Epic diverges from normal Ionic usage in exhibiting aorists in 
from several -£,co verbs. Verbs ending in were originally based on either 
-6- or -y- stems: the result of all voiced plosives (except |3) + /y/ is t,, vzz. 
*eptb-y(n > ept^rn (cf. eptg, epibog); *jiepjcaS-ya) > TcejiTta^co (aorist 
middle subjunctive JtepjtaooeTai at 6 412; cf. areptag, JTepjrdSoq). 
Subsequently -dt^co and -t^co became independent suffixes which could be 
attached to noun-stems of all types. This process had begun in prehistoric 
Greek, and was prolific in historical times. Such verbs could easily be taken 
over by one dialect from another, and could be formed with either dental or 
guttural stem. Att-Ion. and Lesbian (the latter presumably under Ionic 
influence) treat them mostly as dental stems, with aorist endings 
-aoa, -daOTjv, etc., while the Doric dialects favour the guttural treatment, 
with aorists in -a^a, Ruijgh’s assertion that aorists in epic are of
Arcado-Cypriot provenance30 is probably correct: Homer observes the 
Arcado-Cypriot rule of never using if there is a preceding velar. Arcadian
30 L ’element acheen, 89
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and Cypriot agree on this point and, as is also the case with other points of 
agreement between these two dialects, it is unlikely that they would have 
innovated in the same direction once they were no longer in contact. It is, 
therefore, reasonable to assume that aorists (and futures) to -t,co presents had 
already been created by the late 2nd millennium B.C., and in proto-Arcado- 
Cypriot had -a- after velars and elsewhere.31 Like Homer, the archaic 
dialects Arcadian, Argive, Cretan and East Thessalian have both types, but 
distribution of -(o)oa and -^a is arranged in such a way that 
conglomerations of velars are avoided. Thus Arcadian has diKdoai but 
Jtap/zexa^ai. Homer sometimes has both treatments for the same verb, eg. 
apna^a / dpjraaa; dkdjra^a, aorist of dkand^co, but cf. dkanadvdg, 
which implies a dental stem32; cf. KTepet^co, KTepeC^a / iciepioa, and also 
jiepplpige, e^evdpi^e, 8at§ai, eyyudki^E, the latter four never varied. In 
many cases, the velar form seems to be older, but the two forms provide 
useful metrical alternatives. The aorists in -a- and to -t,co verbs constitute 
a case of two alternatives (whose origins in this case are obvious), of which 
dialects tended to generalize one or the other, sometimes without entirely 
imposing one of the pair.
31 Warren Cowgill, “Ancient Greek Dialectology in the Light of Mycenaean”, Ancient Indo­
European Dialects, H Birnbaum & J. Puhvel (edd.), 1966, 91
32 Risch, Wortbildung der homerischen Sprache, 2nd edition, 1974, 98
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Excursus:
Dialect Distribution in the Second Millennium B.C.
In order to determine which elements of epic language genuinely 
go back to the Mycenaean Age, and which dialects contributed to epic at that 
time, it is necessary to have as precise an idea as possible of the dialect 
situation in late 2nd millennium Greece. From Kretschmer33 onwards it was 
generally accepted that Greek speakers entered Greece in three waves of 
migration, an Ionian migration followed by an Achaean or Aeolian (AC was 
considered to be the southern branch of Aeolic),34 the final wave of migration 
being that of the Dorians c.1200 B.C. The stratification of three dialect 
groups in Greece, according to this theory, brought about the various dialects 
of historical times; linguistic forms at variance with those expected from the 
dialects in which they occurred were explained as due to substrate / 
superstate influence. The theory of three successive waves of Greek­
speaking invaders who brought the various dialects with them is now 
discredited: proto-Greek need not have been entirely uniform, but in all 
probability the dialectal differences within Greek developed in Greece.
Until the mid-20th century, it was generally believed that there 
were four main dialect groups of Greek: West Greek (which comprised Doric 
and Northwest Greek), Aeolic (comprising Thessalian, Boeotian and 
Lesbian), Attic-Ionic and Arcado-Cyprian. Aeolic, Att-Ion. and Arcado-
33 “Zur Geschichte der griechischen Dialekten”, Glotta 1,1909, 9-59
34 AC and Aeolic were grouped together as “Central Greek”.
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Cypriot (AC) were believed to constitute a unity, East Greek, against West 
Greek, while AC was intermediate between Att-Ion and Aeolic. However, 
this picture was challenged in the 1950s with the appearance of articles by 
Walter Porzig35 6 and, even more influentially, by Ernst Risch.37 The new view 
of dialectal divisions put forward in these articles grouped AC and Att-Ion. 
closely together to the exclusion of Aeolic. Risch attempted to establish a 
chronology for the major Greek isoglosses, and found that some of the 
earliest link AC and Att-Ion. together against West Greek and Aeolic (eg. /si/ 
< /ti/, shared by Att-Ion., AC and Mycenaean). He therefore postulated for 
the late 2nd millennium a South Greek dialect of a fairly uniform nature, the 
ancestor of the later AC and Att-Ion., and also concluded that there was no 
perceptible difference between Aeolic and West Greek before c.1200 B.C. on 
the basis of 20 relevant traits.38 West Greek and Aeolic therefore, according 
to this theory, before 1200 B.C. constituted a North Greek unity against the 
supposed South Greek ancestor of AC and Att-Ion. This view Risch 
subsequently revised somewhat, and he later proposed that Aeolic became 
distinct from West Greek in the mid-2nd millennium.39
35 The terms East and West Greek refer to the geographical distribution of the representatives 
of these groups in historical times.
36 “Sprachgeographischen Untersuchungen zu den altgriechischen Dialekten”, 7F61, 1954, 
147-69
37 “Die Gliederung der griechischen Dialekte in neuer Sicht”, MH12, 1955, 61-76
38 Retention of -ti (e.g. jioti); retention of -oo- of the type toooo^, ixeooog; athematic 
infinitive in -ixev; okxx =oxe; at ica I ice; e-grade *gwel- in the verb “to wish”..., etc. 
(“Gliederung”, 75).
39 Cf. “Die griechischen Dialekte im 2. Vorchristlichen Jahrtausend”, SMEA 20,1979, 108
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One of the most valuable results of Porzig and Risch’s work was 
the revision of the previously accepted view that Lesbian was the “purest” 
of the Aeolic dialects, and that Thessalian and Boeotian had undergone a 
great deal of West Greek influence at the end of the Bronze Age (as a result 
of the “Dorian Invasion”). This is indisputably true of Boeotian, but in 
Thessaly the further east one goes, the fewer isoglosses appear in common
with West Greek. Thus East Thessalian was shown to be the closest of the
Aeolic group to its Bronze Age ancestor. Lesbian, on the other hand, 
formerly thought to be the least “corrupted” dialect of the Aeolic group, was 
shown by Risch to have absorbed a considerable amount of Ionic influence, 
and it was as a result of this influence that Lesbian had -at for original -tl 
(which was retained in Thessalian and Boeotian in common with West 
Greek) and the preposition Jtpog instead of tcotl, which is common to 
Thessalian, Boeotian and West Greek. Thus the proof that Thessalian was 
the closest of the Aeolic dialects to their Bronze Age antecedent, and the 
more conservative nature of Aeolic in comparison to AC and Att-Ion. (e.g. 
Aeolic lack of assibilation, non-simplification of -ao-<*-ty-, t1^-), led Risch 
to group Aeolic and West Greek together as representatives of a putative 
earlier unified North Greek group.
Risch’s theory about dialect relations in the late 2nd millennium I 
find unconvincing, as lack of assibilation and failure to simplify -go- are 
examples of retained archaisms which at one time were common to all 
Greek. East Thessalian, the most conservative form of Aeolic, does not
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share any of the characteristic innovations of West Greek, e.g. 
iapog, ’'ApTapig,40 and the “Doric” future of the type dEi^eco: Homer has 
similar futures in the middle voice (eooeiTai), but West Greek has 
innovated in creating active forms in -aeoo. I therefore favour the older 
classification of Aeolic as part of the East Greek group; it was the part 
which was more conservative than the southern part of East Greek, and did 
not participate fully in its innovations.41 I would also take issue with the 
theory that the ancestors of Att-Ion. and AC were not distinct at the end of 
the Bronze Age: it is true that the major isoglosses which define the Att-Ion. 
group postdate the end of the Mycenaean period (e.g. /a/ > /e/), but it is 
unlikely that there was uniformity of dialect throughout the southern part of 
Greece. In all probability, the later dialect groups attested in the alphabetic 
period already existed in proto-forms before the Dorian Invasion, admittedly 
with less differentiation than they would later attest. Pausanias’ statement42 
that Athens and Argos spoke the same language before the Dorians arrived 
should not be taken as evidence that there was no dialectal differentiation,
40 The fact that these pronunciations are common to both Doric and Northwest Greek 
suggests that they are early and antedate the Dorian Invasion. In any case, lapoq must be 
an innovation, as lepog (Mycenaean i-je-ro) < *iheros < * iseros, cf. Sanskrit isird. 
Lesbian Xpog is a contracted form and may have spread to Lesbian from Ionic, which has 
the form Ipog.The formula Jtpori ’'IXiov tpf|V must be a recent creation, as Attic has only 
tepdg.
41 In addition to these retained archaisms, Aeolic was probably also characterized by its 
distinctive 3rd declension dative plural ending, -eaai.However, it had not yet acquired 
many of its later characteristic features.
42 Pausanias 2, 37. 3
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but merely that the Argives spoke a non-Doric dialect: Pausanias was in any 
case writing many centuries after the Dorian invasion and had no knowledge 
of LBA dialects. Although Herodotus locates “Ionians” in the Peloponnese43 
this does not imply the presence of speakers of proto-ionic outside Attica, 
but may mean simply that Ionians contemporary with Herodotus claimed 
Peloponnesian ancestry. Even if the differences at that date between the 
proto-AC speech of the northern Peloponnese and the proto-ionic of Attica 
were slight, in all probability there was in the late Bronze Age an area of 
East Greek speech which differed in some respects from proto-AC and 
proto-Aeolic, which would subsequently evolve into the Att-Ion. dialect
group.
Proto-AC and Mycenaean
After the decipherment of Linear B in 1952, it became clear that 
the tablets, dating from c.1200 B.C., were composed in a dialect similar to 
those spoken in historical times in Arcadia and Cyprus. Several scholars 
(including Ruijgh,44 Wathelet45) have taken this feet, coupled with the 
attestations of various vocabulary items in Homer and Arcado-Cypriot only, 
as proof of the older theory of Meillet46 that epic was in Mycenaean times 
composed in an Arcado-Cypriot dialect, which now was identified with that 
of the Linear B texts. It will be argued here that epic language was never
43 Herodotus 5,58.2; 7,94; 9,26.3
44 ‘D’Homere aux origines proto-myceuiennes”, 63; “Le mycenien et Homere”, 148
45 Les traits eoliens dans la langue de I’epopee grecque, 377
46 Apergu, 175
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language, but that there was an AC contribution to the early development of 
epic.
As Arcadian was surrounded in the 1st millennium by Doric 
dialects, Meillet47 concluded that it was the descendant of the old 
“Achaean” dialect spoken in the LBA throughout the Peloponnese by the 
Achaeans of epic. The Peloponnese was invaded from the North c.1100 
B.C. by West Greek speakers, who probably took advantage of, rather than 
caused, the collapse of the palace system. Thus settlers from the 
Peloponnese speaking a dialect of “Achaean”48 type must have arrived in 
Cyprus by 1100 B.C. at the latest, as is corroborated by archaeological 
evidence. Settlement in Cyprus by refugees from the Peloponnese seems to 
be reflected in legend, which tells of heroes of the Trojan War, such as the 
Arcadian leader Agapenor,49 founding cities in Cyprus. Unity prior to the 
Dorian invasion is the only explanation possible for the close similarity 
between the dialects spoken in historical times in Arcadia and Cyprus; not 
only are they hundreds of miles distant, but Arcadia is completely 
landlocked and was surrounded by West Greek speech areas.
The fact that the Linear B texts are written in a dialect of AC type 
shows that AC was spoken in the Peloponnese in the late 2nd millennium, 
but it should not be assumed that the language of the Mycenaean texts was 
the language of everyday discourse, or, indeed, of epic poetry. Far from it:
47 Apergu, 175
48 “Achaean” will here refer to the AC dialects, including Mycenaean.
Pausanias 8, 5. 2
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Mycenaean seems to be the language of bureaucracy, a chancellery 
language, which was closely bound up with the palace system and did not 
survive the destruction of the palaces, thus had no direct descendants among 
the Greek dialects attested in the historical period.50 Although Linear B texts 
(usually inscribed on clay tablets, but sometimes painted on clay jars) have 
been found in locations as geographically diverse as Crete, Thebes and 
Pylos, the dialect in which they are composed is of a remarkably uniform 
nature. As it is scarcely likely that the spoken language of 13th century 
Greece was even remotely as uniform as the language attested in written 
form, it must be concluded that Mycenaean conceals the true extent of
dialect variation which existed in LBA Greece.
One of the most significant features of Mycenaean is the 
assibilation of original /ti/, eg pa-si = (jxxoi < (Jxxxf, do-so-si = bcboovoi < 
-ovti (3rd person plural future of bfScopx), e-ko-si = (T^exovot51 < 
(7/)eXOVTL- As all West Greek dialects in the historical period retain original 
/ti/, assibilation in Mycenaean indirectly proves the existence in the LBA of 
the two main dialect groups, an East Greek group with assibilation (at least 
in its more innovative area) and a West Greek group, the ancestor of the 
later Northwest Greek and Doric dialects, without this innovation. It appears 
that, at the date of the Mycenaean tablets, assibilation of /ti/ was a
50 “An extinct dialectal branch on the Late Helladic stem of dialects” - A. Bartonek, Eirene
9, 1971, 67 .
51 The dissimilation of aspirates (Grassmann’s Law) probably took place after the end of 
the Mycenaean Age.
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comparatively recent phenomenon in East Greek, one which had not spread 
north of Attica and the Corinthian Gulf: as already discussed, the ancestor of 
the Aeolic dialects does not seem to have assibilated, but this is a retained
archaism and does not indicate that Aeolic is to be included in the West
Greek group.
Mycenaean and Arcado-Cypriot share several isoglosses:
• the preposition anu, as opposed to Att-Ion. and West Greekdno; 
both of these may be inherited,52 therefore this will be a choice 
between existing alternatives rather than an example of the AC 
change of final -o to -u;
• /o/ as the result of syllabic resonants, although this is not 
universal: e.g. Mycenaean qe-to-ro, “four”; pe-mo, pe-ma, = 
*onepp,o, oneppxx, “seed”;
• the preposition po-si, “towards”, which occurs only in 
Mycenaean, but is closer to AC nog, which is probably derived 
from it by apocope, than to any other form (Att-Ion., Lesbian npdg, 
Thessalian, Boeotian, West Greek and Homeric noil, and also the 
aberrant npoxi, v. p. 65). The Mycenaean form po-si = *noot is 
clearly derived from jtotl by assibilation of /ti/.
52 Chantraine, DELG 98, 5. v. dno: “Une forme *apu peut dgalement avoir existe en indo­
europeen, cf. skr. emu a cote de grec avet.”
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• 3rd person medio-passive endings -toi , -vtoi (e.g. e-u-ke-to = 
e'UXE'toi's PY Eb 297, Ep 704) as opposed to -xai, -vxai in the rest 
of Greek; only East Thessalian differs, with -tel. Mycenaean, 
Arcadian and Cypriot appear to preserve the original form. All 
other dialects evolved by adopting -xai by analogy with other 
medio-passive endings (-p,ai, -aai). F.R. Adrados53 argues that 
-toi /-Tai is a doublet which goes back to Common Greek. I find 
this convincing, as it is likely that if -toi had been pan-Greek in the 
Mycenaean Age, traces of it would be attested outside AC; but in 
fact, not even so archaic a dialect as East Thessalian has -toi.
• prepositions with ablatival sense governing the dative case: 
and curb in AC, pa-ro (= *Jtap6) in Mycenaean.
Arcadian and Cypriot, on the other hand, share certain innovations 
which do not occur in Mycenaean. These are:
• the tendency to alter final -o to -*u, e.g. ’AxpeiSao >’ATpei6au 
(not connected with aarfi, which also appears in Mycenaean, 
equivalent to goto; both of these seem to be inherited forms, from 
which the various dialects selected). This tendency is clearly old: it 
is already attested in the name ’O^ekTau, in the genitive case, 
which is inscribed in the Cypriot syllabary on a bronze obelisk
53 “Miccnico, dialectos paramicenicos y aqueo dpico”, Emerita 44, 1976, 104
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from Paphos, dated to the second half of the 11th century.54 In 
Cypriot, the genitive singular of masculine a-stems is always -av 
until the 6th century, when -a) appears, eg. flatjxo. This tendency 
is also present in verbal forms of the middle voice with the endings
-tv, -vxv instead of -to, -vto. As direct contact between Arcadia 
and Cyprus was terminated at the end of the 2nd millennium, 
isoglosses shared by these dialects must be of earlier date. The 
development of final -o to -v should be regarded as an isogloss of 
late Mycenaean date, whose evolution antedates the departure of 
the future Cypriot-speakers from the Peloponnese.
• The sound-change e > i before v, e.g. the preposition iv < ev, 
Arcadian ivayco, ipxJxxCvo), Cypriot IvakCvco.55 The same sound- 
change appears also in some central Cretan inscriptions and in the 
Achaean colony of Metapontum; in both of these cases, it 
presumably represents a survival from the pre-Dorian substrate 
dialect. Likewise in Rhodes, which had been a Mycenaean, and at 
an earlier date a Minoan, colony, the indigenous inhabitants had 
the Arcado-Cypriot name LyvqTeq.56 The same treatment of e as t 
before v appears in tyvvq at N 212, which is unique in Homer. 
Mycenaean, on the other hand, preserves the original vocalism, e.g,
54 Discovered in 1980; this is the earliest evidence for the use of the Greek language in 
Cyprus.
55 Buck, The Greek Dialects, 23
56 Rhodes also attests KTo'£va= Mycenaean ko-to-na / ko-to-i-na. This is the only attestation 
of the word in historical times.
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e-ne-e-si = *eve(/z)evat, “they are in” (PY En 609). Homeric 
juvinog (H 289, a 229, 6 211, etc.) probably represents a 
development of *7tevmog: it is convincingly argued by E. Hamp57 
that the word entered epic language in this characteristic AC form 
at Mycenaean date. Arcado-Cypriot innovations which are absent 
from the Lineal’ B texts were restricted to styles or social levels 
which did not make their way into the palace records.58
• Nouns ending in e-u- = -ebg are very common in Mycenaean. 
Arcadian, however, has -fjg in the nominative singular of these 
nouns, while Cypriot usually has -erg, but yepeg (= lepebg) once 
and paaiXeg (= paaiXe.bg) once. This implies that there was a 
degree of diversity within AC before the departure of the future 
Cypriots. The Mycenaean texts do not provide any examples of an 
accusative singular of a noun in -ebg, but in most dialects of the 
alphabetic period it was based on *-fjfa, except in Arcadian, which 
has -fjv; from -fjv there may have been created by analogy a 
nominative in -ijg which competed with -ebg in AC. The Arcadian 
form of the nominative singular of these nouns (-tjg) is probably an 
innovation of very early date; cf. the couplet Ze.bg I Zflv, which 
suggests that the accusative in -fjv may date from the 2nd 
millennium.59
57 “Notes on Early Greek Phonology”, Glotta 38, 1960, 199
. 58 Cowgill, “Ancient Greek Dialectology in the Light of Mycenaean”, 88
59 M. Lejeune, “Essais de philologie mycenienne VII. La postposition -6s”, PP/z 35, 1961, 
203, note 28
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If Mycenaean were the common ancestor of Arcadian and Cypriot, 
the features shared by these two dialects but lacking in Mycenaean would 
have had to develop before they were separated as a result of the Dorian 
invasion, which allows possibly a century for common innovation to occur 
after the date of the extant Linear B texts. It is much more likely that, rather 
than the common ancestor of these dialects, the Mycenaean of the palace 
documents is simply a standardized administrative language without 
continuation after the collapse of the palace system. Proto-AC was probably 
spoken over a wide area in Mycenaean times. As Leonard Bloomfield60 
observed, “dialect geography gives evidence as to the former extension of 
linguistic features that persist only as relic forms...when a feature appears 
only in detached districts separated by a compact area in which a competing 
feature is spoken, the map can usually be interpreted to mean that the 
detached districts were once part of a solid area. Thus dialect geography 
may show the stratification of linguistic features.” This illustrates perfectly 
the way in which Arcado-Cypriot traits became fossilized and relegated to 
remote areas of the Greek-speaking world as a result of the enormous 
upheavals that took place at the end of the 2nd millennium B.C.
Proto-Aeolic
The extent of the Aeolic group in the 2nd millennium is, as 
indicated above, a source of debate. In fact, following the theory of J. L.
60 Language, 2nd edition, 1969, 340
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Garcia-Ramon,61 some scholars even doubt its existence in the Mycenaean 
period. According to Garcia-Ramon’s theory, at the end of the Mycenaean 
Age (c. 1200-1150 B.C.), the combination of East and West Greek 
isoglosses led to the appearance in Thessaly of a “proto-Aeolic” dialect, 
from which, he argued, Boeotian separated c.1125 B.C., leaving a Thessalo- 
Lesbian group. From the latter, according to this theory, “proto-Lesbian” 
separated c.1000 B.C. Lesbian, once in Asia Minor, developed innovations 
peculiar to itself (e.g. the type irdvoa > jtaioa; xdvg, rovg > 
raig, xoTg62), at the same time as undergoing the influence of Ionic, e.g. 
assibilation of /ti/, and rcpog for rcoxC.
Garcia-Ramon’s theory I find unconvincing. He supports a low 
date for the vocalization of sonants,63 *qwe > Jte, dative plural in -eaot, pt > 
pe. However, a different chronology for the appearance of these phenomena 
leads to the conclusion that, as they are common to all three Aeolic dialects,
61 Expounded in Les origines post-myceniennes du groupe dialectale eolien, Salamanca, 
1975
62 Cyrenaean Doric also shows this treatment of secondary -vo-, which indicates that 
substrate theories should be treated with caution.
63 This is I-Ieubeck’s theory (“Syllabic r in Mycenaean?”, Minos 12,1972, 55-79); but
Mycenaean shows that *1 and *r had already developed supporting vowels. Heubeck argued
that the alternative spellings to-no (PY Ta 707) and to-ro-no (as a component of to-ro-no- 
wo-ko, KN As 1517) are “perhaps to be explained by the assumption that we have to do
with different attempts to render spoken *r with the insufficient resources of the
Mycenaean syllabary” (art.cit. 73).
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some represent the preservation of ancient 2nd millennium traits, while 
others developed at the end of the Mycenaean Age, or were adopted from 
West Greek. The change of pi to pe, for example, is common to all Aeolic 
dialects and may have had a wider distribution before the Dorian Invasion 
brought speakers of a dialect which lacked this tendency.
The Bronze Age ancestor of the Aeolic dialects (proto-Aeolic) can 
indisputably be located in Thessaly. Thucydides tells us that the Boeotians 
were driven out of Thessaly and occupied rpv vbv BoioytCav, Jtpoiepov 
6e Ka6p,r|(8a yfjv KaKoup-evTiv.64 These Boeotians should be considered 
not as part of the Bronze Age Aeolic population of Thessaly, but as West 
Greek invaders, like the Thessalians who repulsed them. There is no reason 
to imagine that the Dorian Invasion was a monolithic event; it is more likely 
that the incursions of West Greek speakers into areas of East Greek speech 
took place over a considerable number of years, and that Thucydides’ 
Boeotians were stragglers who arrived in a second or later influx, probably 
bringing with them the name of their previous location.65 In historical times, 
Boeotian was separated from Thessalian by the North West dialects Phocian 
and Locrian, which contained the Aeolic type of dative plural ending -eoot, 
possibly from the Aeolic substrate dialect.
64 Thucydides 1, 12
65 Buck (The Greek Dialects, 5) plausibly proposed Mt. Boeon in Epirus; cf. Desborough, 
The last Mycenaeans and their Successors, 247
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Proto-Aeolic, then, was probably spoken over a large extent of 
mainland Greece to the north of the Isthmus, although it is unlikely that it 
extended further south than this. Aeolic-type datives in -eoot are attested in 
the alphabetic period in the Doric dialects of Corinth and the Argolid, and 
the North West dialect of Elis, and have been taken by some scholars to 
indicate the presence of Aeolic speech in the Peloponnese in the 2nd 
millennium.66 Such an assumption is less convincing than the probability of 
an extension of a distinctive isogloss to several dialects of central Greece. 
This form of the dative plural would have been felt to be desirable as it had 
the advantage of maintaining the stem in recognizable form; frequently the 
stem was masked as the result of the combination of a final stop with -oi, 
particularly in the case of a stem which had a final dental stop, e.g. 
*JtoS-oi > *JtoT-oi > JtoooC. It is impossible to determine whether this 
dative plural ending in the Peloponnese is the result of a recent extension or 
whether it belongs to the “Achaean” substrate dialect spoken in this region 
in the 2nd millennium, but in view of the fact that these dialects are 
surrounded by areas which lack this isogloss, and given the generally 
conservative and archaic nature of Argolic, it is in all likelihood a relic from 
the 2nd millennium. Whatever the date of the adoption of this morpheme, it 
represents a borrowing from Aeolic. An isogloss can spread from one 
dialect to another which is not genetically close: in this way Ionic 
innovations spread to Lesbian in the 1 st millennium.
66 E.g. Palmer, The Greek Language, 1980, 70
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Although the presence of enclaves of Aeolic speech in the 2nd 
millennium Peloponnese is unlikely, a wide distribution for proto-Aeolic 
can nevertheless reasonably be postulated, given that the Aeolic dative 
plural, -eaoi, was in all likelihood part of epic language by the end of the 
Mycenaean Age (v. p.45-8). Epic was a pan-Greek possession and its 
language was an artistic koine without regional boundaries, and was 
unlikely to have adopted linguistic forms which would link it too closely 
with any particular region. Therefore proto-Aeolic is unlikely to have been 
confined to Thessaly. For the same reason, it is unlikely that there was any 
proto-ionic contribution to epic in the Mycenaean Age, as this speech-form 
was in all probability restricted to a comparatively small area. Proto-Ionic 
was certainly distinct from proto-AC by the end of the Mycenaean Age, 
although in most respects very similar to it; but the fact that its 
distinguishing isoglosses were restricted to a small area, and therefore 
would have been considered parochial, meant that they would have been 
avoided by epic poets, whose poetry was intended for Greece in its entirety.
East Greek elements in mainland Aeolic (e.g. iepog, ot instead of 
to() derive from the dialect spoken in this region before the arrival of the 
Dorians. (Lesbian is a different case, as it contains ancient, inherited East 
Greek elements as well as more recent isoglosses shared with Ionic.) Within 
mainland Aeolic, these East Greek elements are most heavily concentrated 
in East Thessalian, and in Boeotian are largely superseded by West Greek
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forms.67 Archaeology and myth indicate the presence of Mycenaeans in all 
the territory which is later Aeolic, but nonetheless the “Mycenaeanisms” 
(e.g. tt < jet, as in TToMapxog < jiToUapxog) appear to be particularly 
concentrated in one zone, Pelasgiotis, the easternmost area of Thessaly, and
the one farthest removed from Doric influence. The forms
jiTokepog = jioX,ejiog and jiTokig = JtoXig, common in Homer, where they 
are useful metrical variants, are indirectly attested for Mycenaean in the 
personal names e-u-ru-po-to-re-mo-jo68, the genitive of ’E'upfrjiToXep.og; 
po-to-re-ma-ta, possibly nToXep,dTag; po-to-ri-jo, interpreted by Ventris 
and Chadwick as IItoXCcov,69 and by C.J. Ruijgh as ITioAxog.70 Cypriot 
attests jrcoAxg several times in the form po-to-li-se (in the Cypriot 
syllabary), always with jit-, and JTToXepog is attributed by Eustathius to the 
Cypriot dialect. Arcadian always uses the form JioAxg in inscriptions, but 
according to Pausanias, the ancient quarter of Mantinea was known as 
ITuoXig.71 Cretan, as a Doric dialect, generally shows oiokig and Jiokepog, 
but the form JiToktoiicog occurs on coins from Aptera, and presumably goes 
back to the pre-Dorian Achaean speech of the island. The appearance of 
jit- forms in Thessalian is more surprising, as they are absent from the other
67 The theory that Boeotian is the result of a combination of East Greek (i.e. Aeolic) and 
West Greek elements was first proposed by Felix Solmsen in a 1904 article: “Eigennamen 
als Zeugen der Stammenmischung in Bootien”, RhM 59, 481-505
68 Documents, 418. The initial cn- is a restoration, which is convincing in view of the 
length of the word: jpo-to-re-mo-jo, PY Fn 324.27.
. 69 Documents, 574 . .
70 Etudes sur la grammaire et le vocabulaire du grec mycenien, 1967, 150
71 Pausanias 8, 12.7
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Aeolic dialects, and the epic use of these forms is certainly riot attributable 
to Aeolic. Thessalian attests TToXXapxoi and dp/iTTokictp/evTog 
(< *jrcoAfapxoi / *apXLTCToX.idpX£VTog) in a 3rd century inscription from 
Phalanna, and in a 3rd century inscription from Larissa, ToXejiaTog for 
IlToXefiaLog. The Lagides, originally from Macedonia, a region close to 
Thessaly, made famous the name riToXejiaioq, not *IIoX.e|iatog. These 
Thessalian forms showing tt- / jit- in place of the expected jt- are best 
explained as the result of Mycenaean influence in Thessaly in the 2nd 
millennium. Ruijgh is correct, therefore, in ascribing epic JtToXig, 
jtToAfeOpov, etc. to the “Achaean” element in the language.72 The 
distribution of these forms in the 2nd millennium seems likely to have been 
much wider than in the 1st millennium, as epic would not have incorporated 
a form which was associated only with a small region.
West Greek
The fact that the 1st millennium West Greek dialects, unlike the 
Mycenaean of the Linear B documents, does not show assibilation indirectly 
proves the existence at that date of the two main Greek dialect divisions. 
The location of proto-West Greek speakers in the 2nd millennium has been 
subject to debate: the traditional view is that West Greek speakers were 
located in the north and west of Greece at this time, moving south only at 
the end of the 2nd millennium, a migration traditionally known as the
“Dorian Invasion”.
72 L ’element acheen, 76
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The reality of the Dorian Invasion was not questioned until 1976, 
when John Chadwick73 proposed that Dorians constituted the lower classes 
in the LBA Peloponnese, and that Mycenaeans, i.e. AC speakers, were their 
overlords. Because there is a dearth of archaeological evidence for the 
Dorian Invasion, Chadwick proposed that the Dorians, rather than being 
incomers whose arrival in southern Greece postdated 1200 B.C., already 
constituted the lower-class inhabitants of the Peloponnese, who were subject 
to Mycenaean overlords. Chadwick’s view has found very little support: it is 
in any case highly improbable that two types of dialect, one (the minority 
dialect) with assibilation, the other (the speech of the majority) without this 
innovation, could have coexisted and remained distinct for any length of 
time. Although there does not seem to have been any significant Dorian 
population in the 13th century Peloponnese, the presence of individual 
Dorians (perhaps economic migrants?) cannot be excluded,74 but West 
Greek dialects did not make any contribution to epic language at the 
Mycenaean stage.
Dialect diversity: its implications for epic
Mycenaean itself, despite its generally uniform nature, does 
provide some evidence for dialect diversity. There are isolated differences 
which occur both within and between specific sites. In a significant minority
73 “Who Were the Dorians?”, PP 156, 1976, 1.03-17 •
74 Victor Parker, “Gab es wirklich Dorier auf dem mykenischen Peloponnes?”, PP 48, .
1993, 241-66
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of cases, Mycenae has -i as the dative singular ending of the 3rd declension, 
eg. po-se-da-o-ni = HooeiSdoovi, as opposed to -e, which predominates at 
Knossos and Pylos, and is the inherited form (cf. early Latin -ei). This 
suggests that the local dialect of the Argolid had innovated in this 
direction.75 Homer sometimes preserves traces of the older form (v. pp. 118- 
24), as do some Attic and Cypriot personal names, eg. Attic AieiTpe0pg, 
Cypriot Aifettjukog, AifeCOepxg. Also within Mycenaean, Knossos has 
very few examples of the symbol a2 = /ha/; this suggests a lack of aspiration, 
Again at Knossos, there are examples of the instrumental plural case ending 
-pi = 01 used with o-stems76; these formations do not occur at other sites, 
where this case-ending is restricted to consonant and a-stems.
As it is clear that there were at least slight dialectal differences 
between centres of Mycenaean civilization, it is reasonable to expect that 
such differences were also to be found outside this area, and in view of the 
fact that the Mycenaean of the Linear B tablets is a standardized 
administrative language, that they were even more noticeable in the spoken 
dialects. In Attica and on the neighbouring islands it is probable that there 
already existed in the 13th century a proto-ionic dialect group, sharing with 
Mycenaean the southern innovation /si/ < /ti/. Some degree of dialectal 
diversity is also suggested by the Att-Ion. preposition oxpog, which cannot 
be derived from Mycenaean po-si.77 The date at which proto-Ionic selected
75 Wathelet, “Mycenien et grec d’Uomere 1. Le datif en -i”, AC 31,1962, 5-14
76 E.g. o-mo-pi (KN Se 891)
77 V. pp.61-5 for a discussion of the various Homeric forms of the preposition “towards”.
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or developed JEpog cannot be determined precisely; but the fact that it 
belongs to all branches of Ionic proves that it is pre-migration, therefore
antedates 1000 B.C. There must also have existed in the North of the 
mainland a proto-Aeolic group. Its exact extent is debatable: it can certainly 
be postulated for Thessaly. Palmer78 brought proto-Aeolic as far south as 
Corinth (Thucydides tells us that Corinth was once Aeolic79), and argued for 
the presence of Aeolic speakers in the Peloponnese, on the basis of -ecroL 
datives in Elean, Corinthian and Argolic. As already discussed, the Aeolic 
group I include in East Greek, following the classification which was 
conventional from Kretschmer onwards, although it had not participated in 
the change /ti/ > /si/, or in the simplification of -oo-<*ty, *thy. The Linear 
B script does not indicate doubled consonants, so it is impossible to tell 
whether Mycenaean had simplified -ss- However, it is a
reasonable assumption that this evolution had already taken place 
throughout southern East Greek by the end of the Mycenaean Age, as Att- 
Ion. and Arcadian share this isogloss.
The Linear B dialect, then, is one of East Greek type, related to 
Ionic and AC, but of earlier date, and containing archaisms (eg. the -(j)i 
case) which do not occur in these dialects, while also lacking innovations 
belonging to them and to the rest of Greek. It is apparently closely related to 
Arcadian and Cypriot, but not their direct ancestor. As the language of 
administration, it was closely bound up with the palatial system, and did not
78 The Greek Language, IQ
79 Thucydides 4, 42.2
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survive its overthrow. The historical Arcadian and Cypriot dialects, on the 
other hand, are the probable descendants of dialects spoken in the 
Peloponnese in the Mycenaean Age, and were isolated and fossilized as a 
consequence of the Dorian Invasion.
The existence of all four main dialect groups80 of the alphabetic 
period in proto-form at least therefore seems certain for the late 2nd 
millennium, although the differences between the dialects at the time of the 
Dorian invasion were probably very slight. The differences between East 
and West Greek at the end of the Bronze Age consisted mainly of a series of 
innovations (including choices81) made by East Greek, sometimes in 
differing forms according to dialect.82 However, it is unrealistic to assume 
that East or West Greek was absolutely homogeneous at the end of the 
Bronze Age. In addition to doublets, there must have existed “pockets” of 
archaisms and innovations which were incomplete, e.g. the lack of 
assibilation in proto-Aeolic. In the same way, some highly isolated 
archaisms remained in the alphabetic period, e.g. Thessalian genitives in -oi 
by apocope from -oto, Boeotian -0t, Attic The mainland events 
alluded to in Homer are not confined to the Peloponnese, but include 
Thebes, Calydon and other localities, thus it is reasonable to assume that 
poems in the old epic language were sung at all Mycenaean courts. As there
80 Pamphylian is excluded from this discussion.
81 Choice between two differing forms is also an innovation.
82 F.R. Adrados, “ La creation de los dialectos griegos del primer milenio”, Emerita 44, 
1976, 245-6
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is no reason to imagine that epic at this date was restricted to any particular 
region of the East Greek speaking area, the dialect of Mycenaean epic 
should not be identified with any local dialect of the 2nd millennium, but 
rather as a form of artistic koine*3 which was able to absorb elements from 
the spoken dialects with which it came into contact. These will thus have 
been Aeolic and Arcado-Cypriot in their contemporary forms; it is 
conceivable that Ionic also made a contribution at this early stage, although 
this is unlikely, since it was probably felt to be merely a parochial speech- 
form, or sub-dialect of the wider southern East Greek dialect. This process 
was analogous to the way in which, during the 1st millennium, epic 
absorbed forms from the dialects spoken in the region where it was recited, 
in this case the Ionic and Lesbian of Asia Minor, but was never closely 
identified with a closely circumscribed locality in this area, and thus could 
be regarded as a pan-Greek possession; indeed, epic was probably felt to be 
a pan-Greek possession in pre-migration times too. In a similar way, epic 
absorbed recent cultural elements and recent linguistic forms.
Non-Ionic Elements in Homeric Language
As it seems probable that epic language in the Bronze Age was a 
literary (albeit oral) dialect of East Greek type which could absorb elements *
83 Hoekstra, Homeric Modification of Formulaic Prototypes, 150-1: “...I see no linguistic 
objection to the view that already before the twelfth century there developed an epic (coivij 
in which (South-) Mycenaean formulae were intermingled with expressions belonging to a 
dialect which... may be called ‘proto-Aeolic” or “North Mycenaean’.”
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from the spoken dialects of the regions where epic was sung, it is 
appropriate to examine the dialectal provenance of certain non-ionic 
features of epic language.
Lack of Assibilation
A significant period of development for epic language in the 
southern, more innovative area of East Greek can be postulated in view of 
the fact that epic almost always attests assibilation of /ti/. One very obvious 
exception is the personal name ’OpiCkoxog (y 489, ’Opoiko/og with 
assibilation is a varia lectio at E 547, reflecting ancient attempts to make 
the names identical, and Zenodotus read the unassibilated form ’OpT iXoypg 
at E 549.84 These efforts echo the common Greek practice of naming 
grandsons after grandfathers; but both forms derive from dpvujit, and 
’OpTt- is the earlier form, becoming ’Opat- with assibilation. Aristarchus 
read ’OpTt- for the grandfather and ’Opat- for the grandson; the poet may 
have felt that the older, unassibilated form was more appropriate for the 
older generation.85 Hoekstra plausibly suggests that the unassibilated form 
may go back to the “Achaean-Aeolian nobility”, and was preserved through 
“aristocratic family pride”86; it is well known that personal names do often 
preserve archaic linguistic forms. The alternation between the -ti- and -ai-
84 E 547-9: ’OpTikoyo^ 6 ctp AtoKXfra |i£Y&0ufiov
eic 6e AioicXflog biSugdove jiaibe yeveoQTiv 
KprjQwv’OpotXoxog re... •
85 Kirk, The Iliad: A Commentary, vol.II, 115
86 A Commentary on Homer’s Odyssey, vol. II, 179
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forms may be due to dialectal differences: although less common than the 
-oi- form, ’OpTiA,oxog is attested at Halicarnassus c. 400 B.C.87 As 
Halicarnassus was a Dorian colony, this unassibilated form of the name may 
represent a family tradition. Even if this form of the name was directly 
inspired by epic, it shows that the text of Homer contained the form with 
-ti- before the Alexandrian period. Genealogies are in any case among the 
most traditional elements in epic,88 and it is conceivable that these lines may 
be an adaptation of a passage of Mycenaean date: the forms AioicXfja and 
AtOKkfjog and the duals in the phrase bibupdove jrctTbe yeveo9r)v are 
archaic, although the first syllable of Jtaibe cannot be resolved. The use of 
the imperfect etikte at the trochaic caesura appears to be traditional; like the 
aorist middle, the imperfect of tikteiv is more commonly used of the father 
than of the mother.89
This Homeric name is not attested in Mycenaean, but the same 
initial element appears in the personal name o-ti-na-wo, transcribed as 
*’OpTivap og (PY Cn 285). Similar cases are to be found in the Mycenaean 
personal names na-pu-ti-jo (KN Db 1232, PY Jn 845), which seems to occur 
in epic in the form vqjWTiog (N 292 vqjruTioi cog), and ta-ti-qo-we-u (PY 
An 724), which probably represents *2TaTiywOf efig.
87 GDI 5727d, 1.7
88 D.Gray, “ Mycenaean Names in Homer”, JHS 78, 1958, 47: “The (Mycenaean) 
names.. .are most common in family histories and passages which may be called feudal...”
89 Cf. B 628, Z 155, A 224, o 243. Chantraine observes (GHII, 175) that Homer uses the 
aorist active teke(v) 56 times, but the aorist middle teketo only 3 times, of the mother, and 
that the verse-end phrases tekev ceutt), teke ixrjTrip appear formulaic.
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Homer has a few other forms lacking the expected assibilation of 
/ti/, but these are rare, and although no single explanation accounts for all of 
them, they seem to be words which did not belong to everyday Ionic speech: 
Wathelet cites jiot( (a traditional component of epic diction), ©euc;, ptfjTLg 
(and its derivatives p,r|Ti6eig and fJupXeTa), (jxrctg, |iavTig, PcoTtdveipa as 
words lacking the expected assibilation.90 Some of these may have been 
created after the sound change /ti/ > /si/ was complete, but whether these 
words entered epic early or late, they did not belong to everyday speech, and 
would thus have avoided being affected by linguistic developments which 
affected words in common use. Wathelet remarks91 that it is surprising that 
“Achaean” *Jtoot is absent from epic, speculating that Aeolic bards may 
have replaced it with jtotl; this assumes that there was an “Aeolic phase”. It 
is admittedly conceivable that epic did contain before the Dorian
invasion, and that Ionic-speaking bards subsequently replaced it in the pre­
migration period with jtotl, known to them from neighbouring Doric and 
Boeotian. Alternatively, and more probably, epic always had jtotl, which 
would rightly have been felt to be older and more traditional, alongside the 
innovative apocopated Jrog, which would have been used at a very early 
date when a monosyllable was required.
It is impossible to know whether 2nd millennium epic language 
participated in certain isoglosses which had not affected East Greek in its 
entirety. As far as assibilation of /ti/ is concerned, it is likely that epic had
90 Traits, 103
91 Traits, 103
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participated in this development: the subject matter of the Iliad and Odyssey 
suggests that epic was fostered by the culture of the ruling elite of the 
Mycenaean palaces, which developed in the Peloponnese and spread as far 
north as Thessaly. The administrative language of the palace system shows 
assibilation, as do Att-Ion. and AC, the descendants of the dialects spoken in 
the southern East Greek area in the Late Bronze Age. Thus if epic was 
associated with this civilization, as it appears to have been, it is only natural 
that it should have shared in an isogloss which characterized the region 
where the civilization developed, and that the newer forms with assibilation 
would have been used in free composition and in modification of formulae 
once this new phenomenon was firmly established in the spoken language,
while some unassibilated forms would have been retained in formulaic
contexts, viz. the probable retention of jtotl.
Dative Plural in -eooi
The dative plural in -eooi is attested in all three Aeolic dialects, 
therefore is to be dated earlier than the fragmentation of proto-Aeolic. The 
traditional explanation92 for the origin of this desinence is as follows: from 
regular datives plural of stems in -eo- (eg. yeveooi: yevog, dkT)0eooi: 
dLqGfjg) an independent ending -eooi was extracted and added to all 
consonant stems. Jacob Wackernagel,93 however, explained -eool by means 
of analogy with the second declension: thus, as nominative plural +
ot = 0tX,oiot, so nominative plural avbpeg + oi = avbpeooi.
92 Found in F.Bopp, Vergleichende Grammatik, 1833, 292
93 “Zur griechischen Nominalflexion”, IF 14, 1903, 373-5
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Wackernagel’s theory, favoured also by C.J. Ruijgh,94 has the advantage of 
basing the analogy on a more extensive group, namely thematic forms of 
animate genders, rather than the comparatively small group of neuters with 
stems in -eo- and adjectives in -pg, whence the ending would have had to 
spread to the entire 3rd declension. The neuter gender would naturally have 
adopted the new ending for adjectives^ in which the genitive and dative 
endings in the neuter are identical to those of the masculine. Subsequently 
the new ending would have been extended to athematic nouns, viz. Jtdvxa : 
jtavxeaai = adopaTa : amp&Teaat. The type yevEeaoi, rather than being 
an artificial creation of epic language, may be a genuine Aeolic form, as 
Wathelet has proposed,95 in which the ending -eoot was added to the stem 
of 3rd declension neuters in -eo-, contrasting with the Common Greek and 
archaic type yeveaoi, simplified in some dialects to ydveot: all three 
variants are found in epic.
The creation of this morpheme would therefore have required the 
presence of -otoi in o-stems (and perhaps also -aoi in -a-stems). 
Mycenaean still distinguishes datives in -o-i (probably pronounced /-oihi/),96 
and instrumentals in -o (= /ois/). At post-Mycenaean date the dialects 
selected between the long and short endings and generalized the favoured
94“Les datifs pluriels dans les dialects grecs et la position du mycenien”, Mnemosyne 11, 
1958, 97-116
95 Trazfc, 262-3
96 Intervocalic /s/ had not yet-been restored in this position; its subsequent restoration was 
probably due to analogy with consonant stems, eg. ka-ke-u-si (= xaXKeuot), where -u- is 
equivalent to /w/.
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form. Thus the creation of the independent case-ending -eaai must be 
anterior to the generalization of -oig as the dative plural of o-stems in 
Thessalian and Boeotian. Lesbian -oiai shows that the longer form was still 
in use in Aeolic at the time of the migration to Asia Minor; in Lesbian it was 
retained for a long time, as the change -vg > tg made the long form 
necessary in order to distinguish the accusative plural endings -oig, -atg 
from the dative plural forms -oioi, -aiai. Thus the only indisputable 
terminus ante quern for the creation of -eoai is the separation of Boeotian 
from the future Thessalian and Lesbian, but its prevalence in Boeotian 
implies that it was established in proto-Aeolic before Boeotian was cut off 
from Thessalian, therefore it must have existed before the Dorian 
Invasion.97
Thus it is highly likely that -eaai entered epic language in the 
Mycenaean Age, providing a useful metrical variant for -at. The antiquity of 
-eaai within the epic tradition is apparent from its frequent use at verse-end 
or before the trochaic caesura, which, with the penthemimeral, is one of the
two oldest line divisions.
Gemination and Compensatory Lengthening
Thessalian and Lesbian share, to the exclusion of Boeotian, 
gemination of sonants as the result of the prehistoric groups containing
97 Wathelet, Traits, 260
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liquid / nasal + *s or *y.98 Boeotian, like Att-Ion. and the Doric dialects, and 
usually Arcadian, has compensatory lengthening of the previous vowel with 
loss of *s or *y.
The deficiencies of the Linear B writing system, which denotes 
neither long vowels nor double consonants, makes it difficult to determine 
the stage represented by Mycenaean. In all likelihood, Mycenaean 
represents a stage common to all Greek, in which the pronunciation of /s/ 
and /y/ had been reduced to /h/, whose presence generally is not indicated in 
Mycenaean, but which may still have been treated as a full consonant. The 
evolution of the various dialects in this respect corresponds to selections 
made in accordance with isoglosses of limited extension, e.g.:
*(J)0ep-ya)> *(J>0£p/zco (Mycenaean stage) >Att-Ion. (fTMpco; Arcadian 
(J)0qpm; Thessalian, Lesbian c{)0epp<n
*X£poag (cf. Hittite kasr) >*xep//ag (Mycenaean stage) >Att-Ion. x^pctg; 
Thessalian, Lesbian xeppcxg
As Att-Ion. and Doric show the same treatment of these groups, the 
first compensatory lengthening can be assumed to have taken place after the 
Dorian invasion, therefore between c. 1100 and 1000 B.C. As Thessalian 
and Lesbian differ from Boeotian, the development clearly occurred after 
the separation of Boeotian from the’ future Thessalian and Lesbian. Traces
98 This excludes secondary -vo-, e.g. jiavoa < *JcavTya.
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of gemination resulting from these groups are attested occasionally in 
Arcadian"; rather than representing an “Aeolic substrate” in the 
Peloponnese, this represents an isolated example within Arcadian of an 
alternative choice to the regular Arcadian development *vowel + Zr/ + /h/ > 
long vowel + /r/. Lejeune99 100 explained the evolution of intervocalic liquid / 
nasal + sibilant as follows: these groups underwent an inversion, becoming 
*sr, *sl, *sm, *sn, then developed in the same way and contemporaneously 
with the ancient groups containing sibilant + liquid I nasal. Support for a 
stage at which the /s/ or /y/ of these groups was reduced to an aspiration can 
be found in the fact that Mycenaean does not show /s/, signifying that this 
sound had already disappeared; sometimes, however, it does indicate 
aspiration with the symbols transcribed as m2 and ra2 - /rho/, /rha/, e.g. ku- 
pa-ro2 I ku-pa-ro, a-ro2-a (neuter plural) < * ary os, “better”, a-ke-ti-ra2 I a- 
ke-ti-ri-ja. The result of ancient /s/ or /y/ appears to be the same, /h/, at the 
date of the Mycenaean tablets. A similar phenomenon can be seen in the 
hesitation between o- and jo-(=/yo/) in the conjunction (bg: o di-do-si = 
*<bg bibovoi.
99 There are three Arcadian examples of geminated liquids or nasals: e[Kp]tvvav in a 3rd 
century inscription from Orchomenus; 6(|)eXXovoi in a 4th century inscription from 
Orchomenus, which also contains T)vai (= elvai) <*es-nai, with regular Arcadian 
compensatory lengthening instead of gemination; dppe in a 3rd century inscription also
including the form ape, the regular form with long /a/ resulting from *ns-sme. These were
. accepted by F. Kiechle (Kadmos 1, 1962, 101) as evidence of an Aeolic component in the 
population of Orchomenus.
100 Phonetique., 129
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The fact that Thessalian and Lesbian attest geminated liquids and 
nasals as the continuation of ancient groups of liquid / nasal + s / y means 
that the phenomenon dates from before the Aeolian migration to Asia 
Minor. Compensatory lengthening of short vowels preceding ancient groups 
of liquid I nasal + s / y must likewise antedate the Ionian migration, as it 
occurs in both Attic and Ionic. Given that Mycenaean seems to represent a 
stage with liquid I nasal + /h/, these developments must have taken place
between 1200 and 1000 B.C.
In nearly all cases of ancient sibilant + liquid / nasal, Homer attests 
the Ionic solution with compensatory lengthening of the preceding vowel. A 
few words, however, appear in the Aeolic form, either because they provide 
a useful metrical alternative to the Ionic form, e.g. the pronouns apjxeg and 
fipiueg (and their corresponding case-forms) for Ionic rpeCg and 'upie'Cg, etc.; 
or because the expected Ionic form does not exist, e.g. apyevvog, 
epef3evvog, ayavvi^og; or because the corresponding form as used in Ionic 
would not fit into the hexameter, e.g. Aeolic epavvog (I 531, p 18) where 
Ionic epaxeivog would be metrically impossible.101
I 531 (verse-end) ...KaXudcovog epavvfjg 
q 18 (verse-end) ...ji6X.lv fruaeaOat epavvi)v
101 Epic invariably has the Ionic adjective ^aeivog, never the metrically equivalent Aeolic 
form (fxxevvog.
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Neither of these extracts shows any hint of formulaic usage. The 
Meleager story in I seems to be a reworking of an earlier epic, while t] 
seems to be highly untraditional, thus there seems to be no reason to 
consider epavvog in any of its cases as a traditional part of bardic diction. 
The Ionic synonym epaxetvog is much commoner, occurring 16 times in 
the Iliad, 15 of these at verse-end, and 11 times in the Odyssey, all but one 
again at verse-end.
Labiovelars
Linear B has a series of stops representing the Indo-European 
labiovelars; these Stops are retained in Mycenaean in almost all positions.102 
In post-Mycenaean Greek, the labiovelars developed to simple stops 
according to dialect and phonetic environment. This change occurred after 
the Dorian Invasion in two waves, the first of which affected only Att-Ion. 
and West Greek, and to a certain extent AC, involving the change of 
labiovelars to dental stops before front vowels, through a stage of 
palatalization. AC sometimes attests an aftficative pronunciation for the 
ancient labiovelars, which suggests that it participated in, but did not 
complete, the dentalization process which took place in Att-Ion. and West
Greek.
102 Except when a labiovelar occurs in the immediate vicinity of /u/, or when two 
labiovelars occur in the same word.
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In the second stage, which also affected Aeolic, all remaining 
labiovelars became labial stops: thus labiovelars before vowels of a- and o- 
quality in Att-Ion. and West Greek became ax, |3, or ({), while labiovelars in 
all positions in Aeolic became labial stops. Thus *gwher >Att-Ion. 0qp, 
Aeolic <1>HP; *qwetwr- (cf. Mycenaean qe-to-ro) > Ionic Teaoapeg, Attic 
TeiTapeg, Thessalian JteTpo-, Lesbian Jteacrupeg. Clearly the development 
of all labiovelars to simple stops antedates the migrations to Asia Minor. It 
had taken place before the change /a/ > /e/ in Att-Ion., which, as it is
I
common to all branches of Ionic, can also be assumed to be pre-migration in 
origin: a relative chronology for these sound-changes can be deduced from 
the development *qwalikos > *JtakiKog > Jtqkiicog, as /qw/ becomes /p/ 
before /a/.103
Epic usually shows the Att-Ion. treatment of labiovelars, - e.g. 
Teooapeg < *qwetw-, Ttevie < *penqwe, rather than Aeolic Jiepne. In a 
handful of words, however, the Aeolic treatment appears. These are: 
jceXopxxi, “be, become”(65 times); Jtxaupeg, “four” (6 times); Jtekcop, 
“portentous” (33 times); d>rjpeg, “Centaurs” (twice); |3epe0pov, “pit” 
(twice). All of these are in all probability secondary Aeolisms adopted from 
Lesbian, or in the case of JtCcmpeg, which has no apparent formular 
connexions, an artificial form (to be discussed, pp. 301-2).
Palmer, The Greek Language, 63
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Long a
In most positions, Homer has the typical East Ionic treatment of 
inherited /a/ as ip This is an innovation of the Att-Ion. group; the change is 
more thorough-going in East Ionic than in Attic, which restored a after i, e 
and p. All other dialects, including Aeolic, retained original /a/. Yet Homer 
has some forms containing /a/ where Ionic /e/ would be expected, e.g. Gea, 
noaeiSdmv, and many examples of the original, Common Greek genitive 
endings, which are attested in Mycenaean in the form -a-o = 
-a(/z)o, -a(/z)mv, as well as examples of the “modern”, Ionic endings with 
quantitative metathesis, often scanned as a single syllable with synizesis. 
However, there is not a single example in Homer of the older type with 
*-qo, *-qo)V, which must be reconstructed for Ionic: at an early date, proto­
Ionic can be assumed to have had genitives of the type ’Axpeibao, which 
subsequently became *’ATpe(Sqo and finally ’AxpeCdem, the latter familiar 
from Homer. The forms showing metathesis of quantity may sometimes 
replace earlier, elided *-ao, e.g. nqXqidbecn ’AxAfjog (A 1) for 
*nq^qid6a’ ’AxiAflog; such cases represent modernization of ancient 
formulae, while cases of disyllabic -e<n(v) are rare and “do not show the 
slightest trace of formulaic employment”,104 with the exception of vecov 
(<*votfu>v), whose formulaic usages must represent creations by recent
poets.
104 Hoekstra, Modifications, 32
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The absence of -rjco(v) genitives in Homer has been taken by some 
scholars as evidence of an Aeolic phase of composition,105 on the basis that 
Ionic had already adopted quantitative metathesis before Ionic bards took 
over the epic tradition from their putative Aeolic predecessors. It is certainly 
puzzling that Homer should not retain these archaic Ionic forms while using 
rj in such forms as vqog < *vdfdg.106 A possible explanation is that, when
quantitative metathesis caused the sequence -qo- to become obsolete in 
spoken Ionic, bards found the resulting sequence -eco unmetrical, so 
replaced the obsolete forms with the metrically equivalent Aeolic forms 
-ao, -dxov. This pronunciation was supported not only by the presence of 
the older forms in the neighbouring Aeolic speech community, but also by 
the fact that the second wave of compensatory lengthening had restored to 
Ionic the phoneme /a/, vzz. xovg > Tag, rcavaa > jtaaa. The adoption of 
these Aeolic genitive forms (which were also old Ionic forms, although the 
poets would not have been aware of this) was facilitated by the presence of 
other Aeolisms, such as datives in -Eaai, probably icoti = Jtpog, and forms 
which were pan-Greek archaisms, but were perceived as Aeolic, e.g. 
praaog with unsimplified -aa-, equivalent to peaog. The existence of the 
alternatives -ao / -eco, -acov / -ecov would have been perceived as being 
entirely in character for epic language, which retains doublets to a far 
greater extent than ordinary speech does.
105 E.g. Janko, Homer, Hesiod and the Hymns, 90 .
106 The loss of digamma produced antevocalic shortening / quantitative metathesis. The 
latter was one of the latest phonological changes to affect epic language.
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Epic includes several forms containing a lengthened by position 
which evolved to q, e.g. qvope/q, qvepoeig, qydBeog, but others in which 
metrically lengthened a retained its a-timbre, eg. dbdvaTog; in the latter 
category the association with everyday items of vocabulary was presumably 
more keenly felt than in the former category. In the case of qvopeq, lack of 
epenthetic -6- may have obscured the etymological connexion with dvtjp, 
causing metrically lengthened initial a- to become q- in Ionian epic; there is 
a strong probability that *dvopea belonged to pre-migration epic, since it 
contains a non-ionic result of the syllabic resonant in the zero-grade of the 
root of dvqp (v. pp. 56-61). There is no single satisfactory explanation for 
the distribution of /a/ and /e/ in Homer, but as epic language was distinct 
horn that of everyday discourse, it could maintain phonemes or groups 
thereof which were unwonted in normal speech. This plausibly accounts for 
the retention of /a/ in proper names such as Atveiag, 'Eppelag107: Atveiag 
was not a common name, quite apart from the fact that proper names 
frequently retain forms which are otherwise obsolete, and the god’s name 
had the contracted form 'Eppqg in everyday Ionic. Thus these names were 
not affected by the normal evolution of the language, unlike formations with 
the suffix -Ibqg I -dbqg < -(bag / -dbag. The retention in epic of the 
phoneme /a/ before the 2nd compensatory lengthening took effect in Ionic 
would have been supported by its presence in Lesbian; epic seems to have
107 Cf. Mycenaean e-ma-a2 - 'Epix&fcag, becoming in Ionic *'Ep|rnag then 'Ep|ieag;-the
vocalism of Homeric 'EpgEiag represents an attempt to combine the ancient vowel- 
quantity with the close quality of Ionic 'Eppeag preceding vowel contraction.
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been felt to be Ionic with some foreign importations, whose source was
considered to be Lesbian.
Vocalization of Sonants.
The vocalization in Greek of the syllabic liquids and nasals (*l, *r,
*m, *n) is a thorny problem which has given rise to much debate.
Mycenaean shows that these sonants had already either developed to a
vowel of a- or o-timbre in the case of the nasals *m and *n, or had
developed a supporting vowel in the case of the liquids *r and *1.
The traditional theory concerning vocalization of sonants, favoured 
by C.J. Ruijgh,108 is as follows: *n, *m > a in all dialects; *r, *1 > ap / pa,
aX / Xa except in AC and Aeolic, where they become op / po, oX / Xo. 
However, as will be seen, this theory is something of an over-simplification.
In Mycenaean the preferred treatment for *m and *n appears to be /a/, thus
a-privative in compounds, e.g. a-ki-ti-to = aieciTog; a2-te-ro = dxepoq <
*sm-teros. This treatment is, however, not uniform: o-vocalization is also
found in Mycenaean as the result of *m and *n, e.g. pe-mo = *ojieppo /
108 “Les sonantes voyelles dans les dialecles grecs et la position du mycenien”, Mnemosyne 
11, 1958,216
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pe-ma = OTiepfict < *ajreppn, the o-vocalization being the commoner of the
two, probably affected by the adjacent labial consonant ; cf. also e-ne-wo- 
pe-za (PY Ta 715, etc.) - *£vef6:rce£a, implying *evefo as the name of the 
number nine; on the other hand, e-ka-ma- (PY Ta 642, etc.) = is
never varied by *£X{XO, thus o-vocalization is not invariable, even in the 
presence of a labial. AC has traces of this treatment in numbers, e.g. 6£ko < 
*dekm, Seico, Sekotov, £kotov.109 As far as the liquids are concerned, in
Mycenaean there is hesitation between o-and a-vocalization, with a 
tendency towards /o/, e.g. to-pe-za (PY Ta 642, etc.) = *Topjte^a, Attic 
Tpdjxet,a; qe-to-ro = *qwexpo, Attic xeipa-, as the first element of a 
compound, e.g qe-to-ro-po-pi (PY Ae 134) = *qweTpO3To;nxj)i, “four-footed 
animals” (instrumental plural).
The regular result in Att-Ion. of these sonants is /a/. In Homer, 
however, we find several examples of an original sonant represented by -o~,
e.g. aorist rjpPpOTOV < *rjp,rTOV (equivalent to Att-Ion. ijpxxp'EOv), aorist
subjunctive dppoxa^op.ev (K 65), which suggests a present ^rippoid^o)
related to djiapidvco; the adjectives ppoxog <*mrtos, and from the same
root, popoipog, “fatal”, from an unattested action noun *|AOp0ig <*mrtis.
There are fewer examples of ancient *1, although aoDjjg (E 498, M 78,
etc.), corresponding to Ionic aXqg < *dfaXiig, may represent
109 Buck, The Greek Dialects, 20,6
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*am-faXv,qg.110 These are classified by Chantraine as Aeolisms111 because
of their o-vocalism: it was recognized in antiquity that the Aeolic dialects 
frequently attested a vowel of o-quality where Att-Ion. and Doric have -a-, 
e.g. Att-Ion., Doric oipaxog, Boeotian oipoiog.
Chantraine’s classification of the above items as Homeric Aeolisms
on account of their o-vocalism from a syllabic resonant is in accord with the 
common theory outlined above. This theory, however, does not explain the 
exceptions to be found in all dialects, and if one attributes to each dialect 
one particular vocalization, it is difficult to explain the coincidences 
between Homer, Mycenaean and sporadic occurrences throughout Greek. It 
is preferable to state what can be observed empirically, namely that the 
dialects of the historical period have a tendency towards one or other type of 
vocalization, Att-Ion, and Doric favouring the a-treatment, Aeolic and AC 
the o-treatment, although all dialects retain traces of the less favoured 
vocalization. Indeed, vocalizations with /o/ and /a/ are not the only results in 
Greek of the Indo-European syllabic resonants: examples of -w- and -i- also 
occur, e.g. ayupig (cf. dyopplg, ayopd, ayelpco), (3pfixa, accusative 
singular corresponding to unattested *(3pfi^ (cf. ppexco). It should be no 
surprise that Greek has alternative vocalizations from syllabic resonants: 
other languages also show varying vowel-timbre, e.g. the Latin negative
prefix in- < *n, anguis < *ngwhwis = ocjng, tentus < *tntos = laxog.
110 Chantraine DELG 60, s.v. a.X.T]c;
111 GHI, 24-5
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Thus, although the dialects of historical times tend to favour one of the 
common types of vocalization over the other, the favoured type is never 
totally imposed, and one can concur with Cowgill112 that the contrast of -op- 
and -ap- is of little significance for dialect classification. Thus such
widespread forms as Ppoxog (cf. Sanskrit mrta, Latin mortuus) cannot
justifiably be claimed as Aeolisms in Homer. A form such as ^xop,113 
attested outside epic only in AC, can reasonably be assumed to have entered 
epic at a very early date, certainly before the stage of composition in Ionic, 
although its dialectal provenance cannot be ascertained (cf. op/apog, 
dpcJuflpoTog, ctv6pei06vTp).
This process of generalization may already have begun at 
Mycenaean date, as doublets are not always found, although phonetic 
contexts would make them possible: cf. e-ne-ka = eveica, ka-po = KCtpJiog, 
pa-we-a = 0apfe(A)a. The accusative singular of consonant stems shows
only -a < *rn; the eventual generalization of -a in neuter nouns such as
dp pa, ojreppa may have been initiated by analogy with the accusative 
singular of consonant stems. Mycenaean has a-mo = *dppo, never a-ma; 
later Greek has only dppa, but the o-vocalization is retained in derivatives
112 “Ancient Greek Dialectology in the Light of Mycenaean”, 82
113 fjrop is isolated in epic, as it is the only neuter with -op<*r, cf. aXsi(})ap,fijtap,6vap,
flixap.
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such as appo^co, dppooaco I -ttco114. Nonetheless, it is likely that the 
selection and regularization of type of vocalization is largely post­
Mycenaean and took place independently according to dialect.
For Homeric language, the implication is that, as it is essentially 
Ionic and shares in the innovations and choices of this dialect, it will 
naturally choose -a- as the regular outcome of the ancient syllabic 
resonants. Where variants occur, they are foreign to the Ionic dialect, and 
may be survivals from the old, pre-migration epic language, e.g. 
OpcSvog, dpxapog (which is probably to be connected with dpxfj).115 There 
is some significance for epic in the fact that all three “Achaean” dialects 
(Mycenaean, Arcadian and Cypriot) attest o-vocalization, thus it cannot be 
regarded as a specifically Aeolic trait. Wathelet would classify epic forms
with o-vocalization from ancient *r and *1 as a mixed Aeolic / Achaean
trait116; they appear in any case to be ancient. All the words in which such 
treatment is assured are foreign to East Ionic. Fluctuations in Mycenaean
114 Ernst Risch, Proceedings of the Cambridge Colloquium, 1966,157, proposed that the o- 
vocalization here resulted from the borrowing by other dialects of a Mycenaean technical
term.
115 Mycenaean o-ka, which occurs on the Pylos An tablets concerning military formations, 
is interpreted as *6px& by Ventris and Chadwick {Documents, 185), and is also connected 
with ccpxh by Chantraine {DELG, 121) and by Palmer {Interpretation, 142, 151, 154). The 
vocalism, according to Frangoise Bader (“De mycenien matoropuro a grec ixaxpojroXig, 
dket<j)63iO5” Minos 10, 1969, 36), is “Achaean”, while on the morphological level o-ka 
(*opxa): dpxapog recalls jiXoKfrrcXotcaixog.
116 Traits, 173
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and AC between o- and a-vocalizations from *r and *1 suggest that ancient
epic forms with o-vocalization should not be interpreted as Aeolisms but 
simply as part of the ancient epic language which, of course, lacked region- 
specific traits.
The preposition “towards”
In addition to the normal Att-Ion. preposition JTpog signifying 
“towards”, Homer also uses the alternatives tcoti and jcpoxt. 3Tpoq, the 
everyday Ionic form, is by far the most frequent form in Homer; jtotl 
occurs in metrical positions from which JLpog is excluded. These two 
prepositions are generally considered not to be alternative forms of the same 
word, but both inherited from Indo-European; cf. Sanskrit prati, Avestan 
pati. JtpOTL occurs only 16 times in the Odyssey, compared to 54 times in 
the Iliad; the difference is explained by the fact that the phrase Jtpoxl 
’TXiov (16 times II.) does not occur in the Odyssey, while JtpoTi daw (24 
times II.) has only 8 occurrences in the Odyssey. If these phrases are 
excluded, TcpoxC occurs only 12 times in the Iliad and 8 times in the 
Odyssey.
Homer has jtotl in common with Thessalian, Boeotian and all the 
West Greek dialects (except central Cretan, which has jropxi); Lesbian has 
urpog, probably under the influence of Ionic. As the earliest surviving 
Lesbian texts and inscriptions are late, it cannot be determined how early 
Lesbian adopted JTpog, but as early Lesbian was in all probability similar to
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Thessalian, it almost certainly had jcotl at early post-migration date. JTpoTL 
is absent from Hesiod and the Homeric Hymns, although these poems 
contain jtotl: e.g. jtot'l ’TXlov 'qvep.deooav (HyAphr 280), which also 
occurs at N 724 with JTpoTL as the form of the preposition. It seems that 
JTpoTL was not part of the epic vocabulary of these poets.
Although several words appear in Homer combined in different 
places with different forms of the preposition, in general one form is more 
frequent than the others in combination with a given word, e.g.: 
jtotl xaXKOpaTeg 6(2) (5 times), an apparently old formula, varied in JTpdg 
jtaTpog epLoOeveog jtuklvov Sco (T 355). It is likely that the form of the 
preposition the poet used was determined by the form he had inherited, and 
thus he was not free to choose among the three available forms.117 Metrical 
considerations would, of course, have been significant in selecting the 
required form, and in modifying traditional formulae. Before vowels, or 
hiatus resulting from loss of digamma, jtotl I JTpoTL is always used; JTpog
never occurs in thesis in these conditions.
jtotl regularly develops by assibilation to *jtool (probably 
represented by Mycenaean po-si118); this probably developed to AC Jtog by 
means of apocope, which is common in prepositions. Thus it would not be
117 W.F. Wyatt, “Homeric Ilpdg Iloff IIpoTi”, SMEA 19, 1978, 104-5
118 Ebbe Vilborg. observed (Tentative Grammar of Mycenaean Greek, 1960, 123) that 
Mycenaean po-si may conceivably represent JiopoL, but this seems improbable in view of 
AC Jtog.
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surprising if jtotC antedated Jtog in the epic tradition. Jtog, however, is not 
attested in epic. Nevertheless, it may well have been the normal 
monosyllabic form of the preposition at an early stage of epic, replaced with 
JTpog by Ionic-speaking poets, a process which may have started at pre­
migration date. After the Dorian invasion, the form Jtog would have been 
unknown to Ionic-speaking poets and audiences, as they were not in contact 
with the AC dialects. Support for this assumption may be found in the fact 
that so-called “Attic” correption frequently occurs before Jipog: in the Iliad 
a short vowel preceding Jipog is scanned short 121 times, and long 86 
times; the corresponding figures for the Odyssey are 132 short and 93 
long.119 Thus the common formula EJiea JTCEpoEVTa Jipooqnba, in which 
the final -a of JiTepoEVTct is scanned short, may at an early stage have 
contained *JEOGT)ftda. jtotL, on the other hand, in addition to being pail of 
the traditional epic vocabulary, was supported in the immediate pre­
migration period by its use in the West Greek dialects adjacent to proto- 
Ionic on the mainland, and after the migrations by its probable presence in 
Lesbian until Lesbian adopted the Ionic form Jipog.
The use of jtotl and Jipog in epic is accounted for, as they belong 
to dialects spoken in the region where epic as we know it developed in its 
latter stages (or in the case of jtotl, belonged to one of these dialects for a 
time). JtpoiC is a more awkward case. This form of the preposition occurs in
119 Statistics from Richard Janko, “The use of Jipog, Jipoft, and jiot! in Homer”, Glotta 57, 
1979, 24
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the dialect of central Crete,120 although elsewhere in Crete the usual West 
Greek form jtotl is found. JTpOTL also seems to be attested once in Argolic 
in a fragmentary inscription from Tylissos, restored by J. Hatzidakis in 
1914121 as follows:
<X>epoo0o Zzot Kvo/zioi Jipox’ aurog
in which, as observed by W. Vollgraff,122 auTog is equivalent to ctinovg, 
thus the meaning would be “to themselves, i.e. to their home”. There is, 
however, no support elsewhere for such a construction: Homer has 
oTkovSe 4>epeo0ai (a 317), Herodotus a construction with the genitive 
case, 0ep<nv eg ciecouToO (1.108,5). If JipOTt is correctly restored in this 
inscription, Argolic will be the only Doric dialect to attest forms of the 
preposition both with and without -p- before the spread of the Attic koine.
However, Hatzidakis’ restoration is not the only one possible, and 
Vollgraff proposed an alternative restoration:
<I>epoo0o Zzot Kvo/ziot jrpo Tccupo<j)ov(,ov.
The original restoration of this inscription was the only indication that 
JTpoTt had ever existed in Argolic. If Vollgraff s emendation is adopted, 
there is no support for this aberrant form, and likewise the emendation 
3xpo[Ti xa lapa]123 cannot be correct. The forms of the preposition in 
Argolic are the usual West Greek jtotl and also jtol, which may reasonably
120 Central Cretan also has the form jtopff with metathesis.
121 ’ApxaioXoYiKf| ’E<t>TNiEplg 1914, 94-98
122 Le decret d’Argos relatif a unpacte entre Knossos et Tylissos., Amsterdam 1948, 18
123 Buck, The Greek Dialects, 283, no. 83
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be supposed to be a survival from the pre-Doric substrate by means of an 
evolution *jtooC > *jto/zl > jtol.124 The presence of the forms JTpoTL and 
JTOpTL in central Cretan might tempt one to believe that forms with -p- are 
remnants of the “Achaean” substrate dialect. However, these forms in 
Cretan may be an innovation resulting from a conflation of jtotl with jrepi; 
the same combination appears to have given Pamphylian jrepTi.
npog is commonly explained as resulting from irpoiC by 
assibilation and apocope.125 W.F. Wyatt126 has most plausibly proposed that 
JTpog is a secondary development in Att-Ion., with intrusive -p- by analogy 
with Jtpo, jrapd and jrepi, and that proto-Greek inherited only jtotl. Thus 
Jtpog is an innovation of Att-Ion. As Homeric jrpori is not attested in 
Hesiod or the Hymns, it cannot reasonably be considered as an inherited 
component of epic diction; it is therefore best explained as an artificial form 
constructed by Ionian bards from JTpog and jtotl.
Apocope of prepositions
Another notable feature of Homer’s use of prepositions is the 
occurrence of apocope. This phenomenon almost never occurs in extant Att-
124 Aspiration of intervocalic /s/ (cf. Laconian Ilo/zoibav < noooibdv; Arcadian has
IIoGOiSav) followed by loss of /h/.. .
125 E.g. Janko, “The use of Jtpog, Jtpori and Jtori in Homer”, 28
126 “Homeric Ilpog, non, npori”, SMEA 19, 1978, 89-123
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Ion., unless elision of final -i before vowels is regarded as a form of 
apocope. Apocope of prepositions is, however, common in Aeolic, e.g.:
Sappho 31, icab 6e p,’ I'dprng iphypog £%£i 
Alcaeus 346, KCtK K£<j)dkag
Boeotian Kay yotv 
Thessalian K&Jt Jiavxog127
The presence of this phenomenon in Aeolic might be taken as 
evidence for an Aeolic phase of epic composition. The fact is, however, that 
apocope of prepositions is attested in all dialects except Att-Ion.:
Laconian KappaXiKog
Arcadian kgc pfjva; 3i£ (=Jt£6d) xotg ponciaxaig128
There are no examples of apocope in Mycenaean, but this does not 
imply that it did not exist in the spoken dialects of the 2nd millennium. 
Among 1st millennium dialects, Thessalian in general has the strongest 
tendency towards apocope, as in the genitive singular ending -oi < -oio in 
o-stems. It is possible that Att-Ion. at an early date also apocopated 
prepositions, and has innovated in eliminating this tendency. Widespread 
apocope of prepositions results from generalization of the antevocalic form, 
e.g. 3rap-0£|i£voi like Jiap-edvieg, 3iap jroTapdv like nap’ o6ov.129 Thus 
Homeric examples of apocopated prepositions may represent an archaism in
127 The.examples from Thessalian and Boeotian are cited by Buck, The Greek Dialects, 81.
128 Buck, The Greek Dialects, 81
129 Ruijgh, “D’ Homere aux origines proto-myceniennes”, 57, note 205
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Ionic, and their retention in Ionian epic would have been supported by the 
presence of this phenomenon in neighbouring Lesbian.
The Potential Particle
Homer uses two forms of the potential particle, av and Ke(v); ke(v) 
is by far the commoner, although there is a preference for av in negative 
clauses. In classical times, Att-Ion. uses av, Thessalian and Lesbian Ke(v), 
and West Greek and Boeotian Ka (Boeotian was probably influenced in this 
respect by West Greek). Evidence is lacking for Mycenaean. Arcadian and 
Cypriot disagree on this point: Cypriot has Ke, but Arcadian agrees with Att- 
Ion. in using av.
All forms of the particle probably derive from an enclitic *ken/ 
*kn130: Aeolic adopted the full-grade variant, but Arcadian and Att-Ion.
favoured the zero-grade option *kn, which became Ka before a consonant
and kxxv before a vowel. The innovative form av resulted from a false 
division of oifcav, a process which is reflected in Arcadian eiKav, 
equivalent to el + av, with -K- by analogy with onKav;it is significant in 
this connexion that in Homer av is more frequent than Ke(v).131 av is the 
only form of the potential particle attested in historical Arcadian, except
130 As explained by K. Forbes, Glotta 37, 1958, 179-82 ,
131 Palmer, “The Language of Homer”, A Companion to Homer, Wace and Stubbings 
(edd.), 1962, 91
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when it is immediately preceded by the particles el or oh, in which case the 
phrases eiKCtv and oiteav are used.
Arcadian and Att-Ion. generalized the more recent form dv. The 
fact that dv was used by these two dialects, which in historical times were 
separated by areas of Doric speech using Ka, implies that this development 
took place before the Dorian invasion. However, the difference between 
Arcadian and Cypriot usage in this respect suggests that dv was not 
generalized throughout the Peloponnese before the departure of the future 
Cypriots, and that they came from an area which retained the more 
conservative ice. C.J. Ruijgh132 would infer from the fact that in Homer there 
are approximately 7 occurrences of ke(v) for every 2 of dv that the date of 
Homer is to be placed shortly after the adoption of the epic tradition from 
Aeolic bards, and that it may even have been the quality of Homer’s poetry 
that provided the incentive for Ionic to oust Aeolic as the dialect of epic. 
This is unconvincing: although ice(v) does indeed outnumber dv in epic, the 
preponderance of the former probably reflects little more than that it was 
felt, correctly, to be more ancient than dv, thus more appropriate for the 
traditional genre of epic verse, and does not provide evidence for an “Aeolic 
phase”. Its use in Ionian epic would have been supported by its presence in 
the neighbouring Lesbian dialect, and it would therefore still have been 
understood by poets and audiences. However, although Ke(v) is by far the 
more frequent form of the particle in Homer, despite the fact that 11 similes
132 “L’emploi le plus ancien el les emplois plus recents de la particule ke /av”, La langue et 
les texts en grec ancien, 1992, F. Letoublon,(ed.), 77-8
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are introduced by <bg ot’ av, there is not one simile introduced by 
cbg ote ke(v): this indicates recent composition using a construction from
vernacular Ionic.
The use of i'a as the feminine of the numeral “one” is one of the
most characteristic traits of the Aeolic dialects. In Homer its basic sense is
not as a numeral, but signifies “one, the same”, as at A 437 and N 354, 
where it echoes op,og / -ov. In two Homeric instances, <D> 569 and § 435, ia 
is best taken as meaning “one”, equivalent to p,ta, the normal Homeric 
feminine of elg.
The form tog appears also in Messenian tov y tov eviawov133 
with a meaning similar to its Homeric sense, “the same year”, and in Cretan 
in the 5th century Gortyn Law Code in the phrase to Jtpd to EVtauto,134 
where its meaning seems to be equivalent to that of fcivog. There is one 
Homeric occurrence (Z 422) of a form taking a thematic inflexion: t<x), 
which appears to have anaphoric value.
In origin tog seems to be a deictic pronoun, containing the Indo- 
European demonstrative *i-, which appears in the Latin pronoun is, and was 
also apparently preserved in Cretan, according to Hesychius, who glosses 
tvafiTfj.a'UT'qv. awov. Kfijiptoi. Thus it is likely that tog is an archaism
133 Buck, The Greek Dialects, 94
134 Buck, The Greek Dialects, 320, no.l 17
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wherever it is preserved, and its specialization to the feminine with the 
meaning “one” is an innovation of Aeolic (an innovation of pre-migration 
date, as it is shared by all three Aeolic dialects). The distribution of the 
pronoun without this specialized sense was in all probability at an early date 
much more widespread than the available evidence suggests.135 In its 
Homeric occurrences with the meaning “(one and ) the same”, it is a simple 
archaism; where it means “one” it is likely to be a secondary Aeolism from
Lesbian.
Infinitives in -p,ev, -pevai
Aeolic belonged to an East Greek zone which selected the infinitive 
ending -p,ev instead of -vat for athematic verbs; -vai was the choice 
common to West Greek and Att-Ion. Boeotian, East Thessalian and Homer 
have infinitives in -|iev for thematic verbs, which must represent an 
innovation against the rest of Greek, although it also appears in Cretan 
[jtpo]peiJtepev.136 This appears to be an innovation common to the 2nd 
millennium dialects of central Greece, and it is likely to have entered epic 
from that source: the type (j)epepev is firmly entrenched in epic formulae, 
providing a useful metrical variant to the type 4>ep£iv. It does not occur in 
Lesbian, at least in the texts and inscriptions that are available to us; but as it
135 W.F. Wyatt, “The Prehistory of the Greek Dialects”, TAPA 101, 1970, 616
136 In Cretan Doric the infinitive ending -|iev may represent a survival from the “Achaean” 
substrate; this implies that there may have been localities in the 2nd millennium 
Peloponnese which favoured -|xev over -vai.
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is common in East Thessalian, which was probably very similar to early 
Lesbian, it may have been the Lesbian ending for thematic verbs until it was 
eliminated in favour of -qv under the influence of Ionic -eiv,137 in which 
case the type (j)epe[iev would have been supported in epic in the Asiatic 
phase of composition by its presence for a time in Lesbian, -pevai, the type 
attested in historical Lesbian, may be a conflation of the Aeolic type -pev 
and Ionic -vat. However, in view of the structural importance of infinitives 
in -pevai, the possibility cannot be discounted that this infinitive type 
existed in 2nd millennium Aeolic, and was retained only in Lesbian.
Stratification of Epic Language
Traditionally, everything in Homeric language that was not Ionic 
was considered to be Aeolic, or to be more precise, Lesbian. This view, 
which has been current since antiquity, arose from the fact that in Homer 
there occur forms such as infinitives in -pevai, datives plural in -eoat, 
words with geminated consonants (e.g. epavvog, apyevvog) which, in 
terms of 1st millennium dialects, obviously belong to Lesbian. It was 
thought that the epic tradition had been adopted from Aeolic bards by Ionic­
speaking poets, at whose hands the Homeric poems had received their final
137 Both the Ionic and the Lesbian forms of the thematic infinitive ending result from the 
contraction of e+e following the loss, of intervocalic /h/; the resulting long vowel received a 
close pronunciation in Ionic and an open pronunciation in Lesbian. In Mycenaean this 
infinitive ending almost certainly still had intervocalic /h/, viz. *-ehen.
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form, and August Fick even went so far as to translate the poems into 
Aeolic138.
This traditional view, however, caused great problems when it was 
observed that there also occurred in Homer forms which, in terms of 1st 
millennium dialects, could only have been interpreted as Doric or West 
Greek generally, such as -ti, toi, xeog, djiog, etc. These forms were 
vaguely classified as Aeolic, as some of them appear also in Thessalian and 
Boeotian, where they were classified as “Dorisms”.
This point of view was gradually altered by the study of Arcado- 
Cypriot. Since Meillet,139 many scholars have accepted a three-layered 
stratification of the epic dialect, beginning with “Achaean”, i.e. AC, which 
was subsequently overlaid first by an Aeolic and finally by an Ionic stratum. 
The decipherment of Linear B and the subsequent realization that the 
Mycenaean dialect was closely related to Arcadian and Cypriot increased 
the number of elements in epic thought to be of AC provenance. 
Consequently, Klaus Strunk in 1957140 sought to deny any Aeolic 
contribution to the formation of epic language.
138 Die homerische Odyssee in ihrer urspriingliche Sprachform wiederhergestellt,
Gottingen, 1883; Die homerische Mas in ihrer urspriingliche Sprachform 
wiederhergestellt, Gottingen, 1886 .
139 Apergu, 175
140 Die sogennanten Aolismen der homerischen Sprache, Koln, 1957
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Very few Homeric traits which are regarded as Aeolisms actually 
entered epic language from the Aeolic dialects. Such is the general 
conclusion of Wathelet, who minimized the Aeolic contribution to epic.141 
Yet his reconstruction of the transmission of the epic tradition is 
untenable142: at the end of the Mycenaean Age, according to this theory 
(shared by Janko143), Achaean bards took refuge in Thessaly, gradually 
incorporating Thessalian elements into their stock of formulae, and from 
Thessaly the epic tradition was taken to Lesbos, whence it was later adopted 
by Ionians. There is no evidence, whether linguistic, archaeological or 
mythological, to suggest such a scenario. In fact, the only basis for 
postulating a Thessalian stage in the development of the epic tradition seems 
to be the Thessalian background of certain myths, such as those concerning 
Achilles or the Argonauts. Many forms which are claimed as Aeolisms are 
simple archaisms (the -01 case, attested in Boeotian; patronymic adjectives, 
known in the alphabetic period from Aeolic; retention of -Tl, e.g jiot(; long 
a in the genitive endings -ao,-acov) retained in epic and one or more of the 
Aeolic dialects, and interpreted as Aeolic because they were known from 
these dialects, in particular from Lesbian. The fact that these forms were 
understood to be Lesbian allowed the poets of the tradition to incorporate 
forms from contemporary Lesbian when they provided a metrical alternative 
to the Ionic form, or when the word required did not exist in Ionic. Lesbian 
forms are secondary Aeolisms in epic: these include forms in which an
141 Traits, 366 .
142 Traits, 376
143 The Iliad: A Commentary, vol. IV, 16
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original labiovelar is represented by a simple labial stop before a front 
vowel; original liquid / nasal + *s or *y represented by a geminated liquid / 
nasal instead of a single liquid / nasal with compensatory lengthening of the 
preceding short vowel; and the perfect participle active with the endings of 
the present participle. Some of these, of course, occur in formulaic contexts 
(e.g. 7T(p)otI ’'ILiov Ipfjv), but it must be remembered that epic had been 
developing in Asia Minor, and therefore had been exposed to Lesbian 
influence, for some three centuries at least before the Homeric poems 
reached their final forms. It is not surprising, therefore, that Lesbian forms 
should have been incorporated into formulaic expressions. In the context of 
a tradition which continually evolved over many centuries, it should not be 
imagined that “traditional” excludes post-migration developments and
♦ 144accretions.
The evolution of the dialect of epic as we know it was subtler, but 
less complicated, than the concept of three successive dialectal stages 
involving translation from one dialect to another. This is in any case an 
unrealistic assumption: for one thing, all the dialects which contributed to 
epic were mutually intelligible, and at the end of the Bronze Age, when the 
“Aeolic phase” is assumed to have begun, the differences between the East 
Greek dialects were very slight. Furthermore, in the same way as the
144 The frequent formula amap &rcel rcoaiog teal £Stjwoc; e£ Epov evio was almost 
certainly created at post-migration date, as it contains (cat, which was not used as a 
conjunction in Mycenaean (v. Wathelet, “Mycenien et grec d’l-Iomere 2. La particule icctC”, 
AC 33, 1964,10-44); it may, however, have been used adverbially, in which case there was 
little reason for it to appear in the palace records.
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choruses of Attic tragedy are composed in a form of Doric, as this was 
regarded as the appropriate dialect for this kind of verse, so would the epic 
dialect at any stage of its evolution have been felt to be the appropriate form 
of language for this genre of verse, and translation would not have been 
considered necessary.
Epic in the 2nd millennium, then, was composed in a literary 
dialect of East Greek type, which was susceptible to influence from the 
contemporary vernacular dialects. These appear to have been proto-AC and 
proto-Aeolic. However, it should not be imagined that epic poetry was 
composed specifically in either of those dialects. It is clear that by the end of 
the 2nd millennium epic was preserved in an area of Ionic speech,145 as from 
that date epic language participates in the choices and innovations of the 
Att-Ion. group; subsequently, at post-migration date, it shared in the
innovations and choices of East Ionic. The differences between the southern 
East Greek dialects in the late 2nd millennium were sufficiently slight to 
permit epic to be perceived as a form of proto-Ionic, and subsequently to 
develop in parallel with the Ionic dialect, whose main characteristics seem 
to have developed between 1000 and 700 B.C.
Homeric Aeolisms are to be divided into primary and secondary 
Aeolisms, as defined on p.12. Datives plural in -eoat are certainly to be 
counted as primary Aeolisms; the infinitive endings -jxev and -jievat may 
also have entered epic at pre-migration date. These forms are structurally
145 Cf. T.B.L. Webster, From Mycenae to Homer, 1958, 289
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important within the hexameter: -eooi occurs frequently at verse-end and 
before the trochaic caesura; -pevai provides a convenient dactyl in the 4th 
or 5th foot. The ending -jiev is less common, and in some cases may replace
an earlier *-/zev.
At the point when epic was first perceived to contain Lesbian 
elements (possibly at the time of the migrations to Asia Minor c. 1000 
B.C.), the form of Lesbian in question was doubtless a more archaic one 
than that known to us from inscriptions and the Lesbian poets, and must 
have been closer to Thessalian. Thus it probably contained jtotl, which was 
later replaced by Jtpdg, and lacked assibilation of /ti/. The same probably 
applies to infinitives in -piev and 1st declension nominatives singular in 
-a146, which once probably belonged to Lesbian and were subsequently 
eliminated. After the migrations, certain forms belonging to the pre­
migration epic language, which in fact are archaic in all dialects, were 
interpreted as Aeolic, e.g. -cso- for -O-; once these forms had received an 
“Aeolic” interpretation, it was felt to legitimize the admission into epic 
language of genuine Aeolic forms from contemporary Lesbian, or secondary 
Aeolisms, such as jreXoop <*qweX(Op, dixpeg <*a/z|ieg. Lesbian perfect 
participles active in -cov, -ovxog are recent rather than remains of an older 
stratum covered by Ionic: the perfect participle in -(f)cog (e.g. pepX'n(f)d)g)
146 Boeotian contains these nominatives; nominative singular in -a of masculine a-stems is 
probably a pan-Greek archaism, to judge by the genitive Nixiag 'HpaiAetbaiot in a • 
Thessalian inscription from Phalanna, besides the regular nominative forms in -ag (J.L. 
Garcia-Ramon, Les origines post-inyceniennes, 28).
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is pan-Greek, and Aeolic innovated in extending the endings of the present 
participle to the perfect. The archaic forms which in Asia Minor were 
interpreted as belonging to Lesbian might equally well have been attributed 
to Doric. That they were felt to be Lesbian is clear from the fact that Doric 
innovations, e.g. epfoq, auTOoauTov, are absent from Homer, while 
Lesbian innovations (although not late innovations such as the type naCoa 
< Jiavaa, raig < Tctvq) are admitted.147 Hesiod, however, uses certain 
Doric forms, which shows that those archaisms which in Asia Minor were 
interpreted as belonging to Lesbian were in the mainland tradition felt to 
belong to Doric (v. pp. 293-304).
The Antiquity of the Attic-Ionic Group
Attica escaped the turmoil of the late 2nd millennium fairly 
unscathed: Athens was the only major Mycenaean settlement to escape 
destruction, and the archaeological evidence indicates continuous 
inhabitation there while other important centres were abandoned or 
destroyed.148 This suggests that Attica could have provided a safe haven for 
the epic tradition to be preserved and continue its development (although 
this does not mean that epic verse disappeared entirely from the rest of 
Greece). Epic language was already by this time a literary language which 
was not associated with any narrowly defined region of mainland Greece,
147 Adrados, “Stratigraphy”, 22
148 Michael Grant, The Rise of the Greeks, 1987, 35
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but which could incorporate varying dialectal forms and innovations from 
the spoken dialects when they were metrically convenient, with the proviso 
that obvious innovations would not be used in epic because of its generally 
traditional nature. It is probable that one factor which ensured the 
continuation of the epic tradition was the link which it provided with the 
past, therefore innovations would have had to become firmly established in 
the spoken language before they could be admitted into epic. In this way the 
innovative simplified -o- never entirely supplanted -oo- <*-ty, *0y, but 
both occur in formulae of old appearance.
As the various dialects at the end of the Mycenaean Age were still 
very similar to one another, lacking many of the characteristic innovations 
which were later to define the dialects of the historical period, a speaker of 
proto-Ionic, listening to the epic dialect, would have been able to accept it as 
a form of his/ her own dialect with the addition of some foreign forms. Once 
epic language was accepted as a form of proto-Ionic, it gradually started to 
incorporate some of the isoglosses of this dialect, perhaps replacing Jtog 
with Att-Ion. Jtpog once West Greek speakers had cut off Attica from the 
region where the ancient “Achaean” speech remained; the AC form of the 
preposition would have become unfamiliar to Ionic listeners after the Dorian 
invasion. The incorporation of existing proto-Ionic isoglosses into epic 
meant that epic was felt to an even greater extent to be a form of the local 
dialect, and thus it was bound to participate in the developments which 
came to define the fully’fledged Att-Ion. group.
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The most characteristic Ionic isogloss is the change of original /a/ 
> /e/. That this change is pre-migration in origin is clear from the fact that it 
affected all branches of Ionic, although it is most thorough-going in East 
Ionic. The Parian Marble dates the Ionian migration to 1087 B.C., which is 
perhaps a few decades too early,149 but this suggests that this sound-change 
must at least have started on the mainland by the mid-11th century. Theories 
that the change /a/ > /e/ is the result of Carian influence in Asia Minor150 
encounter the objection that this change does not affect the neighbouring 
Doric dialects.151
A relative chronology for this sound-change can be obtained from 
the development of the interrogative adjective JipkiKog < *qwalikos. As 
the original labiovelar is represented by a labial stop before a vowel of e- 
timbre, the labialization of labiovelars, i.e. the final stage in their evolution 
to simple stops, antedates the change of /a/ to /e/. Thus the stages are
*qwalikos > *TcaXiicog > jrqMicog. The labiovelar stops disappeared
shortly after the Dorian invasion, therefore if Mycenaean civilization was 
destroyed c.1200 B.C., and the Ionic change of /a/ to /e/ had at least begun 
by c.1050-1000 B.C., the elimination of labiovelars must have occurred 
between these dates.152
149 A. M. Snodgrass, The Dark Age of Greece, 14
150 A. Bartonek, Development of the Long-vowel System in Ancient Greek Dialects, 1966, 
.101
151 Thumb-Scherer, Handbuch der griechischen Dialekte II, 197
152 Wathelet, Traits, 90
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A low date for the change of /a/ to /e/ has been argued for on the 
basis of the Ionic form of the name of the Medes, who called themselves 
Mada, but in Greek were known as Mflboi.153 Chadwick claimed that the 
Ionians knew the name of the Medes while this sound-change was still in 
progress, as they called them not Madoi but Mrjdoi, and that if the sound- 
change had been complete before the Ionians knew the Medes they would 
have called them Mdboi, which was the form of their name in Cypriot (ma- 
to-i in the Cypriot syllabary). The Ionians could not, according to 
Chadwick, have known the Medes before the 9th century at the earliest. Yet 
this is unconvincing: the Ionians may indeed have known the Medes at least 
by name before the 9th century, and, had their language lacked the phoneme 
/a/ when the name Mada first became known to them, they would simply 
have substituted the closest sound in their repertoire. It is clear that this 
sound-change was complete by the date of the second compensatory 
lengthening, as Jiavoa became Jiaaa, not *3tfjaa, in Ionic, and also before 
the contraction of a+e, as Tipae (imperative) became Ttpa, not *x(|xr|. It 
also antedates the loss of digamma after /r/: this is clear from the case of 
*Koppa, which in Ionic became Kofipp with 3rd compensatory lengthening, 
but in Attic, which was not affected by the 3rd compensatory lengthening, it 
gave Kopp, in which the p was retained after p because /w/ was still present 
when /a/ became /e/.
Once original /a/ had been fronted in Att-Ion., the resulting vowel 
of e-timbre coalesced with inherited /e/. This process was not yet complete 
in Central Ionic by the 6th century: inscriptions from Amorgos, Naxos and 
Ceos represent with eta the vowel of e-timbre resulting from inherited /a/, 
but inherited /e/ with epsilon. In East Ionic, however, the process was 
complete by the date of the earliest inscriptions, which use the same symbol,
153 John Chadwick, “ The Greek Dialects and Greek Prehistory”, Greece & Rome N.S. 3, 
1956, 42
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eta, to represent the long open e-vowel from both sources. Once this process 
was accomplished, metathesis of quantity took place, whereby T]O > ecu and
T]a > ea; this generally occurred where there had previously been an
intervocalic digamma, e.g. *vapog > vqog > verng, cf. *’Axt(k)kT]fog >
*’Axi(X)Xfjog >’Axi(A-)Xecog, although it is also common in the genitive of 
masculine a-stems, e.g. ri'qLqidbeco, Aaepxidbea): these are pronounced 
with synizesis, and as Hoekstra points out, may in some cases represent a 
modernization of ancient formulae154, with elision of final -o before an 
initial vowel, vzz. nqXqiddeo) ’ Ax^fjog < *n,nkT|(p)i<x6a’ ’Axtkfj(f)og.
Proto-Ionic and Doric underwent several common innovations after
the Dorian invasion: the most obvious of these is the dentalization of the
original labiovelars before front vowels, which antedates the pan-Greek 
labialization of all remaining labiovelars. Ionic and Doric also innovated in 
adding -g to the preposition ev when used with the accusative to signify 
“into”; the resulting evg, which is preserved in Argive and Cretan, 
subsequently became elg or eg. The ancient, inherited use of ev with the 
accusative (cf. Latin in + accusative) is retained in the North West dialects 
as well as AC, Thessalian and Boeotian; Lesbian elg is obviously the result 
of Ionic influence. The form dvg was clearly created at a date after the 
Dorian invasion but preceding the simplification of final -vg, and as the
154 Modifications, 32
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resulting elg / eg is common to all branches of Ionic, the innovation must 
antedate the migration to Asia Minor.155
Mycenaean shows that in 2nd millennium Greek, /w/ was 
retained in all positions, and in some dialects (e.g. Laconian, Boeotian, 
Cypriot) this phoneme remained in use until the local dialects succumbed to 
the Attic koine.156 At the time of the earliest alphabetic inscriptions, /w/, 
represented by digamma, was still present in all positions except in Att-Ion. 
and some eastern Doric dialects ( those of Thera and its colony Cyrene, and 
of Rhodes and Cos).157 Digamma had disappeared in Att-Ion. by the time of 
the earliest alphabetic inscriptions; despite a few archaic examples of 
digamma in Central and West Ionic (Tapupoveg at Chalcis, apwap at
Athens, apuTO at Naxos), its use is always as a glide sound between vowels,
and it never appears in Ionic where it is etymologically justified. Formulae 
based on neglect of digamma, e.g. rjyev eg oTkov (| 318, p 84) therefore 
came late in the history of the epic tradition; the fact that this phrase occurs 
only twice is an indication of the conservative nature of epic diction.
Likewise the declension of some ancient formulae which had contained
initial digamma could only have taken place at a late stage in the epic
155 The significance of this development for the epic tradition will be discussed in ch.4., pp. 
311-14
156 Lejeune, Phonetique, 174
157 Lejeune, Phonetique, 163
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tradition, e.g. rjSeog oivou which was based on the dative phrase 
rjcSeL ol'vcp < *fotSei fofrvcot158
Three stages can reasonably be postulated in the evolution of the 
Att-Ion. group:
1. the dialect of Attica was slightly differentiated from 
the other southern East Greek dialects in the Mycenaean 
Age;
2. the arrival of the Dorians brought about a series of
Doric-Ionic isoglosses which further isolated Ionic from
AC;
3. between the 11th and 8th centuries the Ionic dialect
acquired its definitive identity; during these centuries 
there occurred the separation of Ionic and Attic and their 
increasing differentiation in some respects, e.g. psilosis, 
differing treatments of digamma, vowel contractions.
Ionic had completed its most significant innovations by the date of 
composition of the Iliad and Odyssey, and while these innovations were in 
the process of development, epic participated in them.
158 Hoekstra, Modifications, 48
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Epic Language c.1200 B.C.
I attempt a reconstruction of the epic dialect c.1200 B.C. and not 
earlier for the simple reason that at this date we have the language of the 
Mycenaean texts for comparison with the putative language of epic.
At the end of the Mycenaean Age, epic language was already a 
literary language of East Greek type, which was not linked with any 
narrowly defined region. It shared in the phonological features of all 
contemporary dialects: retention of labiovelars; /w/ in all positions; inherited 
/a/; aspirates still undissimilated (Grassmann’s Law probably took effect at 
post-Mycenaean date); forms containing the groups *-hn, *-hn, *-hl, etc. 
from original groups of liquid / nasal + /s/; the sequence -vg still 
unsimplified. Obviously, at this date epic lacked innovations which 
belonged to later Ionic and Lesbian: ev would have governed the accusative 
where later epic had eg I elg < evg.
On balance, it seems probable that epic language at the end of the
Mycenaean Age participated in assibilation of /ti/. It is more difficult to
determine whether it still used the older form of the middle ending, -toi, as
there is no trace of this form in Homer. Nevertheless, it is probable that epic
language, because of its generally traditional and archaic nature, retained the
older ending for as long as it was in contact with spoken dialects which
preserved it. Thus, even if -toi was still used in. proto-Ionic when the
Dorian Invasion had cut off this speech-community from AC, when it
adopted -Tai the older ending would no longer have been familiar to Ionic 
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ears, and would have been replaced by -Tai in epic, causing no metrical 
difficulties. There is another possible example of replacement of an archaic 
form that was no longer understood in the preposition ejtl: there appears to 
have existed a doublet ejtl / *ojtl at a very early date. Mycenaean has both 
e-pi and o-pi, both apparently with the same sense: cf. o-pi...qe-to-ro-po-pi 
(PY Ae 134) = *6jt'i...qw£Tp6jTOJi(j)i, o-pi-ke-re-mi-ni-ja (PY Ta 708) , o- 
pi-a-ra (PY An 657), e-pi-de-da-to (PY Vn 20) = *EJCL6e6aaxoi, e-pi-ko-ru- 
si-jo (KN Sk 789) = *EJTLicop'uo(a) (nominative dual), o-pi-ko-ru-si-ja (KN 
Sk 8100) = *£Jtncopbaia (neuter plural). The simple preposition is always 
ejtl in Att-Ion., but there remain traces of *ojtl in ojtl(o)0e, ojuaoco. As 
all branches of Ionic have ejtl as the preposition, its generalization in this 
function almost certainly antedates the migration, and if Mycenaean epic 
contained *ojt( it would have sounded wrong to Ionic speakers once ejtl 
was established as the favoured form of the preposition, and would have 
been replaced with this form without metrical disruption.
In the same way as Ionian epic is characterized by its use of 
doublets, so is it probable that Mycenaean epic language had this 
characteristic, selecting as metrically convenient between members of such 
pairs as jtotl / jrog, dvepeg / otvbpeg (the Linear B evidence shows that 
the form with epenthetic /d/ was already in common use: cf. the personal 
name a-re-ka-sa-da-ra (MY V 303) = ’AkE^avbpa), athematic aorists, e.g. 
Sekto / S.Xto alongside the more recent sigmatic forms bE^axo159 /
159 This form is attested in Mycenaean as de-ka-sa-to (PY Pn 30, etc.).
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*cx/zA,aTO < *&XaaTO (this verb appears in Homer in the form EorjkaTO160 
with regular Ionic compensatory lengthening of the vowel preceding the 
group *hl, and fronting of the resulting /a/ > /e/, -oi /-eooi as the dative 
plural ending of the 3rd declension, and probably -oo- simplified to -o- in 
words like (le(o)oog, To(a)aog. Likewise, Mycenaean epic probably had 
the option of including or omitting the augment from verbs in the historic 
tenses as metrically required in the same way as it is optional in Homer; the 
language of the Mycenaean texts omits the augment, except in a few
controversial cases.
The general characteristics which defined Mycenaean epic 
language seem to have been the same as those which defined epic language 
in its Ionian phase: it was a special literary language of a conservative, 
traditional nature, which retained archaic forms through metrical necessity, 
while also incorporating more recent developments, although avoiding 
obvious neologisms. As Ionian epic includes various artificial forms 
(diectasis, metrical lengthening), it is a reasonable assumption that 
Mycenaean bards also had such licences at their disposal. One metrical 
licence at least can reasonably be postulated for Mycenaean epic in the short 
scansion of syllables preceding an original stop + syllabic resonant (e.g.
*avdpo<})6vT$ < *dvrqw/zovTot: v. pp. 101-12 for a discussion of this and
160 It is an indication of the conservative nature of epic language that the sigmatic aorist 
eotiXpro occurs only in the repeated phrase dg Jtpwxog eoijXaTO reixog ’Ayatcov 
(M 438, II 558), and in tire subjunctive aXtiTat (<3> 536), while there are over.50 
occurrences of the archaic athematic aorist SXto.
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other Homeric examples of irregular scansion in old formulae which had 
once contained a syllabic resonant).
It is also likely that Mycenaean epic, in addition to its distinctive 
morphological peculiarities, was characterized by a special vocabulary 
which elevated it above everyday discourse. Some of the most traditional 
passages of Homer concern military activities, and some of the Mycenaean 
texts list military personnel and equipment, but the vocabulary of these texts 
in general does not correspond to that of Homer. The Mycenaean tablets 
mention a high-ranking officer with the title ra-wa-ke-ta = /lawagetas/, i.e. 
the leader of the Xaf og: the title confirms what is already clear from Homer,
namely that Xotfog was an ancient term for the army. This title does not
appear in Homer; the vowel quantities of this noun in its Mycenaean form 
make it impossible to fit into the dactylic hexameter.161 It does, however, 
appear in Pindar,162 and Sophocles fragment 221.12, in the contracted form 
kayexag. In general, the vocabulary of the Mycenaean texts pertains to 
mundane objects and activities, far removed from the subject matter of the 
Iliad and Odyssey, and it is a reasonable assumption that the vocabulary of 
Mycenaean epic likewise was elevated above that of everyday discourse.
161 Householder and Nagy (Greek: A Survey of Recent Work, 34) explain the long second 
vowel of this compound: “when two vowels come together as final and initial elements of 
two compound-formants, the resulting contraction entails the elision of the first and
lengthening of the second.” Thus *XcifO- + *dy£Tag > XafCtyeTag in the same way as
*OTpaxo- + dyog >*oipaTay6g > Att-Ion. aiparnyog.
162 Olympian 1,89; Pythian 4.107
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Epic vocabulary was formed both by retaining words in an archaic 
sense and by excluding words in current usage. The commonest word for a 
slave in Greek is SouXog, a contracted form which evolved regularly from 
the older form which is frequently attested in Mycenaean as do-e-ro = 
*SQ(/z)eXog; there is also a feminine do-e-ra = *So(/z)dXa. In Homer, 
however, representatives of this word-family are rare, although the poets of 
the tradition would obviously have known them from everyday speech. To 
signify “domestic servant” Homer uses Geparaov (58 times 77., 12 times 
Od.) with its verb Gepaaietico (v 265); Spcbg (T 33, 33 times Od.) and the 
feminine plural Sp/pal (11 times 77., 47 times Od.); the feminine noun 
ctp,(J)(jroA,og (13 times II., 47 times Od.); oUeug (E 413, Z 366, 5 times 
Od.). However, Sofrkog is absent from Homer, and where its derivatives 
occur, they appear to be recent additions to epic vocabulary: the first 
syllable is nearly always in the strong part of the foot, and therefore is 
irresoluble: e.g. SouXriv, T 409 at verse-end; SouXoowqv, % 423, where 
Sou- is in the strong part of the foot. Furthermore, derivatives of SofiXog do 
not occur in formulae, with the exception of SouXiov flpxxp, which always 
occurs at verse-end and was probably created on the model of 
eXeuOepov fjpiap. The adjective eXenOepog is rare in Homer, with only 4 
occurrences, 3 of which are in this formula, and although it is well-attested 
in Mycenaean (in the form e-re-u-te-ro), it is never used as the opposite of 
do-e-ro. It is likely, therefore, that even if the formula dkefrQepov fjpap 
cannot be claimed as Mycenaean with any certainty, its creation antedates 
that of Sonkiov f|p,ap.
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As Ernst Risch observed,163 the vocabulary of the Mycenaean texts 
corresponds in many respects to the spoken language later reproduced in 
prose, comedy, inscriptions and the non-literary papyri. As the 
administrative language of the palace system, Mycenaean contains many 
words not attested in Homer, or at any rate very rarely found in epic, but 
found in post-Homeric texts. These include the names of various 
professions, eg. ka-na-pe-u = Kva^eftg, a-to-po-qo = /artopokwos/ 
>dpxojxouxog > dpTOKOJiog (with dissimilation of Jt after the labialization 
of labiovelars before back vowels).The form &p,<J)i(j)ope'ug occurs both in 
Homer and in Mycenaean, although the normal form in the poet’s day was 
doubtless dp^opeug, resulting by haplogy from ap,(J)i(j)Opexjg. The older 
form is more suited to the dactylic verse, but it is uncertain whether it is an 
archaism or an etymological reconstitution. Epic language was thus 
differentiated from quotidian parlance also by the retention or restoration of
older forms.
Words which occur in Homer but do not belong to the traditional 
epic style are concentrated in the Odyssey or in “recent” parts of the Iliad 
(notably Z, 2, Y, Q), which are almost certainly the creation of the 
Iliad poet. In the same way that “recent” linguistic forms appear in high 
proportions in the extended similes and digressions, non-traditional 
vocabulary in the Iliad is likewise concentrated in passages which are 
probably the work of the poet who was responsible for the Iliad in its final
form.
163 a11 miceneo nella storia della lingua greca”, QUCC 23, 1976, 22
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It is, of course, impossible to prove with complete certainty that a 
specific word was part of the Mycenaean epic vocabulary; on the other 
hand, it can be proven that a particular word did not belong to the 
Mycenaean epic vocabulary if its restored Mycenaean form is incompatible 
with the dactylic hexameter (cf. *lawagetas). I do not propose to discuss in 
detail in this thesis the origins of the epic verse form; however, it is worth 
noting that in the opinion of C. J. Ruijgh (a view which goes back to Meister 
and Meillet) this metrical form was adopted by the Mycenaeans from the 
Minoans.164 In support of this hypothesis it can be observed that the names 
of several musical instruments (0opp,iY^, tctGdpa, Xfipa,
pap|3iTog165) have no known Indo-European etymology, and that the 
cultural influence of the Minoans is obvious in the Mycenaean writing 
system and in art. It is tempting to agree with Ruijgh’s theory: although 
some epic themes seem to be represented in other Indo-European poetry, 
e.g. Vedic, Germanic, Celtic,166 it appears feasible that Greek poetry on 
traditional themes may have started to be sung in a Minoan verse-form once 
the Mycenaeans had begun to absorb cultural influences from Crete, in the 
same way that the dactylic hexameter was borrowed from the Greeks by 
Roman poets. Ultimately, however, attractive though this theory is, it cannot
164 Ruijgh, “D’Homere aux origines proto-myceniennes”, 3; “Le mycenien et Homere”, 150
165 Hoekstra, Epic Verse before Homer,1981, 34
16.6 M.L. West, “The Rise of the Greek Epic”, JHS 108, 1988,152-6, mentions Vedic 
phrases corresponding to Homeric KXeog d<j)QiTov, ovoua jckuiog, (htceec; ijtjeoi and
other formulae.
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be proven, as the Minoan language is unknown.167 Whatever its origins, 
dactylic hexameter seems to have been the metre of epic verse before the 
date of the extant Linear B tablets, as some old formulae will scan regularly 
only once restored to a state of language antedating that shown in these
texts.
Epic absorbed elements from the contemporary spoken dialects 
with which it was in contact, in all probability including “court 
Mycenaean”, the spoken language of the ruling elite, who may have 
included patrons of epic poets. This spoken language is not attested, except 
possibly indirectly in Homer; as a spoken dialect it is distinct from the 
written language of administration. Elements of court language may include 
the phrases lepov pevog and lepf) (f)tg, which were perhaps used as royal 
titles, periphrases of the type “His Royal Highness”, used by Homer with a 
proper name in the genitive case. Both phrases are clearly very old, as the 
nouns p,evog and (p)ig are obsolete in 1st millennium non-epic Greek.168 
The Homeric formula dpx<X|iog avdptbv likewise may be a title which 
entered epic from Mycenaean court speech: dpxapog does not appear 
outside epic, and may be a derivative of a noun attested in the Mycenaean 
texts, if o-ka is correctly identified with Att-Ion. dpxfi. These formulae are
167 The use of Linear A was much more widespread than that of Linear B: in addition to its 
administrative function, Linear A was used for religious and other secular purposes, and 
texts appear on ceramic vases, wall plaster, stone altars and clay seals (Alfred Heubeck, 
“L’origine della Lineare B”, SMEA 23,1982,195-208). It is not inconceivablethat some of 
these inscriptions may be metrical.
168 Hoekstra, A Commentary on Homer’s Odyssey, vol. II, 164
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perfectly suited to the hexameter verse in both their Homeric and putative 
Mycenaean forms. The formula jtol (leva A,a(f)cov may also be Mycenaean:
jtol pip in the form po-me, is frequently used in the Mycenaean texts, and, 
as discussed, the title lawagetas shows that the army was called Xaf og.
It appears likely, in view of the old formulae whose correct 
scansion is restored only with their Mycenaean forms, and the absence of 
military terminology such as * lawagetas from the Iliad, that epic language 
at the end of the Mycenaean Age was conditioned by the dactylic 
hexameter, as it was in the 1st millennium. It also seems entirely reasonable 
that the epic dialect was always felt by poets and audiences to be a literary 
language which was elevated above everyday discourse, characterized by 
the retention of archaic forms and doublets, with the option of incorporating 
elements from the spoken dialects which were contemporary with it. 
Throughout its centuries-long development, this artistic language continued 
to evolve along with the contemporary vernacular, replacing some 
archaisms which had become incomprehensible with up-to-date metrically 
equivalent forms, retaining others because they were metrically 
indispensable, and creating new formulae suited to the metre, or modifying 
old ones, when evolutions in the vernacular made this possible.
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Chapter Two
Archaisms: Epic as a Museum of the Greek Language
In the context of Homeric language, “archaisms” are to be 
understood as linguistic forms which were obsolete in the spoken Ionic 
contemporary with the composition of the Iliad and Odyssey. Epic preserves 
a collection of linguistic phenomena which, by the time of composition of 
the Homeric poems, were lost, or retained only sporadically, in the rest of 
Greek, and are absent from the earliest Ionic inscriptions. These archaisms 
can in some cases be detected in the apparently irregular scansion of the 
verse, where the restoration of a phantom digamma or a syllabic liquid will 
allow the verse to scan regularly. Other archaisms belong to the 
morphological, syntactical and lexical spheres. Certain archaic features of 
Homeric language belong to a state of language earlier than that represented 
by the Mycenaean texts: this indicates that the epic tradition is older than the 
extant Linear B tablets. Such archaic forms are preserved because of the 
traditional nature of epic and its metrical constraints, and suggest also that 
epic language was already at the end of the Bronze Age a literary language 
elevated above that of everyday discourse. Linear B, on the other hand, 
represents the language of administration and the quotidian life of the palace 
system.
Epic language contains forms dating from different stages of the 
development of a centuries-old tradition. Its pervasive amalgam of old and 
new forms is the result of the way in which epic language gradually but
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constantly altered over the course of centuries, admitting new forms from 
the vernacular as metrically convenient, while retaining older forms both for 
metrical reasons and to maintain the archaic feel of the diction, and also 
replacing archaic lexical items which may no longer have been understood 
with words in contemporary use. Thus the old dual dooe < *oqwye occurs 
44 times in the Iliad, but only 13 times in the Odyssey', this noun is always 
dual, but its contemporary equivalent 6(j)0akpoi, almost always appeal's in 
the plural, in keeping with the obsolete status of the dual in Ionic speech. 
The language of the Odyssey in general gives a more “modem” impression 
than that of the Iliad', this is partly because its subject-matter is less 
traditional, but is also consistent with the view that the Odyssey is of later 
composition and by a different poet. Different authorship is indicated both 
by differing vocabulary and by variation of use between the two poems in 
several morphological phenomena (e.g. -<t>i, the -0T|- passive). It is no 
surprise to find that Homer, representing an oral tradition which developed 
over many centuries, should preserve linguistic phenomena of great 
antiquity: it has long been recognized that such features are in many 
instances closely bound up with the metre.
The archaic and conservative nature of epic language means that it 
is possible through this medium to trace the history of East Greek
backwards from the Ionic of c. 700 B.C. almost to Common Greek. This is
exemplified by the preposition jtotl, which is inherited and belongs to 
Common Greek; in its unassibilated form it was retained in the historical 
period by West Greek and Aeolic, although lost in Att-Ion., where it was
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replaced by the probable innovation Jipog, while in AC it evolved through 
assibilation and apocope to Jtog. Thus jiotC is the oldest form of the 
preposition in the epic tradition, and is an archaism which goes back to 
Common Greek. The same is true also of such forms as fieooog and 
Toooog, where -ocr- evolved from homomorphemic *ty, *t^y, and was 
simplified in the more progressive southern dialects in the 2nd millennium.
Phonological Archaisms
It is inevitable that, over the course of time, the pronunciation of 
any language will alter. Phonological innovations affect all elements of a 
language as used in daily discourse, although the situation with regard to 
epic is slightly different. Phonological archaisms are often to be detected in 
epic only because of the prosodical anomalies produced when epic language 
adapted itself to changes in pronunciation in the vernacular. Because of the 
conservative nature of epic diction, it is conceivable that poets strove to 
maintain traditional pronunciation, but ultimately the same phonological 
tendencies that affected the spoken language would have prevailed in epic. 
Thus there are no labiovelars,1 final stops or syllabic liquids in epic because
1 Jean Taillardat has proposed (“Homerica”, RPh 1997, 256) that Ionian bards could have 
maintained artificially “la diction traditionelle pour les termes ignores de l’ionien vivant, 
mais usites dans 1’epopee, c’est a dire Ywepe0pov, icweA,op,ai, XfftP&S- . .etc.” Such a 
scenario is improbable: indeed bards may have striven to maintain traditional 
pronunciation, but once labiovelars had developed to dental stops before front vowels in 
pre-migration Ionic, the sequence labiovelar + /e/ would have sounded preposterous to 
proto-ionic speaking audiences, and would have had no support in the vernacular.
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such phonemes had no support anywhere in Greek, and /w/ had no support 
in the dialects which influenced epic as we know it at the time of 
composition of the Homeric poems. Although the sequence /ti/ is not a 
normal part of Ionic, its presence was supported in Ionian epic by the 
retention in Lesbian of Common Greek /ti/, thus epic words containing this 
sequence (mainly rare and poetic words which were never part of the spoken 
language) should not be attributed to Aeolic influence, but rather be 
regarded as retaining a Common Greek archaism. The same applies to /a/, 
which is retained in the genitive endings -ao, -acov as well as certain forms 
which were not part of normal Ionic speech, e.g. Oea, vafl0i: although the 
presence of this phoneme in Lesbian must have supported its retention in 
Ionian epic until the second compensatory lengthening brought /a/ back into 
the Ionic phonetic repertoire, it should not be thought of as an Aeolism, but
as a Common Greek archaism.
Digamma
The best known such phantom consonant is /w/, a phoneme which 
in Mycenaean was retained in all positions, and in some mainland dialects2 
was still pronounced as late as the 2nd century B.C., represented in written 
texts by the symbol f. In Att.-Ion, however, /w/ was lost early, and had
completely disappeared by the time of the earliest inscriptions, which for 
Attic was the late 8th century, and for Ionic, the early 7th; there are a few 
examples of digamma in Ionic inscriptions, but it always appears as a glide
2 E.g. Cretan and Boeotian (Lejeune, Phonetique, 163)
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sound between vowels, and never where etymologically expected. Digamma 
appears to have disappeared first between vowels, where its loss was 
followed by metathesis of quantity (e.g. *PaoiA,fjfog > (SaoiXpog > 
paatAecog); the text of Homer regularly retains the older forms, such as 
paaiXqeg, which were fixed in the dactylic line before metathesis occurred.3 
Thus the loss of intervocalic digamma had no metrical effect, at least at first. 
Likewise there is no prosodical effect in Homer from the loss of 
postconsonantal digamma in the interior of a word: East Ionic, unlike Attic, 
experienced the third wave of compensatory lengthening, with the result that 
*Kopfa (written as ko-wa in Mycenaean) became Ionic Kofipp, but Attic 
Kopp.4 Thus a formula such as Kofipp Aidg atyioxoio (T 426, E 733, © 
384, v 252, co 547, etc.) can easily be restored to *Kopf(X Aifdq 
aiyipoxoio,5 the form which would antedate all the characteristic
3 Metathesis of quantity is a fairly late development in Ionic; Hoekstra argues that it was the 
last development to affect epic language (Modifications, 31), but it is important to 
remember that all metatheses did not necessarily take place at the same time. Cf. Emilio 
Crespo’s comments ,“La cronologia relativa de la metatesis de cantidad en jonico-atico”, 
CFC12, 1977, 191.
4 Attic tcop r} proves that postconsonantal digamma was lost after the completion of the
change a > p; had digamma disappeared first, the presence of /r/ would have ensured that
the progress of /a/ > /e/ was halted then reversed in Attic (Lejeune, Phonetique, 234).
5 The meaning of the epithet alyioxog is not certain: it is conventionally understood as 
“aegis-bearing”, referring to a goatskin shield, deriving its second element from the root of
< *segh-. However, according to Aristotle (Meteorologica, 34 lb,3); a’fi; can have the 
meaning “thunderbolt”, and if the verbal component of this compound is taken to belong to 
tlie root of the obsolete verb *f ex<d (cognate with Lathi veho, English weigh), not only will
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innovations of Ionic, and which could have existed in Mycenaean times: 
both ko-wa and di-wo, genitive of Zeus’ name, are found on the Mycenaean 
tablets. The formula is also of traditional shape, designed to fit between the 
penthemimeral caesura in the third foot and the end of the verse; some of the 
oldest formulae begin at this position, or even more frequently at the
trochaic caesura.
By far the majority of Homeric prosodical anomalies betraying the 
erstwhile presence of digamma occur in connexion with this phoneme in 
word-initial position., where its erstwhile presence can be detected in 
several epic formulae, as discovered by Richard Bentley in 1732. Although 
digamma is observed in more than 3,000 instances, it is neglected in some 
600.6 Before words which once began with digamma, there are frequently 
prosodical anomalies consisting of hiatus or irregular lengthening of final 
syllables. When verses are formulaic, they are regularly scanned as if 
digamma were still present, e.g.fATpeibqg te (f)ava^ dvbpoiv, where the 
hiatus between te and &va§ disappears once digamma is restored. Although 
digamma was no longer a part of Ionic speech when the Iliad and Odyssey 
were composed, it is evidence of the traditional nature of epic that its 
metrical effect is almost always present, even in similes, which are among 
the most “modern” and non-formulaic elements. Thus N 703-4, Poe ol voice
it be appropriate to restore digamma, but a most satisfactory meaning, “who propels the 
thunderbolt”, emerges - satisfactory because it is entirely in keeping with Zeus’ role as a 
weather god. . . .
6 Palmer, “The Language of Homer”, A Companion to Homer, Wace & Stubbings (edd.), 
1962, 101
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contains an archaism in the observance of digamma, but as this occurs in a 
non-formulaic context, the poet was simply following the conventional 
practice of aoidfj. Poets are scarcely likely to have known that the reason 
for hiatus before certain words was the former presence of /w/, thus in 
observing the effect of digamma they were following the conventional 
practice of their art, rather than consciously archaizing. However, in 
vootiixov fjpxxp IbeoOai (y 233, e 220, 0 466), the poet was innovating in 
departing from traditional practice: this phrase is obviously recent, as the 
final syllable of fjp.ap is short before IdeaOai, a verb with original initial 
digamma.
Also as a consequence of the disappearance of Av/, the 3rd person 
singular pronoun 'pe when elided disappeared completely (not even an 
aspiration remained because East Ionic was psilotic). Thus at Q 154 (where 
Zeus is addressing Iris) the restoration of f improves the metre; as the verse 
appears, it begins with a short syllable: og ct^ei eioog kev ccycov 
’Axtkfjt itekdoofl. The restoration of f’ after 5g produces a long syllable, 
vzz. og f’ dt^et, and allows ix^EL to have a direct object, producing a 
construction parallel to that of Q 183, where Iris relays Zeus’ words to 
Priam: og o’a^Ei.7 Thus the verse in question was not created by the Iliad 
poet; it is not possible to ascertain whether it was created for the episode in 
which Hermes escorts Priam to Achilles, but this is not unlikely in view of 
the fact that it occurs only in this context.
7 Chantraine, “La langue de l’lliade”, Introduction a I ’ Made, Paul Mazon (ed.), 1948, 100
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Loss of /w/ also caused the verb *fExm, “drive”, to fall into 
desuetude; this verb occurs in the Iliadic formula e%e p,d)vux<xg famoug (E 
829, 841, © 139, A 513, etc.). O 354, jcdvxeg dp.oicA.'qoavxEg exov 
epuo6tp|iaxag fautoug, is reminiscent of Aspis 369, Xu) ejxijxei06p,evog 
exe|i£V dpuGappicrrag Traxoug, where final -og is scanned long, suggesting 
modification of a formula, as the verb was probably understood as a 
specialized meaning of ifyrn by the time of composition of the Iliad. It is 
from the same root as the Homeric “chariot” word *(f )dxog, which occurs 
only in the plural oxea, oxecov, oxeo(t>i (to be discussed in greater detail, 
pp. 252-4), and Mycenaean wo-ka =*f6xa, a feminine substantive, one of 
several Mycenaean words signifying “chariot”. The loss of initial /w/ from 
this verb must have caused confusion with exa) <*segh-, thus it would no 
longer have been productive within epic.8 Outside epic this verb occurs only 
in Pamphylian pexexco9, (*&VGfe§e)10 and Cypriot epe^e.11 The
denominative oxeo) appears a few times in Homer (Q 731, a 297, X 619, 
Tj 211), but lacks formulaic connexions, and poets would have had no 
reason to connect this verb with what they probably felt to be a specialized 
usage of ex<o < *segh-. At 536, (p)exe is replaced by eLafivet: XoioQog 
avf|p mptoxog dXauvet innvuxag traxoug. This line is shown to be late
8 One cannot legitimately argue that in the future tense (f)e£o) would have remained 
distinct from e£<n, since the psilotic nature of the Ionic dialect meant that the future tenses 
of these verbs would have been homophonous after the loss of /w/.
9 Schwyzer-Cauer, DGE 686, 18
10 Schwyzer-Cauer, DGE 686, 20
11 Thumb-Scherer, Handbuch der griechischen Dialekte II, 169
f ■ J .
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by the use of the definite article in (hpioiog = 6 aptorog: the crasis may be 
the result of later editing of the text,12 as resolution of (b- to 6 a- allows a 
dactyl in the 2nd foot, improving the scansion.
As the disappearance of /w/ from the spoken language occurred 
fairly late in the development of the epic tradition, little can be deduced 
about the date of creation of phrases where its effect is discernible: they 
could be coeval with the Mycenaean texts or even earlier, or post-migration. 
Loss of /w/ did, however, have the effect of making the diction more 
flexible, allowing the declension of formulae into cases which had 
previously been metrically inadmissible. Thus the verse-end formula 
peLipSea poivov, for example, was declined into the genitive case as 
peLtqSeog oivou. The declined formula is shown to be late not only by the 
neglect of digamma (the final syllable of peXif]5eog is scanned short as it is 
not followed by a consonant), but also by the irresoluble contracted genitive 
oivon in the final foot. Likewise Kai piv (Jxovrpag (p)ejtea Jirepoevia 
Kpoopuda could now be declined into the feminine, viz. .. .^covrjaao’ enea 
TCTEpoevTa (O 35, 89, 145).13
Syllabic *1 and *r
The Mycenaean evidence (c. 1200 B.C.) shows that the syllabic
liquids (*r, *1) had already developed supporting vowels, usually of a- or o-
12 Chantraine, GH I, 85
13 Chantraine, ‘La langue de l’Uiade”, 103
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timbre. Some Homeric formulae of old appearance betray the presence at a 
remote date of a syllabic liquid. One of the most notable such examples is 
the whole-verse formula Mqpiovqg aT&Xavxog ’Ev'uaX(u) dv6pei4)6vip14 
(B 651, H 166, © 264, P 259), whose second hemistich is a prosodical 
nightmare. In order to scan correctly, ’EvnaXtcp dv6pei<j)6vTT| must be 
pronounced in one of three ways:
1. with synizesis of -(to and shortening of the result of 
the synizesis before the following vowel;
2. with synizesis of -*ua-;
2. with synaloepha of -<o(i) dv-.
What is more, although the epithet dv6p£i4>6vrqg appears to mean 
“man-slaying”, its morphological structure is bizarre: one would expect 
dv6poc|)6vTqg, and it is tempting to believe that &v6pei<j)6vTT]g is an 
artificial adaptation based on ’ApyeKjjovTqg, an epithet of Hermes15 which 
is of obscure etymology and likewise occurs at verse-end.
14 Although the epithet didkaviog is used of other heroes, e.g. Odysseus, the phrase 
dTdXavTog ’EvuaXtcp dvSpsL^ovrp is restricted to Meriones.
15 “Killer of Argos” must be a popular etymology, which may have arisen from the 
correspondence dvSpotjidvnig: dv8p£i<})6vTTig = *dvSpo06vrng: dpY£i4>6vrng. The 
epithet may signify “who kills in Argos”, containing 5'ApY£i locative, or “who kills with 
his brightness”, containing *apYog, a neuter s-stem which is the basis of • 
apYEorrig, apyevvog, Evapyife- On the other hand, it may be a pre-Greek name, cf. 
BeXXepo<|)6vTT|g (Ruijgh, “Le mycenien et Homere”, 182, note 49).
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The metrical difficulties of this formula are, however, resolved 
when a considerably more archaic form is restored for the whole line:
*Mr)pt6vag /zai&kavwg (<*amT&XavTog) ’EvuaAZcp dvrqwh6vig.
*dvrqw/7OVTg, containing a syllabic liquid, still without supporting vowel,
and scanned as a short syllable, must date from before the time of the Linear 
B texts (v. pp.56-61). The Linear B texts also show that epenthetic /d/ in the 
oblique cases of ctvrip was already a fait accompli', cf. the personal name a- 
re-ka-sa-da-ra = ’AXe^avbpa, and a-di-ri-a-te = *dv6pi(xviei, dative 
singular (with instrumental function) of dvbpiag, “statue”. Thus by 1200
B.C., *avrqw/zovT(x would have evolved to *&v6poqw/z6vxa by the steps
*avr- > *avpo-> avdpo-. By this stage, the prosodical anomaly would
already have existed, requiring the scansion of the initial syllable as short, 
despite the following group of three consonants. Subsequently, 
*dv8pO(J)6vTg / -qw/zovT<x was replaced with the artificial form 
dv6pEi(j)6vTiy -qw/zovT<x, which necessitated synizesis to make the verse 
scan. It is impossible to determine the date at which 
*dv8po06vxg / -qwZzovTg was altered to *dv5pei(j)6vTg / -qwtovra, but 
is not impossible that the substitution may already have belonged to 
Mycenaean epic; there is no reason to imagine that bards would not have
used artificial forms at that date.
The verse is also shown to be old by the lack of epic correption 
(whereby a long vowel or diphthong is sometimes scanned short before an
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initial vowel) in the final diphthong (-on) of ’Evuc/.Xicp in its restored, pre- 
Mycenaean16 form. At this stage, Greek still had the consonant /y/,17 thus 
-coy was treated in the same way as -cov, -cop, -cog. The syllable boundary, 
therefore, was felt to come between co and y, and the following syllable
consisted of -y and the initial a- of *dvrqwhovTa. The fact that this verse
survived in Homer despite its metrical difiBculties and epithet of bizarre 
construction is testimony to the conservative nature of the epic tradition. It 
could, admittedly, be argued that Enyalios’ name + epithet phrase could 
have been preserved in religious language and adopted by epic from that 
source; indeed there is no reason why epic should not have adopted the 
phrase from such a source, but it would scarcely have been likely to attempt 
to incorporate the phrase if it was already grossly unmetrical. Therefore the 
phrase must have entered epic when its scansion was still regular, that is, 
before syllabic liquids had acquired supporting vowels and before the 
sequence *nr had acquired an epenthetic /d/, developments which had taken 
place before the time of the extant Mycenaean texts.
16 “Pre-Mycenaean” here means a state of language earlier than that attested by the Linear 
B texts.
17 At the tune of the Mycenaean texts, initial /y/ was in the process of becoming /li/; the 
conjunction <bg is written sometimes as jo-, sometimes as o-, representing /yds/ and /hos/ 
respectively. However, /y/ was still present between vowels, e.g. -o-jo = -oyo, the ending of 
the 2nd declension genitive singular, and after sonants, eg. di-wi-jo / di-u-jo = *Aiyyog, the 
adjective pertaining to Zeus (Ruijgh, “D’Homere aux origines proto-myceniennes”, 86).
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Further support for a very early date for the creation of this formula 
can be found in the attestation in Mycenaean of the epithet ovSpcx])6vTqg in 
the form a-no-qo-ta = *’AvopqwhovTag, which appears as a personal name 
at Knossos18 (KN Ak 615, Da 1289, Ve 173, etc.)- a name reflecting the 
values of Mycenaean society. Its first element is the zero-grade of the stem 
avep- “man”; cf. Old Attic dvSpacjiovog, which contains avdpa- < 
*avpa-< *avr~, reflecting the Attic tendency to generalize pa/ ap < *r.19
The more common form of this epithet, avSpo06vog, contains the linking 
vowel found in the type Ai(p)oyevqg. The first element of a compound in
Greek regularly contains the zero-grade: cf. aita^ <*sm-, Tp&rct.a- / to-pe-
za = ^'Topjte^a < *(qw)tr-, Tpix|)dXeta < *(qw)tru-, the negative prefix a-
< *n, e.g. aOavaxog. At an early period, Indo-European had the accent on
the second members of compounds, thus the first member was reduced to 
zero-grade.20 The full-grade belonged originally to the nominative and 
accusative singular (with vrddhi, or lengthening in the singular, thus avfjp,
18 As Palmer argued (The Greek Language, 53-4), llie Knossos tablets are of the same date
as those belonging to the mainland sites: it is improbable that their language would differ so 
little from that of die mainland tablets if some two centuries had elapsed between the 
composition of die Knossian texts and diose from other sites, despite die fact that the Linear 
B language seems to be a formalized, bureaucratic koine which bore little relation to die 
spoken language of tliel3th century. •
19 Lejeune, Phonetique, 197
20 Ruijgh, “Le probleme du degrd zero”, Scripta Minora I, 567
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but avepa) and nominative plural avepeg; subsequently -6- from the zero- 
grade forms was generalized in all forms except the nominative and 
vocative singular.21 As the archaic nominative avepeg never occurs in prose, 
and could only have entered epic while it belonged to the spoken language, 
there is a strong possibility that it belonged to hexameter verse in the 
Mycenaean Age. The Mycenaean evidence suggests that avbpeg was used 
in the spoken language (cf. ’AXe^ctvbpa, *dv6ptdtVTei), and thus it seems 
that the original avepeg was already an archaism: the tendency is always 
towards regularization of the paradigm. Thus the P2 formula era, 6’ avepeg 
eoQXol dpovxo (y 471, also at g 104 with the verb in the present tense, 
opovzat) has a high likelihood of being of Mycenaean date; the initial a- of 
avepeg is metrically lengthened, which is no reason to consider the formula 
to be post-Mycenaean, and it is testimony to the retentive character of epic 
language that avepeg was not replaced with the metrically equivalent 
contemporary avbpeg. In this case, the archaic nominative had the 
advantage of providing a dactyl in the 4th foot.
There are some similar examples from the root *mrt. The formula
aoniSog cqujHppoTqg (B 389, M 402, Y 281; at A 32 modified in the 
accusative dp0ippoTqv...do;juSa) likewise contains a prosodical 
peculiarity in the short scansion of -0l- followed by two consonants. The
epithet was probably once *cqx<j)iprTCxg, and in this respect philology is in
accord with archaeology, as the phrase dojubog d|X0i(3poTT|g refers to the
21 L. R. Palmer, “The Language of Homer”, A Companion to Homer, 84
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shield carried by the greater Ajax, which is always described as 
octicog ijuxe rcfipyov, and seems to be identical with the body-shield which 
was in vogue in the 16th and 15th centuries B.C. The phrase contains 
another archaism in T]i)XE, which is obsolete in 1st millennium Greek.
Similarly, vu^ dppoxrj (S 78) provides another example of 
awkward scansion as it appeal’s in our texts; dqppoxi], which is possible in 
view of vfi^ 00Tx’ apj3poxog (A. 330), would give impossible scansion, but
*dp.rxa scans perfectly, and is an exact equivalent of Sanskrit amrta. Also
related to *d|irxa. is dppoict§op.ev (K 65); if this is not a recent and
artificial creation (v. p. 57), it may have entered epic in the form
*dp,rxd^O|xev. By contrast, in the phrase dAAov k’ exOaCppoi (3pox65v (6
692), -i must be scanned short before ppox6)v by metrical licence, as this
verse lacks formulaic connexions.
’A^pobCxq is an awkward case: it belongs to several formulae 
which may be old (although this name, unlike many other theonyms known 
from 1st millennium Greek, is not attested in Mycenaean), e.g. 
Aidg OuydxTip ’A())po5iXT) (T 374, E 131, etc.), 0iAop,p,Ei6f|g ’A^pobCxq 
(T 424, E 375, S 211, etc.). The goddess’ name is of unknown 
etymology, and may be of eastern provenance; this does not preclude the
presence of *r, and the Pamphylian form ’A0op6Cxa could be taken to
support such a theory, although it is just as likely that this is simply a case of
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metathesis.22 It is perhaps more probable that Greek adopted the name in the 
form ’A0po6Cxcx, and that bards felt it legitimate to scan the first syllable 
short despite the following -<J)p- because of the analogy of anomalous forms 
such as dp,0i|3p6TTig.
Tpcuxe^a is a compound derived from *qwtr-pedya (the first
element of the compound is in the zero-grade, and its first syllable 
disappears: cf. TupxaTog, xpucjxxXEia); the Mycenaean form to-pe-za =
*xopjxe^a suggests the one-time presence of *r. xpajte^a is fairly common
in Homer, particularly in the Odyssey, occurring at verse-end except at X 
419: cbg dtpxjfr Kp^xflpa xparce^ag xe JtkqOouaag. Its habitual verse-end 
position and combination with several words which are absent from prose 
and do not occur in epic in other contexts suggest that xpdjce^a belongs to 
an ancient formula-system: e.g. Tcapeiceixo xpaoxe^p 476, 0 416); 
eJtiJipoLTiXe xpdjte^av (A 628). Final short vowels are always scanned 
short before xpajte^a, which suggests the possibility that formulae
containing *xrrab,ct had been created before the development of a
supporting vowel. If epic at an early stage used the form *xopjte£a, as 
known from Mycenaean, this would have created an unmetrical cretic, 
suggesting another prosodical anomaly at the Mycenaean stage. Ionic bards 
would have replaced this form with xpajte^a, the form understood by Ionic­
speaking audiences.
22 Thumb-Scherer, Handbuch der griechischen Dialekte II, 187
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The Homeric word for “chair”, 0povog, appears in Mycenaean in 
the form to-ro-no, with the variant to-no, equivalent to *0opvog. The form 
of the word that is familiar from Homer is attested in Mycenaean in the 
compound to-ro-no-wo-ko = *0pov6popyoi; *0opvog is confirmed by
Hesychius’ gloss 0opva^- uteotioSiov Runpioi. The presence of *r seems
likely for this word; the two spellings in Mycenaean may represent variant 
pronunciations. In the formula Kara KXraiiovg te 0povoug te, which has 8
r
occurrences in Homer (and also provides an example of the archaic 
construction ...te...te), te is scanned short before 0p-, suggesting that
Qpovog entered epic when it still contained *r. It is possible that at an early
date epic used the form 0opvog, which would later have been replaced with 
0p6vog.23 06pvog in this formula would have produced another cretic, and 
as poets would not wittingly have created an unmetrical formula, the
likelihood increases that the fonnula antedates the vocalization of sonants.
The phrase can be restored to the putative Mycenaean form
23 Homeric Gpovog indicates a chair intended for the use of persons of high status, as at 
T| 95, where Opovoi is used of the chairs on which the Phaeacian paoiXfieg sat to feast; 
Opovoi are also to be found in the palaces of Nestor (y 389) and Odysseus (a 145). 
Gpovog occurs 14 times in the Iliad, mostly in connexion with gods, e.g. f je'l Gpovov 
.. .Zehg e^eio, 0 442-3, icaG^er’ ejeI Gpovon, A 536, also referring to Zeus; Hera and 
other divinities also occupy Gpovoi, but they are less often associated with mortals. Nestor 
(A 645) and Achilles (Q 515) rise curd Gpovon at the arrival of a guest. The same is no 
doubt true-of Mycenaean to-no — *Gopvoi, adorned with ivory, gold, etc. It therefore seems 
highly likely that Gopvoi / Gpovoi and banqueting scenes were known to epic poetry of 
the Mycenaean Age.
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*KaTot icXiafidvg qwe Oopvovg qwe: the enclitic *qwe (identical to Latin - 
que} is common in Mycenaean in the form qe, and regularly became te 
when the labiovelar stops disappeared.
Short scansion of a naturally short vowel before muta cum liquida 
is an archaism (possibly extended in some instances to cases where there 
was no etymological justification for its use, e.g. ’A0po6(Tr|); poets were 
unaware of the original reason for this metrical licence, v/z. the erstwhile
presence of syllabic *r, only that this was an option available to them. Thus
they cannot be said to have been deliberately archaizing in this respect, but 
rather taking advantage of a convenient metrical licence which was a 
traditional part of their craft, and which had apparently been available since 
a date before that of the Mycenaean tablets.
Consonantal /h/
East Ionic was a psilotic dialect, lacking the phoneme /h/ which 
was retained in all mainland dialects, although even in dialects which 
retained aspiration in the 1st millennium it was not treated as a full 
consonant, as is clear from the fact that an initial spirilus asper has no effect 
on scansion. In the Mycenaean syllabary, the only means of indicating 
aspiration is by the symbol transcribed as 82, which has the value /ha/, and 
by those transcribed as pa2 and pU2, with the values of (jxx and (jxu 
respectively. Aspiration in Greek is frequently the result of weakening of the 
pronunciation of an antevocalic or intervocalic *s, which had been
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accomplished before the time of the Mycenaean texts, and sometimes the 
presence of /h/ from this source can be observed in Mycenaean when the 
symbol a2 is used, e.g. neuter plural o-pi-a2-ra = (<*sal-),
“coastal regions”, pa-we-a2 = cJxxppeAa, plural of *4>dpfog > 4>cipog, a2-
te-ro = axEpov <*sm-tero-; before other vowels Mycenaean has no way of
indicating aspiration, which must be inferred from etymology and 
equivalents in later Greek, e.g. e-qe-ta (PY An 657, etc.) = EqwExag 
< *seqw- (cf. Latin sequor, and EJtETag in Pindar), the title of an important 
functionary.
In Mycenaean compounds, a short vowel at the end of the first 
element does not appear to be elided before /h/, thus o-pi~a2~ra = *6jU/zatax 
contrasts with Homeric £<{xxXov (B 538); however, it appears that 
Mycenaean does practise elision before a vowel, e.g. o-po-qo = *ojt(oqwoig, 
“with blinkers”, instrumental plural of *6junqwov.24 Yet despite the 
retention of intervocalic aspiration in Mycenaean, it cannot therefore be 
inferred that the aspirate was felt to have frill consonantal force: it may have 
been weaker between vowels than initially.25
Although it seems probable that in 2nd millennium Greek, /h/ 
resulting from initial or intervocalic *s was treated as a full consonant at 
least for a time, it may be that its force was disappearing by the end of the
24 Ruijgh, Etudes, 53
25 Lejeune, “Essais de philolologie rnycenienne IX”, RPh 39, 1965, 18, note 29
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Mycenaean Age. There are, for example, few examples of the symbol a2 = 
/ha/ at Knossos, perhaps indicating a lack of aspiration in the spoken 
language there. Although Homeric formulae observing the prosodical force 
of /h/ appear to be ancient, it is by no means certain that /h/ continued to 
block elision throughout the 2nd millennium, and some formulae of ancient 
appearance do exhibit elision of a final short vowel before a word which 
formerly had initial /h/, e.g. ’OKbpjiia 6d>p,aT’ eyovieg < */?exovTEg,26 
and the whole-verse formula bboETo t’ fjeXtog okiocovto te jtdaai 
ayuiaC, which, if it is of Mycenaean date, would have had the form 
*6ba£TO qw’ dfeXiog oKiyaovTo qwE Jtcxvaai ayuiai.27 The verb 
O'KidojVTo shows diectasis, the re-extension of the result of vowel 
contractions: this was necessary in order to preserve the metrical pattern of 
the verb, and the result is an artificial form belonging only to epic. The 
status of the initial aspirate in Mycenaean poetry may have been similar to 
its status in Latin poetry: while /h/ was normally pronounced in Latin, it was
not observed in scansion as a full consonant and did not block elision.
26 This formula has 10 occurrences in the Iliad and 3 in the Odyssey. Olympus is situated on 
the mainland, and like other references to the mainland this formula must belong to pre­
migration epic.
27 This formula, which occurs at (3 388, y 487, 497, X 12, o 185,296, 471 contains 
several archaisms: the past desiderative 6ijcj£TO,...te...T£, uncontracted iieXiog, which 
appears as contracted tjXiog only at 0 271 in Homer. The fossilized nature of the noun 
ciyina is clear from the fact that all its Homeric occurrences are at verse-end, with the 
exception ofY 254,...p,eoirv-ec; ccyui&v touoai. ayvia is by no means a common word in 
1st millennium prose, but its derivative ’Ayu levg is a title of Apollo as guardian of streets 
and ways (cf. Athene’s title KeXevQeia at Sparta).
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Despite the fact that the dialect of the Homeric poems was psilotic 
like contemporary East Ionic, in whose evolution it had participated, certain 
words and phrases must date from a stage when /h/ was not only 
pronounced, but had the same prosodical value as other consonants. Homer 
exhibits several cases of hiatus and apparently irregular lengthening of final 
syllables which are explicable when the Mycenaean form is restored with 
treatment of /h/ as a normal consonant. The fonnula Alt pflxiv axdXavTog 
(-ov,-e), used 6 times as an epithet of Odysseus or Achilles, contains an 
unexpected lengthening of the final syllable of jifjnv, which is short by
nature. The reason for this becomes obvious with the restoration of the
Mycenaean form ^/zaxdXavTog < *sm-xdXavxog; in fact, the phrase scans
equally well in its Mycenaean form with initial /h/ and in its pre-Mycenaean
form with initial /s/ and the syllabic nasal *m, providing further reason to
believe that some epic formulae date from a period before the Mycenaean
tablets, which always show /a/ as the outcome of *m.
A hiatus can be observed in the formula teotvicx "Hpq, which 
occurs 25 times at verse-end. It is customary in classical Greek to elide a 
final short vowel before an initial vowel with spiritus asper. However, when 
the Mycenaean form *3i6xvia Aqpa is restored, with /h/ functioning as a 
normal consonant, the phrase becomes prosodically regular. Prosodical 
arguments aside, this formula has every chance of being of high antiquity, 
as both its elements are attested on the Mycenaean tablets. Hoxvict, in the
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form po-ti-ni-ja, appears as a title of several goddesses, including Athene (a- 
ta-na), and also in the phrase si-to po-ti-ni-ja = oixcov JtOTVia, “Mistress of 
cereals”. The word is clearly of Indo-European origin, corresponding 
precisely to Sanskrit pcitni, “mistress, goddess”28; it is an archaic feminine 
of nobtg,29 an ancient term signifying both “husband” and “master of a 
house”. It is notable that Homer never declines this formula into the
accusative, although Hesiod does (Theogony 11): Ttoxviav "Hpryv is 
metrically regular in 1st millennium Greek, as /h/ was not regarded as a full 
consonant, but at some stage in the 2nd millennium it would have 
lengthened the preceding short syllable, -av, rendering Ttoxviav 
unacceptable in the dactylic verse. The retention of the formula in the 
nominative in spite of its hiatus in 1st millennium Greek, while the 
accusative, although potentially acceptable, never appears in Homer, shows 
that the formulaic tradition was particularly conservative as far as name + 
epithet combinations are concerned.
Another unexpected lengthening of a final syllable is to be 
observed in the formula peXog (with -05 scanned long) exerteniceg 
(A 51, A 129). The reason for the lengthening becomes clear if the epithet 
is restored to its putative Mycenaean form ^/zexejrenxeg, with aspirates as 
yet undissimilated by the operation of Grassmann’s Law. Linear B does not
28 Chantraine, DELG 932, s.v. jiotvkx
29 H 411, § 137; the same stem appears in SsojidiTig < *dms-potes, SeojEotva < *dms-
potnya, Sanskrit dampati-. jeook; occurs in Cypriot (in the form po-si-ne in the Cypriot 
syllabary) with the meaning “husband” as in Homer.
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indicate whether Grassmann’s Law had taken effect yet, so e-ke could 
represent eyei or *exei. In 1st millennium Greek, neither ex<o (<*segh-, cf. 
the zero-grade eoyov in the strong aorist), dc'ppa (<*yo-), nor 
80og (<*swedh-) show initial aspiration in any dialect, therefore the 
dissimilation took place after the evolutions *s > h, *y > h, *sw > wh30; the 
change y > h was taking place c.1200 B.C. Regardless of the likely date of 
Grassmann’s Law, if (BeXog dxeJte'uxdg does indeed retain the prosodical 
effect of an initial /h/, the formula must have been created while /h/, 
representing antevocalic *s, was still felt to be a full consonant.
It is conceivable that the weakening of /h/, which probably took 
place over the course of the 2nd millennium, and not, as Ruijgh would have 
it,31 only after the end of the Mycenaean Age, caused a large number of 
hiatus in formulae; the fact that few examples remain may be due to the 
renovation of epic diction which was constantly practised throughout the 
course of the tradition. As Hoekstra observes,32 many formulae may have 
been lost during the turbulence that accompanied the end of the Mycenaean 
Age. The phantom presence in epic of /h/ with full consonantal value 
suggests a date considerably earlier than the Mycenaean texts for the
creation of the small number of formulae in which it can be detected. The
formulae Jtoxvta "Hpp and All prjTLV ax&XavTog, the latter containing 
other indications of high antiquity, therefore have a high probability of
30 Lejeune, Phonetique, 57
31 Eludes, 53
32 Epic Verse Before Homer, 86
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being 2nd millennium creations. It can reasonably be concluded from these 
formulae that the loss of consonantal /h/ took place when there already 
existed an oral tradition in hexameters, and that, as there is reason to believe 
that the pronunciation of /h/ weakened gradually over the course of the 2nd 
millennium, the creation of formulae where its effect is observed antedates 
the Mycenaean texts.
Initial *s- ■+• Liquid / Nasal
Epic contains a number of words in which a final vowel which 
is short by nature is scanned long before the initial liquid of the following 
word. In some of these cases, the initial liquid represents *s + liquid, which 
must have made position at a very early stage, e.g.:
e 327 ttjv 6’e<j)6pei pieya Kfipa Kara poov (<*srowon)
II 143 IhjArada jieXi'nv (<*smel~)33
M 278 T(jl>v 6’(bg xe vic^abeg (<*snigwh-)
This phenomenon implies the existence of hexameter verse at a date before 
the time of the Mycenaean tablets. There is admittedly no Mycenaean
33 The root *smel- also appears in the epithet ei)pt}xeX.tTig, in which geminated p, indicates 
the erstwhile presence of the sequence *sm-. Both noun and epithet seem to be of great 
antiquity within the epic tradition: pieXlri in the sense “spear (of ash-wood)” is obsolescent 
in the Iliad, where the usual words for “spear” are 6opu and ey/oq, and it does not occur in 
later Greek except in imitators of epic. As Denys Page observed {HHI, 240), the more 
recent adjective from the same root tieiXivoq does not cause lengthening of a preceding- 
short vowel: this is an indication of the archaic and obsolete nature of peMri, which causes 
lengthening in 11 of its 13 Homeric occurrences. Cf. also pepEiqxeM'nq, Mimnermus 14,4.
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1evidence for words which are known to have had initial *s + liquid / nasal 
in Indo-European, but ra-pte = *pCOTTpp, e-ra-pe-me-na = *eppcuriievcx 
have shown the traditional etymology, <*werp-, for this word-family to be 
wrong, as the Mycenaean orthography would in that case be wa-ra-; thus a 
more convincing etymology appears to be <*serp-.34 It seems likely, 
therefore, that initial *s had been lost before a liquid or nasal before the 
date of the Mycenaean texts. Sometimes in the text of Homer a short 
vowel is lengthened before a word with an initial liquid where there was 
never an initial *s, thus there is no etymological justification for the 
lengthening of short vowels before these words. This phenomenon 
therefore represents a licence assumed by bards to lengthen any short 
vowel before an initial liquid when metrically required on the analogy of 
lengthened vowels before words which genuinely did at an early stage 
begin with *s + liquid, fieyag, for example, never had initial *s (cf. 
Sanskrit maha\ but where the archaic genitive *-oo (v. p. 130-1) is 
restored before a compound whose initial element is (ieya- (e.g. k 36, 
5d)pa jtap’ AtoXoo (jieyakpTopog) the second -o must be scanned long, 
which indicates that the licence to lengthen a short vowel before any liquid 
or nasal was not a new development within epic diction.
Sometimes the initial root liquid or nasal of an augmented historic 
verb is doubled in the text of Homer, e.g. ekkape <*e-slagwh-, 
evveov <*e-sne-, “spin” (cf. Sanskrit snayati); this practice preserves the 
metrical pattern which these forms had as long as the sequences *sl-,*sn-,
34 Lejeune, Phonetique, 119, note 4
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etc. remained intact. An augmented verb would have been deemed to be a 
compound formation as long as augmentation was not felt necessary to 
indicate past time (v. pp 146-50), and the same phenomenon is found in 
other compounds of such verbs, e.g. ei)VVT]Tog (2 596, Q 580, p 97), 
efrppepg (Z 508, S 433, O 265).35 Thus the prosodical effect of the missing 
*s- is retained in 1st millennium epic. Presumably the pronunciation c.1200 
B.C. would have been (e.g.) /e-hlaghwe/, /hmelian/: in the case of 
augmented verbs, the usual Ionic practice of lengthening the preceding 
vowel to compensate for loss of /h/ would not have been followed as these 
were poetic, not vernacular, forms.
Dative singular -i vs. -ci
In 1st millennium Greek, the ending of the 3rd declension dative 
singular is -t, a short vowel, and an innovation vis-a-vis Indo-European, 
cf. Sanskrit -c, old Latin -ei, classical Latin -I. In Mycenaean, the dative 
singular of this declension is usually -e = -et, but in a substantial minority of 
tablets from Mycenae and in some from Pylos there is a tendency towards -i 
= -t, the inherited locative ending, used as a dative, e.g. po-se-da-o-ni do-so- 
mo = Ilooeiddcovt boojxog (PY Un 718), ka-ke-wi = *xaLidjfi (MY Oe 
121), which are clearly not locative; in s-stems there is a marked preference 
for -i as the ending of the dative singular, eg. e-u-me-de-i =*Et)p,e6e(/2)t
35 This epithet occurs in the verse-end formula euppEtoc; jcoTapoio, which must represent 
a modernized pronunciation of *£/m/?p£f£/zog jcoiapoio: this restoration permits the
preferred dactyl in the 4th foot.
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(PY Fr 1184), corresponding to Eupedfjg. This indicates that the spoken 
language had innovated in this direction before 1200 B.C., beginning the 
process of syncretism whereby the dative and locative cases coalesced; the
functions of the instrumental seem to have fused with those of the dative in
the singular, although not in the plural, before this stage. The generalization 
of the old locative ending in dative function is found in all 1st millennium
dialects.
Examination of all 3rd declension datives singular in the text of 
Homer shows that many have short -i; this is automatically the case in all 
words whose final syllable permits a dactyl, e.g. ’Ayapejivovt, where -i 
must be short in order to avoid a cretic. When a word in the dative case
contains two successive short syllables, the ending must be long for metrical 
reasons, and is usually lengthened by position before two consonants at the 
beginning of the next word. In some cases, however, final -I, although 
scanned long, does not seem to be lengthened by position. In some verses it 
precedes a word beginning with a liquid / nasal, e.g.: T 58...£ptSi 
peveqvcqiev givekcx KobpTjq. The verb pevecdvco is derived from p,evog, 
which never makes position; it never began with *op,-, cf. Sanskrit manah. 
This exemplifies the licence bards took to lengthen any short vowel before 
an initial liquid; this was extended from positions before an initial liquid 
representing original groups of *sl-, *sm-, *sn-, *sr-. The same licence can
be observed in:
k 359 jeoXXov frjto xpfnobt peyaXcp...
E 146 tov d’exepov pryaXm...
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Y 459 outoc^cov ^(0ei (leyaA/p
In these three verses, fieyag makes position, although it never began with 
*sm-. Datives singular lengthened before consonants other than liquids or 
nasals must represent simple metrical lengthenings without an etymological
basis.
Marcello Durante observed36 that the ancient prosodical value 
occurs predominantly in datives which would otherwise present an 
unmetrical tribrach, e.g. ’ApTEjiibi, Sejia’i, Jiaiept. This is an
archaism of which poets took advantage for metrical convenience, as is 
indicated by the use of dative Jiarepi compared to accusative raxxepa: in 
the accusative Jicuepa occurs 11 times, with its final syllable always 
lengthened by position, and Jtaxep’ with elision occurs 29 times, while 
JtaxepL occurs 3 times, only once with lengthening by position, and never 
has its final syllable elided. This certainly does not indicate that phrases 
containing raxTEpi are Mycenaean survivals, but that the prosodical effect is
an archaism retained for metrical convenience as an alternative to the
normal short -i.
Nevertheless, the ancient dative singular in -ei does seem to be 
retained in a handful of formulaic expressions. The Mycenaean dative of 
Zeug is di-we = Aifet; it is well known that proper names frequently
preserve linguistic elements which are obsolete in everyday language, and at 
Athens the personal name AieiTpe^qg is common from the beginning of the
36 Sulla preistoria della tradizione poetica greca I, 1971, 78
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5th century (it appeal's as AiETp&jrqg in the 4th century), and Cypriot has 
the personal names Aip£i0£pxg and AtfEidpiXog,37 the latter apparently 
corresponding to the Homeric epithet 5tC<j)iA.og,38 whose second vowel is 
scanned long. This epithet occurs 17 times in the Iliad, always after the 
trochaic caesura, but is absent from the Odyssey, the Hymns and the 
Hesiodic corpus. This prosodical peculiarity and the perfect integration of 
the epithet into the formulaic system suggest that this compound dates from 
a time when the dative singular ending in the 3rd declension was still -ei. 
The long quantity of this vowel, the reason for which was, of course, 
unknown to the poets of the tradition, probably explains the substitution of 
(J)iXog All at g 440 and o 341. In the formula Alt [ifjTiv didkavTog the 
presence of a long ending in the dative singular of Zefig combined with 
another archaism, namely long scansion of -iv before the initial *h of 
* AaraXccvTog, render its high antiquity very probable.
It is somewhat perplexing that a number of Homeric formulae of 
ancient appearance should contain the athematic dative singular with a short 
ending. Some can readily be explained as modification by declension from 
another case, e.g. vchpojti yakKco from vcopojta x«^k6v, Jtoip,evi Xacdv 
from jTOifieva Xacov. In other phrases, the ending which is interpreted as a 
dative in the synchronic scheme may originally have been understood as a 
locative, e.g. i)op,Tvi (idxeoGcxi (B 863, © 56); fiojiTvi appears to belong to 
an unattested *frapXvg, which was reinterpreted as a 1st declension noun,
37 Thumb-Scherer, Handbuch der griechischen Dialekte II, 165
38 Sometimes written as two words, viz. Au 0tkog.
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uoixivq (v. p 221). Several spear-fighting formulae contain “short” datives 
in the 5th foot, e.g. o^ei SoupC (10 times II.), xaAxqpei donpt (3 times 
IL), Soup! (j)aeivd) (20 times IL). There is a vast amount of spear-fighting 
in the Iliad, and it must be a traditional subject in epic. Yet all these 
apparently old formulae have short final -t in the 5th foot. This is not the 
expected Mycenaean dative singular; although Mycenaean frequently shows 
-i as the dative singular of s-stems, this seems to be an innovation c.1200 
B.C., and thus would have been unlikely to have made its way into epic at 
this stage. However, it is significant that the dative in -e (=-ei) had already 
assumed the function of the instrumental, e.g. ti-ri-po e-me po-de = 
*xpijtog ep,ei (= ev() Jto8ei (PY Ta 641); e-me = efiet also appears in 
concord with du-wo-u-pi, which is probably to be interpreted as 
instrumental of 6fio (PY Eb 495). It is not certain at what stage the dative 
and instrumental singular coalesced, but it is possible that Mycenaean 
retains traces of an instrumental ending -e < *#i, e.g. e-re-pa-te (PY Ta 
642, etc.) possibly = /elephante/39; such forms may have been felt by c. 1200 
B.C. to be adverbial, like -01 forms in the 1st millennium (v. p. 132-41).
Whether or not the administrative documents contain traces of an old case­
ending, such a scenario would not be surprising for the retentive and 
archaizing medium that is epic. Thus it is possible that epic in the late 2nd 
millennium retained an archaism in the form of the “short” dative, i.e. 
instrumental, ending, used interchangeably with the “long” ending as 
metrically required, just as in Homer the “long” ending is an archaism
39 Andrew Sihler, New Comparative Grammar of Greek and Latin, 252; Lejeune, “Essais 
de philologie mycenienne”, RPh 1965, 22, “une vieille desinence e/e”.
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retained for metrical convenience. On the synchronic level of the 1st 
millennium, these endings as well as those representing the old locative 
singular would have been interpreted as datives. Thus a formulaic phrase 
such as akid jt£jtoi0chg (E 299, N 471, P 61, etc.), which appears old 
because of its perfect participle active used intransitively and its fossilized 
noun which appears in no other cases,40 may be Mycenaean, with an ending 
originally belonging to the instrumental case, but subsequently perceived as 
a “short” dative. This is paralleled in the Homeric long and short 
alternatives for dative plural endings in the 1st and 2nd declensions.
It has already been observed that Telamonian Aias is associated 
with the tower-shield which was in use in the mid-second millennium.41 His 
name also appears with another archaic feature: out of 6 occurrences of this 
name in the dative case, 3 have the long ending:
S 459 Al'avTi Se jiaXioxa Sai<i)povi Guildv optve 
O 674 ouS’ dp et’ Aicxvti prYaXfjTopi fjvSavE 0njx(h 
P 123 tog ecJxxt’, A’tavTt Se Sat(j)povi 0upov opive
In these verses it is possible to restore the putative Mycenaean form 
*Alfd*VT£L. Admittedly at O 674 the long dative ending could be explained 
by the following initial nasal, but in the other examples there is no other 
explanation for the apparently anomalous final syllable of Aiccvti. Long -i
40 aM is the only case-form remaining of an unattested root noun, possibly *aA£ in the 
nominative; in 1st millennium Greek this noun had been reconfigured as feminine dAxij or 
neuter dkicap (A. Meillet •& J. Vendryes, Traite de grammaire comparee, 5th edition, 1979, 
373).
41 He is exclusively associated with the formulaic phrase (})Epa)V oauog pine Tcnpyov.
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in the dative singular always occurs in the strong part of the foot, and it is 
thus impossible to exclude metrical lengthening. Nevertheless, there is a 
high probability that formulae referring to the greater Aias, who is 
associated with other linguistic archaisms, and Ail pfjxiv dTakaviog 
genuinely do contain ancient -ei: the latter formula admittedly has a long 
dative before a nasal, but ptf|Ttg does not seem ever to have had initial *s. 
On the other hand, ZijVi peveodvopev d^poveovxeg (O 104) cannot 
possibly be ancient: the long -i of Zt^vi is clearly due to the following liquid 
(although (xevog never had initial *s-) and does not represent earlier *Zr|ve(. 
The original dative of Zebg is Ai(f)ei, as shown by Mycenaean di-we, 
whereas the genitive and dative Z-qvog and Ztiv( are later creations based 
on the original accusative Zrjv, while Aid is an analogical accusative based 
on the stem Aif-.42
Final stops
In 1 st millennium Greek the only consonants tolerated at the end of 
a word are v, p and g. However, at a very early date, Greek, like Latin, had 
stops in word-final position, losing them from all words except short 
unaccented proclitics which are closely connected with the following word, 
e.g. the negative particle odx, the preposition ex and apocopated forms of 
prepositions such as xax, an. The date at which final stops were eliminated
42 Wathelet, “Le Nom de Zeus”, Minos 15, 1974, 195-225. There is also a single Homeric 
occurrence of the innovative accusative Zfjva (S 157), a reinterpretation of Zrjv, which 
represents Indo-European *dyem.
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is impossible to determine precisely: Mycenaean does not provide 
conclusive evidence, as the orthographic system does not indicate final 
consonants. It is, however, likely that they had indeed disappeared by the 
time of the Mycenaean tablets. C. J. Ruijgh plausibly argues as follows for 
this view: stops are always indicated in Mycenaean, even after the vowel of 
a final syllable, vzz. wa-na-ka = fava!;, a3-ti-jo-qo = *Ai0ioqwg, where the 
“dead” vowel is identical with the vowel of the final syllable.43 Thus wi-de 
(PY Ta 711) would represent flbe, “(he) saw”, rather than *fl6eT, which 
would be written as *wi-de-te.44 In neither of these examples is final -s 
represented, in accordance with Mycenaean orthographic convention. 
Against the retention of final stops in Mycenaean it can also be argued that 
these do not occur in any of the historically attested dialects, although it 
must be remembered that some post-Mycenaean innovations (e.g. *qwo 
> uro, probably Grassmann’s Law) are pan-Greek.
Although it is impossible to date the loss of final stops precisely, it 
is possible to establish a chronology relative to Osthoffs Law, whereby a 
long vowel or diphthong was shortened before a sonant (including /i/ and /u/ 
as the second element of a diphthong) + consonant. Osthoffs Law is pan­
Greek, and it too is difficult to date, as Mycenaean does not indicate vowel 
quantities. However, it can be shown to postdate the earliest changes which 
affected words containing the sequence liquid I nasal + *s, e.g. *mensos > 
*mesnos > *mehnos (probably the Mycenaean stage) > Att-Ion. ftfivog,
43 “ Problemes de pliilologie mycenienne”, Minos 19, 1985, 124
44 Etudes, 43
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Lesbian (xqvvog.45 As this word retains its original long vowel in the 1st 
millennium forms, it is clear that the initial syllable no longer had the form 
*men- when Osthoff’s Law started to take effect; Mycenaean already has 
me-no as the genitive case.46
The shortening took place before the loss of final stops, as is 
evident from the evolution of 3rd person plural *eyvcovT > 
*eyvovx >eyvov; had final stops been eliminated first, the resulting 
*eyvcov would have been acceptable in Greek.47 Pindar uses 3rd person 
plural eyvov (Pythian 4,120), equivalent to Attic eyvcoaav; later, long 
vowels were reintroduced before sonant + consonant, often by analogy, and 
also as a result of vowel contractions.48 Osthoff’s Law, therefore, took effect 
between the disappearance of intervocalic *s and the loss of final stops, both 
of which developments apparently belong to the 2nd millennium. However, 
traces of final stops survive in closely connected groups of words which 
were felt very early to constitute a single semantic unit, with the result that 
what had been a final stop was henceforth felt to belong to the interior of a 
word, e.g. Homeric otti, Lesbian otti (the neuter corresponding to 
masculine / feminine oong) < *od-Ti, retaining the ancient final */d/ of the
45 The original nominative singular *mens, cf. Latin mensis, is represented by pe(g (T 117 
and elsewhere), Doric |xfjg, Elean peng, where the long vowel or diphthong results from the 
simplification of -vg. The more common nominative singular ppv is analogical, based on 
the stem of the oblique cases.
46 Lejeune, Phonetique, 220 . .
47 Lejeune, Phonetique, 219
48 Lejeune, Phonetique, 220
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neuter relative pronoun. Likewise the final */d/ of the neuter interrogative 
pronoun tl < *qwid (= Latin quid) may be retained in tljite < *TtT-Jie 
< *qwt6-Jte, with dissimilation of identical stops as in tlktco < *tltk(u.
It seems likely, then, that final stops had been eliminated by c.1200 
B.C. Certain Homeric formulae indicate by their prosody the possibility that 
they were created when final stops were still present in Greek.
It is conceivable that the Homeric syntagma on tl jrpoaecjyq (A 
511, A 401, E 689, etc.) may be an archaism: there are several reasons for 
suspecting that creation of this phrase belongs to a very early phase of epic. 
The negative on tl is older than on6ev, which eliminated it in contexts 
where initial digamma was lost from the following word, e.g. 
onbev eopyrng after the bucolic diaeresis at X 318, possibly replacing an 
earlier *ou tl pepopycbg; cf. ouTLg, which with different accentuation 
(OTJTLq) is given as Odysseus’ name in the Cyclops episode (t 366, etc.): its 
accusative, O'utlv, contains the original accusative singular of TLg, 
reconfigured as Ttva. The nominative ouSelg is not in the Iliad qy Odyssey; 
the corresponding dative occurs only in the phrase to dv pevog ofrSevt 
eiKOOV (X 459, X 515). It could be argued that the long scansion of tl 
before Jtpdg is recent, as it is entirely consistent with contemporary Ionic 
prosody, yet the fact that the syntagma occurs 6 times in the Iliad and only 
once in the Odyssey suggests an archaism. The fact that tl is never elided 
suggests a connexion with the existence of *-6 in the prehistory of the epic 
tradition; the existence of outl before the disappearance of *-6 is
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corroborated by the adjective ofnxdavog49 based on *ouqwid.50 These facts 
make it possible that ob ti jcpooe^q is an ancient formula, and if it 
originates from a time when nog existed in epic, the prosody would have 
been regular before final *-6 was eliminated, viz. *ob qwi6 nood(j)a.
Once again, Telamonian Aias appears to be associated with an 
earlier state of language than that which is represented by Linear B. The 
vocative case of his name is Atav, representing the stem *Al'(f)ctVT- with 
loss of the final stop. At VP 493, Atav TSopeveb ie may represent an 
earlier *ATfavT Tbopeveb qwe, as the second syllable of Atav is scanned 
long before a vowel; this phrase seems to have been created for the 
hexameter line, as its putative (pre-)Mycenaean version forms a prosodically 
regular Ti hemistich. The phantom presence of initial digamma cannot 
explain the lengthening here: the name of the Cretan king Idomeneus never 
had initial digamma, as is obvious from the feminine version of this name, i- 
do-me-ne-ja =TSop,eveta (PY Eb 498, Ep 212); the name is probably to be 
associated with Mt. Ida.51 Metrical lengthening cannot be ruled out, but in 
view of the collection of other archaisms connected with the greater Aias, 
there is at least a chance that this sequence of names in the vocative goes 
back to a time when final stops were still present in Greek. It is not 
improbable that the juxtaposition of these two heroes’ names may date from
49 A 293; oimSavog occurs at A 390 in a construction of archaic appearance: 
avSpdg avababog ourtSavoio, also exhibiting asyndeton.
50 E.Crespo, Elementos antiguos y modernos en la prosodia omerica, 1977, 78
51 Janko, The Iliad: A Commentary, vol. IV, 104
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the Mycenaean Age: Aias is already associated with several archaic 
linguistic traits, and the Cretan Idomeneus is obviously a traditional figure 
in epic, constantly associated with Meriones, who has one of the most 
archaic-looking formulae in Homer, ctT&kavTog ’EvxxxMcp dvdpet^ovTp 
(v. p. 11). Idomeneus may be a historical figure, the only Greek ruler of 
Knossos whose name was preserved in legend. Other examples where there 
is a possibility of the phantom presence of a final stop are debatable, but the 
fact that the greater Aias is already associated with other traits pertaining to 
a very early stage of the Greek language renders it very likely that the 
prosodical effect of final /t/ is indeed present here.
Morphological Archaisms
Irregular scansion, as observed, often conceals an archaism. Many
other archaisms are more obvious, preserved in a form which was obsolete
in Ionic at the time of composition of the monumental epics because of
metrical necessity, and also because they provided useful metrical
alternatives to the corresponding vernacular forms. From this use of archaic
forms for metrical convenience it is clear that the appearance of an old form
in the text of Homer is not an indication of the early composition of any
individual verse. The retention of linguistic forms which were obsolete in
everyday speech and known only from the traditional, archaizing medium of
epic must have had the effect of distancing this genre of verse from, and
elevating it above normal discourse, perhaps imbuing the poet’s words with
the wisdom and authority of past ages; in this connexion one need only 
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think of the occasions on which Plato and other Attic authors cite Homer in
support of some point or other.
Genitive in -oio
One of the most obvious archaisms retained in epic for metrical 
reasons is the ancient genitive singular of the second declension, -oio, the 
ending known from Mycenaean, occurring in epic alongside and sometimes 
in the same phrase as its equivalent in contemporary Ionic, -ou In addition 
to -oio and -on, Homer also shows traces of a disyllabic form *-oo, from 
which -on obviously derived with the advent of vowel contractions, and 
which must be restored in several verses in order to give correct scansion. 
The replacement of -oio with *-oo is a post-Mycenaean development; the 
date of this evolution is uncertain, but it can reasonably be placed after the 
fall of the Mycenaean palaces and before the migrations, as all dialects of 
the historical period, except Thessalian, attest the result of contraction of 
*oo52; *-oo therefore seems to have appeared between c.1200 and 1000 
B.C. This ending is never attested (the contracted form had prevailed by the 
time of the earliest inscriptions), but its presence is indicated by the 
awkward scansion of the following verses:
B 518 meg ’ItjHTon (<*fi0iToo) peyaOftpon NaupoMdao 
A 1 ... raxp’ otyaiJoft (<*-oo) TiGcovoTo
O 66 TXCou (<*-oo) JippjcapoiOe (also at 104, X 6)
52 -ou in Att-Ion., Doris mitior; -w in Doris severior, Lesbian. Lesbian appears to have 
adopted *-oo under Ionic influence, but early Lesbian probably had -oio like Thessalian.
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O 554 ...aveipiofr (<*-oo) KTa|xevoio 
X 313 ...Ayplcm (<*-oo) JtpooOev... 
k 36 Stbpa Jtap’ ’AioXou (<*-oo) ixeya^Topog... 
k 60 pTfv elg ’AioAcm (<*-oo) dma 6(bp,axa...
In each of these verses, the manuscripts have the recent, contracted genitive 
in -OD, which makes the verse impossible to scan regularly; however, with 
the restoration of the obsolete *-oo, the scansion becomes entirely regular.
In some instances, -cm may replace earlier *~oi’ with elision of the 
final -o where the full form would not be metrically admissible, for example 
in a phrase such as Atavxe bfico jroX.ep,ou ctKopifrco (M 335), where 
JtoXeixou may have replaced an earlier *jxoA,8(jloi’. Although this example 
does not provide conclusive evidence of an earlier *-ot’(o), the presence of 
another archaism in the dual ctKoprjTeo increases its chances of being an old 
formula: the dual was obsolete in Ionic by the time of the earliest 
inscriptions, although it was still occasionally used in Attic, in some ways a 
more conservative dialect than its sibling Ionic.53
The o-stem genitive singular ending attested in Mycenaean, -oto, 
appears elsewhere in Greek outside epic only in East Thessalian,54 a highly 
conservative dialect, where it is frequently elided to -oi, but is likely to 
have been pan-Greek c.1200 B.C. Its retention in Homer reflects the
53 Attic,-for example, retained the phoneme Zh/, wliich disappeared from East .Ionic.
54 In inscriptions dating from as late as the 3rd century, there are genitives such as 
(PaXaicepeLoio, IlauaoDVEioio, Aay,oweioio (Wathelet, Traits, 240).
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traditional and deliberately archaizing nature of epic language, as well as the 
fact that many of these genitives occur in phrases handed down over 
generations, which retained the ancient ending through metrical necessity, 
e.g. pH/hS JCTokepoio (A 255), which contains another archaism in 
the conjunction ijbe, or aXog axpuyeTOio (A 316, 327, Q 752, a 72, e 52, 
etc.), rccAu^koiopoio OaXdoorjg (A 34, B 209, Z 347, v 85, etc.), both of 
which in addition to an archaic genitive contain an epithet of obscure 
meaning which is obsolete in later Greek.
The use of -oto in epic indicates that this was the current genitive 
singular of o-stems in the spoken language very early in the tradition. It 
does not in itself prove the existence of Mycenaean epic, as it is impossible 
to determine precisely when this form was lost from the spoken language. 
Nevertheless, -oto seems to have disappeared in the vernacular before the 
migrations, and it is thus probable that the verse form which these endings 
fitted so well was already in existence before the intermediate *-oo 
appeared.
The -<j>t case
One of the most striking correspondences between Homeric and 
Mycenaean Greek is the case-ending -(J)l (transcribed as -pi in Mycenaean). 
It is, however, notable that in Homer its application is considerably wider 
than in Mycenaean. In the Linear B documents, -pi is basically an 
instrumental plural ending of the 1st and 3rd declensions (with some 2nd
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declension examples at Knossos; this may point to an innovation in the 
spoken language there, a point which will be returned to below). In Homer 
-<J)L is found as a case-ending of all three declensions in both the singular 
and the plural, e.g. ctYeLp^i (B 480, etc.), Ke<j>cxXf}<t>L (II 762, etc.), 
baKpudcJn (P 696, etc.), 6aTeo<j)i (p, 45, etc.), vafxju (B 794, 
etc.), (A 38, 151, etc.), opened (A 452, etc.), oxcart (A 297, etc.). 
Some (J>i-forms are obviously recent, artificial creations55: these include 1st 
declension nouns with the ending e.g. eaxapdcjHv (e 59, T| 169, t 
389) from eox^Pfi, singular forms based on a-stems, e.g. f3Crj<t>i (M 135, O 
614, X 107, etc.), or a form such as KpaTeccJu (K 156; this is a book replete 
with recent diction), created on the basis of s-stem nouns as part of the 
paradigm of Kopp, icpaxog.56
Before the decipherment of Linear B, the ending -<J>t was known 
from non-literary sources only from the Boeotian adjective EJiiWTpocjuov57 
and from the forms TtaoaaXocpi and ’ which are cited by Hesychius
as Boeotian.58 For this reason Chantraine concurred with the ancient 
grammarians in classifying -0i as a Homeric Aeolism.59 The decipherment
55 Chantraine, GHI, 235
56 Kapti is obviously old, as it is obsolete in later Greek and highly formulaic in Homer, 
occurring in the nominative only in the verse-end formula KCtpi) KoybmvTEg ’Axccioi, ’ 
modified at 3 408 as icapri Kopdovrag eralpoug.
57 Tanagra, 3rd century B.C. ( Schwyzer-Cauer, DGE 462, A 28)
58 Occurrences of -epi in lyric poetry have a high probability of being due to epic influence: 
Ibycus’ ouv oxropt, Aefua^tYevtig, a hapax which can scarcely have come from the 
spoken language, and Aleman’s (bpcmapi.
59 GH I, 234
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revealed that -(J)i was used in Mycenaean as the instrumental plural ending 
of the 1st and 3rd declensions, sometimes with locative value; the 2nd 
declension instrumental plural desinence in Mycenaean is -o, probably 
representing /-ois/. Only at Knossos does -pi occur in the 2nd declension: e- 
re-pa-te-jo-pi = *eX£(j)avTeid(j)i (KN Se 891) beside e-re-pa-te-o = 
eXectxxvTeCoig (KN Sd 4403). This suggests that the spoken dialect at 
Knossos had innovated in extending this morpheme to the o-declension. 
There do not appear to be any singular uses in Mycenaean, but there is a 
possible dual: du-wo-u-pi (PY Eb 338, etc.).
Although in Homer this case-ending appears to have a plethora of 
functions, and despite claims that Homeric -<t>L is “a free-ranging maverick” 
which had “started its maverick career”60 before the date of the extant 
Mycenaean tablets, it can be shown that its Homeric usage fundamentally 
remains remarkably consistent with that shown by Mycenaean, and that 
divergent uses in Homer are usually the result of formular modification.61 
Its significance in Mycenaean is as an instrumental, including the comitative 
function, and locative case-ending. Although some scholars interpret it in 
some instances as an ablative, all such instances can be interpreted as 
locatives, e.g. do-e-ro pa-te ma-te-de ku-te-re-u-pi (PY An 607) = 
*6o(/2)eX,o5 raxTTip pctTfjp Se xfixpeu^t: if ku-te-re-u-pi here were to be 
understood as ablative, it would indicate the mother’s provenance, but it can
60 Robert Coleman, “Early Greek Syncretism and the Case of the Disappearing Minos
20-22, 1987, 122-3
61 As shown by P. Nieto Hernandez, “La desinencia -<jn”, Emerita 55, 1987, 273-306
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equally well indicate her location. On the Pylos tablet Aa 76, po-to-ro-wa-pi 
MUL 4 ko-wa 4 ko-wo 3 seems to indicate the location of the women and 
their children. On the famous Pylos tablet An 1, e-re-ta pe-re-u-ro-na-de i- 
jo-te .. .po-ra-pi, this -pi form might at first sight appear to be ablatival, but 
if i-jo-te = Lovieg, present participle of etpx, wliich has future sense, then 
po-ra-pi may equally well indicate the place where the rowers are awaiting 
their departure.62
The -pi case appears with a preposition only infrequently in 
Mycenaean, but in these cases also its value corresponds to the sphere of the 
dative-locative, eg. PY Ae 134, o-pi...qe-to-ro-po-pi o-ro-me-no = *6jtl 
qweTp6jiojT(j)i opofievog,63 “watching over cattle”. It seems that it was only 
at a secondary stage in its history that the -<j)t case began to be governed by 
prepositions, but this must have occurred at an early date, as the Mycenaean 
evidence suggests. Therefore it is conceivable that the Homeric syntagma 
Jtapa vafr<|H('V) (0 474, M 225, II 281, 2 305, all before the trochaic 
caesura) is of Mycenaean vintage; where vaixpi clearly has ablatival sense 
(curd vcxtxjx,, II 246, before the trochaic caesura; vauqbiv, N 700, in verse- 
initial position) its use represents formular modification.
62 Rupert Thompson, “Instrumentals, Datives, Locatives and Ablatives: The-0i Case Form 
in Mycenaean and Homer”, PCPS 44,1998, 226
63 This phrase cannot be compared to the Homeric use of “tmesis”, -as the Mycenaean 
evidence shows that the preverb was already felt to be closely attached to its verb, as 
Geoffrey Horrocks has shown (Space and Time in Homer, 1980, 140-2).
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A comparable case is JtoXfig 6 ape})’ 6oxe6cj>iv 0lg / avbpcov 
rcufiopevoov (p 45-6). Heubeck64 explains the second hemistich of 45 as an 
adaptation of 4>0ivfi0ei b’dpe})’ ooTeo^i xpebg (jc 145), in which dpcjf 
would function as an adverb and 6axe6(|)L would be equivalent to doxecov. 
The word-order here is somewhat bizarre, and it may well be that the verse 
in question is an adaptation of the formula at ji 145, where dpejf oaxed(J)i 
is clearly locative; at p 45-6, however, the peculiar word-order is simply the 
result of modification of a formula outwith its regular context, thus there is 
no reason to take 6axe6(J)LV as a genitive. It makes perfect sense as a 
locative: “a pile of men rotting around their bones”, the present participle 
JwGopevcov indicating that the action of decomposition was currently 
taking place. This is the interpretation favoured by W.B. Stanford65, who 
observed that “-01 is not elsewhere used by Homer as a simple genitive 
depending on a noun.”
In no case can Mycenaean -pi forms be demonstrated to have 
unequivocally ablatival sense. However, there exist examples in which the - 
pi case form alternates with -si, the dative-locative plural of consonant 
stems. For example, dative-locative pa-ki-ja-si = *24)aytavoi corresponds 
to the function of instrumental pa-ki-ja-pi = *2({)ayi,ap4>i.66 This alternation 
of instrumental and dative-locative cases of toponyms in Mycenaean 
indicates that the two cases were practically equivalent in value; after this
64 4 Commentary on Homer’s Odyssey, vol. II, 120 .
65 Commentary ad loc., 1959
66 Ruijgh, “D’ Homere aux origines proto-myceniennes”, 69, note 246
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fusion of meaning, the distinction between the two cases disappeared, and 
the instrumental vanished from the spoken language. In the same way, the 
poets of the epic tradition clearly felt -(j)L to belong to the range of the dative 
rather than that of the genitive, which would include ablatival uses. At 
B 363, 0prjTpT)(j)LV governed by apfjyr] can only be understood as a dative, 
and this interpretation is supported by tjrOAxx Se (j)bkoig in the same verse. In 
TiTnoKopevog Ke0aX,f]0tv (A 350), the noun must be understood as a 
genitive, preceded by a verb which normally governs this case; however, 
this line is obviously late, as Ke0a.Xf(({)iv is used as a singular.
Frequently in Homer, a -(J)i form alternates with a dative in the 
same passage where both have equivalent semantic function, e.g. M 135 
...Xetpeaoi TcejtoiOdxeg qSe p(q0t; A 303 ...tratoafrvp xe Kai qvopeTi^L
jrejtoiOcbg. The form < -a-(|>i, like all Homeric forms in is,
curiously, singular, although in Mycenaean -a-pi belongs to the instrumental 
plural. It is possible that the form T({)i < *fT0i may have contributed to this 
reinterpretation67: Tc|>l is generally understood to be an instrumental singular 
in Homer, but probably belonged to the plural at an early date when 
formulae such as KTajxevoio were created; (f)T(j)i shows the ending
-cj)i attached directly to the stem, in accordance with Mycenaean practice. 
The flexion of ig < *ftg is defective in 1st millennium Greek (cf. Latin vis), 
and the plural is equally suitable for the sense (cf. Latin viribus). When -cj>b 
disappeared from the spoken language, bards may have considered to be 
a singular form and created by analogy the form from |3(r|, a word of
67 As argued by Ruijgh, Etudes, 83
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similar meaning. The instrumental plural I(j)t may in fact originally have 
had a concrete sense, “with the force of one’s muscles”. The flexion Tveq, 
etc., is secondary: the accusative singular *ftv was replaced by flva,68 in 
the same way as *xfv was replaced by Ttva and Zrjv by Zfjva. Homeric
instances of the short forms of these accusatives are not elided.
Homeric Tcj>t must, then, be old, as are vafrtjn, and the 
type 6xea(j)t (although the latter case-form is itself a “recent” creation, as 
will be discussed, pp. 253-4). In these the desinence is added directly to the 
stem as in Mycenaean without a linking vowel. vafrcjn is clearly not part of 
the everyday Ionic paradigm of vtjhg <*vdfc;, as it retains the ancient a 
which forms a diphthong with the vocalized digamma, cf. vfjeoot, an 
artificial creation combining the Ionic stem with the Aeolic dative plural 
ending. In -<jn forms from neuter s-stems, the stem retains o directly before 
the ending, which indicates that these formations originated before 
intervocalic /s/ was aspirated, otherwise there would be no indication of /s/, 
which was not preserved elsewhere in the paradigm, with the exception of 
the nominative and accusative singular: cf. Mycenaean pa-we-pi 
=*(j)dpfeo0i. From these regularly-formed -<j)t cases, poets extracted the 
ending -egcJh to create the artificial KpatecKjH, whose Mycenaean equivalent 
is ka-ra-a-pi =*icpda3T<j)L (PY Ta 722), constructed from the stem Kpaax-, 
which in Homer appears in the genitive singular Kpdaxog, dative singular 
Kpdaxt and plural icpdaxa.69 Homer also uses several forms ending in :
68 Iva appears at P 522, in a simile, thus is recent: Iva idy-fl Sia Jtaaav.
69 M. Lejeune, “La desinence BSL 52, 1956, 194
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although the Mycenaean evidence indicates that -0>i had started to extend 
into the 2nd declension, at least at Knossos, Homeric forms in -o0i are not 
confined to the 2nd declension, but occur also in the 1st and 3rd, where they 
have conventionally been regarded as artificial.70 However, comparison with 
Boeotian EJiiDrcrcpocjHOv and other epigraphical forms which have come to 
light since Linear B was deciphered have cast doubt on the conventional 
explanation of 3rd declension forms in -cxj)i.
In 1961, G. Pugliese Carratelli71 published an inscription from 
Messa in Cyrenaica containing the single word KAPOSI, most likely 
connected with the Kfjpeg; Anna Morpurgo Davies convincingly interpreted 
this as a plural form which belonged to “an archaic religious formula, 
probably...used by someone who did not have -0i in his normal spoken 
language.”72 Discussed in the same article is a fragment from Nemea, 
containing part of a treaty between Argos and Cleonae, from approximately 
the end of the 3rd century B.C., including the adverbial form JictTpcxfyoTi: 
this adverb appears to be formed from *JtaTp60i, which could no longer 
have been understood, with the addition of the Hellenistic ending -cni. Anna 
Morpurgo Davies thus explains the Boeotian term ercuraTpocpiov73 as 
*jTCtTp6(|)L with the addition of the preposition ejiC, in order to clarify its 
sense. JiaxpotjuaTi has the adverbial sense “in the manner of one’s
70 Cf. Chantraine, GH1, 235: “. ..le procede est devenu artificiel. Une finale -o0i se trouve 
dans des noms qui ne s’ appartiennent pas a la d<5clinaison thematique...”
71 “Appunti per la storia dei culti clrenaici”, Maia 16, 1-964, 99-111
72 “Epigraphical -0i”, Glotta 47, 1969, 49
73 “Epigraphical -01”, 51-3
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father(s)”, and the sense of *ncu;p60i was presumably similar; it makes no 
difference semantically whether *JEaTpo0i is interpreted as singular or 
plural. -<j>t clearly has the same function here as it does in Mycenaean, the 
sense of *JtaTpo0i being either instrumental or comitative. *JtaTpd0L is 
formed with -o- as the voyelle de liaison, similar to KOTukr|Sov60iv 
(e 433), obviating consonant clusters which were no longer tolerated in 1st 
millennium Greek; cf. Mycenaean formations such as po-pi - *JiO7r,0t < 
jto6 + <J>t, po-ni-ki-pi = *0o(vtx0i, and Homeric T0i, vafi0i, in which the 
case-ending -<ju is added directly to the stem.
Thus it is likely that Homeric -o0i formations based on athematic 
nouns are not all artificial creations, but come from a type of formation 
which at an early post-Mycenaean date was current in the spoken language. 
However, the syncretism of the dative and instrumental cases meant that -0t 
forms now had little support within the flexional system, and were 
eliminated from everyday speech. Inscriptional examples of such forms 
occur in legal or religious contexts, whose language, like that of epic, was 
conservative. Once -0i was obsolete in the spoken language, bards were 
able to exploit it to create new formulae such as eaxo.po0iv (e 59, 
t 389), and by analogy cwt’ £oxap60i/v (t) 169). In epic, the retention of 
-(J)i contributed to the archaic and traditional character of the language, and 
by fulfilling the same function as the dative case it was entirely in keeping 
with one of the principal characteristics of epic language, the retention of 
doublets. -0i was in origin a case-ending common to all dialects, thus where 
its Homeric use corresponds to its Mycenaean use, it is a Common Greek
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archaism. After the Mycenaean Age, forms in -0i became progressively 
more adverbial, ultimately surviving only in the adverb voacju, from wliich 
was created the verb vocxj)C^co, and in which is found in proper names, 
e.g. ’Icjnavaaoa, T<j)i5&p,ag74, and in the adjective found solely as
an epithet of prjXa. Thus the formula L0ta pfjXa is a fairly late creation, 
created when the formation of Icjn was no longer properly understood.
Existence of the ending -<Jh in both Homer and Mycenaean does 
not provide evidence for the existence of Mycenaean epic, as this case­
ending may have survived in certain dialects for a considerable period after 
the end of the Mycenaean Age, but it must have entered epic at a time when 
its use was still current in everyday speech. However, as it was obsolete in 
Ionic by the date of the earliest inscriptions, -0L is an archaism in Ionian 
epic. The fact that it was obsolete in the vernacular allowed poets to exploit 
it for metrical convenience without the controlling factor of the spoken 
dialect: obviously bards would not use forms which sounded completely 
outlandish to their audiences. When used in an artificial way, -cJ>l becomes a 
hyperarchaism.
74 It is not surprising that proper names should preserve elements lost from everyday
speech. ’Icjxfrvaooa is clearly an old formation, observing the initial digamma of 
(f)avaooa, itself a very archaic word.
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Datives Plural: long and short
Closely connected with the question of syncretism of cases are the 
alternative forms in epic of the 1st and 2nd declension dative plural endings, 
-pot / -aig (-pg), -oiai / -otg. The first member of each pair is the form 
belonging to the Ionic contemporary with the poets, while the second two 
are variously interpreted by modem scholars as archaisms or recent 
innovations. Richard Janko,75 for example, categorizes the “long” endings 
as an archaism, and the “short” endings as an “innovation”. Shipp76 too 
argued that -aig was a late addition to epic language, and that it was Attic, 
on the grounds that -aig would become -pg in Ionic. However, if -aig was 
not part of normal Ionic usage, it would not have undergone the normal 
Ionic sound changes, and its original vocalism would have remained intact, 
as in the case of vatkjH, which did not become *vr)£({)i. The fact is that 
“long” and “short”, i.e. dative-locative and instrumental endings had been 
available as poetic alternatives for centuries.
The alternation of instrumental and dative-locative forms in
Mycenaean indicates that the distinction between these two cases was 
breaking down by the end of the Mycenaean Age (e.g. pa-ki-ja-si I pa-ki-ja- 
pi = *20ayi6tvai / *2(j)ayiap0i). This is significant also in connexion with
75 Homer, Hesiod & the Hymns, 55-6:. .short endings tend to occur in innovative 
contexts, and the reverse for long endings.”
76 Studies in the Language of Homer, 57
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the long and short datives plural in Homer, -oioi /-poi <-aoi77, and
-oig /-aig (-pg). Two-thirds of Homeric examples of -oig and -pg occur 
before a vowel, so it is possible that they represent elided -oioi or -pot; 
-otg and -pg are unequivocal only before a consonant or at verse-end, where 
elision was not practised. Where -pg does not represent elided -pot,78 it may 
be explained as an artificial form based on -pot, by analogy with -oig, 
which presumably was felt to be a shortened version of -oioi. There are 
only three Homeric examples of dative plural -aig: ccKTaig (M 284), 
jcdaaig (x 471), both at verse-end, and Oeaig (el 19), which occurs before a 
vowel and has the varia lectio Oedg. Because of their rarity, all of these have 
come under suspicion, but -aig forms occur in the five major Homeric 
Hymns, twice in Hesiod’s Works & Days, and once in the pseudo-Hesiodic 
Aspis. Thus it is credible that -aig datives belong to the formative phase of 
the epic tradition.
C.J. Ruijgh, who believes that -oig and -aig were the Mycenaean 
dative plural endings of the 1st and 2nd declension, classifies short datives 
plural in these positions as “un trait acheen”.79 Most scholars, however, 
understand Mycenaean -o-i and -a-i to represent /oihi/ and /ahi/, which must 
represent a stage before intervocalic /s/ was restored on the analogy of the 
3rd declension ending /si/. All other plural case-endings of o-stems in
77 -poi was created on the analogy of -oioi.
78 E.g. A 89, KoiXpg Jtapa vryuol; II766, ev Pnaapg paGe^v; X 242, ev Jipoyopg 
juoTafxofi
79 “Les datifs pluriels dans les dialectes grecs”, Mnemosyne 11, 1958, 108
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Mycenaean are written as -o, presumed to represent nominative -oi, 
accusative -ovg, genitive -cov, and instrumental -oig. By contrast with 
Ruijgh, Martin Peters80 argues from the fact that the “short” endings, when 
they can be shown to be unelided, are of comparatively slight frequency, 
and that -oig and -aig in Mycenaean are confined to the instrumental 
function, that these were introduced by “Homer” himself (i.e. the 
monumental poet(s) ), or at any rate were a recent addition to epic language. 
This, however, is not convincing: if the distinction between dative-locative 
and instrumental was breaking down at the end of the Mycenaean Age, it is 
a reasonable assumption that the original instrumental ending -oig could 
have been used in epic much earlier than “Homer”, and that -aig could 
have been created by analogy with -oig and used with similar functions. In 
fact, there is Mycenaean support for -aig with instrumental function: twice 
in Mycenaean there occurs a participle ending -a in apposition with a 1st 
declension instrumental plural in -a-pi (qe-qi-no-me-na, PY Ta 707, 708). 
The most likely interpretation of this ending is -aig, indicating that an 
instrumental plural of the 1st declension analogous to that of the 2nd 
declension had already been created.81 Thus both endings were probably 
available to poets from an early date to be used as metrically suitable. At T 
38, verse-end aioxpoTg djteeaaiv could in theory have replaced an earlier 
*aloxpoToi ferceaaiv after digamma had disappeared; but in this case one 
might expect *atoxpotaiv ejxeaaiv with ephelcystic v blocking hiatus. This 
suggests that the “short” dative plural had been available for some time at
80 “Zur Frage einer achaischen Phase des griechischen Epos”, O-o-pe-ro-si, A. Eller (ed.), 
1986, 307
81 Lejeune, <cNole de morphologie myc&iienne”, BSL 60, 1965, 10
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least, -aig was not a creation of epic language: it was already in existence in 
the spoken language by the end of the Mycenaean Age, and at post­
Mycenaean date, the dialects selected between the “long”, i.e. dative- 
locative, and “short”, i.e. instrumental, endings when all three cases had 
undergone syncretism. In the historical period Thessalian, Boeotian and
West Greek use the short endings; Attic uses the long endings -oioi, -aoi
until the 5th century, while Ionic retains the longer endings. Epic did not in 
any case make morphological innovations of its own, but as in the case of 
-<j)i could extend the use of forms which were obsolete in speech.
Although the “short” forms are proportionately more frequent in 
the Odyssey than in the Iliad, this cannot be taken as evidence that they are 
of more recent date: as Ruijgh has pertinently observed, there is an analogy 
here with the “Achaean” particle amdp, which occurs more frequently in 
the Odyssey than in the Iliad.2,1 K.A. Garbrah82 3 rightly classifies -0101 and 
-pai as “vernacular Ionic”, i.e. belonging to the poet’s own native dialect, 
and -oig, -pg as “poetic alternatives to vernacular Ionic”, observing further 
that “for other poets other dialects will take the place of Ionic as the 
vernacular basis”.84 It is likely that both alternatives were of equal antiquity, 
at least in the 2nd declension, and had been available within epic for a long 
time before the composition of the Homeric epics, providing useful metrical
82 “Les dalils pluriels dans les dialectes grecs”, 108
83 “The Dative Plural of o-and a-stems in Homer”, Glotta 60, 1982, 308 •
84 For example, Hesiod; v. pp. 283-4 for a discussion of “short” datives plural in this poet’s
work. -
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variants, which are entirely in accord with the prevalence of doublets in epic 
language.
Augmentation
Homeric verbs present a vast array of forms which are 
anomalous from a synchronic point of view. Perhaps the most striking 
peculiarity of Homer’s verbs is the optional status of the augment in the 
historic tenses. Augmentation is attested in Greek, Armenian and Indo­
Iranian, but lacking in other branches of Indo-European, thus it is probably a 
comparatively recent innovation of the south-eastern Indo-European 
languages.85 Before the decipherment of Linear B revealed the general lack 
of augmentation in Mycenaean, the optional status of the augment in epic 
was regarded as one of the most typical characteristics of Indo-European 
poetic language. As augmentation is optional also in Vedic poetry, this fact 
was taken by Wackernagel as evidence for an inherited Indo-European 
poetic language.86
It certainly true that the augment is lacking in past tenses of verbs 
with initial consonant in the Linear B texts, eg. a-pu-do-ke = *d3T'u8(OKe, de- 
ka-sa-to = 6e|c/.to, and its athematic equivalent de-ko-to = Seioco, te-ke = 
Ofjtce, wi-de - f(6e, etc. However, there is at least one verb87 with initial
85 Sihler, A New Comparative Grammar of Greek and Latin, 484-5
86 “Indogermanische Dichtersprache”, Philologus 95, 1943, 2-4
87 And possibly more: a-pe-e-ke (PY An 724.2,5,7) may represent &jtE(/2)T]K£, aorist of
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consonant in the Mycenaean texts which appears to contain the augment: a- 
pe-do-ke = coteSooke (PY Fr 1184), clearly a compound of curb (= Att-Ion. 
djco) and SCSoopi. As a-pe-do-ke logically forms part of a series of 
Mycenaean forms containing a-pu prefixed to the stem do-/ dco- (a-pu-do-si 
= *ajru6oaig, a-pu-do-so-[mo] = *dcjcu6oa[|x6g], a-pu-do-ke = 
^ajcfidcoKe), it is reasonable to understand the syllable -e- as representing 
the augment, whose presence in this compound verb is most likely a scribal 
error: in the same way as scribes sometimes wrote -i instead of -e (= -ei) as 
the dative singular ending of the 3rd declension, indicating the practice of 
their spoken dialect, so the augment seems to have slipped into the text here. 
It would appear that the augment was not part of the required administrative 
scribal style, and may have been removed once the text was transferred into 
a permanent record. The Linear B official language, of course, is only a 
partial representation of the language of everyday discourse, and has far less 
to do with that of epic poetry, but the fact that an augment appears at least 
once in Mycenaean suggests that an element of the scribe’s vernacular had 
here crept into the text.
As the Mycenaean syllabary does not indicate vowel quantity, it is 
impossible to tell whether verbs with initial vowel had the temporal 
augment, which represents the very early contraction of the syllabic 
augment with the initial vowel of the verb: this is a phenomenon of Indo­
European date.88 The augment is in any case not required to indicate tense, 
as this function is performed by verb-endings and variations in stem-form.
88 Lejeune, Phonetique, 243
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Iii origin it was probably an adverb with anaphoric value, signifying “at that 
moment in the past”. Thus there is no indication as to whether e-re-u-te-ro- 
se (PY Na 395, etc.), if this is correctly interpreted as aorist of ekenOepoco, 
represents ek- or qX-. The absence of the syllabic augment from most verbs 
with initial consonant suggests that the intention was not to represent the 
temporal augment; it is, of course, possible that economy of symbols may 
explain the lack of augmentation in the Linear B texts, certainly as far as 
non-compound verbs with initial consonant are concerned, in which case the 
temporal augment may have been understood to be present.
In both the Iliad and the Odyssey there is a marked preference for 
unaugmented forms,89 although the augment is used proportionately more 
often in the Odyssey. When the aorist has gnomic sense or is used in a 
simile,90 it is almost always augmented; however, there is no functional 
difference between the Homeric historic tenses with and without augment. 
The same appears to be true of the Mycenaean verbs, as no difference in 
meaning can be discerned between a-pe-do-ke and a-pu-do-ke. It is notable 
also that the augment is lacking from all but 6%91 of aorists in -okov 
iteratives; these are not augmented in Ionic prose, but seem to be confined to 
literary use, therefore were not subject to the normal conventions of the 
language. As these forms are always historic, the augment is superfluous.
89 The relevant statistics can be found at GH I, 484.
90 As Shipp showed {Studies, 202-22), similes contain a high proportion of recent forms; 
90%. of aorists in Homeric similes are augmented (L.Bottin, “Studi del aumento in Qmero”, 
SMEA 10,1969, 69-145)
91 Statistic from L. Bottin, art. cit.: only 19 iterative preterites out of 306 are augmented.
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From a diachronic point of view, lack of augmentation suggests that 
iterative preterites were formed at a stage when the augment was still 
optional, which implies that they existed at Mycenaean date. The fact that 
such formations are absent from the Mycenaean texts implies simply that 
the administrative style did not require to mention repeated past actions. In 
this connexion it is relevant that the only imperfect attested in Mycenaean is 
the 3rd person singular of etpf: te-ko-to a-pe = tektcov (forqg (<*fja-T).92
Yves Duhoux has argued93 that the correspondence on this point 
between epic and Mycenaean reflects the usage of the Mycenaean 
aristocracy. However, just as Mycenaean epic language probably did not 
reflect the dialect of any particular region, likewise it is likely to have been 
“classless”. It is not improbable that the Mycenaean aristocracy included 
patrons of epic poetry, and it is a reasonable assumption that the subject- 
matter of epic at that time reflected to a large extent their values and 
priorities. Nevertheless, it is debatable whether epic would have survived 
the overthrow of the palace-system if it had been felt to be exclusively the 
preserve of the upper classes. Therefore whether the upper classes in the 
late 2nd millennium used the augment or not, it would have been optional 
for epic poets as metrically required in either syllabic or temporal form. 
Furthermore, the fact that augmentation is generalized in all 1st millennium
92 Att-Ion. 3rd person singular fjv < fjev <*fjoev was originally 3rd person plural. It may 
have been used with singular meaning in proto-Ionic; on the model of the sigmatic aorist 
was created the alternative plural form fja-av, which would have been used in proto-Ionic 
in order to avoid ambiguity.
93 “Les debuts de l’augment grec: le facteur sociolinguistique”, Minos 20-22, 1987, 163-71
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dialects indicates that this innovation had taken place before the end of the 
2nd millennium; metrical inscriptions lacking augmentation in historic 
tenses are imitations of epic.
As mentioned previously, augmentation appears to be a 
phenomenon of late Indo-European date. Therefore at whatever date it 
became generalized in normal speech, it was available to poets from the 
earliest stages of the tradition. Lack of augmentation in Homer is therefore 
an archaism retained from a time when its use was not mandatory, and was 
exploited by bards for metrical convenience. Although the augment is 
optional in epic, in certain positions its presence is metrically guaranteed: 
the old aorist ejie<j)ve(v), for example, occurs 9 times in the Iliad before the 
trochaic caesura, wliich with the penthemimeral caesura is one of the oldest 
verse-divisions, suggesting a traditional pattern. Thus augmentation is 
clearly not a recent phenomenon in epic verse.
The Aorist
Some of the most remarkable archaisms among Homeric verbs are 
the aorists occurring in formulaic contexts. As this is the natural tense for 
narrative, it is unsurprising that Homer should preserve a considerable 
number of very archaic fonns belonging to this tense. The aorist, along with 
the present and perfect, was inherited from Indo-European. Several types of 
aorist were inherited, all of which are attested by Homer. These are: 
athematic root aorists; athematic intransitive aorists with the extension *-e;
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thematic root aorists (type £-Xiji-ov); and the sigmatic aorist. Ultimately the 
sigmatic aorist was the only productive type in Greek; the category of 
athematic aorists was in retreat from Indo-European times, although some 
types are well-represented in historical Greek, i.e. those in commonest use, 
such as the thematic root aorists eGavov, etbov <*efi6ov. However, a 
number of aorist formations are known only from epic, and many of these 
are obviously archaisms with doublets of more recent formation.
As the final vowel of the 3rd person singular of the athematic aorist 
is long, e.g. Tyu6a (this verb usually occurs at verse-end, but at A 92 it has 
been moved from its traditional position, and the scansion shows its final 
vowel to be long), the fact that such aorists were obsolete in spoken Greek 
brought about the creation of new verb-forms by false analogy from more 
archaic forms, e.g. djirjhpcov: this was created on the basis of djnyupa, an 
athematic aorist, which was misinterpreted, or, perhaps more accurately, 
reinterpreted on the synchronic level, as a contracted imperfect, djrqupmv
can therefore only have been created after the contraction of a+e>d, at a
fairly late stage in the tradition. This verb is based on the proto-Greek stem 
*fpcx, with the lengthened augment which sometimes occurs before f; this
stem is also to be found in the aorist participle dnoftpag, where -u- 
represents a vocalization of digamma; from the same root was created a 
sigmatic aorist, djto(p)£poe (Z 348). It is somewhat surprising that the 
apparently old aorist oma (A 525, E 858, A 491, etc.) should end in a short •
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vowel, and this is plausibly explained by Chantraine94 as a back-formation 
from otJTCtp,EVOL, which may have been the earliest form of this verb to be 
used in epic.
Homer preserves several aorist middle formations with passive 
sense. This is the means whereby Greek originally expressed passivity, e.g. 
e(3?vr|TO (A 518, II 570, P 598), coiektccto (O 437, P 472); cf. Hesychius’ 
gloss ctJte^aTo- careGavev, from the root *gwhen-. Greek had not inherited 
a passive voice distinct from the middle; the latter voice was distinct in 
function from the active in indicating the interest of the subject in the action 
of the verb. Greek also contains a group of aorists with the enlargement -e, 
which also occurs in Latin in a series of presents indicating a state, e.g. 
tacere, latere. In Greek this extension was used to create aorists expressing a 
state, e.g. exapr^v corresponding to the present x^P05, ecjxxvpv to 
4>aCv(n, epdvrjv to paivopat. As these forms originally were stative and 
therefore intransitive, they came to be used to express passivity, a function 
which had previously been expressed by the aorist middle. The aorist in -r|, 
although originally active in sense, came to be used as a passive and was 
very productive (q.iiyr]v, etc.), although in Homer the aorist in -r] is 
generally intransitive but not passive. However, this suffix was awkward 
when the verb stem ended in a vowel, thus the element -Or]- was substituted 
in such situations. The source of -0- is uncertain, but may be verbs such as 
xeXeGco, (j)Xeye0(o, a class of verbs expressing a state and therefore
94 GHI, 380
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intransitive; this type was inherited from Indo-European but was not 
productive in Greek.
It is not clear at what date the passive in -0q- was created: as the 
Mycenaean texts do not contain verbs in the passive, there is no evidence to 
indicate whether the -0q- passive existed at this date. The prevalence of the 
older formation in -q in epic indicates that it was felt, correctly, to be older 
than that in -0q~; however, the -0q- passive must have been well-established 
in the spoken language before the Homeric poems were composed, and 
there is no reason to imagine that their comparatively paltry representation 
in Homeric formulae indicates that they are entirely of post-Mycenaean 
origin. An analogy may be found in the case of the potential particle Ke(v), 
which, as previously discussed, is an archaism as far as Ionic is concerned, 
but is approximately three times as frequent in Homer as its Ionic equivalent 
av, although the latter seems to have been current in AC and Att-Ion. by the 
end of the Mycenaean Age. Furthermore, the fact that the -0q- passive is 
pan-Greek in its distribution suggests that it had at least begun to spread by 
the end of the 2nd millennium. It is thus highly probable that at least the 
aorist in -q existed in Mycenaean times, although not attested in the 
Mycenaean texts: there is little reason for the administrative documents of 
the palace system to use passive verbs.
Although the Homeric poems contain many examples of aorists in 
-0q-, particularly in participial form, these are largely absent from formulae, 
and when they do occur, they are often not true passives, but in sense are
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closer to the middle voice: for example, EUV7]0Eig in its various forms 
regularly appears at verse-end (B 821, T 441, 3 314, etc.), but its sense 
cannot be said to be passive, as it does not indicate that the action of the 
verb was performed by an agent other than the subject. The same is true of 
0(nprjx0evT£<;, which appears 8 times at verse-end in the Iliad with a sense 
that is closer to that of the middle than of the passive voice. The Odyssey, 
although in general more “modem” than the Iliad in its language, does not 
yet make a clear distinction between middle and passive, thus 
7iX:dyx0T] (a 2) and yupvd)07] (x 1) are intransitive rather than passive in 
sense. It is impossible to deduce from the use of the -07]- passive in Homer 
exactly how it was used in the spoken language contemporary with the 
composition of the poems; nevertheless, its incorporation into epic and the 
regular verse-end position of participles of this type indicate that it was a 
well-established feature of spoken Greek, thus not a particularly recent 
innovation. The poets’ preference for old aorists middle with passive sense 
is symptomatic of the generally archaizing nature of epic language and its 
remoteness from everyday speech.
Thematic root aorists with reduplication are widely represented in 
epic, where they constitute an archaism, but seldom appear in the rest of 
Greek, with the exception of a handful of verbs of common usage, e.g. 
eetjtov, eTjeov <*e-we-wqw-, e'oteeto, and the corresponding participle 
eojtd|ievog <*se-sqw-. In Homer the thematic root aorist occurs in some 
verbs whose aorist in Attic is of the sigmatic type: for example, epeticco has 
the aorist fjpLice, with zero-grade of the root, which is obviously older than
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the sigmatic aorist rjpei^e, based on the present stem; likewise 
dye (pen (<*cty£p-;y(jo, displaying the normal e-grade in the present stem) 
has the thematic root aorist fjyp£TO with the zero-grade of the root, and a 
corresponding sigmatic aorist ifyeCpaxo (<*Tty£paaTO). Similarly SeSae 
(t, 233, D 72, etc.), from the same root as bibctOKO), is obsolete in later 
Greek, and was replaced by the sigmatic (E)6f5a^e (E 51, A 832, etc.). 
The same is true of dpjXEJtakffiv, the only representative of the reduplicated 
aorist of (dva)jrdXXco; the sigmatic aorist < *3t&Xe < *JtdXae
appears at Z 474 and II 117. Likewise, ejiecJwov <*eqw//eqw/zvov, 
reduplicated aorist from the root *gwhen- (cf. 0ovog), was replaced by the 
sigmatic form from the same root, eOeive < *eqwZzevoa (d> 491); the 
preference for the sigmatic aorist of this verb was no doubt strengthened by 
the fact that the disappearance of labiovelars meant that the etymological 
connexion between the aorist and present stems was no longer felt. The 
archaic types of aorist are well-attested in formulae, but there is less 
formulaic use of the more recent types of formation: EJt£(J)v(e) and btec'pveg, 
for example, between them have 13 occurrences in the Iliad after the 
trochaic caesura, whereas eOeive appears only once.
The sigmatic aorist (ultimately the most productive category in 
Greek) is an ancient Indo-European type, whose flexion was originally 
athematic, but in the indicative the addition of person-endings to the stem 
caused considerable difficulties: for example, after the loss of final stops, 
3rd person singular ^beticg <*6eik:gt would have been identical to the 2nd 
person form. Therefore where the person-ending had an initial consonant, a
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short -a- was inserted (generalized from person endings which originally
contained *m or *n), allowing this type of aorist to be clearly identified; it
was this -a- which subsequently was felt to be the identifying feature of the 
sigmatic aorist in such forms as epeivcx <*epevoa. The 3rd person plural
active ending -aav (instead of *-aa[x] <*-snt) has its final nasal by
analogy with the final -v of the types eXutov and Epav (subsequent to the 
loss of final stops). Thus this old athematic aorist became a stem in -aa 
whose conjugation was clear and simple. This development had obviously 
taken place before the date of the Mycenaean texts, which have examples of 
sigmatic aorists in de-ka-sa-to = Se^aio, e-re-u-te-ro-se = ekEnOepmae,95 
perhaps a-ke-re-se = *aypr|a£ /cxypeae, aorist of aypEO).96 Mycenaean also 
attests de-ko-to = 6ekto, the older, athematic equivalent of dE^axo, but as 
the sigmatic aorist is apparently the productive formation by this date it is 
improbable that aorists of other types, e.g. Mxo, wpxo, ehe^vov, 
JiE({)i&eoOaL, and indeed thematic root aorists such as Et^nyov which 
remained in common use in post-Homeric Greek, were still being created.
As some of these aorists are not attested in 1st millennium Greek outside
95 Verbs in -6co (athematized as in Aeolic) are recent creations within Greek, thus 
would only have aorists of the productive sigmatic type.
96 This verb occurs in Homer only in the imperatives aypEi (E 765, etc.) and 
aypetTE (n 149); it is common in Aeolic inscriptions (it is athematic in 
Aeolic: KaxaypevTtov, Schwyzer GrGr I, 620.151), and its presence in Homer has 
sometimes been claimed to indicate composition in Aeolic, or at least Aeolic influence, but 
its occurrence in Mycenaean suggests that it was formerly of wider distribution. Its 
Homeric usage may reflect that of colloquial Ionic, viz. “come on!”, cf. Latin age\
. , -a i
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epic, and in epic are used only in formulaic contexts, their use was 
obviously no longer current. Their defunct status in contemporary Greek is 
clear from the fact that in “recent” parts of Homer, where the poet 
apparently was composing freely, sigmatic aorists are employed, whereas 
the corresponding archaic forms occur in formulaic contexts. The antiquity 
and fossilization of the athematic aorists middle cbpxo, yevTO, Sekto, 
&Xto, etc. is indicated by their isolated and unproductive nature even within 
epic: they occur neither frequently nor in various positions in the verse. The 
question arises: when did such aorists of archaic formation drop out of 
everyday speech? The Mycenaean texts use vocabulary of a very mundane 
nature, and although they occasionally use innovations from the vernacular 
(eg. -i for -e in the dative singular, -o-pi as the instrumental plural in the 2nd 
declension), there never appear aorists of such archaic formations as (e.g.) 
jrecfHbeaOoti. It is a reasonable assumption that these aorists had already 
been lost from the vernacular of the late 2nd millennium, and were confined 
to the archaizing, traditional medium of epic (and possibly also to religious 
and legal language).
All so-called “mixed aorists” Chantraine classified as artificial and 
“parfois accidentelles”.97 These are formations which appear to combine the 
-a- of the sigmatic aorist with the endings of the strong aorist, e.g.
97 Morphologic historique, 182
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ppaew, duoETO. Indeed, as C.P. Roth showed, some are indeed artificial.98 
However, the fact that they are confined to epic does not imply that they are
artificial. Several of the archaic aorists discussed above are not attested
outside epic, yet they are not artificial. Admittedly, “mixed aorists” lack 
parallel formations in other languages, yet lack of comparative material 
need not suggest that such formations are entirely poetic creations. They 
more probably represent a type which was an innovation within Greek, 
comparable to an extent to the -0p- passive, although the latter was widely 
used in later Greek, while “mixed aorists” were lost at an early date.
The Homeric “mixed aorists” which are genuinely likely to have 
come from the spoken language are (e)[3fpETO, (d)6fioETO,99 originally past 
desideratives, expressing intention in the past tense, equivalent to the later 
construction with jaeAAeiv. The other verb forms included in the category 
“mixed aorists” are infinitives and imperatives (e.g. oiaepEvai, T 120, T1 
564, 0 399; oToe, x 106; d^EV, 668, Q 663; Xe^eo, I 617, t 598; 
dpOEo, T 250, n 126, t, 255), which are secondary and artificial. 6uoeto 
and (3f]OETO, on the other hand, are clearly of traditional formulaic usage, 
and are in all probability fossilized remnants of an innovative formation 
created within Greek which was productive for a time until superseded by 
the periphrastic construction with fieXX-O) + future infinitive. By the time of 
composition of the monumental poems, however, the concept of a tense
98 “Mixed Aorists ” in Homeric Greek, 1990, 88-9: “.. .poetic features represent the 
preservation of synchronically unmotivated archaisms and their further use as bases for 
analogical innovation.”
99 “Mixed Aorists in Homeric Greek, 59
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expressing past futurity was lost, and the poets of the Iliad and Odyssey 
seem to have understood them as aorists or imperfects, poetic equivalents to 
e(3rj or eSu Thus it seems legitimate to classify “mixed aorists”, in reality 
ancient desideratives, as archaisms in Homeric language. It is highly 
improbable that all of these formations are artificial creations of epic: the 
epic tradition did not make morphological innovations unmotivated by the 
spoken language, but as in the case of -<j>t, it could take advantage of the 
obsolescence of certain morphological phenomena in the vernacular to 
extend their functions and create artificial forms.
If ancient verb forms had not been fossilized in verse, where they 
were required for metrical reasons, they would have been entirely lost, 
replaced in the spoken language by innovative forms. Thus it is highly likely 
that very archaic verb forms belonged to epic before the end of the 
Mycenaean Age: the evidence of the Mycenaean texts is admittedly limited, 
but their vocabulary is drawn from that of everyday life and indicates that 
the sigmatic aorist was gaining ground at the expense of other types. 
Formations such as eunva (< *£p,evaa), nfjke (< *jrakae), eoqkctTO (< 
*-(/z)aXoaTO) are sigmatic and have undergone normal Att-Ion. 
compensatory lengthening, participating in the regular evolution of East 
Ionic, therefore are not recent creations, but can reasonably be assumed to 
have had prosodically equivalent Mycenaean antecedents. Verbs of 
apparently idiosyncratic conjugation which are retained in everyday speech 
tend to be those of commonest usage (e.g. elpX, etpx; cf. the verb “to be” in 
English, whose flexion is suppletive, comprising several roots). Homer’s
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archaic aorists generally do not belong to the verbs of most frequent usage 
(ne(J)L6ea0ai corresponds to 0eC6op,at, aptejiaXcbv to JtdkXco, Mto to 
aXAojiai). Thus it is likely that the forms of these verbs which Homer uses 
in old formulae had already been replaced in the spoken language by 
sigmatic equivalents by the late 2nd millennium, while epic retained the 
archaic forms either because they were already embedded in formulae or 
because they were felt to be more appropriate for the elevated style of the
verse.
The Dual
The dual is well-attested in Mycenaean and remained in use in 
mainland dialects until the 2nd century B.C. In Ionic it was obsolete by the 
time of the earliest inscriptions, but was retained in Attic until the 4th 
century. This suggests that Ionic lost the dual after the migration, therefore 
between the turn of the millennium and the 7th century, when alphabetic 
inscriptions start to appear in Ionia. As the dual is also obsolete in 
historically-attested Lesbian (by contrast with mainland Aeolic), Homeric 
duals cannot be attributed to that source. The dual has only slight 
representation in Homeric formulae, and is sometimes used interchangeably 
with the plural; this indicates that its use in Homer to some extent represents 
intentional archaizing.
Reference has already been made to the two Atavxeg, who are 
mentioned sometimes in the plural, sometimes in the dual, Atavxe. The
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Mycenaean evidence shows that this is a correctly formed 3rd declension 
dual nominative, comprising the stem + ending -e. As Wackernagel100 
showed, the dual here originally referred to the greater (Telamonian) Aias 
and his brother Teucer, in accordance with a very old Indo-European usage. 
Later, the lesser (Oilean) Aias was created when this ancient use of the dual 
was no longer understood. As the greater Aias is associated with several 
other archaisms (the GtXKog which he carries, his formula epKog ’AyaiaA, 
his epithet TeXapcbviog, understood as a patronymic adjective of a type 
well represented in Mycenaean, later preserved only in Aeolic), there is 
every reason to believe that this phrase in the dual belongs to the 
Mycenaean Age. Likewise it is possible that the phrase Aiavxe 
teoXeliot) (XKOpfjTa) (M 335) belongs to the Mycenaean Age (with 
*jrokepoi’ instead of recent, contracted jTokepou): the Mycenaean evidence 
shows that -o (almost certainly representing -6 = -co) was the ending of 2nd 
declension nominative and accusative duals, eg. ko-wo = *KOpfC0.101 It is 
difficult to determine at what date this usage was no longer understood, but 
the lesser Aias has considerable representation in formulae, almost always at 
verse-end, therefore cannot be a recent addition to epic. The dual of the 
older brother’s name extended to include his younger sibling is employed 
elsewhere in Homer only in the double name ’AiccopicovE MoAXove, 
mentioned by Nestor in a reminiscence (A 750-2), which also appears 
ancient (to be discussed, pp. 203-6).
100 Vorlesungen tiber Syntax, 2nd edition, 1920, vol.l, 82
101 Documents, 84
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Another dual phrase of ancient appearance is KoopqTOpe Xacbv 
used of Agamemnon and Menelaus at A 16 and 375, and of Castor and 
Polydeuces at F 236, in all three instances occurring at verse-end. This 
formula may be of Mycenaean date: the dual is correctly formed, and the
genitive plural of the Mycenaean term for the army, *kap65 is used instead
of the singular *XdfoTo, which would not scan in this position. However,
the repeated line A 16 = 375, ’Axpetba be paXioia Snco, 
KoopfjTOpe Xachv, cannot be Mycenaean in its entirety, as ’Axpetba can 
only be a dual if it contains a contraction of -ae. -ai is the original dual 
ending of the 1st declension, replaced before 1200 B.C. by -co in the 
feminine, by analogy with o-stems,102 while masculines of the 1st 
declension in Mycenaean have the ending -e in the dual, e.g. e-qe-ta-e, 
which represents a borrowing from the 3rd declension.103 Thus the dual 
’ATpelda is probably based on the plural ’Aipetbai, occurring in the same 
position at A 17, H 385, I 341, and is therefore a false archaism. The 
“patronym” ’ATpetbrjg is itself a somewhat perplexing form: its frequency 
and formulaic usage in the Iliad suggest that it is of considerable antiquity 
within epic. It is based on the stem of ’ATpefrg, which was originally 
*’Axpqf-, thus one would expect *’ATpTi(p)i6'ng, cf. nqXq(f-)idST}g. 
’ATpeib-qg therefore appears to be based on the Ionic stem ’Aipe-, as seen 
in the genitive ’'Axpeog, which could evolve only after the loss of digamma
102 Palmer, The Greek Language, 268
103 Palmer, The Greek Language, 46
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and antevocalic shortening.104 The only means by which ’Axpetdai could be 
ancient would be by metrical shortening, a device which is considerably less 
frequent than metrical lengthening; however, given the importance of the 
house of Atreus in myth, bards must have had to incorporate this name 
somehow, so it is not inconceivable that they used the artificial form 
*’Axpef (bag. A comparable dual is to be found in the formula bfrco 
Ai'aVTE KOpwrd (N 201, 2 163), which cannot be entirely of Mycenaean 
date: although Suco Alovte has a strong chance of being ancient, KopwTct 
implies a contraction of a+e, impossible at verse-end or in the strong part of 
the foot. Thus a phrase such as avdpa KopuaTqv (verse-end, A 457, 
0 256, II 603) is older within epic than the dual icopuaxa, which can only 
have been inserted as a false archaism after vowel contractions had made its
use possible in this position.
The fact that the dual was defunct in East Ionic allowed poets a 
degree of freedom in its use, and they could select between dual and plural 
as metrically required when there were two subjects. Thus at X 90-1, the 
subjects are Priam and Hecabe:
mg id) ye icXaCovre JTpooau6fjTr]v 0Uov nlov 
jToXXa Xioaopevw oud’ ''EKTopi Oupov ferceiOov
Although the subjects are still the same, the second hemistich of 91 has a 
plural verb; the dual e3tei0ett]V would be unmetrical. This suggests that the 
poet has taken a traditional passage and expanded it.
104 Wathelet, Traits, 349
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Something similar appears to have happened at I 182 ff., in the 
passage concerning the embassy to Achilles, which comprises Phoenix, 
Odysseus and the greater Aias, accompanied by the heralds Eurybates and
Hodios:
182 T(b be fS&Trjv arapa Qtva JtoL'UtJAoCapoio OaLdoapg
183 rcoMA pxxV e'bxojxevcn yatr|6xq) evvoaiyatco
185 Mupptibovcov b’ejrt Te ickioiag icai vrjag iKdaOpv
186 tov 6’ enpov ...
Lines 182-3 are in the dual, but by 186 the poet has changed to the plural 
without indicating a change of subject. It is likely that the expression 
T(b be |3dTT|v (also at A 327, I 192) is a traditional phrase used in 
connexion with heralds - Krjpntceg - who seem habitually to have worked in 
pairs. The verb in the dual seems to be of some antiquity, observing
alternation of vowel length in the root aorist (cf. e[3r)V < e|3av). Elsewhere
an analogical dual aorist (e)pijTTfV is used (e.g. Z 40, © 115, M 330): this 
is based on the singular, although originally the dual and plural of root 
aorists had a short vowel in the stem. Here it seems that the poet has 
expanded on an existing account of an embassy which incorporates the 
traditional dual phrase for heralds, T(b be pdTTjv, without adapting the 
passage to take account of the larger embassy here described.
The defunct status of the dual in spoken Ionic had the further 
consequence that there was an element of confusion over the appropriate
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form of the verb.105 Second and third person endings are occasionally 
inverted, thus ^JteCyeTOV (K 361) and SwbiceTOV (K 364) despite their 
second person endings are used as third person verbs where the correct third 
person ending -tt)V would be metrically inadmissible (this is in a simile, in a 
book which is replete with recent diction). Similarly eienxeTOV at N 346 
and Xa0i5ao£TOV at 2 583 are clearly intended to be understood as third 
person, although in form they are second person. kcxjtett|V (0 448), 
kapeiT|V (K 545) and q0ekeTr)V (A 782) are found as variae lectiones for 
the corresponding second person forms in -tov, but in these cases it is 
impossible to deduce from the metre which form was intended. The 
possibility of substituting a second person dual ending for a third person 
ending (and perhaps vice versa) indicates that, while the person endings 
-tov and -Ttjv were felt to be dual, little significance was attached to their 
original person attachment. In such cases the dual indicates “late” 
composition, as it could not have been used in this way if it had been a 
feature of the living language; it is therefore a literary extension of an 
obsolete linguistic trait, and can legitimately be regarded as a false 
archaism. The fact that the dual is largely absent from formulae means that 
only a few of its Homeric occurrences have a chance of originating in 
Mycenaean times.
Thus although the dual is frequent in Mycenaean, and also has 
formulaic representation in Homer, its presence in Homer does not in itself 
provide evidence of epic composition in Mycenaean times. Like all
105 C.Gallavotti & A.Ronconi, La lingua omerica, 1955, 54
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linguistic phenomena attested in epic, it could only have entered the 
tradition when it was part of the living language. The fact that Attic retains
the dual after its demise in Ionic indicates that it became obsolete in Ionic at
a stage which was fairly late in terms of the development of the epic 
tradition, that is, after the migrations. Among Homeric duals, the most 
convincing pieces of evidence for epic in the Mycenaean Age is Aiavxe 
used to refer to the greater Aias and his brother, and the double name 
’ AKTopicove MoMove (A 750, v. pp. 203-6).
Patronymic Formations
Homer uses a series of patronymic adjectives ending in -tog, 
e.g. NqAfyiog, a type of formation which is also common in Mycenaean, e.g. 
e-te-wo-ke-re-we-i-jo (PY An 654, Aq 64) = *’ETefOKXefe(/z)iog, the 
adjective from *’ETefOKXefT]g, signifying “son of E.” Homer and
Mycenaean use patronymic adjectives in the same way as later Greek uses 
the genitive case of the father’s name. In historical Greek, this usage is 
retained only in Aeolic,106 a fact which rather than indicating a phase of epic 
composition in Aeolic in fact represents an archaism retained by epic and 
the Aeolic dialects. The suffix -log is inherited horn Indo-European and was 
used to form adjectives based on nouns, originally expressing the idea of
106 Eg. Alcaeus Gl, 13, tov ’’Yppctov jtaiSa, referring to Pittacus, with the adjective 
’’Yppctog formed from his father’s name Hyrras, with Lesbian psilosis and loss of 
intervocalic -i-. In Idyll 28, an Aeolic poem, Theocritus refers to the wife of Nicias as 
dXoxog Nuci&ct.
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“belonging”; thus its specialization in Mycenaean, Homer and Aeolic to 
express familial relationship is secondary. However, there are indications 
that epic used this suffix in its primary sense: at E 241, a verse which shows 
every indication of antiquity, in the second hemistich, Kajravqiog 
ctykadg nlog, the adjective has its basic sense, equivalent to the genitive 
case of the name Kajtavebg, thus the noun ntog is not pleonastic.
An even older use of an adjective of this type is to be found in the T2 
formula piq 'Hpaickqelq, at B 658, O 640 (in the dative), E 638, T 98, X 
601 (accusative), B 666 (genitive), A 690 (nominative), providing a most 
irregular run of three spondees. The scansion, however, becomes more 
regular if a much earlier form is restored: *ywia 'HpaKkepeAta, which 
permits a dactyl in the 5th foot. This phrase is equivalent to a noun + epithet 
formula signifying “mighty Heracles”, in which the possessive adjective has 
the same function as the genitive of the name in later Greek. C.J. Ruijgh107 
sees in Homeric 'Hpaickqeiq a non-Greek suffix *-eyo-, possibly identical 
with one which, as John Killen108 argues, is to be found in a Linear A 
inscription and is widely used in Linear B texts at Knossos in the formation 
of possessive adjectives. While the assumed coalescence of a non-Greek 
suffix with the inherited Indo-European -tog is credible for the Mycenaean 
tablets, it is harder to accept in the conservative epic tradition, thus it is 
preferable to assume that 'HpaKkqetq exhibits metrical lengthening. Before 
loss of intervocalic /h/ and the subsequent vowel contractions, there must
1O7‘Te mycenien et Homere”, 159
108 “Mycenaean Possessive Adjectives in -e-jo-”, TPhS 1983, 66-99
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have been lengthening of -i- in the penultimate syllable of *'Hpa«;kefd/zia 
(there is no reason to assume that Mycenaean bards did not avail themselves 
of licences such as metrical lengthening), and later, after vocalic contraction 
had brought about the unmetrical ^HpcucXeeta, the first -e- would have 
been lengthened to -p- by analogy with the type IlqLfjog, genitive of 
HrjXeug, and the corresponding adjective ITnXiftog.109 The possessive 
adjective here is not specialized in patronymic function as it was in the 
Linear B texts, thus its use is more archaic than that attested in Mycenaean.
It is notable that the greater Aias has the epithet Tekapxbviog, 
which is understood as a patronymic adjective based on the name TeXoqtcov, 
and this is clearly how it was understood by poets and audiences. Yet it is 
curious that the most significant characteristic of the greater Aias is his 
association with the octKog, the enormous tower-shield, which was 
supported on the left shoulder by means of a strap known as a TeXcqtcbv. It 
is not improbable, in view of the fact that Aias is a hero of great antiquity, 
that his epithet Tekapxbviog originally referred to his TeXap/bv before the 
suffix -tog was specialized to indicate familial connexion, and that it was 
subsequently reinterpreted as a patronymic adjective after this specialization 
had taken place.110 This reinterpretation must have taken place before the
109 Cf. Wyatt, Metrical Lengthening in Homer,, 165
110 Jean Aitchison pertinently observed in this connexion that the greater Aias is the only 
hero whose nominative verse-end formula is “not descriptive, but genealogical” 
(‘TeXaptbvioc; Aiag and other Patronymics”, Glotta 42, 1964, 134).
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end of the Mycenaean Age, as -tog has already received this special 
significance by the time of the Linear B tablets.
Homer provides further examples of the possessive adjective used 
as an equivalent to the genitive case, e.g. NeoTopeag...iJC3iong (© 113), 
Neaxopep Jiapa vpi (B 54), 'EKTopgqg KecJxxXfjg (Q 276, 579), cf. 
'EKTOpepv dkoyov {Ilias Parva ff.20). This last phrase contains the 
possessive adjective expressing familial relationship as in Aeolic (e.g. 
Theocritus’ NiKidag...dkoxco {Idyll 28,9), which may have been intended 
to echo this epic usage). Although in Mycenaean the ending -tog is used 
only to form patronymics of men, it is entirely possible that it was extended 
to all family ties in the spoken language. Given Andromache’s significance 
in the Trojan saga, it is highly credible that this expression dates from the 
Mycenaean Age. Neoxopeog and 'Eicidpeog look like old formations, 
exhibiting the change pi >pe which is known from the historically attested 
Aeolic dialects, but which was probably much more widespread in the 2nd 
millennium. ’Ayapepvoveog, which occurs in conjunction with the nouns 
vpfrg OP 326), iJiJtog (lIJ 295, 525), aLoyog (y 264) is a more recent 
formation based on Neaxdpeog, 'EiCTopeog; Pindar uses the expected 
’Ayap,ep,v6viog {Pythian 11.30).
In addition to patronymics in -tog, which are confined to an older 
generation of warriors than the majority of those who fought at Troy, Homer 
frequently uses formations with the suffix -fbqg, -idbqg, e.g. 
’ATpeibpg, Ataicibpg, npkpidbpg, of the same type as those which in
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prose function as clan names, e.g. IlevGeMdai, ’AXiqiatovibai. These 
contain the suffix -tS-, which indicates “belonging”.111 Of this type of name 
there is only one possible attestation in Mycenaean, namely ne-a2-ri-da = 
*Ne/zaXCSag (TH Of 39) So-called “patronymics” in -Ibqg / -ictdrig do not 
in Homer always refer to the bearer’s father, for example Aiafdbqg (A 805, 
etc.), used of Achilles and a derivative of his grandfather’s name Ataicog; 
this provides a metrical alternative to Achilles’ usual patronymic 
ripA/riidSrig. This suggests that its use had always been the same as that 
which is seen in family names in classical times, and that such names are
better translated as “scion of’ rather than “son of’. If these formations are
indeed clan names belonging to families of high status, it is unsurprising 
that they should in general be absent from the Mycenaean palace records. 
As Paul Wathelet proposed,112 formations in -ibqg /-idSqg in origin 
probably expressed a less rigidly defined relationship than that of father and 
son, simply membership of a family named after an ancestor. In this 
connexion it is noteworthy that such patronymic formations in the Odyssey 
have honorific implications, e.g. ’Ayap,ep,vov(5'qg (of Orestes, a 30), 
neiar|vopi6ao (of Eurycleia, a 429). That these names are of some 
antiquity in epic is clear from the fact that they underwent the change 
-i(ot)5ag > -i(a)6qg, aiid have the genitive ending -ao. The fact that 
Homer regularly uses patronymics of this type based on the name of a 
character’s father suggests that the use of such forms as patronymics was a 
practice peculiar to epic, and also that creation of such names had ceased
111 Meillet & Vendryes, Traite de grammaire comparee, 419
112 Tra/te, 347
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outside epic in the language contemporary with the composition of the 
Homeric poems. Many names of this type were used as personal names in 
Greek of the alphabetic period, thus could no longer have been felt to 
signify ancestry.
Lexical Archaisms
Homer’s vocabulary comprises many items not found in Ionic or 
Lesbian inscriptions or in prose literature. Some of these are known from 
other dialects of the historical period and from Mycenaean: this category 
includes words known in 1st millennium non-epic Greek only from dialects 
which were not in a position to influence epic as we know it (v. pp. 12-15). 
Such words are likely to have entered epic when they were common 
currency throughout Greek, and do not indicate a phase of composition in 
the dialect in which they are attested in the historical period. The same is 
true of words which occur in Mycenaean and epic only: as there is no 
evidence to indicate when such words as 6<5>113 or dejtag fell into disuse in 
spoken Greek, they cannot be taken as evidence of epic composition in 
Mycenaean times. Thus, although most of the Mycenaean terms for
113 Known from Mycenaean in the form do-de, with allative -Se indicating motion towards; 
it is unclear whether the Mycenaean form represents Sen or the expected *S6v the
root noun cognate with Sejico. Sen is certainly old in epic, occurring 9 times at verse-end in
the Iliad.
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weaponry are shared with Homer,114 and there is a very strong probability 
that these terms were used by epic in the Bronze Age, there remains a 
possibility that they remained a part of the standard vocabulary for some 
centuries after the end of the Mycenaean Age and therefore could, in theory, 
have entered epic at any time before their demise.
Among the category of lexical archaisms are to be included 
glosses, i.e. words of obscure meaning, e.g. titles of gods such as 
aKaiO|Ta, dpyei(|)OVTrjg, ayeXeCq, and certain formulaic epithets such as 
ctTphyexog, dpxxQctXoeig. As these are unproductive in epic and are used 
only in fixed expressions, it is likely that these epithets were not understood 
even by the poets who used them: the less transparent an epithet is in 
synchronic terms, the greater its chances of being an archaism of 
considerable antiquity. Yet they must have meant something at some time: 
stock epithets of things, e.g. the sea, could only have entered epic when their 
meanings were understood, and as such epithets (or their components) do 
not seem to have been known in any 1st millennium dialect they must have 
belonged to epic for a long time before Homer. It is entirely possible that 
such epithets belonged to epic in the Mycenaean Age, and that their 
meanings were understood at that time, but this cannot be proven: there is 
no direct evidence for the poetic vocabulary in the Mycenaean Age, but it is 
beyond question that it had little in common with that of the Linear B
114 L.A .Stella, Tradizione micenea e poesia dell’ Made, 1978, 20, provides a list of the 
vocabulary for weapons common to Homer and Mycenaean, including e-ke-si, dative plural 
of £y%og, pa-ka-na = t[)doyava, ko-ru = tcopug.
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documents (tax documents are as far from poetry as one could hope to get). 
Divine epithets and titles are a somewhat different proposition: some of 
these may already have been centuries old, e.g. ’Apyei^ovrrig, which can 
be derived from *apyog and the o-grade of the root *gwhen-, although there 
remains a possibility that this may be a popular etymology resulting from an 
attempt to render a pre-Greek name in a form which made sense to Greek 
speakers. Likewise another epithet of Hermes, dic&KTiTa (XI 185) is of 
obscure meaning: it may be associated with Mt. Akakesion in Arcadia, but 
was probably understood by poets and audiences as a compound of 
a-privative and KCtKog, and it is possible that its true meaning had been lost 
as early as the Mycenaean Age.
If lexical correspondences between Homer and Mycenaean seem 
poetic, it is only because these were known exclusively from Homer and 
other poets before Linear B was deciphered. As Homer’s vocabulary 
contains words which were obsolete in contemporary Ionic speech, so is it 
likely that epic language at the end of the Mycenaean Age contained words 
which were already obsolete in the spoken language, and as such have no 
representation in the palace inventories. One such case is octKog: although 
sometimes used interchangeably with the contemporary term do'Ttig, odtcog 
is for the most part confined to formulae. It is particularly associated with 
Telamonian Aias, a hero whose name appears in conjunction with several 
other archaic linguistic traits, and represents the tower-shield which was 
obsolete long before the time of the Mycenaean texts. The fundamental * 
meaning of o&Kog is not “shield”, but that of the material from which it was
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made, leather: it is etymologically connected with Sanskrit tvacas, “hide” 
and Hittite tuekkas, “body”. Neither *XfdKog nor any derivatives are found 
in the Linear B texts, in either its primary sense “hide” or its secondary 
sense “shield”; to refer to leather, Mycenaean uses the semantic equivalent 
wi-ri-no = *fpivog, Homeric pivog, which in several passages also
signifies “shield”, e.g. pivoioi po&v Kai vcbpojti ypkhzfo (N 406), afiv p’ 
gpaXov pivofig (A 447 = © 61). In 1st millennium Greek, pivog is 
confined to poetry; Hesychius glosses yptvog*6epp,a, but the source of this 
gloss is unspecified. Thus the fact that CKXKog in the sense “leather” had 
already been replaced in Mycenaean by its synonym *fpivog, which is an
archaism in Homer, suggests that aaKog was by the end of the Mycenaean 
Age an archaism which was confined to poetic language. Even within epic, 
ocxKog is almost completely unproductive, with only two derivatives, 
0epeooaKfjg (Aspis 13, in the phrase (J)epeooaKeag KaSpeioug, which 
looks like an under-represented formula), and the Homeric hapax 
oaKeonaXog (E 126). Of these, 0epeaaaKTjg appears older: the sequence 
*Tf, which was retained in Mycenaean,115 gives o- initially, -ao- medially, 
thus it is conceivable that *0epeTpaKe(/z)ag KabpeCovg belonged to 
Mycenaean epic. aaKeoitakog, on the other hand, is more likely to be a 
recent creation: the two elements of this compound, o&Kog and urdXXco, do 
not occur together in Homer, whereas eyx°s an^ JtdLLco appear together 10 
times in the formula dpjiejtaXdrv jcpoiet boXixooKiov £YX°5j and were 
used to create the compound eyx^JiaXog, which appears between the 
penthemimeral caesura and the bucolic diaeresis at B 131, E 449 and
115 Lejeune, Phonetique, 82
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O 605. This epithet probably served as the basis for the hapax 
oaic^ajtaXog.116
Reference has already been made to some fossilized case-forms of 
nouns in Homer: dX.KL, frapXvi, the latter two reconfigured within epic
as 1 st declension nouns. Often, lexical items which are obsolete in everyday 
speech are preserved as proper names or elements thereof. 117 A comparable 
fossil is 8at, “battle”: this word has derivatives bat^pcov,118 bfftoq, 
bftioTfjg, but the simple noun occurs only in the dative in Homer 
(N 286, S 387, <f> 301, Q 739). In addition it appears as an element of 
several personal names, both in Homer, e.g. Arfi<{)of3og, AqtKocov, and in 
Mycenaean, da-i-qo-ta = *Aa*iqw/zovTac; (KN Da 1164), “who kills in 
battle” -a name reflecting Mycenaean values. There is a strong probability 
that Homeric names of this type form part of an epic onomastic stock which 
goes back to the Mycenaean Age. Mycenaean also attests the synonyms 
xroXepog and pxxxa, albeit indirectly, as components of names such as 
E'upwrtdA.efXog and Maxotftbv; but as these nouns are common in 1st 
millennium prose, while Sdi and its derivatives are confined to poetic 
language and names of a type inherited from the 2nd millennium, there is 
every probability that the noun whose dative case is fossilized in Homer as
116 Marina Benedetti, “Osservazioni su omerico o&Kog”, SSL 1980, 125-8
117 Cf. English surnames such as Cooper, Fletcher, Wainwright.
.118 “Warlike” is the appropriate sense for all the Iliadic occurrences of bat^pcov; in the 
Odyssey it seems to signify “intelligent”, but the Iliadic sense is probably the original one, 
and that found in the Odyssey secondary, resulting from a confusion with baflvat.
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Sox was an archaism in the 13th century, already confined to poetic 
language and personal names.
In the same way that epic of the 1st millennium preserves old 
words not known from other sources, or attested only sporadically in the rest 
of Greek, so it seems likely that in the Mycenaean Age the epic tradition 
was a medium which through formulaic usage preserved words which had 
fallen into desuetude in the spoken language. As the Linear B texts reflect in 
a limited way the usage of normal parlance it is no surprise to find that, 
while much of their terminology for weaponry is shared with Homer, there 
are nonetheless words which first appear in writing in the Homeric poems 
half a millennium after the date when these texts were written, but which 
were probably obsolete in spoken Greek by the end of the Mycenaean Age.
Conclusions
Epic, because of its diachronic development, is the only medium 
which provides us with a panoramic view of the evolution of the Greek 
language from a very early stage before that represented by the Linear B 
texts to the distinctly differentiated East Ionic dialect of the 7th century B.C. 
All linguistic forms attested in Homer could have entered the tradition only 
when they were pail of the living language, with the exception of artificial 
creations, which were nevertheless motivated by features already existing 
within epic, e.g. the case-ending -01. Thus epic absorbed linguistic 
phenomena from the recent state of language known to the poets of the
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tradition, e.g. metathesis of quantity, absence of digainma, vowel 
contractions, back to a state of language corresponding to that represented 
by the Linear B texts, e.g. 2nd declension genitive singular in -oto, retention 
of consonant sequences no longer tolerated in the spoken Greek of the 1st 
millennium (-0{i-,-jrp,-), long dative singular in the 3rd declension (-et). 
What is more, epic goes back beyond that state of language to one which 
still differentiated instrumental from dative singular in the 3rd declension, as 
appears from “short” dative singular endings in the 5th foot, e.g. 
(xXkI jtejtoiOcbg, Soupl (Jjaeivd), and had not yet developed supporting 
vowels for syllabic liquids, as in the case of avdpe'i(J)OVTT], which scans
satisfactorily only when *ctvr- is restored; indeed, epic takes us back to a
state of language in which the progressive southern branch of East Greek 
had not yet undergone assibilation, viz. jtotC, the personal name 
’OpTtXoxoq, and certain words almost certainly confined to poetic language 
from their earliest days and thus not susceptible to the regular sound- 
changes of the spoken language, e.g. the archaic Caland-form pknTiaveipa. 
It is futile to argue that the bards of the Mycenaean Age said *jtogC, and that 
this was replaced by jtotl in an “Aeolic phase” of epic composition: 
wherever epic poetry was composed, forms wliich appeared “foreign” were 
simply accepted as part of the tradition and it was not felt necessary to 
substitute the local variant. It is highly probable, then, that the beginnings of 
the epic tradition antedate assibilation, one of the most significant Greek 
isoglosses, which had taken effect before the date of the Linear B texts. 
Even more significant in assigning so early a date to the genesis of the epic
tradition, as the prosody of the verse betrays its creation at an earlier stage 
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than the Mycenaean texts, is the presence of syllabic *r in formulae such as
^’EvnaLicp dvrqw/zovTg, *dcxrcC6og dux^ipriag: there is no question of
bards’ having replaced the original forms with those from their vernacular,
as there was no support anywhere in Greek for the phoneme /r/.
Other archaisms are of less value in proving an origin in the 2nd 
millennium for the epic tradition. Lexical archaisms are particularly 
problematic in this respect: it is impossible to tell when a word attested in 
(e.g.) 4th century Cypriot dropped out of use in the dialects likely to have 
influenced epic, or at what stage a gloss such as duiyOakoeig was no longer 
understood. Nevertheless, there are indications that a word such as 
adicog / *Tfdicog was no longer part of everyday speech in the 13th
century, thus its preservation in documented 1st millennium Greek can only 
be due to epic.
Likewise the case-ending -<f>L is problematic in dating epic to the 
2nd millennium: although some examples of its use look old, formed by 
adding -0i directly to the stem, e.g. tcjn, also shown to be old by its 
formulaic usage, this termination seems to have lived on in the spoken 
language for a time after the end of the Mycenaean Age, and all that can be 
determined about its disappearance from spoken Greek is that this antedated 
the composition of the Homeric poems, as in them it is used in a free and 
inventive way.
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Therefore, as all Homeric archaisms entered the tradition when 
they were still part of the living language, the best indicators of a 2nd 
millennium date for the beginnings of epic are those phenomena which were 
obsolete in the spoken language before the time of the Linear B texts, 
documents which are a rough and approximate guide to the spoken 
language, as this was the source on which they drew, albeit in a formalized, 
bureaucratic style. These phenomena are the presence of syllabic liquids, 
indicated by irregular scansion, and short datives in -i in old formulae. 
There is good reason to believe also that archaic types of aorist (eg. 
djijrejtakchv, Jte0i6ea0ai) belonged to epic before the time of the 
Mycenaean texts: the sigmatic aorist was already the productive type by this 
date, and if aorists of other types were already being replaced in the spoken 
language by the sigmatic type (particularly in verbs of less common usage, 
such as those cited above), the older types of aorist would not have survived 
had they not been fossilized in verse.
Although other phenomena are of less value in assigning a 2nd 
millennium date to the genesis of the epic tradition, they nevertheless 
provide a valuable (but tantalizing) glimpse of the Greek language at 
various stages of its history prior to that which was contemporary with the 
Homeric poems and the earliest alphabetic inscriptions, including examples 
of some forms which are known only because they were preserved in epic. 
Thus it is legitimate to claim that epic is, par excellence, the museum of the 
Greek language.
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Chapter Three
Tradition vs. Innovation in Homer:
What belongs to Mycenaean Epic?
In the preceding two chapters I have attempted to show that the 
dialectal mix of Homer’s language is too complex to have originated in 
post-migration Ionia, and that some of its components are of such antiquity 
that they were obsolete in spoken Greek not only before the migration to 
Asia Minor, but indeed before the end of the Mycenaean Age. As all the 
components of epic diction (with the exception of artificial forms) entered 
the poetic language from the spoken language when they were still living 
parts of that spoken language, this is a clear indication that epic had its 
genesis in the 2nd millennium B.C. The question to which this chapter will 
essay an answer is: what can be determined from the language of the 
Homeric poems about the content of 2nd millennium epic? It is only 
reasonable to suppose that, in the half-millennium or so between the 
collapse of the Mycenaean palaces and the composition of the Iliad and 
Odyssey, a great deal of epic material was lost. Nevertheless, there appears 
to be a sufficient number of old formulae retained in Homer to give an 
indication of the subject-matter of epic in the Mycenaean Age.
What can immediately be excluded from any search for Mycenaean 
elements in Homer are forms which obviously postdate the migrations. Thus . 
Lesbian forms, or secondary Aeolisms, are excluded: for example, forms
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which show geminated liquids and nasals instead of compensatory 
lengthening as the result of *hquid / nasal + s, e.g. 
apyevvog <*6tpyeo-vog, or which ignore the third compensatory 
lengthening, e.g. ^EVtog c^EVftoq.1 Also to be excluded are formulae, 
admittedly few in number, which presuppose the characteristic 
developments of the mature Ionic dialect, e.g. Kpovon jraig 
dyKoXoLuriTECo. a T2 formula which was created after vowel contractions and 
synizesis; -ecu here does not replace elided -a(o), which never occurred at 
verse-end.2 In the latter stages of the tradition, poets were able to avail 
themselves of the characteristic innovations of Ionic in order to modify
traditional formulae.
Just as one must exclude “recent” linguistic forms, so one must 
exclude any reference to cultural elements which post-date the end of the 
Mycenaean Age. Thus, since there is no evidence for Mycenaean temples 
or monumental statues, references to these in Homer (e.g. Z 297-311) are 
likely to date from after the end of the Mycenaean Age. Thus the criteria 
whereby it is possible to determine which elements of epic belong to the 
Mycenaean Age are linguistic and archaeological, and where possible the
1 Pace Wathelet, “La langue homerique et le rayonnement litteraire de l’Eubee”, AC 50, 
1981, 819-33, ££vio<;, (rovcoOetg and other forms which ignore the 3rd compensatory 
lengthening are much more likely to have been adopted by epic from Lesbian than from
Euboean.
2 Pace Ruijgh, ‘Te mycenien et Homere”, 165, and “D’ I-Iom^re aux origines proto- 
myceniennes”, 61 who would “restore” this formula to a putative Lesbian form 
*Kp6vm Jiafic; ayfCuXoirnra.
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two combined. To find likely traces of Mycenaean epic preserved in Homer, 
one must ascertain which are the most traditional formulae by the following
criteria:
1. whether these would be metrically admissible in their (restored) 
Mycenaean forms;
2. whether their content is compatible with conditions in the Mycenaean 
Age.
Cultural elements can have entered the epic tradition only when 
they were in contemporary use or had been used within living memory. It 
may be objected that such details may have been preserved in prose saga, 
but it is improbable that topographical details of mainland Greece could 
have been remembered in post-migration Ionia, or that a detailed description 
of an object such as the boar’s tusk helmet (K 261-71) could have been 
preserved for long without being bound by metre. Furthermore, while there 
is solid evidence for the poetic tradition, there is no evidence that the art of 
prose saga was particularly developed in Greece.3 Thus the principal means 
of transmission of heroic legend was the poetic tradition, that is, the epic 
tradition, which appears to have been the main vehicle for narrative.
It will be argued here that the content of epic in the Mycenaean 
Age reflected the values of the Mycenaean nobility, unsurprisingly, as 
among these people were probably the patrons of epic poets: he who pays 
the piper calls the tune. These values are also reflected in some of the
3 C. O. Pavese, “L’origine micenea della tradizione epica rapsodica”, SMEA 21, 1980, 346
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personal names recorded in the Linear B tablets, some of which are 
paralleled by Homeric names. The names which are significant in this 
connexion are two-part compound names, which are in a minority among 
the personal names recorded in the Mycenaean texts (approximately 25%4), 
while many other Mycenaean names are hypocoristics, nicknames, ethnics 
or non-Greek names. Nevertheless, of the names which can be interpreted, a 
large number are of this type, which seems to be the type favoured by the 
Mycenaean aristocracy. People of high status within the palaces are usually 
referred to in the Linear B documents by their full, two-part compound 
names; some shepherds and smiths are likewise given their full names, but 
people from the lower social classes are more often referred to by short 
names, usually sobriquets or ethnics.5 These two-part compound names are 
“Wunschnamen”6 which give an insight into the values of those who give 
the name, i.e. the parents. This type of name formation provides the names 
of many of the main characters in Homer, but in addition to those of the 
principal heroes, epic contains so many personal names, some of characters 
who are introduced only to be killed, in common with the Mycenaean texts, 
that it is justifiable to assume that the poets of the tradition had at their 
disposal a stock of names of the type favoured by the Mycenaean 
aristocracy that was inherited from the 2nd millennium. The subject-matter
4 P. Hr. Ilievski, “Vocabulary Words from Personal Names”, Colloquium Mycenaeum, 
Risch & Muhlestein (edd.), 1975, 141
5 P. Hr. Ilievski, “Some Structural Peculiarities ofMycenaean-Greek Personal Names”, Res
Mycenaeae, I-Ieubeck. & Neumann (edd.), 1983, 205 '
6 Gunter Neumann, “Deutungsvorschlage zu Mykenische Namen”, Mykenaika,
J.P. Olivier (ed.), 1992, 433
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of Bronze Age verse is suggested also by scenes represented in 
contemporary figurative art7: the subjects of paintings, for example, can give 
an insight into the values of those who commissioned the paintings, and it is 
a reasonable expectation that those who were patrons of Mycenaean painters 
were also patrons of other artists, including epic poets.
By examining formulae concerning the themes of war, weaponry, 
chariots and seafaring, as well as name + epithet formulae for Homeric 
characters, I intend to demonstrate which elements of the diction related to 
these topics can be ascribed to the Mycenaean Age.
The Cast
Epic is about the exploits of individual heroes, the JTpop,axoi; the 
massed body of fighting men, the Xaog, has scarcely any role. Xcxog forms 
part of several old formulae, but itself lacks epithets, unsurprisingly, as the 
mass of undistinguished fighters exists in epic only as a backdrop for the 
aristocratic Jtpojiaxoi. In Homer, Xaog denotes both “army” and “people”, 
even in the most traditional passages of the Iliad, e.g. Xadg riptapoio. 
Although less frequent in the Odyssey, it is used there in a non-military 
sense, suggesting that, although its use in a military sense may have been 
obsolete in contemporary Greek, it was still current in a non-military sense.
7 Cf. Webster, From Mycenae to Homer, 27-63 for correspondences between Mycenaean 
figurative art and epic material.
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kaog has only a few attestations in classical Greek, but the fact that it 
appeal’s in Attic as kerng,8 exhibiting metathesis of quantity, indicates that it 
had not been lost from the spoken language. It was commonly used in the 
Hellenistic Age to designate the subjects, notably the indigenous ones, of 
eastern kingdoms, and this resurgence of its use is scarcely likely to be due 
to the influence of Alexandrian scholarship, which would have affected only 
literary genres. Therefore ka(f )og Z Xetbg must have remained in use 
throughout the Classical Age. It has a less clearly defined sense than that of 
6'npog / bapog, which in classical Greek denotes specifically the citizen 
body, a particular settled community with a legal identity, corresponding to 
its Mycenaean significance, as is to be inferred from da-mo-de mi pa-si = 
*Sap,og 6e ixtv cjxxot (PY Ep 704), from a text apparently relating to a land 
dispute between the dapog and the priestess e-ri-ta. Xa(f)og, on the other 
hand, is only indirectly attested in Mycenaean, as a component of ra-wa-ke- 
ta = kafayeTCig, generally understood to signify “leader of the war host”, 
and of several Mycenaean personal names, e.g. ne-e-ra-wo =*Ne/zekafog, 
“who brings the army home safely”. Thus the military sense of kctfog, 
namely the mass of fighting men distinguished from the orpopaxoi by a 
sense of mass indifferentiation,9 clearly existed in the Mycenaean Age, but 
it cannot have been the primary sense, otherwise it would not later have 
been extended to include the general population. It can safely be inferred 
that Mycenaean distinguished between Xctfdg and S6tp.og in the same way 
as later Greek did, and that keep og primarily denoted the massed populace,
8 Plato, Republic, 6 JtoXng Xecog, 458d •
9 Henri van Effenterre, ‘Taos, laoi et lawagetas”, Kadmos 16, 1977, 51
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the military sense being secondary, and one which fell into disuse after the 
end of the Mycenaean Age. Thus Xa(p)og in the sense “army” is an 
archaism which was retained only by epic.
This is the significance of Xaog as the first element of the 
compound kadaaoog <*kafoaaofog (4 times II., always between the 
penthemimeral caesura and bucolic diaeresis).10 The verbal element of this 
compound is the o-grade of the root of aefiopxxt from the Indo-European 
root *kyew, kyu, signifying “to set in motion”, cf. Sanskrit cydvate, a middle 
form meaning “moves”. In 1st millennium Greek, the sequence *ky 
regularly gives a- initially, -aa- intervocalically; at the Mycenaean stage it 
seems to have been an affricate (/ss/), with the prosodical value of a 
geminate.11 The epithet kaf6aao(f)og, then, signifies “who moves the 
army”, and medial -aa- suggests that it existed as a compound while the 
sequence *ky was still represented by an affricate. It is possible that 
oaaofog was felt to mean “who moves the people”, but this seems less 
likely than “who moves the army”, the latter being in accord with the
apparent values of Mycenaean society displayed in their figurative art.
The primary sense of ka(f)og, “the populace, the masses”, explains
the epic formula Jtotfxeva Xacov. This phrase seems ancient because it 
always appears at verse-end, and is a metaphor applied to warriors of high
10N 128 ’AGnvafti Xaoaooog; P 398 ’Apng Xaoaooog; Y 48 ’'Eptg KpaiEpri Xaooooo 
v;Y 79 Atveiav...Xaoaaoov
11 Ruijgh, Etudes, 49
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status, but contains an apparently paradoxical juxtaposition of Jioipfjv, 
“shepherd”,12 with its peaceful connotations, and Xapog, “army”, both of 
which terms are known from Mycenaean, icotp/ryv in the form po-me, and 
Xctf og as a component of ra-wa-ke-ta. I suggest that originally this metaphor 
was applied to kings in their non-martial role, and that Xap wv here does not
have a military sense. Thus, if it originally referred to kings in non-martial 
contexts, Jtoijxeva Xocftov could have been used in the Mycenaean Age of
Agamemnon (B 243, K3, A 187, etc.) and Nestor (K 73), and its 
extension to warriors who were not kings (e.g. Neatopibpv ©paa'up.'qbea 
jroipeva Aacbv, I 81) is post-Mycenaean, the product of a time when poets 
and audiences no longer understood its original use.
opyapog ctvbpcov and opyape Xcttov, also invariably at verse-end, 
create a formula system; *dpxap,og Xacbv in the nominative would be 
unmetrical, while the vocative ^opyctue dvbptbv would produce a hiatus. 
Of the pair, opyapog dvbprnv at least is likely to have been part of 
Mycenaean epic; it is not clear to what extent speeches were to be found in
12 jioififjv does not fundamentally signify “shepherd”, but a herdsman of any type of 
animals, cf. jtdw, koLt); “herder of sheep” is a secondary specialization because of the 
economic dependence of tire Mycenaean palaces on vast flocks of sheep (A. Leukart, Minos 
20-22, 343). Sheep-rustling raids may have figured among the themes of epic verse in the 
Mycenaean Age, incorporating formulae such as jnbea KaX& (X 402, p, 129, co 112,
2 528). Jto)n is a very archaic word, with no representation in prose, and no derivatives 
even within epic; in Homer the plural Jtcbea occurs only in the 5th foot, and the singular 
likewise is confined to the 5th foot in the formula jccfru pey’ ot<J>v, except at T 198, where 
it is modified as 6'icnv peya Jtcbv before the trochaic caesura.
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the earliest epic, and although they were certainly not unknown (witness the 
series of old words and phrases used to introduce direct speech, 
*djxap,eiYw£To, *f£qw£/?a Jixepfevxa Jioaquda), they may have become 
more common in the later stages of the tradition, opxajxog is fossilized in 
epic, with no derivatives whatsoever and no representation outside these 
formulae (it is used once by Aeschylus, 129, and in late poetry), but
could have entered the epic vocabulary only when it was part of the spoken 
language. There is a very strong likelihood that op/ctLiog is connected to 
Mycenaean o-ka = *opxa (PY An series), which occurs in a series of 
documents relating to military formations, apparently meaning “command”,
equivalent to dpxd with a different vocalization of initial *r. Other
interpretations, e.g. Miihlestein’s *dA,K<xg, “transport ship”13 are possible, 
but *opxd = ctpxd makes excellent sense: o-ka is always preceded by a 
personal name in the genitive case, e.g. ma-re-wo o-ka = *MaXfjfog dpxa, 
ku-ru-me-no-jo o-ka = *KXn|±evoio dpxa. While it is true that Homer is no 
guide to the world of the Linear B tablets, this is one case in which epic 
language (as the museum of the Greek language) can help to elucidate 
Mycenaean.
The majority of the Achaean heroes in the Iliad undoubtedly had a 
place in epic since the Mycenaean Age. As epic was apparently the means
13 Die o-ka Tafeln von Pylos, 1956, 36-41; but Miihlestein subsequently changed his mind 
about this interpretation of o-ka, not on linguistic grounds, but because the numbers'of men 
assigned to each o-ka, between 33 and 134 or even 154, vary too much to represent ships’ 
contingents. (“Nochmals zu den o-ka Tafeln von Pylos”, Res Mycenaeae, 317)
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of recording and celebrating the exploits of the aristocratic warriors of the 
Bronze Age, there is every likelihood that the Homeric heroes reflect 
genuine historical figures whose adventures were already immortalized in 
epic verse before the end of the Mycenaean Age. All of the major heroes 
have distinctive name + epithet formulae, or even formulaic lines / half­
lines, which indicates a degree of antiquity within the epic tradition, 
particularly in view of the archaic linguistic forms often found in connexion 
with heroes’ names: the formula Tepqviog [juiotcx Neaxcop, for example, 
could only have been created when the obscure epithet Tep'qviog (v. p.208) 
meant something to listeners. Despite their obvious lengthy establishment 
within the epic tradition, however, Homer’s heroes did not all have a part in 
the original Trojan narrative.
The brothers Agamemnon and Menelaus from the Peloponnese, 
based in Mycenae and Sparta respectively, are of long epic standing; this is 
obvious from their name + epithet formulae. The phrase efrpn Kpetwv is 
used almost exclusively of Agamemnon, forming with his name a P2 
hemistich a dozen times in the Iliad, with the substitution of ’EvocftxOcov at 
A 750. The epithet enpo icpeCcov is generally understood as “wide-ruling”, 
Kpetcov being taken as a participle, and this was how the ancients 
understood it, creating the feminine Kpeoucra, which was used as a 
personal name in legendary contexts, as indeed was the masculine, and 
declining it as a participle. The dental flexion may, however, be secondary, 
created by analogy with such forms as cipycov and pedcov; Kpeioov in fact
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was probably in origin a comparative form, cf. Sanskrit sreyas, “better”.14 
The Mycenaean texts show that c.1200 B.C. the comparative degree of 
adjectives was still formed with the suffix -lcov, which survives in 1st 
millennium Greek only in those adjectives which were of commonest usage 
(e.g. KaXX(o)v); at the end of the Mycenaean Age, the suffix -tepog appears 
still to have been used to distinguish members of a pair, e.g. wa-na-ke-te-ro 
= *favcticcepog, “belonging to the king”, perhaps as opposed to the boqtog
or The same suffix is found in the epic formula ywcxiKx2>v
GqXwepdcov (X386, tp 166). Kpetmv could have entered epic only when it 
belonged to the spoken language, quite possibly in the Mycenaean Age, 
although there is no evidence as to when it may have dropped out of use. 
The T2 alternant of the preceding formula is cxva^ avbprnv ’ Ayapepvmv, 
which is almost certainly to be dated to the Mycenaean Age, as the title 
(p)ava^ was no longer used of humans (except perhaps in religious 
contexts) after the destruction of the Mycenaean palaces and their respective 
pavaicceg, thus the formula must have its origins in a time when the title 
pava§ was still in familiar use in a secular context.15 As 
ava§ ccvbpmv ’ Ayctpeiivcov appears 35 times in the Iliad in the second 
hemistich, while Agamemnon’s name is replaced by one of equivalent
14 Chantraine, DELG, 580 s.v.
15 (p)ava^ was used of members of the royal family in Cyprus, but this fact is of no 
consequence for Homer, as the Cypriot dialect was not in a position to influence epic as we
know it in the 1st millennium.
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metrical value only 5 times,16 it can safely be assumed that the phrase was 
created for Agamemnon.
In all of its Homeric occurrences, the name of Agamemnon’s 
brother appears as Mevekaog (<*Mev£kafog), instead of Ionic 
Mevekemg, retaining its original vowel qualities and unaffected by 
quantitative metathesis. This proves only that Menelaus was included in 
epic before quantitative metathesis, a phenomenon which took place at a late 
stage in the tradition. It would be unjustifiable to claim that, merely because 
the name Mevekaog always appears in this form which antedates the 
developments of the mature Ionic dialect, it entered epic in the Mycenaean 
Age. However, the construction of the name itself suggests that Menelaus 
belongs to the Mycenaean Age. In common with several other Mycenaean 
personal names it contains the element -kctfog, apparently the Mycenaean 
name for the army: cf. e-ti-ra-wo = *’Epx(kapog, e-ke-ti-ra-wo = 
*’EyepTikafog, ra-wo-do-ko = *Aaf6doKog, ra-wo-po-qo = 
*Aap6(})opywog (attested in 1st millennium Greek as AgdxJjoppog). Thus 
the name Meveka(f)og is entirely consistent with Mycenaean onomastic
preferences, indicating martial values; such names were bestowed in the 
hope that their bearers would possess the qualities implicit in their names.
The first element of the name Mevekapog appears also in 
’Aya[X8(ivmv, which resulted by metathesis from *’Aya-p,dv-pxov,
16’AYXiOTig E 268, Alvetag E 311, Avyetag A 701, ’E'U<t)ifrrjg O 532,
’Ei3|iTiXog q' 288
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Ipresumably because the sequence Ann/ is easier to pronounce than /nm/. As
Heubeck showed,17 it was a conventional practice to bestow on members of
the same family names containing the same elements, as in the case of the
Neleids, and thus these brothers cannot be the invention of the Iliad poet,
who is unlikely to have been aware of the etymological link since it had
been obscured by the metathesis *-vp,->-p,v-.
Based as they were in the Peloponnese, Agamemnon and Menelaus 
may not have had a place in the earliest version of the Trojan narrative. One 
hero who undoubtedly always was closely connected with the Trojan 
expedition is Achilles. If, as is not improbable, the earliest Trojan epic 
narrated the tale of an expedition from Thessaly,18 Achilles, the leader of the 
Myrmidons (Ant-men? A totem-name?) from Phthia, was ideally placed to 
take part in it. His name is awkward to etymologize from Greek: it has been 
explained by Palmer19 and Nagy20 as a hypocoristic of *’Ayikcxfoc;, a name 
of similar construction to MeveXafog, in which axi- is the Caland form of
dtxog. The double -X- can readily be explained when one recalls that
17 “Agamemnon”, Gedenkschriftfilr W. Brandstein, 1968, 357-61: thus ’ Ayagenvcov and 
MeveXaog have a similar meaning, ’ Ayageixvaiv signifying “who eminently ( = aya-, 
intensifying prefix) holds his ground (against the enemy)”, and MeveXaog “who holds his 
ground against the (enemy) army”.
18 Robert Drews, “Argos and Argives in the//zW”, CPh 74, 1979, 120: “...in the earliest 
stage of tlie heroic tradition about the sack of Troy, the ‘Argives’ were all Thessalian.”
19 The Greek Language, 37 •
20 “The Name of Achilles. Etymology and Epic”, Studies in Greek, Italic and Indo- 
European Linguistics offered to L.R.Palmer, Davies & Meid (edd.), 1976, 209-37
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gemination of consonants is frequently to be found in hypocoristics, e.g. 
KXeop,pxg from KkeopLevrig, K&MiTog from KaLdxijiog. The name 
’AxiAAeng appears to be attested in Linear B in the forms a-ki-re-u, 
nominative (KN Vc 106) and a-ki-re-we, dative (PY Fn 79).The fact that the 
name of a major epic hero was in use at Pylos and Knossos c.1200 B.C. may 
indicate that versions of the Sack of Troy were current in the major centres 
of Mycenaean civilization in the 13th century, and that parents had named 
their sons after the hero of this tale (cf. the later Agamemnon of Cyme).It 
certainly indicates that the name ’AyiAXeng was not invented for the 
Homeric Iliad, The difficulty in accepting the etymology favoured by 
Palmer and Nagy lies in the fact that, as Palmer himself acknowledged,21 a 
name which means “who brings grief to the army” is not consistent with the 
regular type of Mycenaean Wunschnamen, which indicate a hope that the 
bearer will show martial prowess, but certainly not that he will bring grief to 
his comrades. However, this problem is diminished if one accepts with Gary 
B. Holland22 that a%og *n this compound has its primary meaning “dread”, 
which is to be found in some of its cognates, e.g. English awe, Gothic agis, 
thus the name would signify “who brings dread to the (enemy) army”. There 
remains the problem that names in -kctpog, when they survive into the 1st 
millennium, form hypocoristics in -xcop,23 e.g. MeveA,a(f)og: Mevxcop, 
’Ayekapog: ’Aicxcop, and thus C.J. Ruijgh may be correct in deriving
21 The Greek Language, 37 •
22 “The Name of Achilles: A Revised Etymology”, Glotta 71, 1993, 17-27
23 A.Q. Moreschini, “Nrjkshg, NTihfrog, SMEA 27,1989, 257
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’AxiAAeug from the hydronym ’Axekmiog.24 Nevertheless, it would be 
wrong to assume that, because these names never have hypocoristics in -efig 
in 1st millennium Greek, such formations did not exist in the 2nd 
millennium, and the fact that the first element of this name, ctxi-, may be a 
Caland form suggests that is a formation of considerable antiquity, and one 
should not dismiss the possibility that, at the time when it was created, 
names in ~kafog may have formed hypocoristics in -eug.
Whatever its true etymology, the name ’Axtkkefig may have been 
associated by Greek speakers of the 13th century with (type, and kapog, and
its presence in Mycenaean documents indicates that it was known and 
apparently widespread in Mycenaean Greece, and it is possible that its 
bearers had been named after an epic hero. Achilles’ epithets in the 
nominative, which, with the exception of 6tog, shared with Odysseus, are 
peculiar to himself, indicate that he had a history in epic: for example, 
although he is referred to numerous times as Jiobdg cbicfig ’ Axikkefig, he is 
not noted in the Iliad for fleetness of foot, but is shown running only at X 
215 ff., where he requires divine assistance to catch up with Hector, an 
episode which may be motivated by his traditional epithet. JtobapKqg, 
occurring with blog 21 times after the trochaic caesura, conveys the same 
meaning in different metrical circumstances.
Achilles shares with Odysseus the epithet 6iog < *difyog in the
nominative case. The ending -tog signified “belonging”, thus as an epithet
24 Mnemosyne 42, 1989, 511-16, review of Palmer, The Greek Language
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of heroes *6ffiyog would presumably have signified “belonging to, 
descendant of Zeus”25, equivalent to the later dtoyevqg (but v. p. 227 on etg 
aka 6iav). In the genitive, however, Achilles and Odysseus are not *61010 
but Oeioto, and the reason for the different epithets becomes clear when the 
Mycenaean forms of their name + epithet formulae are restored. 
*6ifyog ’Oduo'aebq / ’ A/tAAefig scans perfectly, with the same metrical
pattern as the Homeric version. The genitive formula, however, contains an 
adjective whose nominative at the Mycenaean stage was trisyllabic, 
consisting of three short syllables: *0e//iog <*0eotog, an adjective in -tog 
based on the stem of Qeog. At the Mycenaean stage, *0e/ztog 
’AxtkXefig / ’Odnooeug would have been unmetrical in the final two feet. 
In the genitive, however, *’AxiAAfjfog I ’Obwoflfog OeMoio provides a 
perfectly regular T2 formula, whose preferred dactyl is restored when the 
contracted form Oetoio is resolved as *0e/?ioio. The alternative spelling of 
Odysseus’ name, ’Odwefig. lacks formulaic connexions (it occurs 3 times 
with SoupfKkuTog, but this is a generic epithet of heroes), which suggests 
that this version is recent, and this is confirmed by the phonological facts. 
Unlike ’AxtXXefig, ’Odnooefig26 has no attestation in Mycenaean, but the 
dialectal variations of his name (Otiki^efig, OuXigqg, ’OXnaoefig, 
’OXmefig, ’OXmxefig, ’OXiaefig, ’Okwoefig) indicate that this hero’s fame 
was widespread in the 2nd millennium. At the Mycenaean stage the
25 Ruijgh, “D’Homere aux origines protomyceniennes”,- 81, note 280
26 The name 'Obuoaeik is impossible to etymologize from Greek; the explanation at 
t 407-9, where tlie name is associated with ofrupogai, is a popular etymology.
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expected epic pronunciation would have been */’O6Dxoaefrg/27; ’OSnooeng 
shows the Ionic treatment of the affricate. Therefore this simplification of 
-oo- to -o- can only postdate the change from affricate to sibilant, by 
analogy with such epic doublets as peooog / neoog, K-dkeaaa I KaXeoa. 
’AxiXefig, on the other hand, seems to be considerably older: its genitive is 
formulaic in verse-end position with HriA/rfidbea), and as the geminated -X- 
seems not to be etymological but to be an expressive gemination of the type 
common in hypocoristics, this simplification could in theory have taken 
place at any stage of the tradition.
Beyond doubt also very ancient is Achilles’ father Peleus, whose 
name is probably to be associated with Mt. Pelion, thus in form is an ethnic, 
rather than an Aeolic development of a name with initial labiovelar, viz. 
*Qwr|Xe'ug,28 which would be expected to give in Ionic. If HpXeug
were indeed the Aeolic form of an unattested *QwpXeug, this name would 
be a secondary Aeolism in epic and would have been adopted from Lesbian 
at a comparatively late stage in the development of epic, i.e. after the 
migrations.29 In fact, I do not believe that any of Homer’s major characters 
entered the tradition after the migrations: Peleus may not himself have a 
major role in the Iliad, but he is significant as the father of its protagonist.
27 Ruijgh, Etudes, 49-50; Lejeune, Phonetique, 101
28 Perpillou, Les substantif grecs en -EVg, 183, explains IlTiXeug thus.
29 Linear B provides some examples of ethnics in -etjg: at Pylos are attested a-pa-je-u = 
*’AX(J)ai£L’g, o-ko-me-ne-u = ♦’Opxopeve'ug, tu-ru-we-u = *©puf£ug, ki-e-u= *Xi£i5g (P. 
Hr. Ilievski, “Some Structural Peculiarities of Mycenaean-Greek Personal Names”, Res 
Mycenaeae, 204, note 9).
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Given the importance of ancestry in epic, if Achilles belonged to 2nd 
millennium epic, so did Peleus. Therefore the phrase nqLq'idSea) ’A/ikijog 
has a very high likelihood of belonging to 2nd millennium epic in the form 
*ITrikr|fia6a’ ’A/ikripog.
Achilles’ arch-rival, Hector, is likewise beyond doubt very ancient 
in the Trojan cycle. The name Hector seems to be attested in Linear B in the 
form e-ko-to (PY Eb 913, etc.). That "EiCTcnp is the correct interpretation 
rather than *"EKTog or *c'Ekto)V is indicated by the patronymic adjective in 
the dative e-ko-to-ri-jo = *'EKTOpt(p (PY Cn 45).30 In epic the name 
"Eieixop may represent an attempt by Greek speakers to assimilate an 
Anatolian name to one familiar from their own language. His antiquity is 
suggested by his distinctive name + epithet formula KopuOaiokog "EKicnp, 
always at verse-end; its two components are inseparable, which is an 
indication of antiquity. The epithet KopuGaCokog is written in our texts of 
Homer as a single word because neither of its components was a commonly 
understood word in 1st millennium Greek, but when it was created it would 
have been understood as two words, vzz. *Kopu0’ ctifokog. This phrase 
could have been created only when both of its elements were readily 
understood as parts of the spoken language, thus when KOpug was the 
normal word for “helmet”, which on the evidence of the Linear B texts 
could have been the Mycenaean Age. The adjective ai(p)okog, used only in 
poetic language in the 1st millennium, is also known from Linear B in the 
• form a3-wo-ro (KN Ch 896, etc.), used as the name of an ox. Its basic sense
30 Page, HHI, 216
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seems to be “swift”, as in Jtobdg ctloXog IjtJtog, T 404, but it also refers 
to the sparkle of metal and armour.31 It appears that the adjective possessed 
both senses in 2nd millennium Greek: aloA,o0(bpr|g (verse-end A 489, II 
173) may also date from the Mycenaean Age, as both its elements are 
attested in the Linear B texts. Whether the Mycenaeans named their oxen 
Atfdkoc; in reference to their glossy coats, or in ironic reference to the 
creatures’ speed, one can only speculate, but I hope that it was the latter. As 
both components of KopuOaioXog appear in the administrative language of 
the Mycenaean palace system, whose vocabulary is drawn from that of 
quotidian parlance, there is every likelihood that the phrase entered epic in 
the Mycenaean Age. This type of construction whereby a noun in the 
accusative case was attached to an adjective or a participle with adjectival 
force had become obsolete in spoken Greek before the date of composition 
of the Iliad and Odyssey, this is clear from the fact that such phrases exist 
only as old formulae (which are never modified), while none were created 
by the poets of the Iliad or Odyssey, or by their recent predecessors.
Nestor clearly has a very long history in epic, but is unlikely to 
have figured in the earliest versions of the Trojan narrative. His earliest epic 
appearances were no doubt as a local hero of the south-west Peloponnese; 
his involvement in the Battle of Lapiths and Centaurs in Thessaly 
(A 259-74) is unlikely to be of Bronze Age origin. Like all mainland
31 Chantraine, DELG, 37 s.v.
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legends,32 the story of the Lapiths and Centaurs must be very old, and the 
involvement of Nestor so far from home must be a device for working an 
ancient legend into the Iliad. It is not beyond credibility that Nestor was 
made such a significant and sympathetic character in the Iliad in order to 
find favour with wealthy Ionian families who claimed descent from the 
Neleids of Pylos.33
Personal names associated in legend with the Neleids are attested in 
Linear B texts from Pylos but no other sites, lending support to the view 
that Nestor and his father, the Homeric Neleus, were indeed genuine 
historical figures; Nestor’s genealogy (A, 284 f.) is sufficiently detailed to 
be a genuine recollection of an ancient dynasty. On the Pylos tablets are to 
be found the names me-ra-to = MeAavOoq (PY Jn 832) and ko-do-ro = 
Kobpoq (PY Jn 706), which belong to smiths, suggesting that Pylians were 
named after heroes of local legend; MeAavOog, although not an uncommon 
name, is particularly suitable for the Neleids, as it is a by-name of Poseidon, 
a god particularly associated with Pylos.34 Also found at Pylos is ne-e-ra-wo 
= *Ne/zeAapog, a name of the same type as MeveActf og, containing the
element -Aapog, “army”. Both Neoxcop and *Ne/zeAapog contain the same
first element, almost certainly from the root of the verb
32 As Nilsson showed (The Mycenaean Origin of Greek Mythology, 54), only foundation 
legends attach to the Ionian cities of Asia Minor.
33 According to legend, Neleids from Pylos had taken refuge in Athens, and the Ionian 
settlement of Miletus was led by Neileos, one of their descendants (v. G.L. Huxley, The 
Early Ionians, 1966, 26).
34 IL Miihlestein, “Namen von Neleiden auf Pylostafelchen”, MH22, 1965, 155-65
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veojiai (cveAoircxi <*veo-), but in a transitive sense, “bring home safely, 
save”; the active form *veo) is not attested in alphabetic Greek, and must 
have fallen into desuetude at a very early date.
Thus *Ne/zeXafog is of the same type of formation as 
MeveXafog, ’Ayekapog, etc., containing a verbal first element governing a 
nominal second element. *Ne/zeX,apog signifies “who brings the army home
safely”, indicating that the ability to effect the safe homecoming of a 
fighting force was a quality prized by Mycenaean society; the safe return of 
an army appears to be depicted on a frieze from Thera,35 whose subject- 
matter seems to mirror to a considerable extent that of contemporary epic. 
This transitive sense of the root *nes- appears in other Mycenaean and 
Homeric names, e.g. pi-ro-ne-ta = *T>iA,ovECKag (PY Jn 658), wi-pi-no-o = 
*f i0Cvo/zog, Homeric Tcf)(voog (KN V 958), “who brings home by might”, 
’AXdvo(/z)og, “who brings home by defensive force”, not, as W.B. 
Stanford36 interpreted the name, “brave -minded”, a compound of 
voog >vobg, which would lack parallels in Mycenaean onomastic
formations.
Neoxrnp is a formation of the same type as ’'Aiewup, Mevxcop, 
hypocoristics of ’AyeXapog, MeveXafog respectively. When such a 
hypocoristic is constructed from the stem *veo-, the result is Neoxcop. The
35 Sarah P. Morris, “A Tale of Two Cities: The Miniature Frescoes from Thera and the 
Origins of Greek Poetry”, AJA 93,1989, 511-35
36 Odyssey Commentary vol.l, 309
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Pylos tablets have revealed another personal name containing this verbal 
root, namely ne-ti-ja-no = *NeaTiavcop (PY Cn 599), a Tepipi^PpOTog-type 
compound (i.e. a compound with verbal first element ending in -i). Neoxcop 
and *Neoxidvo)p are of almost identical meaning (“who saves men”), and 
form a couplet analogous to Kdoxcap and *Kaoxi&vcop, which is implied 
by the feminine name Kaoxidveipa, and to Mrjoxcop and *Mr)cnidvcop, 
which is implied by the genitive me-ti-ja-no-ro = *Mr)OXicevopog (PY Vn 
1191).
One might legitimately wonder why, when we find in the Pylos 
tablets the name *Ne/zeXapog, the Ionic version of which, NeiAecog, is the 
name of the legendary founder of Miletus, Nestor’s father is always known 
by the hypocoristic form NrjXeuq. This apparently primary form is found in 
the Iliad only at A 683 and 717, in a reminiscence of Nestor: Nestor’s 
reminiscences are notable for their “recent” linguistic character. When the 
adjectives NTpujioAng and NriAptog appear, the first syllable can always be 
resolved to *Ne/ze-, but N^Xedg, NpKfja, NqXfjog can be resolved only at 
A 692, A. 254 and o 237. As -tj- results from the contraction of e + e, one 
must conclude with Marcello Durante37 that the adjectives NT}Xii'id6r|g and 
NpApLog are older in the epic tradition than the name Ntikefig. This name 
must have been created after both vowel contractions and the sound-change
a >Tj had taken place in Ionic: the stem NqkTif- was evidently understood
by poets to belong to NpAeug. in the same way that IIr|kT]- is the stem of 
UpAt-ng and IlT|kTi(p)id6Tig, but NpAii(p)- also represents *Ne/2ekaf-, the
37 “NdAecog e SMEA 3, 1967, 33-46
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stem of *Ne/zeA,apog, after contraction of e + e and fronting of a. Thus,
while it is conceivable that Necncop Nr]A/rfiog < *Neax(np Ne/zeAdtp log (fiJ 
349), NriXftidSoto < *Ne/zekafi&Sao (© 100, O 378) and the vocative 
formula <b Neorop Nt|Xtii(x6ti < *<b Neoxop Ne/zeXapia6a belonged to 
epic in the 2nd millennium, N'qXefrg did not. Nor does NrjXeug have any 
distinctive epithets, which indicates that Nestor’s father never had an active 
role in epic. The epic form of the name of Nestor’s father might be expected 
to be *NeiXeTjg, showing the Ionic contraction of e + e; the presence of -p- 
in the first syllable is not due to a supposed “Aeolic phase” of epic 
composition, but is the result of assimilation to flpkeng, the name of 
another shadowy figure who was significant only as the father of a major 
epic hero.
Despite the late addition of the name N^Xeng, the kernel of Nestor’s 
reminiscence at A 670-761 concerning the war between the Pylians and 
Eleans appears ancient because of references to mainland locations, 
©p'b’oeooa (711), the rivers ’Ak({)£i6g (712) and Mivurjiog (722), 
’Appvp (723), Bowpdoiov (756), raipp ’Qkevi^g (757) and 
’AXeioiov (757), which are scarcely likely to have been known to a 7th 
century Ionian poet had they not been preserved in legend (whose vehicle 
was almost certainly hexameter verse). These details may well have come 
from a Pylian epic, as proposed by F. Bolte.38 It is not improbable that much 
of- the epic poetry of the Mycenaean Age narrated border raids of a 
relatively trivial nature, such as those recounted by Nestor in the Iliad, and
38 t“Ein pylisches Epos”, RhM 83, 1934, 319-47
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the scale of these may have been inflated by bards in order to flatter the egos 
of patrons who had participated in such skirmishes. If epic exaggeration was 
the norm, it is easy to understand how the Trojan campaign was vastly 
inflated in scale after epic verse had been exported to Asia Minor, partly as 
a result of local interest; but it is also unsurprising that, if the city of Troy 
was indeed destroyed by a Greek raiding expedition in the Late Bronze Age, 
and this was the last great achievement before the collapse of Mycenaean 
civilization, this event should have been fixed firmly in the collective 
memory of Mycenaean Greeks and their descendants, and have become the 
most popular subject of epic verse in the post-Mycenaean period.
In this same reminiscence of Nestor, the brothers referred to as 
’AKTopicove MoXiove (750) have caused a great deal of speculation. These 
names in the dual have been interpreted as a double patronymic, and in 
antiquity the brothers were even understood as Siamese twins.39 
’AKTopicove is indeed a patronymic formation, but MoXlove is of a 
different type of formation, as C.J. Ruijgh showed.40 The decipherment of 
Linear B revealed many names with the suffix -fcov, several of which occur 
in Homer, e.g. a-mu-ta-wo (PY Nn 831.7) = ’Ap,u9a(f)cov (L 259), a-re-ta- 
wo (KN As 645.3) = ’ApET&(f)cov41 (Z 31), ma-ka-wo (PY Jn 658.3) -
39 E.g. the T scholiast on A 710, citing “Hesiod” :on TEparwSeig nvec; fjaav,
(be;'HaioSog, apxjxo ev £vi ocbjiaTi dvreg. (Fragment 18, Merkelbach -West)
40 “Sur le nom de Poseidon”, REG 80, 1967,15
41 A name created from *apexa, “excellence (i.e. in battle)”, a quality which would have
/
been prized by the militaristic society of the Mycenaeans.
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Max<x(f)a)V (B 732, A 512, 517, etc.). There are also names in -icov, 
genitive -tovog (with long -i-), which contain the same suffix, particularly 
hypocoristics such as ’Apxf>Ccov: ’ApxjHlWog, ’ApCrnv: ’Api^pdbqg (vel 
sim.); -trnv came to function as an independent suffix in names such as 
'Yjteptmv, KnXXorcoSicov. The original presence of /w/ is proven by 
Mycenaean, which includes the personal name a-ri-wo = *’Aptf(nv (PY Cn 
655.12), dative a-ri-wo-ne = *’Apif6vei (PY Cn 131.8), and also a-ki-wo- 
ni-jo, probably equivalent to *AA,Kif6viog, a patronymic adjective from 
*’AkKif(DV, itself a hypocoristic of a name like ’AAidpttxoS- MoXCove is 
the dual of a name of this type, which is attested in Mycenaean as mo-ri-wo 
= *MoMftt>v (PY Cn 1287).
Names in -Ccnv c-fpcov, genitive -((p)ovog, with long -L-, as 
scansion indicates in MoAXove, should be distinguished from names in 
-Ccov, genitive -tovog, with short -i-, based on adjectives in -tog, which 
never had intervocalic digamma, e.g. ofrpavtcov, based on the adjective 
ofrpaviog. In Homer the latter group is represented mainly by patronymics, 
e.g. Kpovtmv, genitive Kpovioovog, based on the adjective Kpoviog, itself 
created from the name Kpovog; these names can themselves function as 
personal names, e.g. BoutcoXicov (Z 23). These two morphological groups 
are in general still distinct in Homer: on the one hand are patronymics such 
as nqXeuov42 and personal names such as AeukccAXcov and ’EpeuQctXtcov,
42 ITnAeteov is a fairly late formation; it must postdate antevocalic shortening. The older 
mtiXtiFlojv is unmetrical, therefore Ionian poets must have introduced ITnX&toov, which 
follows the model of the new stem as seen in the genitive IlTiAeog instead of original
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where there was never a digamma in the suffix and the -i- is short; on the 
other hand are names such as Nopimv, AoXojucdv, whose stem is in -tov- 
with long -i-, and where digamma has been lost from the suffix.
At A 750, ’ AKTOptcove is a patronymic derived from ’'Aktcop, but 
MoMove is the dual of a personal name, and cannot be a patronymic, 
having long -1-, as the scansion shows; cf. A 322, where it occurs in the 
accusative singular, MoXlova. In addition to their collective name in the 
dual, the brothers have the individual names Kieaxog and Ehpmog at 
B 621, but as B is a book which contains many “recent” linguistic traits, it 
is safe to assume that they were given these names well after the 
significance of the dual had ceased to be understood. The loss of digamma 
and the obsolescence of patronymic formations in -tog combined to cause 
confusion of the suffixes -ifcov, -ipovog and -lcov, -trnvog, as a result of
which the name MoXiove <*Mok(pove was taken for a patronymic or even
metronymic, as their mother was given the name MoXlovt] and their
*IIr|W og. Whether or not patronyms (rather than patronymic adjectives) of the
(mv-type were used in Mycenaean times (and there is no reason to doubt that they
were- they must have been in use at some time in order to get into epic), ntiXetcov is late. 
The metrical shortening argument, necessary to fit the Atreids into early epic, does not 
convince here, as there were already ways for poets to refer to Achilles in connexion with 
his lineage, viz. *nTAr|fid6ccg, *Atadbag. Admittedly nqXq£ia)va /-i frequently appears 
at verse-end, but poets knew that this was a regular location for more traditional forms, and 
thus could place recent formations here as a type of false archaism, cf. II 826,
uogLV'n A 462.
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grandfather the name MoXog, since their real father was not Aktor but 
Poseidon (A 751).
There is, however, a much simpler explanation for 
’AKTopicove MoAX(f)ove, with a parallel in Homer, which does not require
the brothers to be Siamese twins or to bear a name derived from that of 
their mother MoXiovq, the daughter of Mokog.43 It seems very probable 
that in origin MoAX(f )ove was a dual of the same type as Aiavie bum, that 
is, Aias and his younger brother. Therefore the complete phrase 
*’AicTopCa)V£ MoAlfOVE meant “the two sons of Aktor, Moliwon and the 
other one”. By the time that our Iliad was put together, not only was 
*MokifOve, like A’tavxe, no longer properly understood, but also the 
distinction between the suffixes -iftnv, known from Mycenaean personal 
names, and -tov, in derivatives of adjectives in -tog, was breaking down.44
If MoAXfOve is indeed an ATavre-type dual meaning “Moliwon 
and his little brother”, this dual must have entered epic when the practice of 
naming a pair of brothers by the older one’s name in the dual was still in 
current usage. It is difficult to tell when this practice became obsolete, but
43 The A scholiast on A 750: ...'HoioSog ’'Aiciopog icat’ ejUKkqcnv Kai Moliov'ng 
afitoug YEyeveaAoYTiKEV ...(Fragment 17b, Merkelbach - West)
44 Jaan Puhvel (“Devata-Dvandva in Hittite, Greek, and Latin”, AJPh 98, 1977, 403), 
explaining ’ AKTopicove MoXiove as “an asyndetic combination of two duals expressing 
the various filiations of the same set of twins”, does not take into account the fact that the 
former name is a patronym and the latter a personal name.
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the lesser Aias was invented because the true significance of Atavxe was no 
longer understood, and his formulae suggest that he was not a recent 
addition to the epic cast. The fact that Agamemnon and Menelaus, 
characters who seem to have Mycenaean roots in epic, are never referred to 
as *’Ayapepvove, which would be metrically acceptable, suggests that this 
usage was obsolete before the end of the Mycenaean Age. Therefore it is 
logical to conclude that the MoXlove have a longer history in epic than do 
Agamemnon and Menelaus, and that their association with Nestor suggests 
that they belonged to the 2nd millennium epic corpus associated with Pylos 
and the Neleids. If the MoXtove were included in epic before the advent of 
Agamemnon and Menelaus, their association with Nestor implies that he too 
antedates the Atreid brothers in the epic tradition, as the Iliad suggests at
A 250-2:
xto 6’ fjbri Suo pev yeveal pepojimv avOpcbircov 
e<t)0taO’, oi ot JtpooOev apa xpdcpev rj<5’ eyevovxo 
ev flfiXto lyyaGdfl, pexa be xptxdxoioiv avaaoEV
The connexion of the MoXiove with Nestor and their lack of
representation outside this narrative suggests that they were included in epic 
very early, and it is not improbable that they belonged to the Pylian epic 
corpus. As this usage is found only in connexion with the Atavxe and 
MoXCove, and was sufficiently remote in time to be misunderstood in both 
cases by the predecessors of the Iliad poet, who created an additional Al'ag, 
and given that the greater Aias is already associated with features belonging 
to the Mycenaean Age, it is reasonable to conclude that not only the original
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Atavxe (Aias and Teucer), but also the MoXiove, belong to Mycenaean 
epic. Since the metrically admissible *’Ayap,e|xvove is never found, it 
would seem that Aias and Teucer have a longer history in epic than do 
Agamemnon and Menelaus, and it appears that the practice of referring to a 
pair of brothers by the dual of the older sibling’s name was obsolete 
considerably before the end of the Mycenaean Age.
Nestor’s formula Tepqviog Ijntoxa Neoxcop occurs 31 times in the 
Iliad, and the noun iJCJioxa 5 times after the bucolic diaeresis followed by 
Neoxrnp or another name of the same metrical pattern: Tudefig E 126, 
Oivefig, E 117, ITrpte'ug, n 33, 89, Neoxcop I 52. [raxTjXaxa, a noun
of apparently similar meaning, occurs 10 times in Homer in the metrically 
equivalent formula yepcov Ijrjtqkaxa + a bisyllabic name, but only twice 
(y 436, 444) is the name Neoxcop. Risch45 plausibly argued that 
repf)viog tjuroxa Neoxcop belonged to an ancient epic concerning Nestor 
and the Neleids. As tJXjxdxa forms part of the T2 hemistich 
Tepqviog tjutoxa Neoxop, it seems to have been originally an epithet 
reserved for Nestor. What repxjviog originally signified is impossible to 
ascertain. Later sources associate it with the toponym Tepqv, but if the 
ancient legends about Nestor had referred to such a place, one might expect 
it to have been mentioned among the Pylian contingent in the Catalogue of 
Ships. That it was understood by the time of the Odyssey poet to be 
synonymous with yepcov is apparent from the insertion of Neoxcop into the
45 “Der homerische Typus burdra Nsanop und yjpdeTa Zevg”, Festschrift Albert 
Debnmner, 1954, 393
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formula yeprnv tjuiT|XdTa + bisyllabic name. However, the difficulty in 
accepting that Tepqviog fundamentally means the same as yepmv lies in the 
fact that, in any Pylian epic recounting the exploits of Nestor, these would 
have been performed when he was in his prime. If feprjviog did indeed 
originally refer to a place, the fact that it was reinterpreted as a synonym of 
yepcnv suggests that yeprnv burqXdTa + name is a post-migration formula, 
dating from a time when memories of such a location had been lost. This 
would also explain why there is no mention in the Catalogue of Ships of a 
place named Tepriv / TepqvCa among the Pylian contingent. The 
Mycenaean texts may provide an inkling of support for the place-name 
explanation with ke-re-no (PY Cn 599.6, MY Au 102.6), interpreted as a 
personal name, possibly *repTyvog.46 The likely association of HriXeug (not 
<*Qwr)Xe6g) and his spear IIr]kid6a jxektq with Mt. Pelion provides a 
possible analogy for a hero’s epithet based on a place-name, although in the 
case of Peleus it is not his epithet but his own name which is based on a
toponym.
The existence of a 2nd millennium Pylian epic corpus centred on 
Nestor is perfectly conceivable. Nestor’s reminiscences in Homer are, 
however, noted for their “recent” language. One may legitimately enquire 
why, if these tales are an inheritance from the 2nd millennium, is their 
language among the most “modern” elements of the Iliad! The reason may 
be that the poet put these into the first person in order to work into a poem 
about the siege of Troy popular traditional stories which previously had
Documents, 553
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been narrated in the third person, embellishing them in the process. Nestor’s 
deaxag (A 632) may have belonged to such a Pylian epos; the reference to 
this vessel in the Iliad suggests that it had a history independent of the 
Trojan narrative. The Pithecusan cup whose inscription refers to the 
JEOTijpiov of Nestor (v. p. 321) does not indicate familiarity with the 
Homeric Iliad on the part of the writer of the inscription, but perhaps 
indicates familiarity with other ancient stories about Nestor which are only 
alluded to in Homer. Likewise Nestor’s shield (0 192), whose icA,eog is not 
explained in the Iliad, must have been known from earlier epic.
Other heroes who are included in the cast of the Iliad undoubtedly 
belonged to epic in the 2nd millennium in narratives other than that 
concerning the Sack of Troy. Idomeneus from Crete seems old, as does his 
ojrdcov Meriones, who is associated with the whole-verse formula 
Mqptovqc; didkaviog ’EvuaAXq) dv5pei<f)6vTfl, whose prosodical 
inconsistencies in its Homeric form suggest that it represents an earlier
*Mr|piovag /zaidkaviog ’EvuaXitp dvrqwhovTa. As Meriones is always
mentioned in connexion with Idomeneus, both of them are likely to be as 
old in epic as the vocalization of sonants. The prominent part played by 
Idomeneus47 in the Iliad suggests that we have preserved in Homer a residue 
of Cretan epic tradition: it is impossible to determine precisely when such a 
Cretan epic may have come into existence, but the prosodical irregularities
47 Idomeneus’ descent from Zeus is detailed at N 450-2; at T 230 he is identified by Helen 
as one of the most outstanding Achaean heroes; he is represented at N 361 as being, like 
Nestor, of considerable age (peoatKoXiog jeep ernv).
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of Meriones’ formula indicate that it was in circulation considerably before 
the end of the Mycenaean Age. Calvert Watkins plausibly dates Meriones’ 
formula to the mid-2nd millennium not only on linguistic but also on 
archaeological grounds: ctT&XavTog, “of equal weight with”, recalls 
Mycenaean ta-ra-si-ja = Taka(v)oia (KN Lc 535, Le 642, PY Jn 310, etc.), 
referring to a weighed quantity of wool or bronze, and a-ta-ra-si-jo = 
*aTaXctv<3ioi (PY Jn 310, Jn 389, Jn 658, etc.), “without a ta-ra-si-ja”. The 
creation of a formula designed to flatter a hero by suggesting that his weight 
is, metaphorically speaking, equal to that of a god “can only be understood 
at a time when scales were not trivial but cherished artifacts in Greece”.48 
(A similar date can be postulated for the creation of Ait pfjuv axakavTog.) 
Scales are found as grave-goods in the early Mycenaean Age, but after 
c.1400 B.C. disappear from burials, therefore a date before 1400 B.C. can be 
postulated for the creation of both of these formulae. Although the formula 
ctTaXavTog ’EvoaXico avSpei^ovxp could in theory be used of other
heroes with the substitution of a name of the same metrical value as
Mppiovqg, it is used only of this Cretan, who shows other signs of 
antiquity. It is Meriones who gives Odysseus the antique boar’s tusk helmet 
at K 261-5: although the language of this passage is recent, the history of 
the helmet and its various owners (K 266-70) is sufficiently detailed to 
suggest that Meriones’ helmet was already known in epic before the 
composition of the Iliad.
48 Calvert Watkins, “Linguistic and Archaeological Light on some Homeric Formulas”, PIE 
Studies in Honor ofMarija Gimbntas, S.N. Skomal & E.C. Polome (edd.), 1987,287-97
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The comparisons in short similes such as didkavrog ’EvuaXicp 
dv6pei0ovTp, Ait jifjxiv ardkavTog indicate that the gods had some part in 
Mycenaean epic. Comparison of his patron to a god was a means by which a 
bard could flatter the patron; the same effect could be achieved by 
embellishing a battle scene with intervention on the part of a god in order to 
assist a mortal. These two old formulae suggest that Enyalios and Zeus 
belonged to epic in the 2nd millennium. Distinctive formulaic epithets of 
goddesses, some very obscure, e.g. dipmcbvi] (of Athene), suggests that 
female divinities likewise have a long history in epic. Hera’s verse-end 
formula JtoTVia "Hpr,, containing a hiatus which would have been 
prosodically regular when /h/ was still felt to be a full consonant, apparently 
in the 2nd millennium (v. p. 113-4). Since flea is found in Aeolic but is not 
part of the Ionic vocabulary (Ionic uses Geog for both male and female 
deities), it has been claimed that Ged entered epic in an “Aeolic phase”.49 
Indeed, Mycenaean never uses Ged, referring to te-o-jo do-e-ra = 
*GeoTo doeXcx regardless of the sex of the divinity in question. Yet Ged and 
its genitive plural Gedcov (e.g verse-end bta Gedcov) are so firmly 
established within the formular system that it is hard to believe that they are 
not ancient. Of course, it is not inconceivable that Ged entered epic from an 
Aeolic source in the 2nd millennium. However, the fact that Ged is never 
attested in Mycenaean does not imply that the word was never used; the 
administrative documents of the palace system are unlikely to have had 
cause to distinguish female from male deities, but this does not mean that 
people did not talk about GeaX as opposed to Geot, or that this distinction
49 E.g. Wathelet, Traits, 367; Ruijgh, ‘D’Homere aux origines protomyceniennes”, 52
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was not made in the spoken language throughout Greece in the 2nd 
millennium. Ionic use of 0£og for both male and female immortals may 
indicate that 0£<x was an isogloss in which proto-ionic did not participate, or 
that it had dropped out of use in 1st millennium Ionic, and thus is to be 
regarded as an archaism which Ionic had lost (had it survived in Ionic, one 
would expect *0£q in Homer). The Linear B evidence shows that feminine 
names ending in -a were created from their masculine equivalents, e.g. a-re- 
ka-sa-da-ra, feminine of ’AXe^avdpog, which, although unattested in 
Mycenaean is assumed because of the presence of its feminine pendant, te- 
o-do-ra = ©eobdopa, feminine equivalent of *©e6bcopog. Thus, if it was 
common practice to base 1st declension feminine names on 2nd declension 
masculine names, it would be reasonable to expect that Mycenaean Greeks 
spoke of female deities as 0e(/z)at to distinguish them from masculine 
0e(/z)ol The spoken language was at all stages a source for epic, while the 
Mycenaean administrative records were not. Thus if people spoke of 
0£(/z)a(, epic could use the same term. It is also significant that, while Qeog 
may be substituted without metrical disruption for 0£<x in 
0£a yXa'UK&Jtig ’A0T)vq, its genitive plural, 0£(hv cannot be substituted in
the verse-end formula 6Ta 0£<xcov.
Goddesses, then, have a long-established and traditional role in 
epic, and their formular representation makes it extremely probable that this 
is not a post-migration development. Certain mortal women are likely to 
belong to 2nd millennium epic, but as they have no distinctive epithets, 
sharing with other characters generic epithets, e.g. emXoKajiog,
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KaXXur&pnog it is not likely that they had any active role. The Homeric 
poems give female characters very little in the way of active roles, but this is 
scarcely to be wondered at, as epic is primarily concerned with the 
adventures and exploits of individual aristocratic warriors. However, just as 
women are significant in Homer as the wives and mothers of heroes, so we 
may expect that Mycenaean women were commemorated in the same way 
as the wives and mothers of those whose exploits were celebrated in epic. 
Genealogies are bound to contain some elements of historical fact, and one 
Homeric example which is likely to be rooted in the Mycenaean Age is that 
which occurs at X 254-9, listing the sons of Nestor’s paternal grandmother 
Tyro. Obviously this passage is not entirely of Mycenaean date, containing 
several “recent” features: neXiqv teke Kai Ni]Xfja (254) not only contains 
connective Kai, but also NqXqa, a recent reinterpretation of the name 
implied by the patronymic adjectives Nr)Xf]iog and NT]Xr]id6r}g; 
KpTiGfji tekev paoiXEia ywaiKmv (258) is obviously post-Mycenaean, 
containing a dative with short ending (KpqGqi) in the 3rd foot, ephelcystic 
v making position (tekev), and the feminine pendant (fSaoiXeta) of 
PaaiXfifig, whose incorporation into the epic vocabulary appears to be a 
post-Mycenaean development. However, there is every chance that X 259, 
Aiaova t’ rjbe (hep^T’ ’ApmGaova 0’ tjnuoxdpp/qv, belongs to the 
Mycenaean Age in its entirety, containing the archaic connectives 
...XE...XE <*...qw£...qwE (Mycenaean ...qe...qe) and T]5e rather than the 
recent KaC, and the epithet iJTTCioxdpprig, which seems to reflect 
Mycenaean conditions (v. p. 247). Furthermore, three of the names in this 
passage appear to be attested at Pylos: ke-re-te-u = KpriGeug (PY Ea 800,
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etc.), a-mu-ta-wo = ’Ap/u0&(f)oyv (PY Nn 831, etc.), a3-so-ni-jo = 
*Alaoviog (PY An 261), the patronymic adjective based on Al'ocov. This 
suggests that 13th century Pylians may have been named after heroes from 
local legends. Thus there appears to be a kernel of historical truth in the 
Tyro story, which gives the Neleids links with Thessaly (IlekCpg pev ev 
efrpDXopcp TacoXiccf) / vale aroX/tippTivog, A, 256-7); this is not surprising, as 
there must have been links by marriage among Mycenaean dynasties. 
Similarities between Thessalian and Messenian toponyms should not, 
however, be taken to indicate the presence of Thessalian immigrants to 
Pylos in the 2nd millennium, as these may be pre-Greek50; cf. the 
hydronyms Don and Avon as names shared by widely separated locations in
the British Isles.
The Exploits: iclea uvbpoov
The above are some at least of the characters who would have
populated Mycenaean epic; others may be completely unknown to us. It is 
their exploits which would have provided the subject-matter of epic, the 
icXea avbpcdv, which may itself be an old phrase, appearing at verse-end at 
I 189, 520 and 0 73. If this phrase is as old as the Mycenaean Age, it would 
have had the form e/f avbpcov (or indeed *avp<5>v, if it was part of 
epic before the oblique cases of avqp generalized epenthetic /d/). In 1st 
millennium prose, icAeog has been superseded by 6o^a, and thus is clearly
50 This was maintained by Porzig, “Sprachgeographische Untersuchungen zu den 
altgriechischen Dialekten”, IF 61, 1954, 165
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not a recent addition to the epic vocabulary. This term is transparent in 
Mycenaean, and presumably denotes a quality valued by Mycenaeans, as 
one may assume from its use as a component in personal names attested in 
Linear B, e.g. e-te-wo-ke-re-we-i-jo = *’Et£fOKXefe/ziO5 (PY An 654), 
patronymic adjective from *’ET£fOKA,£fT|g, na-u-si-ke-re-we = 
*Na'UOiKLefT)g (KN Xd 214); such names are also to be found in legends 
which can only have their origins in the 2nd millennium, e.g. 'HpaicLerjg, 
and are still in use in the 1st millennium, e.g. ©e^tOTOKLfjg. Thus the 
presence of KXe(p)og as a name-formant in Mycenaean times, coupled with 
epic formulae such as KXe(p)og eo0X6v (E 3, 273, P 143, a 95, y 78, 
etc.), KX,e(p)og acJ)0iTOV (I 413; also at Hesiod, fragment 70.5, tva ot 
ickeog 6l(J)0ltov £LT]), suggests that kAeog was a familiar and important 
concept to Mycenaeans, and that it figured in their epic poetry. Kk£(f)og 
d(j)0LTOV seems to be a very ancient formula, paralleled in Vedic poetry by 
sravo...ak§itam51; both presumably represent an Indo-European prototype 
*k'lewos ndkg^hitom.
What, then, were the *icLepeh’ dvbprnv which would have been 
celebrated by Mycenaean epic?
Warfare
The most cursory reading of the Iliad will show that warfare is a 
major theme of Homeric epic, and there is every reason to believe that it
51 C. O. Pavese, Studi sulla tradizone epica rapsodica, 85
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was also of the greatest importance in Mycenaean epic. Homer contains a 
wide range of war-related vocabulary which is otherwise obsolete in attested 
Greek, e.g. Sa'i^co, (e^jevapitco, dXajtd^co, KTepet^co. Also
to be included in this list is pdpvapm, a verb which in 1st millennium 
Greek is confined to poetic language; it has no derivatives, and only the 
present stem is attested. In Homer this verb appears most frequently in the 
3rd person imperfect, pdpvavxo, with 10 appearances in the Iliad, 6 before 
the trochaic caesura. Three of these attestations are in the formulaic verse
tog ot p/xpvavTO beuctg rcupog al0o|Ji£voio (A 596, N 673, 2 1), a 
verse which has a strong chance of belonging to the Mycenaean Age. In 
addition to the archaic athematic verb jidpvavxo in the first hemistich, this 
verse contains three other archaisms in the second hemistich: bep/xg, which 
Chantraine associated with bepm,52 is almost fossilized in epic, occurring 16 
times in the Iliad, 11 of these afrer the trochaic caesura, and in the Odyssey 
8 times out of 29 in this position; the verb *ai0co /-opxxi belongs to a type 
of formation, statives in -0co, which is obsolete in 1st millennium Greek, 
and in Homer this verb occurs only in participial form. The fact that it has 
the archaic genitive ending -oio does not prove that this form entered epic 
in the 2nd millennium, but this is an entirely reasonable assumption in view 
of the fact that only once in Homer (X 135) does this participle have the 
contemporary genitive ending -on. If one were to conjecture that the 
comparison of a battle to a blazing fire was a Mycenaean simile, this would 
not be a supposition without sound linguistic support.
52 Formation des noms, 1968, 421
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The two commonest 1st millennium terms for “battle, war”, (idxfi 
and Ji(T)6X8[Xog, are attested in Mycenaean personal names and regularly 
appear together in formulaic contexts in Homer, in the genitive case fidyiig 
q<3e Jtxoke|iOLO (H 232, A 255, S 430, O 160, etc.), and in the infinitives 
of their denominative verbs in the formula Jtokejii^etv VjcSe p,axeo0ai 
(B 121, 452, T 67, 435, H 3, A 12, 3 152). It is impossible to date the 
juxtaposition of these synonyms unequivocally to the Mycenaean Age, but it 
is not improbable. The scansion is improved if the uncontracted ending of 
the active infinitive is restored, giving JtoXep,i^(/z)ev, thus permitting the 
preferred 4th foot dactyl. A similar example of formulaic juxtaposition of 
infinitives of similar meaning, the first active and the second middle, is to be 
found in 6i(hK£jX£V qSe 4>£p£O0ai (E 223, © 107). The verb c{)epop,ai is 
confined to epic in 1st millennium Greek, occurring in the Iliad 9 times at 
verse-end, and twice in other positions. The unattested active form is
older than the denominative (J)o|3e(o, based on the noun containing the o- 
grade of the root, (J)6{3og; the Mycenaean evidence suggests that 
denominatives of this type were already in use at this date (cf. p. 17), thus 
the verb *(j)£p<x> was probably obsolete very early in spoken Greek. The T2 
formula bicoKELiev qSe <J)£P£O0ai may belong to the Mycenaean Age in its 
entirety; at the very least, one can confidently state that (fepojiai is an 
ancient verb confined to epic and traditionally used in one position. It can 
have entered epic only when it was part of the spoken language, and as it 
was replaced in general usage by 0o|3eu) /-opxxi, a verb of more recent 
formation, which is already well represented in Homer, it is likely that it
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formed part of the epic vocabulary in the 2nd millennium?3 Although there 
is no Mycenaean attestation of medio-passive infinitives, the fact that the 
present infinitive passive is identical in form to that of the middle shows that 
this, like the person endings, was not a recent creation, and therefore it 
would not be an unreasonable inference that -eoQat was the medio-passive 
infinitive ending in the Mycenaean Age. While both JToXepi^eiv and 
pdxeaGai are found in non-epic 1st millennium Greek, 0e(3£O0ai is known 
only from epic, and thus there is a high probability that its formula 
6icoK8|iev T]6e <{)e|3ea0ai is to be dated to the Mycenaean Age, perhaps 
originally as icoke/zev i]<5e 4>e(3eo0ai: the first of these verbs is attested in 
a Corinthian inscription in the 3rd person singular f wbicei, and in the same 
inscription is contrasted with (pEuyEi.51 The cognate root-noun attested in 
Homer in the accusative singular tcbica (A 601) was reconfigured as a 1st 
declension substantive tcmcp,53 54 5 glossed by Hesychius as bCco^tg. The loss of 
digamma presumably caused *f td)K£(/2)£V /-E|X£V to be replaced by the 
more familiar 8i(hiC£p,EV.56 Thus even if JtokEpX^Eiv ti8e pdyeoGat is not of 
Mycenaean vintage, this type of formula, containing two synonymous 
infinitives, one active, the other middle, has a very old prototype. A
531-Iesychius glosses ^efiouai- ^opeioGa.L, (peuyeiv. According to Aristarchus (Apollon. 
Lex. Hom. 164.8) 4>of3og in Homer is synonymous with (pTjyrj, But in epic (as Chantraine 
observes, DELG 1183) the domain of (^epeoOaL and (j)ofSog is narrower than that of (hb'Yn, 
restricted to flight in battle or among animals.
54 Schwyzer-Cauer, DGE, 122.9
•55 Accusative plural Icok&c; at E 521; the nominative singular is personified at E 740, 
ev 6’ ’Epig, ev 6’ ’AXkti, ev de Kpuoeaoa ’Ioki).
56 SitoKW appears to be an extension of dim / -0|xai (Risch, Wortbildung 279).
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comparable construction can be found in ^efiyefiev Tje (xdxeoOat (K 147, 
327), but as this appears in a book containing much “recent” diction, this 
formula is likely to be based on the two earlier formulae.
The archaeological evidence of artefacts such as the Warrior Vase 
unearthed by Schliemann and inventories of weapons among the Linear B 
texts indicates that Mycenaean society was warlike and militaristic. This 
impression of Mycenaean values is confirmed by some of the names to be 
found in the Mycenaean texts: e.g. ma-ka-wo = Ma/dfcov, po-to-re-ma-ta 
= ^noToZep.diag (PY Jn 601), a-no-qo-ta = ^’AvopqVhovrag (KN Da 
1289, etc.), da-i-qo-ta = *Aaiqwh6vxag (KN Da 1164), e-u-ru-qo-ta = 
*EnpnqwhovTag (KN V 147), ra-wo-qo-ta =*AapoqwhovTag (PY Jn 750). 
These names indicate a desire that the bearer will distinguish himself in 
battle, war, the act of slaying men and armies over a wide area.
These names incorporate several synonyms for martial 
engagement: in addition to |xaxa and rc(T)6kep,og, which remained in 
common use in 1st millennium prose, Mycenaean onomastics shares with 
epic the substantive 6at, the locative singular of a root-noun *6cxq.57 
Whether this was still part of the spoken language c. 1200 B.C. is 
impossible to determine, but it must have been used in spoken Greek at 
some stage in order to become part of the epic vocabulary. In Homer it 
appears in the dative-locative only, and as a component of the epithet
57 Marcello Durante, “Etimologie greche”, SMEA 11, 1970, 44; the same root, with long 
/a/, appears in the personal name da-i-qo-ta = *Aa(/z)iqw/20VTag (KN Da 1164).
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SaiKTapevog (<E> 146, 301); this was probably not created as a compound 
epithet, but as a phrase consisting of two separate elements, namely 5at, the 
locative of the noun *Sdg, and KTapevog, an aorist passive participle of 
archaic type, subsequently understood as a compound epithet in the same 
way as ACwJuXog <*Aifei Within the same semantic field, epic also
retained in the 1st millennium the obsolete noun *fiaplvg,58 attested only in 
the dative-locative singular and accusative plural. 'UOj.iivi (xax£O0ai (verse- 
end B 863, © 56) appears ancient; 6ia / Kara KpaTepag fiapXvag at verse- 
end (B 40, E 200, M 347, etc.) also has a good chance of belonging to 
Mycenaean epic, as the quantity of the final syllable at verse-end is 
ambiguous. Simplification of -avg >-ag would have permitted the 
reinterpretation of this noun as a 1st declension substantive, and the 
creation of phrases such as evl KpaTepfl fiapXvq (E 712, A 468, etc.), 
KebaaOeCaqg xjapfvqg (O 328, n 306). The fact that this noun was 
reassigned to the 1st declension indicates that it was obsolete in the spoken 
language, as otherwise the controlling factor of vernacular usage would 
have prevented this purely epic innovation (in other words, an artificial 
form); this is shown also by the fact that even within epic it is completely 
unproductive with no derivatives at all. Long scansion of the final syllables 
of did and Kara before KpaTepag is certainly consistent with the prosody 
of Ionic contemporary with the composition of the Iliad, but does not 
indicate a late date for the creation of these phrases. The Linear B evidence
58 uopTvi may be connected with Sanskrit yudhyate, “fights”. This noun belongs to a very 
old type of formation, apparently non-productive at a very early date; Risch (Wortbildung, 
54) compares SaXaptvog, OTapXveaai, pTyYpiveg, eppiva.
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shows that syllabic liquids had developed supporting vowels before the end 
of the Mycenaean Age, and a word such as *KpctTepdvg would have been 
felt by the 13th century to begin with two consonants. Thus if a Mycenaean 
date is indeed correct for the creation of *6ia / Kara Kpaxepdvg hapXvag, 
bards were obviously taking advantage of developments in the vernacular in 
order to extend the flexibility of epic language in exactly the same way as 
their 1st millennium successors were to take advantage of later 
developments including the loss of digamma and vowel contractions.
A similar reassignment to the 1st declension took place in the case 
of aXici, the only case-form attested of an obsolete noun whose nominative 
may be reconstructed as *ak£j, and which means fundamentally “the ability 
to defend oneself’. ccXkl is found only in the verse-end formula 
akicl jrejioiOcog (E 299, N 471, P 61, etc.), a phrase with a strong claim to 
a place in Mycenaean epic: not only is otXid fossilized in this case (cf. the 
archaic instrumental plural (f)X0i), but JtejiotOdog59 is an archaic type of 
perfect participle with o-grade of the root60 and with intransitive sense 
although active in form, to be contrasted with the later TtejtetKCog, with 
transitive sense and generalized e-grade, based on the present tense. The 
root seen in aXid is also found in the reduplicated aorist dXaXice 
0F 185, infinitive ct^akKeiv, T 30) corresponding to the present tense 
dkeKCO / aXe^a), “to ward off’. The present stem appears in the personal 
name ’AXe§av6pog, which is indirectly attested in Mycenaean by the
59 Mycenaean shows an example of a perfect participle with active form used in an •
intransitive sense in a-ra-ru-ja a-ni-a-pa = *dpapnia &v(a<t>i (KN Sd 4401, etc.).
60 Cf. fotda, SsdfoiKa
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feminine a-re-ka-sa-da-ra = ’AXe|cxv5pa (MY V 659); this is another 
personal name which reflects the values of the society in which it was 
current. The same root appears in Homeric personal names such as 
’'AXieqaTig (B 715),61 ’AXiaprScov, 5'AAici|xog (probably a hypocoristic of 
the preceding name). aXid can have entered epic only when it was part of 
the living language; that this happened at a very early date is suggested by 
the fact that it is fossilized in a single case in a single formula. The fact that 
was obsolete in the spoken language permitted the creation of a 1st 
declension noun, aXicfj, which appears in Homer in the nominative, 
accusative and genitive singular, and which by analogy with aXid is always 
situated at verse-end. At what date aXicfj was created is impossible to say; it 
is possible that it was already used in the Mycenaean Age, if the personal 
name a-ka-wo (PY Jo 438, KN X 738) is correctly interpreted as 
AXicdfOV.62 Certainly none of its Homeric uses shows any sign of great 
antiquity; it forms part of two similes, (JAoyi eiiceXog I -ov dXKqv
(N 330, 2 154), and am eiKeXog aXfcqv (A 253, P 281), neither of which 
can be of Mycenaean date, as om and 0Xoyi have a short dative ending in
the 4th foot.
A further epic battle term without attestation in prose and very 
little representation in poetry outside epic is (JrbXoJtig, usually in the 5th 
foot in the nominative or accusative singular, accompanied by the adjective
61 The information given here about Alcestis indicates that her story is of some antiquity.
62 Ruijgh, “Les noms en -won-”, Minos 9, 1968, 129. As Ruijgh here observes, however, a- 
ka-wo may equally well represent *’ Ayaifog.
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cdvrj; the genitive singular (^nkontSog occurs 4 times, and an accusative 
(jj'uXojriSa once in the Odyssey, neither with any formulaic connexions. The 
accusative (jnAonxv appears to be earlier. The fact that this noun, like 
and fiopxvi, is confined to poetic language, almost always in the same 
position in the verse, and without derivatives even in epic, suggests that it 
was lost from the spoken language very early. Unlike and «ki,
(j)hXojEig and *froplvg have no representation as Mycenaean name 
formants. This suggests that they were not commonly used (or understood) 
by Greek speakers c. 1200 B.C., but must have been in use when they were 
adopted into the epic vocabulary. Therefore these must be very ancient 
words, obsolete in the spoken language before the end of the Mycenaean 
Age, and owing their survival to the epic tradition. The presence in epic of 
a series of synonyms pertaining to warfare and violence, and retention of 
otherwise obsolete lexical items belonging to this semantic field, indicates 
that these topics were of considerable significance in the epic tradition at a 
very early date.
In some instances, although all the elements of a formula are 
entirely comprehensible, the formation of a word can indicate that the 
formula is ancient. One such formula is pcxxTlv ££ KvSiaveipav (A 225, 
M 325; with ava in place of eg, N 270, 3 155; elg ayoppv tuoXeoketo 
Kudiaveipav A 490 is shown to be late by the iterative verb in -ok-63). The 
epithet KnSidveipa appears only at verse-end, and with the exception of
63 Wathelet, “Etudes de linguistique homerique. Les iteratifs en ~(e)sk-” AC 42, 1973, 379­
405
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dyopq at A 490 is used only of fidix1!- This T2 formula probably belongs to 
the Mycenaean Age: pctya, as discussed, is guaranteed for the Mycenaean 
Age as it appears as a name-formant and remained a part of the quotidian 
vocabulary of the 1st millennium. Kubidveipa, which clearly signifies 
“bringing glory to men” is a compound of a very ancient type, containing 
icubi-, the Caland form of the neuter s-stem KuSog, a type of compound 
formant which goes back to Indo-European.64 Other such compounds in 
Greek based on s-stem neuters include OibiTLong: oi'Sog, “swelling”, and 
several compounds containing icakki-: Kakkog, e.g. Kakkippoog, 
KcdAUpixeg (always plural), KaXkiJidppog, icaXXia^upog. This type of 
formation is no longer productive in 1st millennium Greek, and all such 
compounds in Greek belong to poetic language. Kubidvetpa, containing the 
full-grade of the stem of dvrjp, was clearly created before the generalization 
of /d/ from the zero-grade forms throughout the paradigm. On the evidence 
of Mycenaean a-re-ka-sa-da-ra = ’AXe^dvbpa and a-di-ri-a-pi = 
*avdpidpcj)i (PY Ta 708.2), this had taken place some time before 1200 
B.C. The formula under consideration can confidently be assigned to the 
Mycenaean Age, not only because it contains a noun which is known to 
have belonged to the vocabulary of the late 2nd millennium (pocxfi <paxa) 
and an epithet of an ancient type which is no longer productive in the 1st 
millennium, but also because its meaning “battle which brings glory to 
men” is entirely consistent with what is known about the values of the 
Mycenaean aristocracy from their onomastic preferences and their pictorial
art.
64 Palmer, The Greek Language, 98
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Seafaring
Ships and the sea are of considerable significance in both the Iliad 
and the Odyssey, and it is hard to imagine that they were of less importance 
in 2nd millennium epic. The evidence of Mycenaean personal names 
indicates that ships and seafaring were held in high esteem. That the sea has 
a long history as a subject of epic is indicated by the fact that it has four 
names in Homer: QaXaooa, jrovwg, ctkg and JieXayog. The first three all 
have traditional noun + epithet formulae, and there is every reason to 
believe several of these to be of considerable antiquity:
rcoMxJfitoiopoio OaX&aaqg (8 times) and alog capuyeTOio (7 times)65 
are not only confined to traditional positions at verse-end, a regular position 
for archaisms, but both contain glosses in jeoMj^XoCoPoio and 
ctTpuyeToto, whose meanings were no longer understood by the time when 
the Homeric epics were composed (as they are not used with other nouns) 
and thus were completely unproductive both within epic itself and in later 
Greek. Likewise another maritime verse-end formula etg aka biav is 
clearly old: this formula may have been created when h<*s still had 
consonantal force, viz. *ev h&ka &iyy<xv, appearing in Homer with little 
more than phonological changes, etg is a post-Mycenaean innovation: in 
2nd millennium Greek, ev with the accusative case denoted motion into (­
65 The fact that both of these expressions contain the archaic genitive ending -oto does not 
in itself guarantee great antiquity, as this desinence was available to bards composing at all 
stages of the tradition. atpuyETOto occurs only with words for “sea”, except at P 425, 
aiQepog dipuYEtoio, whose isolation indicates late composition.
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Latin in + accusative). The creation of evg in' this function, while the 
original ev continued to be used with the dative-locative, is one of the 
innovations common to Att-Ion. and Doric, post-dating the Dorian invasion 
(v. p. 114). This formula indicates that the sea was already of significance in 
Mycenaean epic, unsurprisingly, as the adventures of Jason and the 
Argonauts, in which ships and the sea figure largely, and elements of which 
are to be found in the Odyssey (e.g. Circe, Alcinous, Arete) are likely to 
have Mycenaean origins. Jason was the rightful heir to Iolcus, a site of great 
importance in the Mycenaean Age.66
The antiquity of the formula elg aka Slav is also indicated by the 
obscure nature of the epithet Slav. STog <*Stfyog is the adjective created 
form the stem of Zefig, namely *Sif- (cf. Latin diem). Often used as an 
epithet of heroes (e.g. Stog ’A/ikkeug), STog <*§Cfyog appears to have
been understood as “shining, illustrious” by the time of the Iliad poet, as 
0aiSip,’ ’ A/ikkefr / ’OSwaeu is the vocative corresponding to the 
nominative STog ’Ayikkefig / ’OSwoeug. This adjective is of the same 
type of construction as patronymic adjectives such as NT|kqtog < 
*Ne/?ekdf tog, and by the time of the Mycenaean tablets, where it appears in
the forms di-u-ja (PY Cn 1287), di-wi-a (KN Xd 97, PY An 607) and di-u- 
jo (PY Tn 316), it would have been understood as “belonging to, descendant 
of, Zeus”; the inherited type of adjectives in -log by c. 1200 B.C. was 
productive only in adjectives derived from proper names. This does not,
66 Iolcus occurs in Homer only at verse-end in its uncontracted form ’lacoXfCOV (B 712), 
’Iamktctp (X 256). This suggests that it was known in epic before the migrations.
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however, explain the significance of the epithet in connexion with the sea. 
As Zeus is a sky-god, the epithet is likely to have meant in origin 
“connected with brightness; bright, shining”, a sense which, because more 
fundamental, is older than that expressing a divine relationship.67 The more 
basic meaning, “shining” is the one to be found in the formula 
elg &Xa Slav. .
The noun akg is indirectly attested in Mycenaean in the compound 
o-pi-a2-ra = *djt(//aka (PY An 657.11), “coastal regions”. Since both the 
noun and the epithet of this formula are known from Mycenaean, where the 
sense of the epithet is more recent than that found in the Homeric formula, it 
is entirely reasonable to conclude that this formula existed in Mycenaean 
times. For initial consonantal /h/, one can compare fijielp aka, etvakiog, 
eiv akl, where the lengthened vowel of the prepositional element may 
represent a lengthening in compensation for a lost /h/, permitting the 
metrical structure of the verse to be retained. In 1st millennium Greek 
outside epic, aXg signifies not “sea” but “salt”; only in compounds does it 
refer to the sea, e.g. JtapaXog. As a feminine noun referring to the sea, otAg 
is confined to poetic language, but must have belonged to the spoken 
language when it entered the epic vocabulary. In Homer, aXg is used mostly 
of inland waters,68 while Jtovwg refers to the deep sea69: the Homeric use 
of ccXg therefore corresponds to that found in Mycenaean ^ojtl/zaka.
67 Durante, Sulla preistoria della tradizione poetica greca, 101 .
68 E.g. in the context of launching a ship, eXice|iev slg aka 6iav (B 152, etc.).
69 As observed by D.F. Gray, “Homeric epithets for things”, CQ 41, 1947, 112
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novxog too is an old word (cognate with Jtaxog, Latin pons)™ 
which in 1st millennium Greek is confined to poetic language except when 
referring to a particular sea, e.g. Jtovxog eb^eivog (Herodotus 1.6), but it 
could have entered epic only when it was a part of the spoken language, thus 
the distinction between dkg and Jtovxog was made very early in spoken 
Greek. Jtovxog likewise seems to have indirect attestation in Mycenaean in 
the personal name po-te-u = IIovxEUg (PY An 519, Cn 45), a name which is
also bestowed on one of the Phaeacians at 0 113. It is almost certain that
several of the names in this passage, in particular those based on the names 
of parts of ships, e.g. ’EkaxpEfig (111), IIp'UfiVE'ug, ’Epexp,efig (112), are 
the creation of the Odyssey poet, but the presence of such names as 
novxEijg and ’Apxjnakog (114), which appears in Mycenaean in the form 
a-pi-a2-ro (PY An 192, etc.), suggests that the poet was here elaborating on 
a traditional stock of names connected with the sea. The element *vctf- is to
be found in a few Mycenaean personal names: na-wi-ro (KN Db 1507), 
possibly to be interpreted as *Nap(kog, na-u-si-ke-re-we = *NafOtick£fT]g 
(KN Xd 214; cf. NoruoiKkiig), o-ku-na-wo = ’Qicuvapog (KN V 60), o-ti- 
na-wo = ’Opxivocfog (PY Cn 285), e-u-na-wo = *’E(/2)vvafog (KN As 
1520, B 799, Dr 1206). The last cited name is identical with Homeric 
Euvrjog (H 68). In Mycenaean these are Wunschnamen, bestowed in the 
hope that the recipient of the name would possess the qualities it indicated: 
in the cases of *’E(/2)bvapog and *QKtivafOg, the wish was implicit that 
the bearers would be the possessors of many or swift ships respectively. *
70 Chantraine explains jcovrog as “l’element qu’on traverse” {DELG, 873, s.v JteXavog)
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Formulaic usages of oxovxog are well established in Homer, e.g. 
era (^)otvojia jtovxov (5 times //., 6 times Od.), evl (f)o’i'vora uxdvxcp 
(once in the Iliad, 6 times Od.). The epithet oivooia /-i appears in Homer 
only in the accusative and dative-locative singular except in a simile at 
N 703, |3oe ol'vora, where the dual is a false archaism. The nominative is 
known only from Mycenaean in the form wo-no-qo-so — *fotvoqwg (KN 
Ch 897, Ch 1015) as a proper name for an ox, presumably referring to the 
animal’s colour. As the epithet is clearly attested in Mycenaean, and the 
noun jrovxog is clearly part of the Indo-European heritage, with a distinct 
significance in Greek which appears to belong to the 2nd millennium, there 
is every likelihood that the formula era (f)olvorax jiovtov was a 
component of Mycenaean epic. Nor is it improbable that the dative-locative 
variant, evl (f)oivora Jiovxtp, was also to be found in the epic poetry of 
this era. The fact that this variant is more frequent in the Odyssey than in 
the Iliad certainly does not indicate that it is of recent creation: 4 of its 
Odyssey occurrences are in connexion with storms and shipwrecks 
(e 132, Tj 250, p 388, x 274), a subject which is absent from the Iliad. The 
bisyllabic form of the preposition, evl for ev, is certainly a poetic form used 
for metrical convenience, of the same metrical pattern as enxC, and thus it is
reasonable to assume that the dative-locative formula is based on the
accusative version. However, this does not imply that evl is a recent 
innovation within epic language, as Mycenaean attests the form e-ni-qe = 
*evl qwe (KN L 595, etc.), probably equivalent to *eveoxl xe.71 Prefixed 
with peoq) (as at e 132, tj 250, p 388, x 274), the expression evl (f)olvora
71 Documents, 543; Ruijgh, Etudes, 328
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jroVTCp forms a T2 hemistich, and this seems likely to be the form in which 
it originally appeared. There is no difficulty in ascribing (teocp to the 
Mycenaean Age, as it seems that the predecessors of Att-Ion. and AC had 
already simplified the sequence -oo- resulting from homomorphemic *-xy- 
and *-0y- in the late 2nd millennium.
dkg and Jtovxog are of Indo-European heritage; Jtekayog, the least 
frequently occurring, lacks formulaic connexions, but also seems to part of 
the inherited Indo-European vocabulary, from a root *pel//2-, which 
expresses the idea “flat, outstretched”, and may also appear in 
Jtakdpiq, jrakaoxq.72 Oakaaaa, which is probably a borrowing from an 
unknown Mediterranean language, shows much formulaic usage, occurring 
almost always at verse-end. It appears to be a general word for “sea”, 
whether inshore waters or deep sea. Despite lacking an obvious Indo­
European etymology, it appears to have a long history in Greek,73 and 
certainly belongs to some epic formulae of old appearance, e.g. 
ejxt / napd pqyprvi Oakdaaqg, a T2 phrase containing the dative-locative 
singular of a noun whose nominative is found only in Hesychius, and whose 
meaning is apparently “the place where the waves break”, thus is to be 
associated with pqyvuitt. If this etymology is correct, initial digamma is to 
be restored, which explains the long final vowels of ejci and Jtapa. It is no
72 Chantraine, Dictionnaire, 873, s.v. JieXayog
73 Hesychius glosses daXdyxvav Gakaaaa, which is presumed to be Macedonian. 
Hesychius’ gloss, however, is of no help in determining die source of this probable • 
loanword, as Macedonian is almost certainly a variety of Greek with affinities to the North­
West dialects. (Olivier Masson, OCD 3, “Macedonian Language”).
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surprise that this formula should have been created before the loss of 
digamma, which took place at a fairly late stage in the development of the 
epic tradition, and therefore the erstwhile presence of digamma is no 
indication that a formula belongs to the 2nd millennium. Yet this formula 
stands a strong chance of belonging to epic in the Mycenaean Age: the noun 
has no prose attestations until fairly late,74 and in epic is found only in the 
dative singular followed by Oakdooiig (with one appearance in the 
accusative singular at p 214, akog pTjYpiva |3a0eXav, and one in the 
genitive at Y 220,... eiti pTiypivog ctXog jtokioio Geeoicov); with the 
exception of Y 220, where the iterative verb OeeoKOV indicates late 
composition, this noun is confined to a single position in the verse, in the 
4th and 5th feet. ppyptvi is a locative (its final -i is short), and thus it 
cannot be argued that it can only be a dative of post-Mycenaean creation. 
This noun contains the same suffix as uopivt, another noun which is 
isolated in epic, belonging to a type of formation which is not found in 1st 
millennium prose: formulaic usage, lack of derivatives even within epic and 
restriction to a single position in the verse suggest that this noun fell out of 
use at a very early date, and it is not unlikely that this happened in the 2nd
millennium.
Ships play a significant role in the Homeric poems, and vqfig and 
its case-forms have many formulaic connexions. Obviously post-Mycenaean 
are late forms which presuppose the characteristics of the mature Ionic 
dialect, e.g. veeg eotixocovto (B 516, 602, 680, 733), which can have
74 Aristotle, Meteorologica, 367 b, 14, 19
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been created only after fronting of /a/, loss of digaimna and antevocalic 
shortening had changed *va.f eg to veeg via the stages *vfjf eg and vfjeg, and
after vowel contractions had changed *eoxtxaovxo to *ecxix<hvxo, the 
contracted form here artificially re-extended by means of diectasis. Also to 
be excluded from any tally of Mycenaean epic forms pertaining to ships is 
the artificial veeooi (verse-end T 46, 444, S 51), which combines the Ionic 
stem ve- with the Aeolic dative plural ending -eoot; vfjeooi, on the other 
hand (22 times II., 8 times Od., all before the trochaic caesura), has a very 
strong chance of belonging to Mycenaean epic, representing older *vapeooi
with only superficial changes of a phonetic nature, vzz. /a/ > /e/ and loss of 
/w/. veeooi is used to modify old formulae: for example, 
ev jiovxojtopoioi veeooi provides a dative plural variant of axovxojtopog 
vflvg (|i 69, v 95, 161, § 339).
The genitive plural vqcbv, representing Common Greek *vapd>v,
has 70 occurrences in the Iliad, 24 at verse-end. The Ionic form vecov 
appears 40 times in the Iliad, 7 times in the formula vecov duro Kai 
Kkioiccoov. Forms in ve- are often associated with the huts of the Achaean 
camp, which suggests that the attack on the huts was a novel idea75: the 
“recent” stem ve- is also associated with Kkioiai in Kkioiag xe veag xe 
(A 487, S 392) and KkioiTpi piyt^evat oftSe veeooiv (O 409). This 
explains why, although the language of the Odyssey is in general more 
“modem” than that of the Iliad, veeooiv appears only once in the Odyssey 
(g 230), and vecov only twice (t, 271, (X 67): ships in the Iliad are for the
75 Janko, The Iliad: A Commentaty vol. IV, 273
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most part beached by the Achaean camp, while seafaring is an integral part 
of the narrative of the Odyssey. In this respect, the language of the Odyssey
is more traditional than that of the Iliad. Most Homeric uses of case-forms
of 'vfjug are based on the stem vq-, representing Common Greek *vaf- with
only phonological changes. There is a plethora of ship formulae which 
include the old Ionic stem (vq-), and these can be restored without metrical 
disruption to the forms they would have had in the Mycenaean Age, e.g. 
0oag £3xl vqag (15 times //.), vqa piXaivav (16 times Od., twice 77.), 
KoCXag £3xl vrjag (13 times II., once Od.), vrjag ent yXacjrupdg (18 times 
II.). That these formulae are of some antiquity within the epic tradition is 
evident from the fact that they regularly occur in the same verse-position. 
koi,Trig / KOiTag can almost always be restored to *KOf(Tag /*KOfCTavg, 
but this proves only that the formulae in question were created before the 
loss of intervocalic /w/, a fairly late development. It is virtually impossible 
to assign a date to the creation of ship formulae, as (with the exception of 
modifications based on the Ionic stem ve-) they scan equally well in both 
their Homeric and their putative Mycenaean forms. Thus such ship 
formulae as *ev vaf'i jieTayyai76 > ev vqi [xeXaivq, *vdfag eitl 
yTacjwpavg > vqag £3xl yTa<J)updg, *vafalv77 ejxI yXacjwpdai > 
vqwlv £3x1 yXatJyupqai have every chance of being Mycenaean epic
76 The Mycenaean texts provide no evidence for the development of the sequence *ny
c.1200 B.C.
771 do not accept that ephelcystic v was not available as a hiatus-blocking device at all 
stages of the tradition. What was innovative in the later stages of the tradition was its use to 
make position.
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formulae which underwent changes only in pronunciation without creating 
metrical anomalies, and which contain no morphological peculiarities which 
might date them to the 2nd millennium. Yet it would be surprising if ships 
had not been significant in 2nd millennium epic, particularly in view of the 
formulae connected with the sea which, as already discussed, seem to have 
originated at this time. In the same way as warfare, shown by the 
archaeological evidence to have been a favoured pursuit among 
Mycenaeans, is a major topic in the epic poetry that has reached us, and is a 
preoccupation reflected in Mycenaean personal names, so is seafaring 
shown by the archaeological evidence to have been held in considerable 
esteem by Mycenaeans. The Linear B documents refer to na-u-do-mo = 
*vcru6op,oi “shipbuilders” (PY Na 568, Vn 865, KN U 736; a term replaced 
in 1st millennium Greek by vaujipyog), and to e-re-ta = epETcci, notably in 
the famous Pylos tablet An 1: e-re-ta pe-re-u-ro-na-de i-jo-te = 
£peT<xi IILexjpchvabe tovxeg.
Ships were clearly important to the influential sections of 
Mycenaean society: this can be inferred both from the archaeological 
evidence and from Mycenaean onomastics (v. p. 229). This alone makes it 
highly probable that the epic poetry of this time included formulae for ships. 
Certain epithets found in Homer in connexion with ships are known from 
Mycenaean as components of personal names ((bicfig, Gofoq), but are not 
used in 1st millennium prose. These adjectives can only have entered the 
epic vocabulary when they were commonly understood in the spoken 
language, and the evidence of Mycenaean names suggests that formulae
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such as vfja Oorjv <*vafa Gofdv, (bicuakog vqbg <*d)Kb/zakog vdfg 
may have belonged to epic at that time. It is admittedly impossible to locate 
the creation of these formulae unequivocally in the Mycenaean Age, since 
there is no evidence to indicate when cbicug or Oof og disappeared from the 
spoken language, and there are no prosodical or morphological traits which 
imply so early a date for the origins of these formulae. However, as it seems 
improbable that the sub-Mycenaean period saw a great deal of maritime 
adventure, there is at least a possibility that these ship-formulae belong to 
the Mycenaean Age.
Military Equipment
Weaponry
Parallels are clearly to be found between the equipment of the 
Homeric warrior and, on the one hand, the evidence of Mycenaean art and 
archaeological finds from Mycenaean burials, on the other, Linear B 
inventories of weapons and armour. Weapons were obviously greatly valued 
by Mycenaeans: names of weapons are found as components of their 
personal names, e.g. a-ko-te-u = ’AKOVTE'ug (from cxkcov), e-ke-i-jo-jo = 
*’Eyxe(/0toio, genitive (evx°S)> qe-re-me-ne-u = *rwekep,vefig 
(*yweXepvov > |3ekep,vov).78 Homeric references to weapons and armour,
78 P. Hr. Ilievski, “Some Structural Peculiarities of Mycenaean Greek Personal Names”, 
Res Mycenaeae, 203
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sometimes using linguistic features which were obsolete in 1st millennium 
Greek, raise the question whether any of the language related to this topic 
represents a survival from the Mycenaean Age.
Shields
As previously discussed (p. 106), octKog, cognate with Sanskrit 
tvacas, “hide”, and Hittite tuekkas, “body”, denotes the whole body shield 
which was in use in the 16th and 15th centuries B.C. Although sometimes 
used in Homer synonymously with the contemporary word aojttg, its basic 
meaning is “hide”, and it came very early to denote a shield made from this 
material; by the date of the Mycenaean texts, bxog appears to have lost 
this basic meaning, which is denoted in the tablets by wi-ri-no = *f pivog.
Although there is no mention in the Mycenaean texts of shields, either 
aojttbeg or *TfdKe/za, they are depicted in Mycenaean art (e.g. the Warrior 
Vase); aojtig is clearly old within epic, viz. dojc(6og dpxt)i(3poTT)g, which 
scans best when restored to a form which antedates the state of language 
contemporary with the extant Mycenaean texts (v. p. 106). This epithet 
occurs with no other noun, and is always in the same position, forming a Pi 
hemistich (both factors implying antiquity), except at A 32.
dojug has no known etymology, but its formulaic usage clearly 
indicates that it is ancient within epic; it is most likely to be a loanword 
adopted at a very early date from an unknown language spoken in the
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Balkan peninsula before the arrival of Greek speakers.79 Although a 
loanword, ctajffg appears from the evidence of the epic tradition to be as old 
in Greek as the vocalization of sonants, and to have been used as an 
alternative to *TfdKog from the earliest stages of the tradition: *Tpdice/zog, 
forming a tribrach, is inadmissible in the dactylic verse, at any rate before an 
initial vowel, and thus the genitive case was supplied by donig.
The tower-shield is a cultural element which could have entered
epic only when it was in contemporary use or had been used within living 
memory. The noun cucoq seems no longer to have been part of everyday 
vocabulary by the end of the Mycenaean Age, retained only as an epic 
archaism. Although the Mycenaean documents contain no reference to 
shields, the form *Tfdmq is guaranteed for the Mycenaean Age by the
existence of the Linear B syllabograms which are transcribed as twe and 
two. These indicate that the sequence *tw- remained unaltered in 
Mycenaean. Subsequently *tw- developed to a- initially and -aa- in 
intervocalic position, thus c^epeaadiceag (Aspis 13) is likely to have 
originated in the Mycenaean Age in the form *0epETfdK;e/Kxg. The 
formulaic phrase (leoov oaicog (H 258, N 646, O 528,etc.), running 
from the trochaic caesura to the bucolic diaeresis, may be of Mycenaean 
vintage, representing *|ieaov Tfdicog, as the scansion is unaffected by 
simplification of the sequence *Tf-; peooq < peoooq with simplification in 
some dialects of the result of homomorphemic *0y (v. p. 21) is probably to 
be dated to the Mycenaean period. Another possible candidate for creation
79 Ruijgh, “Problemes de philologie mycenienne”, Minos 19, 1985 108
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in the Mycenaean Age is Seivov oocicog ejrcapoEiov (H 245, 266; beivog, 
like fieyag, is never used with aajffg), in the form 
*5f8iv6v xpdicog eTCTapo^eiov: this formula can plausibly be ascribed to 
the Mycenaean Age after /?<*s had lost consonantal force, as the final 
syllable of odicog is not lengthened. In this putative Mycenaean form, the 
quantity of the second syllable of Seivov is unaffected if *Tfd«og is
restored; in both of its occurrences this P2 formula is preceded by Aiccviog, 
whose final syllable likewise is unaffected if digamma is restored to 
*Sf£lVOV.
Swords
The noun is attested in Mycenaean in the nominative /
accusative dual qi-si-pe-e = *qwoi(J)e/ze (PY Ta 716), but the fact that 
Homer and Mycenaean coincide in some points of vocabulary relating to 
weaponry cannot be taken as evidence that such artefacts were part of the 
epic poetry contemporary with the Linear B texts. However, formulaic 
usage suggests that ^t0og is at least old within epic: the formula 
cxpYupoTjXov has 7 occurrences in the Iliad, all at verse-end, and 4 in 
the Odyssey in the same position. ^tcj)og is still in widespread use in 
classical Greek, but its synonym 4>doyavov, known both from Homer and 
from Mycenaean, where it appears in the plural pa-ka-na (KN Ra 1540, 
etc.), survived in the Classical Age only in Cypriot, according to the 
yXobaoai Kxnd jtokeig.80 The fact that this noun is obsolete in the dialects
80 Ruijgh, L ‘element acheen, 89
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likely to have influenced epic at the time of composition of the Iliad and 
Odyssey, as well as its formulaic usage in the phrase (J)doyavov 
indicates that it is old within epic. However, a Mycenaean date for the 
creation of (^acryavov o^u cannot be claimed with certainty, as it is 
possible that (jxdoyavov may have survived for some time in dialects other 
than Cypriot after the end of the Mycenaean Age. Yet the fact that 
(jxxoyavov is fossilized within epic, having no derivatives and being of 
highly formulaic usage, suggests that this word had iallen out of use in the 
spoken language at a remote date, and as its Linear B ideogram differs from 
that pertaining to it is a not unreasonable conjecture that (jxxoyavov
in the late 2nd millennium denoted a type of weapon whose manufacture 
ceased soon after the end of the Mycenaean Age, with the result that its 
name was lost in the spoken language, Cypriot excluded. Thus it seems 
highly likely that both and <J)cxoyavov formed part of the epic
vocabulary c. 1200 B.C. The fact that they denoted different types of 
weapons, on the evidence of the Linear B ideograms, is of little relevance 
for epic language: bards would have used either word for a bladed weapon 
as metrically required, thus ^L0og dpYUpoqXov denoted such a weapon 
after the hephthemimeral caesura, and <J)doyavov in the final two feet. 
The Shaft Graves at Mycenae yielded rivets with silver-plated heads for 
attaching the handles of swords or knives.81 Gold-plated rivets occur more 
frequently, and as late as the end of LH II, but Homeric swords are silver- 
rather than gold studded because *xpnaopakov > *xpno6qXov is not
metrically suitable for this verse-end formula.
81 Lorimer, Homer and the Monuments, 273
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It appears that (pdoyavov and ^C(J)og were weapons in 
contemporary use which were represented in epic at the end of the 
Mycenaean Age. Epic uses an additional term for “sword” which has no 
attestation in Mycenaean, namely dop, of dubious etymology, but usually 
associated with aetpco. dop may have attestation in Mycenaean in the 
locative case as a component of the personal name a-o-ri-me-ne = 
*’A(/z)opt|X£VTl<;, “whose pievog is in his dop” (PY Qa 1296). If the 
conventional etymology were to be accepted, one would expect the 
Mycenaean spelling of this name to be *a-wo-ri-me-ne. Ruijgh, however, 
proposes an alternative etymology,82 deriving dop <*nsr (cf. Latin crisis),
and points out that the original meaning of this term may have been 
“weapon” in general,83 rather than “sword” in particular. Thus it is not 
improbable, as Ruijgh further observes, that this was the significance of dop 
in the early stages of the epic tradition, which explains Apollo’s title 
Xpwdcop: this god is usually perceived as wielding a silver bow 
(apyupoTO^og), but his weapon may have become golden in this epithet for 
metrical convenience in the reverse process to that which made the gold- 
plated studs uncovered by archaeology the silver studs of the epic 
^t0og / pdoyavov dpyupopLov.
82 “Problemes de philologie mycenienne”, Minos 19, 1985, 154
83 Cf. the T Scholiast on S 385: ’ApKaSeg Kai AlrcoXoi rc&v ojcXov dop KaXowtv.
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Helmets
Homer uses several terms to denote a warrior’s headgear, the 
commonest of which, Kopug, is attested in Mycenaean, so was obviously a 
word of common currency in the spoken language contemporary with the 
extant tablets; however, at some stage between the Mycenaean Age and the 
Classical Age, this word was replaced in common usage by Kpdvog, 
becoming a poetic relic. The presence of this common Mycenaean noun in 
Homer does not indicate that it indisputably entered epic in the Mycenaean 
Age, as there is no evidence to suggest when it may have disappeared from 
spoken Greek. Yet there is good reason to believe that helmets, like other 
pieces of military equipment, provided some of the material of Mycenaean 
epic. Also apparently ancient, although without Mycenaean attestation, is 
Tpu0dkeia, a compound of the zero-grade of *qwtr- (*qw- is lost in
composition), and <j)dA,og, a noun denoting part of a helmet; the element 
xpn- has no other attestation in known Greek, and for this reason alone the 
compound seems ancient.84 Tpx)0dXeia appears to be the feminine of an 
adjective in ~T]g; when it is used with auXomig (N 530, n 795)85 it is
84 Durante, Sulla preistoria della tradizione poetica greca, 73
85 The Homeric adjective seems to indicate that the helmet had a tube for carrying a plume. 
Tire basic meaning of anXog is “tube”; in the Mycenaean texts it is used in connexion with 
chariots, apparently indicating part of a chariot pole (Plath, Der Slreitwagen und seine 
Teile, 406). Certainly the fact that cxijXcbjrtg occurs only with Tpix{)&A,eia suggests that it is 
of considerable antiquity.
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uncertain whether it is used as a substantive or as an adjective. Chantraine86 
takes it as a substantive on the basis of its other Homeric attestations
(T 376, K 76, 2 458, etc.), but it is probably best understood as a 
substantivized adjective (cf. *iKKwCa foxd, p. 248), and Bechtel,87 
comparing T 380-1, xpu0dX,£iav d£Lpag...ppiappv and X 314-5, 
(c6puQi...TETpa4)dX(p, correctly concluded that xpix^dkEia is equivalent to 
KOpug xexpd<|xxXog, “helmet with four <J)dkoi”. 0dXoi appear to be horns 
or other projections from the helmet, but there is an element of confusion 
with <j)dkapov (plural at TI 106, a hapax in Homer), “metal plate”. The 
adjective XEXpa^dkppov (E 743, A 41) is not equivalent to xpixj>dXEta.88
At A 424, the denominative verb fcopdaoexai is used in a simile 
referring to a wave; this is a recent and innovative use of a verb which 
apparently belongs to ancient epic stock. It would seem that the basic 
meaning of Kopuooopat <*KOpu0-yopat is “arm (oneself) with a helmet”, 
but in many Homeric examples this meaning has been superseded. In the 
simile at A 422 ff., KopwoEXCXi seems to be synonymous with Kopu^omai. 
The fundamental meaning of Kopdoaofxai is unequivocally required in 
none of its Homeric occurrences, although it is possible that the original 
sense can be detected in KOpucoEXO vcbpojxi xakKtp at H 206 (of Aias) and 
n 130 (of Patroclus), vcopoju xa^K(P is itself of ancient appearance: the 
fact that bronze, not iron, is the metal used for weapons in Homer is not in
DELG, 1141-
87 Lexilogus zn Homer, 319
88 Lorimer, Homer and the Monuments, 242
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itself evidence that such phrases date from the Bronze Age, as memories 
may have persisted for a considerable time that bronze was previously the 
material from which such items were made. However, the fact that yakicd) 
occurs in a formulaic phrase in habitual verse-end position accompanied by 
the obscure epithet vcbpoTti89 suggests that this is a very old phrase.
The perfect participle of Koptiaaopai, KEKopuOpevog (-a, -oi, 
-ov), occurs 11 times in Homer, always after the penthemimeral caesura., 
and most often appears in the masculine singular in the formulaic verse Pp 
de did Jipopdxcov, Ket<opu0pevog aWojci x°^K(P (7 times II.). 
Keicop-uOpdvog itself is shown by the sequence -0p- not to belong to the 
spoken language contemporary with the Iliad poet. In 1st millennium Greek, 
dental stops are retained before nasals (e.g. dialog) except when the final 
dental of a verb stem is replaced by -a- before a suffix with initial p-, e.g 
jiejtwpcxi for *Jteji:D0pai, Jtejreiopdvog for *Jtejtei0pevog. Dental stops 
are retained intact in this position in Mycenaean, c.f. pe-pi-te-me-no-jo = 
*<3>£(j>i0pevoio (genitive of a personal name, TH Ug l).90 Keicopu0pevog,
89 Hesychius glosses vtbpoip- Xapjipog, o^udcovog, Ivtixos, rj bit ifiv dipiv aoQevfi 
jtOLEi. The word does not seem to have been understood in antiquity (it is already 
unproductive in Homer), but Xaparpog seems to have been accepted as a vague synonym.
90 Ruijgh, Etudes, 47-8. A comparable change took place in the case of velar and labial 
stops in 1st millennium Greek. Velar stops are retained before nasals, e.g. dicpri, but the 
final velar of a verb stem is almost always replaced by -y- before suffixes which begin with 
p-, thus pepopuyp£vo.i;; but cf. the varia lectio pepopuxpeva at v 435, which may be 
preferable depending on the antiquity within epic of the verb poptiaoa) <*popijx->'«), 
which has cultic connexions with Dionysus.
I
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however, was not affected by this change. Like all non-artificial components 
of epic language, the verb *Kop'uaom <*KOpu0-yco could have entered epic 
only when it was a part of the living language, and the fact that its primary 
meaning can be detected in only an exiguous number of its occurrences 
suggests that, by the date of composition of the Iliad, the verb had been 
confined to epic for a long time. There are three reasons to suspect that the 
participle KEicopuOpevog entered epic language in the Mycenaean Age: 
mpuq (and its denominative verb *KOpwace>) are obsolete in 1st 
millennium non-epic Greek, while the Mycenaean evidence shows that the 
noun was a familiar part of contemporary speech; the sequence -Op- is not 
tolerated in normal usage of the 1st millennium; KEKopuOpsvog forms a P2 
sequence with ctiOojii. xakiccb, whose adjective, also used as an attribute of 
wine, appears only in the dative (instrumental) and accusative in the 5th 
foot, except at A 775; it has no known derivatives and thus was restricted at 
an early stage to a couple of fixed phrases. By itself none of these 
arguments is conclusive, as there is no evidence concerning the date at 
which Kopug and its denominative verb, or the sequence -Op- in the perfect 
participle passive, became obsolete in everyday language, but taken together 
they provide convincing grounds for believing that the formula in question 
is an epic survival from the Mycenaean Age. This formula is almost 
certainly the oldest known epic use of KEKop'uOpdvog; it is used 
metaphorically in the phrase bofipe bfrco KEKopuGpeva /aXicth 
(T 18, A 43), where the neuter plural participle qualifying a dual suggests 
late composition.
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Chariots and Horses
The Pylos and Knossos tablets indicate the presence of large 
numbers of chariots at these sites, and Homer refers repeatedly to chariots in 
battle and in the Odyssey as Telemachus’ means of conveyance from Pylos 
to Sparta. Not only do the Linear B tablets provide evidence for chariots; 
there are also pictorial representations of chariots in Mycenaean art. It 
would therefore be reasonable to expect that some at least of the Homeric 
chariot formulae are of Mycenaean vintage.
In order to ascertain which Homeric chariot formulae belong to the 
Mycenaean Age, it is essential to determine: 1) how chariots were used in 
the Bronze Age; 2) what terms Mycenaeans used for chariots. In connexion 
with the first question, it has been claimed that Homeric descriptions of the 
chariot used as a “taxi service” to convey elite warriors to and from the 
battle-field, the armed warrior dismounting to fight while the driver remains 
in the chariot and keeps the horses in readiness behind the front, represents a 
garbled memory of actual Mycenaean practice.91 Such a use for chariots in 
the Mycenaean Age, as well as a means of conveying the wounded to safety, 
is not implausible. The general rule in Mycenaean times seems to have been 
to arrive by chariot and dismount, reflected in the old formula ljcjicov
* 91 E.g. Kirk, Homer and the Oral- Tradition, 37: “Hie odd conception of the use of chariots 
that permeates the Iliad.. .may represent a Dark Age perversion of a Mycenaean 
tradition. op.cit., 66: “misunderstanding of.. .the use of chariots in war.”
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and to fight on foot.92 From this period may also date 
OTtiofie [xaxfiG fiSe jteoX^oio (N 536, 3 430), of horses waiting with 
their driver behind the lines; this describes Mycenaean practice in language 
which scans perfectly in both its Ionic and Mycenaean forms. In fact, there 
is every reason to believe that the Homeric use of chariots is in general an 
accurate representation of their use in Mycenaean times. While chariot 
scenes in Mycenaean art depict warriors travelling by chariot carrying 
shields and spears, the equipment which Homer tells us they used while 
fighting on foot, and battle-scenes depict warriors fighting on foot, nowhere 
have Mycenaean artists left representations of chariot-borne fighting. Nor is 
there any indication from Homer or archaeology that the chariots or horses 
were armoured, thus it appears that they were kept out of range of the 
fighting.93 The chariot seems to have survived the break-up of the 
Mycenaean palace-system and the Dark Ages, and presumably retained its 
social prestige while there were still some people able to afford the upkeep 
of horses.94 Thus chariots may have continued in military use in Greece 
throughout the Dark Ages, although the conditions no longer existed for 
dozens or even hundreds of chariots to be kept in the same place. By the 7th 
century, the likely date for the composition of the Iliad, hoplite tactics were 
the norm, and those who owned a horse rode to battle, but fought on foot. 
Chariots were, however, still used for processions and racing, which was an 
Olympic event.
92 J. Latacz, Kampfparanese, Kampfdarstellung und Kampfwirklichkeit in der Ilias, bei 
Kallinos und Tyrtaios, 1977, 217, note 116
93 J. Crouwel, Chariots and other means of land transport in Bronze Age Greece, 1981,127
94 J. Crouwel, “Chariots in Early Iron Age Greece and in Homer”, Homeric Questions, 309
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Thus chariot formulae in Homer may have been created at any time 
from the Mycenaean Age onwards. Homer uses four terms to denote 
“chariot”: ap(ia(ia), o/ea, 61<j>pog and ljcjiol /-co. From the evidence of 
the Linear B texts and Mycenaean art, as well as the many chariot references 
in the Iliad, one might expect that there would be a considerable amount of 
convergence in this respect between Mycenaean and epic terminology. Yet 
of the four Homeric chariot terms, not one is found in the Mycenaean texts 
in the sense “chariot”; to denote a chariot, Mycenaean uses either the 
feminine substantive wo-ka = *fox& (favoured at Pylos) or an apparently 
substantivized adjective, i-qi-ja = *tKKwCa (preferred at Knossos). The latter 
is an adjective in form, with the common ending -tog which by the end of 
the Mycenaean Age seems to have been used only to create adjectives based 
on personal names, and the use of this adjective as a substantive in 
Mycenaean is likely to result from an expression such as f oyd.
“horse-drawn chariot”.95 Yet although *iKXwta is a commonly used noun in 
the Mycenaean texts, and presumably was in common use in the spoken 
language at Knossos, and perhaps elsewhere, it never appears in Homer, 
where according to the normal post-Mycenaean phonological changes one 
would expect The reason for the absence of such a word is simple:
<*tiCKwia forms a cretic and is thus inadmissible in the dactylic 
hexameter. Therefore, as chariots seem always to have been pulled by pairs 
of horses, it is likely that the Mycenaean bards substituted for this metrically 
inconvenient form the dual *lick:wco, or in the genitive the plural *Tkk;wcov,
95 Ruijgh, ‘Taits linguistiques et donnees extemes relatifs aux chars et aux roues”, 
Colloquium Mycenaeaum, 213
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which in general would have been metrically more suitable than the dual 
*iKicwOLtv. Formulaic usage of ijtjioi indicates that this synecdoche is 
ancient: ctcj)’ ijitecov S.Xto xap,at,e (II 733, 755)96 appears ancient also 
because of the fossilized verb-form SXto, an athematic middle of a type 
which, if not obsolete in the spoken language contemporary with the 
Mycenaean tablets, was at any rate almost certainly no longer productive. 
The verb as it appears in our texts of Homer has Ionic psilosis, representing 
unaugmented */?dX,TO (cf. dkXo[iai, Latin salirey, the spiritus asper was not 
restored when the text of Homer was redacted by Attic-speaking scribes
because this verb-form was unknown in their own vernacular. The 
accentuation in the text is analogous with aorists such as d)pTO, which 
includes the temporal augment. The first syllable of *MXto was long in any 
case, followed by the consonant sequence -Xt-; *e/zciXto would have been 
unmetrical in this formula. A further reason for considering this formula to 
be ancient is xajxd^E, cf. x^M-OtC, the only remaining form of a noun which is 
otherwise unattested in 1st millennium Greek. This noun may be attested in 
Mycenaean as ka-ma (PY An 724, KN L 520, etc.), apparently denoting a 
type of land-holding,97 and probably representing *x^M-aibj a neuter noun 
whose locative is *xdp.a/?t <*xdpaoi; xaM-a^ tnay have oxytone 
accentuation by analogy with Kaxat, a doublet of koctA. xap-a£,£ will thus 
represent the noun *xd|ias suffixed with allative -6e.98
96 kxxO’ iJiJtwv at E 111, obviating hiatus after Se; ijcjttov at Q 469, where a long 
syllable is required after the penthemimeral caesura.
97 Documents, 261
98 Ruijgh, Compte Rendu: Chantraine, DELG, Lingua 28, 1971, 166
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Despite the apparently very early substitution of *ikkw(O /oi in the 
sense “chariot” for *LKKw(a, there is one Homeric epithet which contains 
this name for the chariot, namely LTCJttoxdpjXTig, which has two occurrences 
in Homer: Tpcotkov tjucioxdtpp/iff (Q 257) and ’Af.iuOdovd 0’ 
iJEJtioxdpfxqv (A. 259), both at verse-end, where the epithet conveniently 
fills the adonic segment. The a-stem substantivized adjective might
have been expected to give the unmetrical *lrartTixdpp,T|g (cf. afibijeaaa, 
based on the a-stem noun anbq < afrba), and to obviate this metrical 
difficulty an o-stem was substituted for the first element of the compound 
(cf. nkr) but fiAox6p,og, ff* 114, 123).
The second element of this compound, X^PP-fi? is obviously 
archaic, confined to Homer except for one Pindaric attestation, two in 
Lycophron, and one in the Pseudo-Phocylidea\ in Homer it is almost always 
located at verse-end, except at N 82 and H 285, and is regularly used with 
certain verbs, notably kqGeoOaL and |xvf]oao0ai, usually in the aorist. Thus 
it is clearly of considerable antiquity within epic. The same element is also 
to be found in the compound p,evex<xp|XT]q (6 times //., not in the Odyssey), 
which is of identical structure to, but of differing metrical value from the 
epithet pieveitTokep-og. As these two epithets are used in a similar way, in 
name + epithet combinations at verse-end, it is reasonable to infer with 
Marina Benedetti" that they are of similar meaning, and thus that X^PPfi is 
a synonym of Jt(T)oAep,oq. Both epithets are likely to be of equal antiquity, 
fulfilling different metrical requirements, and are likely to have been part of
99 “Il composto omerico tjuttoxapgrig”, RAL 34, 1979, 169-85
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the epic vocabulary in the Mycenaean Age. yappr], although usually 
understood as “joy”, will thus be another of the terms belonging to the 
semantic field meaning “war, fighting” (cf. 6ai, fiapXvi), and may already 
have been obsolete in spoken Greek by the end of the Mycenaean Age. It 
was later reinterpreted as signifying “joy in battle” because of its 
resemblance to yatpa), but this is likely to be a secondary development, 
probably within epic language, and the primary sense is probably “combat”, 
as in JTpOKakeaaaTO xdpp,p (H 218) with the old dative of purpose?00 If 
the second element of lratLoxdppj|g were indeed to be associated with the 
root of xa(po), the compound would signify “who rejoices in the chariot”. 
An interpretation as “combat”, however, seems more plausible than the 
conventional one in view of the phrase JtpOKakeacmo x^PM-fi, where the 
noun clearly denotes “combat”, thus the epithet means “chariol(-bome) 
fighter”. In addition to its two Homeric appearances, it occurs three times in 
the pseudo-Hesiodic Catalogue of Women-.
Fr. 7.2 file Sfito MdyvpTa Mafcpdova 0’ Iraxioxdppiv
Fr. 9.2 Arnpog te EouOog te Kat Ai'okog ljutiox<xppic;
Fr. 205.1 ...tekev Ataicdv ijuttoxapp/nv
All three are passages of very traditional appearance, similar to the 
Odyssey verse, part of the Nekyia, in which Ijuttoxdpp.'qg is found. This 
does not indicate that the “Hesiodic” passages are based on the Nekyia
100 Hoekstra, “A Note on the Dative of Purpose in Greek”, Mnemosyne 15, 1962, 15-23
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passage or vice versa, but that tjrnxoxapirng traditionally formed part of 
genealogical lists of this type.
InntoxapiXTig seems very likely to be a creation of Mycenaean 
date, as it denotes a Mycenaean phenomenon, a warrior who used a chariot 
in battle, whether or not he actually fought from it, and contains one of the 
Mycenaean names for a chariot as well as a noun apparently belonging to 
the same semantic field as Ji(T)dXepog which is unknown in 1st millennium 
prose. Also to be dated to the Mycenaean Age is the use of 
iJt3ioi/-co, Iraxcov and possibly tjutotiv where the translation “horses” 
makes no sense. Although Mycenaean chariots were pulled by pairs of 
horses,101 the genitive plural *iKtcwcov would have been used for metrical 
convenience instead of the dual *iiacwoiTv (cf. Arcadian ijueoidv) in 
ancient formulae such as a<})’ iratrnv / cboe xctjid^e. Yet in many 
Homeric examples, Tjcjcol cannot possibly have the sense “chariot”, and 
when accompanied by the epithets depoi^iodeg, tcakkiTpixeg and 
(UKWodeg, must have its primary meaning, “horses”. It appears that poets 
of the later stages of the tradition did not use ijtjtol to denote “chariot”; this 
sense appears only in old formulae or modifications thereof. That ijtjtol is 
to be included among epic chariot terms is shown by the context of 
corresponding passages, where frequently this substantive is
•01 J. Crouwel, “Chariots in Early Iron Age Greece and In Homer”, 31-1. The four-horse 
chariot in Nestor’s account of the raid on Elis is therefore a recent cultural element in a
passage which is also linguistically recent.
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interchangeable with other “chariot” words.102 Thus in Q, Priam’s two­
wheeled chariot is called (322, 701), appa (440) and foutoi (469).
One of the Mycenaean chariot terms known from the Linear B 
texts, i-qi-ja, thus has representation in Homer, albeit indirect. The other 
Mycenaean “chariot” word, wo-ka = *poxa, a feminine substantive, 
presents problems as far as epic usage is concerned. The expected 
*oxn <*fox& never appears in epic, but from the same root there is a 
neuter plural oxea, apparently based on an s-stem neuter, *poxog, -e/?og. 
Traditionally, oxea is explained as a creation of epic language.103 The fact 
that neuters in -og derived from verbal roots usually have e-grade in the 
stem (cf. (p)ejtog) has led C.J. Ruijgh to propose that the substitution of 
*poxe(/z)a, plural of an unattested neuter *(f)oxog, for *pexe(/z)a104 may 
have been due to the influence of Mycenaean wo-ka.105 Yet it is not certain 
what kind of vehicle *f £X°S may have denoted, and it is not impossible that 
it was a non-heroic, therefore non-epic type of vehicle such as a cart or 
wagon. Therefore it is more probable that *foxecov, artificial heteroclitic 
genitive plural, was used in epic as the genitive plural of *foxa by analogy 
with the s-stem neuter *f £X°S for metrical reasons, changing gender late in 
the tradition, presumably when *6xfl was no longer in use in Ionic.
102 Robert Plath, Der Slreitwagen und seine Teile, 1994, 287
103 E.g, Risch, Wortbildung, 77 • •
104 Hesychius glosses ex^o^iv oppiaoLV
105 “Chars et roues”, 213; “D’Homdre aux origines protomyceniennes”, 60, note 216
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O. Panagl106 attempts to connect Homeric 6/ea with Mycenaean 
wo-ka, arguing that the genitive oxetov cannot be unambiguously classified, 
and either could belong to an s-stem neuter, or otherwise be the Ionic 
version of the genitive plural of a feminine a-stem, viz. *poxd(/z)<nv > 
*6xfjU)V > oyecov, thus it would have appeared only after antevocalic 
shortening had taken place in Ionic, and the rest of the epic paradigm 
(accusative oyea, dative oyeeooi, instrumental dyecxjx) would have been 
based on the genitive plural. Yet this is scarcely convincing: an analogy can 
be made with the “recent” case-forms of vaftg based on the stem ve-, which 
presupposes antevocalic shortening. By far the majority of Homeric ship 
formulae have a form of vaftg based on the early Ionic stem vrj-, 
representing Common Greek *vap-, and the few containing ve- are found in
passages which can also be considered late for other reasons, e.g. vecov mio 
Kai Kktaidcav (B 91, 208, 464, A 803, 3 146, etc.), veeg eoTiyomvio 
(B 516, 602, 680, 733). Had oyecov been a recent form, it may have been 
resisted by poets, and might be expected to have little formulaic 
representation, but in fact it is found 27 times in the Iliad before the 
penthemimeral caesura, and it is scarcely likely that so traditional a medium 
as epic would have adopted a genitive plural which became available only 
after antevocalic shortening was a fait accompli, then created a paradigm 
based on it. Therefore the traditional explanation is more convincing: unless 
it is from an obsolete neuter oyog, not likely in view of Mycenaean wo- 
ka, (f)dyea must be a creation of epic language, and the fact that only the
106 “Ein lautlicher verkappter Mykenismus”, Serta Indogermanica, J. Tischler (ed.),1982,
251-7
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plural appears is presumably due to the influence of (e.g.) TEtJ/ea, evxecx, 
evapa. Furthermore, o/Ea has more formulaic connexions than its 
synonyms 6i(f)pog and apfia(xa). For example, afixiKXX 6’ e§ o/emv (<*ek 
fox£(/z)oov), fjptJtE 6’ 6xecov, Xhoag / kfroaa’ e^ 6xecov all appear 
ancient, with dx£O)V before the penthemimeral caesura. (f)dxECOV is the 
earliest case-form of this noun used in epic: in none of the occurrences of 
the other forms, oxecx, oxeecfoi, oxeocj)i, is digamma observed (although 
2 224, atp oxecx xpoitEOV is ambiguous as regards digamma).
Of the three synonyms for “chariot”, oxecx, 6i0pog and Lrcrcoi /-co, 
it is impossible to claim that one has a longer history in epic than the others, 
and there is every possibility that all are of equal antiquity and were used to 
fulfil varying metrical requirements: (p)6xecov was used when a genitive 
plural was required before the penthemimeral caesura (the other case-forms 
were not admitted until after digamma had disappeared in Ionic), iJtJtoi /-co 
as a substitute for the unmetrical *iKKwia; 6icJ)pog, although lacking 
distinctive noun + epithet combinations, appears 9 times in the archaic 
genitive singular bicjjpoio before the trochaic caesura, suggesting some 
degree of antiquity.107 Although not found in Mycenaean, 6tcJ)pog is of 
ancient formation: its first element 6i- from the cardinal dfio (cf. Sanskrit 
dva, Latin duo) already appears in composition in the parent language as 
*dwi-, cf. Sanskrit dv i-pad-, Latin bipes, Greek dfjto'ug, while the
107 Lack of distinctive word combinations does not exclude the possibility that a word is 
ancient within epic; the archaic reduplicated aorist ejre^ve, for example, regularly occurs at 
the trochaic caesura without forming part of a distinctive word-group.
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thematically extended second element -<pp-o- contains the zero-grade of the 
root of 0e,pco.1()s Thus it appears to refer to the cab, which, as Mycenaean 
pictorial evidence confirms, carried two people. It is a characteristic of epic 
in the later stages of the tradition that there exist doublets which fulfil 
varying metrical requirements. This seems also to have been a characteristic 
of epic in the 2nd millennium. Therefore alternative chariot-terms dating 
from the Mycenaean Age are entirely in keeping with epic practice of using 
synonyms, which may not be very precise, to fulfil different metrical needs.
The remaining Homeric term denoting a chariot, appa(xa), is more 
problematic. Both the singular and plural are well attested in Homer, with 
no difference in sense, but have few formulaic connexions, 
appara JtoticUa occurs 3 times (E 239, N 537, S 431), and another 3 
times in the formula apporta JtoticfXa xo^kQ (A 226, K 322, 393), but 
the adjective jroiKiXog is not exclusive to dppara. In the singular, appa is 
attested in Mycenaean in the form a-mo ~ *appo, denoting a wheel, and 
specifically a wheel with spokes. The extension of this old name for a wheel 
to signify the entire vehicle is easy to understand; one might have expected 
the dual *appaT£, but Ionic had already lost the dual by the date of 
composition of the Homeric epics. As the dual is never found, it is unlikely 
that it was ever used in this sense: had *appai£ genuinely been an old epic 
form, bards may have retained it for its antique air. The singular appa is 
found 21 times in Homer and the plural appaxa 46 times, of which only six *
108 Chantraine observed {DELG 288, s.v. 6t0pog) that “le vocalisme zero du second terme 
est singulier et doit etre un archaisme”.
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are shown by the context to refer to more than one chariot 
(B 777, Il 371, 507, 2 244, W 8, 368). Metrical considerations very 
often dictate whether singular or plural should be used: in the genitive case 
only the singular dppxxTog (4 times) can be used, the plural appxxTmv 
forming an unmetrical cretic. Therefore app-crta is a poetic plural used for 
metrical convenience.109 The fact that the Homeric sense of dpuo.(Ta) 
differs from that found in Mycenaean suggests that it was a recent term for 
“chariot”. Chariots seem no longer to have been in military use in the 7th 
century, the probable date of composition of the Homeric poems, but 
chariot-racing was still practised (it was an Olympic sport), and expressions 
based on otppxx are found in Classical prose authors in this connexion, e.g. 
appxxxa Tpe4>etv, Xenophon Hiero 11.5; apixaxetog 6C({)pog, Xenophon 
Cyr. 6.4,9; apiiaTqXaxem, Herodotus 5.9; dpfiaT'qA.dT'ng, Xenophon 
Symposium 2.27.
The name of the horse in the dual or plural, ijtteco /-ol is clearly 
ancient within epic as a synecdoche for the chariot and its team, and in the 
singular as part of the epithet ljutioxdpirns which denoted a warrior who 
had a war chariot at his disposal, iratoi also belongs to some old formulae 
in its primary sense “horses”, unsurprisingly, as these creatures are depicted 
drawing chariots in Mycenaean art and are referred to in the Mycenaean 
texts. One such ancient formula is eye pxbvuxcts iJCTtoug (8 times II. at 
verse-end), in which exe is the imperfect of the obsolete verb *f£xn>. The
109 The use of poetic plurals for metrical reasons was scarcely a new phenomenon, cf. 
ancient formulae such as Jioipeva Xatov.
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epithet (ichv'uxag is conventionally understood as “single-hoofed”(i.e. 
having neither toes nor cloven hooves), consisting of *op- (cf. otfxa, zero- 
grade corresponding to semel, etc.) and ovu^ with initial o- lengthened in 
composition. However, as the final -e of (f)£X£ is invariably scanned short,
one must conclude that, if the conventional etymology is correct, this epithet 
entered epic after the sequence *op- >*h\k had lost the prosodical effect of 
a double consonant. Page may have been correct to claim that the epithet is 
“among the incomprehensibles, bearing an illusory resemblance to 
the...roots of semel and ovu^”.110 This formula stands a high chance of 
belonging to Mycenaean epic in view of its obsolete verb exe and obscure
epithet pcovuxag, of solely epic usage. This epithet appears 8 times in the 
Iliad in the nominative plural, but its earliest usage is likely to be in the 
accusative in the above formula: not only does this form a P2 hemistich, but 
all other verbs which are substituted for (p)exe are either commonly used in
1st millennium Greek, e.g. eXabvei 0P 536), Ecrcpecpe (P 699) or are 
familiar from other epic usages, e.g. 'ijpUKXXKE (E 321).
The Trojans are frequently called tjutobajiot, and this is confirmed 
by the evidence of archaeology: the plain of Troy was an ideal location for 
the raising of horses, and enormous quantities of horse-bones have been 
found in the Troad, dating from the 2nd millennium B.C..111 As there is 
archaeological evidence for contact between Mycenaeans and Anatolians, it 
is not unlikely that name + epithet combinations such as
110 HHI, 295
111 Lorimer, Homer and the Monuments, 307
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Tpcbcov iJiJioSApcov, a P2 hemistich, date from the Mycenaean Age. At 
E 102, the Trojans are KEVTopeg itdtcov, but this phrase seems to have been 
extracted from KadpeToi KEViopEg tjutcov (A 391). The latter looks like 
an old formula, completing the verse from the penthemimeral caesura, and 
has a very strong likelihood of belonging to Mycenaean epic in the form 
*Ka5p,etoi KEViopEg ikxwcov, which in early accounts of the siege of 
Thebes may have provided the P2 alternant of the T2 hemistich 
08peooaKeag KaSfieloug < *0EpETpaiC£/zag KaSpriovg (Aspis 13); both
of these formulae scan equally well in the nominative and accusative cases. 
The territory in which Thebes is situated appears to have borne the name 
Cadmeis in the Bronze age; according to Thucydides,112 after the Trojan 
War Boeotians invaded the land formerly known as Cadmeis.
Conclusions
The thematic content of epic verse changed little in the half- 
millennium or so between the end of the Mycenaean Age and the 
composition of the Homeric poems. This is not surprising: people continued 
to want to listen to songs about traditional themes such as war, heroic 
exploits, divine interventions, maritime adventures, and in particular after 
the migrations the link with the mainland and past glories would have been 
especially valued. As earlier chapters have shown, epic language was never
112
1.12:Boio)to( ...ttjv vOv gev Bokoticcv, jiporepov Se KaSgijiSa YTyv &Kiaav
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static, but became more flexible as it incorporated new developments in the 
spoken dialects with which it was in contact. This allowed modification of 
ancient formulae: for example, loss of digamma allowed *foxecov to be
used in different combinations and case-forms; the “recent” 2nd declension 
genitive singular -ou permitted the declension into the genitive case of 
words which traditionally had appeared at verse-end in the accusative 
singular, e.g. 5i(j)pov 16C0pou New formulae were created which 
pertained to traditional epic themes: Zr]vdg...Epiyboujioio (M 235) 
incorporating the new stem of Zeng and a traditional epithet, was based on 
eptybowLog Tcooig'Tlprig (4 times 77., 3 times <9r/.).The traditional epic 
vocabulary was used in new ways as developments in the vernacular made it 
more flexible. For example, Nqkeug l^eokev Oeocjuv [irjoTCop 
cxTc'xXavTog (y 409)113 refers to traditional themes: the father of a major hero 
(genealogies of heroes are very significant in epic) is likened to the gods - 
with traditional language (pjoTCOp diakavTOg). Several factors, however, 
betray the late composition of this verse: the name of Nestor’s father, 
N'qke'bg, never occurred in pre-migration epic, but is a reinterpretation of 
*Ne/zeka^og based on the patronymic formations *Ne/zek&f tog > NpAjpog 
and *NeAeA,apiddag > NqkTfidbTig; the iterative verb i^eokev and the two 
occurrences of ephelcystic v making position (L^eoicev and 0e64>iv) are late 
additions to the epic repertoire; and 0e6<j)i/v is a false archaism, using the 
original 1st and 3rd declension instrumental plural ending, -01, in an
113 The second hemistich is already an established formula, appearing in the Iliad at 
H 366, S 318, P 477 and in the Odyssey at y 110.
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inventive way as the equivalent of a dative plural, whose Mycenaean form, 
*0e/zoiM (like Ionic OeoToi) would be unmetrical here.
In some passages of Homer, vocabulary is used which is of a non­
traditional nature: in particular this is true of the extended similes, which 
relate elements of traditional epic material to familiar scenes from everyday 
life. Everything in Homer has, however, a basis in tradition: extended 
similes represent a development of the traditional short comparison such as 
0eog mg, dpviOeg mg, whose prosody suggests that they have their origins 
at a time when postpositive mg <*Ofmg was still distinct from mg <*ymg,
which is not postpositive; the loss of digamma meant that the two were 
subsequently confused.
In addition to the extended similes, Homeric material differs from 
epic tradition in emotionally charged passages such as Z 392-502 and Q, 
but even here traditional epic themes are clearly discernible, e.g. genealogy, 
fighting, and in Q the theme of hospitality, which is developed to a greater 
extent in the Odyssey. The genius of the Iliad poet is seldom more evident 
than in these passages, where he has created enormous emotional effect 
while using vocabulary and formulae largely drawn from the traditional 
stock, e.g. Aidg 011716x010 (Z 420), KaxeTce(j)ve JioSapKqg 8Tog ’ A/ikkefig 
(Z 423), Aiavre from (Z 436), e^ iTiJimv akro xa(ia^e (Q 469), etc.; at 
Z 416, 0q(3T|V frtpLJiukov refers to Andromache’s hometown of Thebe 
in the Troad, but this may be a formula from the ancient mainland Theban 
cycle, containing a notable archaism in the singular of the toponym,
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comparable to JroXuxpbaoLO MuKTjvpg (H 180, A 46). Despite the 
presence of these traditional phrases, the two passages betray their late 
composition with a series of iterative verb forms, e.g. 
dpiOTS'ueoice (Z 460), I'^eOKE 472), and irresoluble vowel contractions 
e.g. ’IXtou T<J)t cxvaaaeiv (Z 478), drab Qpovou cbpro (Q 515), Oeoetdea 
with synizesis at verse-end (Q 483).
For all the Homeric themes here discussed, there exist formulae 
which can be traced back to the Mycenaean Age, either because their 
prosody indicates that they were created at a time when the Greek language 
was at an earlier stage than that indicated by the Linear B texts (e.g. 
aarclSog dp(J)LppOTpg), or because they contain a morphological feature 
which was obsolete by this time (e.g. aiOorct yakicm, with a “short dative”, 
i.e. archaic instrumental, ending), or because they recall in obscure or 
outmoded language conditions which are unlikely to have prevailed after the 
end of the Mycenaean Age (e.g. LJTJrtoxdpp,rjg). Another indicator of a very 
old formula is the inclusion of vocabulary which is known only from epic 
and its imitators, although in this case it is more difficult to ascribe a 
formula to the Mycenaean Age because there is no indication of the date at 
which any particular lexical item may have been lost from the spoken 
language, and because the vocabulary of the Linear B texts is limited; 
therefore we cannot tell if Mycenaeans said ^fprp/pTvi, *vcbpotp or
Tpu0dLeia. It is also a reasonable assumption that other themes not 
considered here likewise have associated formulae which can be assigned to 
the Mycenaean Age or earlier, e.g. Kara KXiopoug te Opovoug xe (a
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formula which is likely already to have contained a prosodical anomaly by 
the end of the Mycenaean Age, v. p. 109), eg p daapXvOcmg pdvxeg, which 
are related to the themes of feasting and hospitality, subjects which are of 
considerable significance in the Odyssey.
As the epic tradition matured, poets generally did not introduce 
new themes, but embellished traditional themes by incorporating new 
cultural elements, for example [BaoiXfjeg, who became individuals of high 
status after *fdvaKTeg had disappeared, at least in the secular domain. The 
traditional themes of epic were embellished in the same way as the 
traditional epic language was embellished by the incorporation of elements 
of the contemporary speech with which its practitioners came into contact. 
By the time of the Iliad and Odyssey poets, the Mycenaean bards may have 
had some difficulty in recognizing their art-form, but it had not changed 
beyond all recognition: the principal characters were still there, frequently 
with name + epithet formulae which had been inherited from the Mycenaean 
Age, taking pride in their ancestry, participating in the same types of 
adventure, namely fighting, charioteering, seafaring, and relaxing by 
feasting and imbibing wine, all of which themes still had related formulae in 
language which had been preserved since the 2nd millennium.
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Chapter Four
Homer and other Early Epic
In chapter 1, I postulated that, at the end of the Bronze Age, the 
epic dialect was a “literary” language of East Greek type, which was not 
region-specific, but could incorporate as metrically required elements from 
the vernacular dialects with which its practitioners came into contact, with 
the proviso that these were not of such limited extension that their use would 
connect epic to a narrowly defined geographical area (it was also important 
that any new elements adopted by epic should be comprehensible to 
audiences wherever epic was performed). Archaeology indicates that there 
was a high degree of homogeneity in material culture throughout the areas 
where Mycenaeans had penetrated at this time, and it would thus not be
unreasonable to assume that elements of culture which do not leave traces in
the archaeological record, such as music and poetry, were of the same type 
wherever this culture prevailed. Furthermore, as previously discussed, the 
major traits which distinguish the dialects of the 1st millennium had not 
developed at this time. Therefore it seems reasonable to assume that epic was 
performed throughout most of mainland Greece in a dialect which was 
understood everywhere, although in certain respects, particularly the 
retention of archaisms and the use of doublets for metrical convenience, it 
differed from the contemporary spoken dialects. The branch of the epic 
tradition which ultimately produced the Homeric poems is that whose 
practitioners were active in an area of proto-Ionic speech at the end of the 
Bronze Age. However, this does not signify that the epic art was confined to
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this part of Greece. As material culture was largely homogeneous throughout 
Mycenaean Greece, so it would be unjustifiable to assume that Attica or the 
proto-Ionic speaking region was the only part of Greece in which epic was 
performed at the end of the Mycenaean Age, and it is not unreasonable to 
expect that, wherever Mycenaean culture flourished, epic verse was 
performed.
Although the language of the Homeric poems is a form of Ionic, 
the Ionic elements (e.g. /e/ for /a/, neglect of digamma, vowel contractions) 
can in many cases be removed without affecting the scansion; indeed, the 
restoration of non-ionic, or, more accurately, archaic forms (e.g. 
uncontracted adjacent vowels, syllabic resonants) often improves the metre. 
This shows, as already discussed, that the most significant period in the 
development of epic language was in mainland Greece before the tum-of- 
the-millennium migrations to Asia Minor, after which epic language as 
witnessed by Homer participated in the choices and innovations of East 
Ionic. Since some of the Ionic elements in Homeric language (e.g. /e/ for 
/a/) are superficial and do not have a prosodical effect, or as in the case of 
neglected digamma do not affect ancient formulae but only modifications 
thereof, it is legitimate to argue that the epic language known from Homer is 
largely the creation of mainland poets who were active before the settlement 
in Ionia, and that it was carried across the Aegean by settlers.1 The relative 
proportions in Homer of the older genitives in -ao, -acov on the one hand 
' and the Ionic genitives ‘ -eco, -acov on the other, ' the former being
1 Pavese, Tradizioni e generi poetici della Grecia arcaica, 1972,16
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predominant, as well as the relative proportions for observed vs. neglected 
digamma, show how limited was the use of contemporary elements in epic 
diction, and how productive traditional elements continued to be.2 This is 
scarcely surprising: the restrictions of the dactylic hexameter preserved 
formulae already created, and with them the ancient morphemes with which 
they had been created. Thus the core of Homeric language, although the 
poems which have reached us under the name “Homer”3 have an Ionic 
veneer, belongs to the 2nd millennium mainland. This same poetic language 
created by 2nd millennium bards is the one which also continued to be used 
by mainland poets after the migrations. At the date of the migrations, those 
who carried with them the epic tradition and its distinctive language 
characterized by archaisms and metrically determined doublets no doubt 
already perceived this poetic language as a form of Ionic, since in the proto­
ionic speaking areas it would have participated in the choices and 
innovations which characterized the dialect with which bards were in daily
contact.
Although epic as we know it is represented by poetry in a dialect of 
Ionic type, it would, as mentioned, be wrong to assume that epic poetry at 
the end of the Mycenaean Age was restricted to the area of proto-ionic 
speech. Admittedly, as Athens was the only major site to resist destruction 
in the upheavals which took place at the end of the Bronze Age, and
2 Pavese, Tradizioni, 24
3 ‘Homer” is almost certainly not a personal name, but a secondary formation from 
'OgTjpibai, as Martin West has cogently argued in “The Invention of Homer”, CQ 49, 
1999, 364-82.
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according to legend held out against the Dorian invasion, it would have been 
an ideal location for the preservation of a traditional art-form which was the 
vehicle for tales remembered from better times: indeed, if Athens had 
experienced an influx of refugees,4 there is every probability that among 
such people were practitioners of the epic art, whose skills may at such a 
time have been greatly valued for keeping alive memories of past glories. 
Since Athens escaped the destructions at the end of the Bronze Age and her 
inhabitants boasted that they were “autochthonous”,5 one might legitimately 
expect to find in Attica a strong tradition of heroic poetry with its roots in 
the Mycenaean Age, but there is no literary evidence for such a tradition. 
There are hints, however, at Attic interest in epic, and the Molione (who 
have a very long history in epic, v. p.99) are probably depicted in Geometric 
vase-painting, as are Centaurs c.725 B.C.6 The earliest Attic inscription, c. 
725 B.C. on the Dipylon oinochoe, is a hexameter (to be discussed under 
Inscriptional Evidence, no. 7). It should not therefore be imagined that epic 
composition ceased in Attica with the departure of the Ionian settlers at the 
turn of the millennium. Athens appears to lack epic presumably because its 
local legends, e.g. those about Theseus7, are not connected with the major 
cycles of epic, Troy and Thebes, treated by epic. Epic composition probably
4 Cf. Webster, From Mycenae to Homer, 141.
5 Thucydides 1.2.5, if|V yobv ’ATTiKT)V...&v9pm;n;oi cdkouv ol amoi alef.
6 Webster, From Mycenae to Homer 174 -5; Molione, plates 25a & b; Centaurs, plate 26
7 The Megarian historian Hereas cites a fragment of hexameter poetry about Theseus:
........................ tov ev ebpvxoptp jtot’ ’A^lbvp
(Jiapvd|xevov 'EXevrig £vek;’ fji5»c6pioto
KLieivev. .. (Fr. Gr. Hist. 486, fr.2)
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continued, although is not represented in the literary record, and it is 
legitimate to assume that subjects of local interest were preserved in 
hexameter poetry whose language continued to develop pari passu with the 
Attic dialect. This is suggested by the inscription on the Dipylon oinochoe: 
the genitive plural 6pyT|OT(hv (< dpxTpiEcov < *6pxh^ha)v < 
*6pxp0T&cov) shows the results of quantitative metathesis and vowel 
contraction, and is the only form admissible in the dactylic verse. Ionian 
epic would have *6pxqoTEtov with synizesis. Furthermore, the formula 
kapjtp&v te oeXfjvqv, known from Hesiod (Th. 19,371) in this form,8 
suggests that epic had been composed in a local Attic form, and that Hesiod 
had learnt it from this source. Attic and Ionic are in any case so closely 
related that is highly probable that local Attic epic was supplanted very 
early by Ionian epic.
Likewise there is no reason to imagine that there were not other 
locations in mainland Greece where the epic tradition was kept alive at the 
end of the Mycenaean Age, its language continuing to evolve apace with the 
spoken language, participating in the choices and innovations characteristic 
of the local dialects. It must be remembered that the majority of innovations 
which distinguish the 1st millennium dialects postdate the end of the 
Mycenaean Age: thus the morphemes -ao, -acov, -oio, and -<J)i, which are 
archaisms in Ionian epic, were pan-Greek and part of the quotidian spoken
8 This formula- appears also in the Ilias Parva in the form Xaiucpct S’ EjrereXXe oeXpvr)
(Ilias Parva, fr. FI la, Davies, Epicorutn Graecorum Fragmenta, V. Pavese, Studi sulla 
tradizione rapsodica epica, 1974, 86; Tradizioni 65, 189 ff.
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language c.1200 B.C. The literary tradition admittedly provides no 
examples of epic poetry preserved in mainland dialects, but some hints at 
the existence of such poetry are provided by hexameter and elegiac 
inscriptions in local dialects. Furthermore, although hexameter poetry which 
is known to have been composed in mainland Greece (e.g the poems of 
Hesiod, the pseudo-Hesiodic Aspis and Catalogue of Women, and fragments 
of the Epic Cycle) is at first glance composed in the same Ionic-type dialect 
as are the Homeric poems, these also contain hints of a mainland tradition 
independent of the Ionian branch, in the form of dialectal elements which 
can only have come from mainland dialects of the 1st millennium and also
certain archaisms which are absent from Homer.
Epic Outside Ionia
Hesiod
The Greek epic tradition is best known from the Homeric poems, 
composed in the Ionic form of epic language contemporary with their poets. 
Epic is also represented by Hesiod’s Theogony and Works and Days, 
various other poems ascribed to Hesiod {Aspis, Catalogue of Women and 
fragments), the fragments of the cyclic poems9 (Thebaid, Cypria, Aethiopis,
9 These represent the remains of a collection of epic poems which are probably of archaic 
date but gathered together by Alexandrian editors; these poems had been attributed to the 
author of the Iliad and Odyssey because of their “relatively early date, subject-matter and 
style” (Malcolm Davies, The Epic Cycle, 2).
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etc.) and the Homeric Hymns. All of these are composed in a dialect of Ionic 
type, virtually identical to that of the Iliad and Odyssey. It is generally 
assumed that the Iliad is the oldest representative of the tradition: this is 
argued by, among others, Richard Janko,10 who places the Homeric and 
Hesiodic poems in the chronological order Iliad., Odyssey, Theogony, Works 
and Days by means of examining various features of their language, e.g. 
neglect vs. observance of digamma, long / short datives plural, etc. 
However, Janko’s method is inconclusive: all that he has proven is that the 
language of the Iliad is the most traditional of the epic poems that we have. 
This does not indicate that the Iliad is the earliest of these poems: as 
discussed in ch. 3, in a few respects (notably in ship-formulae), the language 
of the Odyssey is more traditional than that of the Iliad, although the 
Odyssey is almost certainly a later composition: “traditional” need not imply 
an earlier date of composition if the tradition is still used creatively. Martin 
West, on the other hand, argues that the Theogony may be the “oldest Greek 
poem we have”11: West bases this opinion on external arguments,12 but it is 
certainly impossible to determine on linguistic grounds which of the Iliad 
and Theogony is the earlier. Hesiod, composing in Boeotia, as opposed to 
the Iliad poet’s native Ionia, may have been trained in a less conservative 
branch of the epic tradition, and indeed may have been using less traditional 
material for which there existed fewer traditional formulae, particularly in 
the WD which contains a considerable amount of Near Eastern wisdom lore.
10 Homer, Hesiod and the Hymns, 189 .
11 Hesiod: Theogony, 1966, 46
12 Cf. West’s article “The Date of the Iliad”, MH 52, 1995, 203-19
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Herodotus (2.53,1) believed “Homer” and Hesiod to be contemporaries: this 
is not implausible, and certainly it is impossible to determine the relative 
dates of Hesiod and the Iliad and Odyssey poets by analysing the language 
of their respective poems. In antiquity it was not believed that Homer 
preceded Hesiod; this is a modern assumption based on the presence in 
Hesiod of Homeric diction.13 Hesiod’s diction is more “advanced”, but this 
does not indicate that his poems are younger than the Iliad and Odyssey.
Hesiod is, for example, less traditional than Homer in his
observance and neglect of the prosodical effect of digamma. This might
seem paradoxical when one considers that Hesiod’s quotidian speech form
was Boeotian, a dialect which observed digamma until fairly late; however,
as Martin West has suggested, Hesiod “neglected the digamma...in
conscious imitation of the traditional poetic language; while the Ionian
rhapsode did the opposite for the same reason”.14 In other words, in
neglecting digamma, Hesiod was composing under the influence of the
Ionian style, and was taking advantage of an innovation of Ionian epic
which allowed greater flexibility in epic composition. For example, at WD
63, we find verse-initial raxpOevucrjg kgcXov eLbog with two instances of
neglected digamma: not only does Hesiod neglect the initial /w/ of petbog,
allowing the final syllable of tcakov to scan short,15 but he also neglects the
13 James A. Notopoulos, “Homer, Hesiod and the Achaean Heritage of Oral Poetry”, 
Hesperia 29, 1960, 178
.14 Hesiod: Theogony, 91 . .
15 This short scansion in tlie initial syllable of icaKog can be observed also at Theogony 585: 
cnkap sjtsi §f) icaXov kxxkov avi’ ayaQoio.
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digamma of the adjective whose inherited form, retained in Boeotian, is 
KaAf og. As Homer always observes the prosodical effect of digamma in this
word (the initial syllable of icaXog is always long in Homer, showing the 
effects of the third compensatory lengthening as in East Ionic), the form 
here used by Hesiod cannot come from Ionian epic language. Nor can it be 
part of an ancient formula, as the phoneme /w/ was present in all positions 
in the formative stages of epic. However, close to Boeotia were spoken two 
dialects which had lost digamma without participating in the third wave of 
compensatory lengthening, namely Attic and Euboean. The short initial 
syllable of KCtkov at WD 63 may represent a licence adopted from either of 
these dialects, in the same way as Ionian epic took advantage of forms 
without the prosodical effect of this phoneme from Lesbian, a dialect which 
likewise had not participated in the third phase of compensatory 
lengthening.
In general, Hesiod’s language appears less traditional than that of 
Homer; for example, at Th. 11 we find jiotviccv ''Hpiyv, the accusative of a 
traditional formula which appears in Homer only in the nominative, and 
which in the Mycenaean Age would have been unmetrical in the accusative 
as long as the initial /h/ of c'Hpa retained consonantal force, lengthening the 
preceding syllable. Why Hesiod should use this formula in the accusative 
while it appears only in the nominative in Homer is uncertain, but the 
possibility cannot be excluded that this formula had been lost in mainland 
poetry and was reintroduced by mainland bards influenced by Ionian poets; 
mainland practitioners of epic may not have felt as bound by the force of
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tradition as did their Ionian counterparts. Another non-traditional usage 
found in Hesiod but never in Homer is Gecov paoiAfli ical avbpcbv, of Zeus 
at Theogony 923: Homer uses both |3aoiXebg and dived; of humans, but only 
diva§ of gods, paoiXebg most probably being a post-Mycenaean, if not 
post-migration, addition to the epic vocabulary. Again, Hesiod is less 
traditional than Homer in interpreting the stem kXu- as a present tense, e.g. 
WD 726, on yap tol ye kXtjodolv; in Homer, this stem belongs to the 
aorist, as in the verse-end formula kXuov q6’ etilGovto.16
As far as content is concerned, the Iliad, Odyssey, Thebaid, Aspis 
and Catalogue are obviously poems of traditional type. All of these contain 
formulae relating to traditional subject-matter, which are used appropriately, 
and which can frequently (for various reasons, whether linguistic or 
historical and cultural) be traced back to the Mycenaean Age. Heroic epic, 
concerning the exploits of elite Mycenaean warriors, is clearly a highly 
traditional type, containing many ancient formulae, and appears to have 
been the most popular, particularly in Ionia, hence the emergence of the 
Iliad and Odyssey. Genealogical and catalogue poetry constituted a 
concomitant to this type of epic, providing details about the characters who 
populated the heroic narratives. It would be erroneous, however, to assume 
that catalogue poetry was a Boeotian speciality on the grounds that the 
Catalogue of Women was associated with Hesiod, and that catalogues occur
16 H 379,-I 79, S 133, 378,0 300, 54, 738. For the present kMoikhv, cf.Tcepvowi,
created by Oppianus Anazarbensis (2nd / 3rd century A.D.) on the basis of the aorist 
&CE<J)ve.
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in the Theogony and WD.17 While Greek epic may have begun as “court” 
poetry, commemorating the ickea of the Mycenaean aristocracy, its appeal 
was not limited to aristocratic circles, and thus it could attract other types of 
material, e.g. folk-tales and proverbs, in effect, anything that seemed old, 
traditional or venerable: in this category may be included the fragments of 
the Xeipovoq 'YjroOfiKai. While there certainly existed traditional didactic 
epic on various subjects,18 it is hard to believe that epic on topics such as 
those expounded in Hesiod’s Works and Days existed in Mycenaean times: 
the subject-matter is radically different from heroic epic, and there are no 
ancient formulae for topics such as trading by sea, building a plough or 
appointing casual labourers. As Bryan Hainsworth has observed,19 Hesiod’s 
composition is more fluent in the contexts of a genealogy or catalogue, and
17 Cf. Kirk, The Iliad: A Commentary, vol.l, 178-9: “...a supposed Boeotian ‘school’ of 
catalogue poetry...”
18 Genealogical or catalogue poetry, for example, can be classified as didactic epic, and is 
associated with several traditional formulae. Likewise theogonic or cosmogonic poetry, as 
contained in Hesiod’s Theogony, can be considered as didactic: that there were other 
traditions about the origins of the world is clear from S 200-7. According to Proclus, the 
Epic Cycle began with a Theogony, different from Hesiod’s (Huxley, Greek Epic Poetry, 
22), therefore it is likely that theogonic poetry constituted a traditional category: Hesiod 
was not the first to compose such a poem. It is not impossible that the Mycenaeans had 
such poetry, but insufficient theogonic epic survives to allow us to determine from its 
language whether this was the case. Hesiod’s Theogony has similarities with genealogical 
and catalogue poetry, it is genealogies of gods which are of interest in this poem, in wliich 
Cadmus’ marriage is recorded at 975 because his. bride, Harmonia, is a goddess. .
19 “Criteri di oralita nella poesia non-omerica”, Ipoemi epici rapsodici e la tradizione 
orale, C. Brillante, M. Cantilena, C.O. Pavese (edd.), 1981, 11
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less so in narrative. He does not have at his disposal formulae for non­
traditional terms which he introduces: for example, dporog occurs 6 times 
in the WD, but does not have a stock epithet. Hesiod’s genius is apparent in 
the way in which he adapts the traditional formulae of epic to these non­
heroic concerns: at WD 689, for example, he dispenses advice about the 
danger of entrusting one’s entire livelihood to the sea, |xrj6’ 
ev viyuolv outavTa |3(ov icoCKpot TiOeoGat, using a traditional formula in a 
non-traditional context, locating the adjective KOikpoi in the 4th and 5th 
feet, where it is situated 20 times in Homer in various case-forms.
The language of the Homeric Hymns is also more “recent” than that 
of the Iliad and Odyssey, and lacks formulae exclusive to this genre of 
hexameter verse (such ancient formulae as they do contain, e.g. name + 
epithet formulae of gods, are shared with Homer and almost certainly are 
adapted from the more traditional heroic epic). The poets of the Hymns tend 
to resist archaic forms such as T<}>1, |3tTj4>t (the latter is an artificial creation, 
but at this late stage poets and audiences may not have been aware of its 
artificiality); likewise scarce in the Hymns are obscure glosses such as 
ctKctKTjTa, ducjHyurieig, dpptjiog. I suspect that narrative hexameter poetry 
specifically about gods, as opposed to heroic epic in which gods intervene, 
composed in the same diction as heroic epic, is a comparatively recent 
development, and an offshoot of more traditional epic: gods and goddesses 
have a long history in epic as patrons intervening to assist favoured warriors 
(witness name +’ epithet formulae e.g. Atog atyioxoio, glosses which are 
epithets of gods, e.g. dxpmd)vr|, dicdiCTixa). Nevertheless, the Hymns do
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have a basis in the epic tradition inasmuch as bardic recitals and 
competitions seem to have been started with an address to a divinity; the 
shorter Hymns may provide an idea of the length of such addresses. The 
poets who performed heroic epic were already masters of the traditional 
diction and could transfer it to any topic of their choice, thus there is no 
reason to assume that individual bards specialized in any single type of epic. 
Thus Hesiod, presumably having undergone a traditional bardic training, 
produced hexameter poetry on topics as diverse as the birth of the gods, his 
own one and only sea voyage, the grape harvest, and perhaps, if one agrees 
with Notopoulos,20 a poem detailing the kAeo. of Amphidamas. As poets 
could turn their hand to any type of epic, they could use any formula in any 
type of hexameter poem, whatever the context. Thus we sometimes find 
ancient formulae extracted from their (assumed) original context used in the 
Hymns or Works and Days, works which are in general of less traditional 
linguistic character than Homer.
Non-Homeric epic is notably less formulaic than the Iliad and 
Odyssey'. 23% of the Hesiodic corpus consists of lines and phrases repeated 
elsewhere in these poems, compared to 33% of lines and phrases in the 
Homeric poems.21 The difference is probably to be explained by the 
exiguous amount of non-Homeric hexameter verse which survives in 
comparison to the almost 28,000 verses of Homer. Hesiod and other poets
20 “Homer, Hesiod and the Achaean Heritage of Oral Poetry”-182, note 18
21 Statistics from Notopoulos, “Homer, Hesiod and the Achaean Heritage of Oral Poetry”, 
180
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from non-ionic speaking regions of Greece were dependent on the Ionian 
branch of the epic tradition only to the extent that by the late 8th century the 
Ionic form of the epic dialect seems to have gained the ascendancy over 
local varieties. This could only have been due to the prestige that this branch 
of the tradition had somehow gained; in addition, it had the advantage of the 
flexibility allowed by neglect of digamma and perhaps ephelcystic v making 
position.22 The surviving non-Homeric epics are representatives of the same 
tradition, but do not depend on the Homeric poems for either their language
or their content.
If West is right in dating the Theogony before the Iliad (and there is no 
reason why he should not be), it is notable that this poem is composed in the 
same Ionic-type dialect as the Iliad. This will mean that Hesiod, who was 
active in Boeotia, was composing hexameter verse in the Ionic style before 
the Homeric Iliad was known. This implies that Ionian epic poetry was 
known on the mainland before the composition of the Iliad. We can
22 Ephelcystic -v is not solely a phenomenon of Att-Ion. (v. p.8), but also occurs in prose in 
other dialects at dates too early to admit Attic influence: it can be found in the dative plural 
in Thessalian, Locrian, Arcadian and other dialects, and in some verb-forms in Cypriot. Its 
use is less ffquent, however, in poems composed on the mainland, e.g Theogony and JfZ) 
(21.5%), Catalogue (30.7%), Aspis (23.6%), HyApP (13.7%), HyHerm (15.5%): the 
frequency of ephelcystic -v may reflect the influence of Ionian epic, and in those poems 
where it is less frequent, its comparative infrequency may reflect its comparative 
infrequency in the vernacular dialects of the regions where these poems were composed (v. 
Janko, HHH66).
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discount the theory of C.O. Pavese23 that Hesiod’s poetry was composed 
first in Boeotian and subsequently “transcribed” into an Ionic written 
version. Pavese has argued that it was in Athens in the time of the 
Peisistratids that the Homeric poems were first written down, and that 
Hesiod’s24 poems were Ionicized at this time. This implies a “translation” 
from one dialect to another: however, Greek poetry was never ‘"translated” 
from one dialect into another, but each genre of verse was composed in the 
dialect which was felt to be most appropriate for it; cf. the choruses of Attic 
tragedy, whose dialect is a type of (mild) Doric. Furthermore, Hesiod’s 
poems would not scan properly throughout if transposed into different 
dialects, as Fick attempted to do, “translating” the Theogony into Delphic 
and the WD into Aeolic, assuming that these were the original versions of 
Hesiod’s poems.25 However, a useful result of Fick’s work was the proof 
that the Aeolic and Ionic dialects were to a large extent mutually
23 Tradizioni, 73-4: “...durante un periodo di trasmissione orale in ambiente beotico, i 
poemi di Esiodo siano venuti a contatto, oralmente, con un rapsodo attico o ionico.. .egli ha 
trascritto i poemi nel solo modo in cui poteva, cioe secondo la grafia che era naturale per 
lui, la grafia ionico-attica.”
24 “The Rhapsodic Epic Poems as Oral and Independent Poems”, HSCP 98,1998, 81; 
Tradizioni 113-4, “.. .il nostro testo di Esiodo e di altri poeti continentali si presenta in una 
forma ionica o meglio ionizzata, perche esso dipende ultimamente da una registrazione 
fatta a Atene, forse contemporanea alia redazione pisistratica di Qmero”. However, as G.L. 
Huxley has observed (Greek Epic Poetry, 122), the legend of the Peisistratean recension of 
the Homeric poems indicates only that the Athenians were in possession of texts of the 
Iliad and Odyssey by c. 525 B.C. It is hard to believe that until that date the WD and 
Theogony existed only in an epichoric Boeotian type of epic language, as Pavese would
have it.
25 Hesiods Gedichte in ihrer urspriinglichen Sprachform wiederhergestellt, 1883
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interchangeable, i.e. metrically equivalent, thus a putative change of dialect 
would in many cases have meant little more than a change of pronunciation: 
this is significant for the adoption by mainland poets of Ionian epic 
language at a late stage of the tradition. Needless to say, this adoption of the 
Ionic form of epic language would not have brought about the “translation” 
of pre-existing works, but rather a gradual alteration in the way words were 
pronounced in performance.
The obvious implication of Hesiod’s use of the Ionic epic dialect is 
that Ionic was already felt even in non-ionic speaking areas to be the 
appropriate dialect for hexameter poetry before the composition of the 
Theogony (perhaps c.700 B.C.), thus it would be reasonable to postulate a 
major efflorescence of epic poetry in Asia Minor during the 8th century, as 
a result of which Ionic came to be perceived throughout the Greek-speaking 
world as the dialect par excellence for this type of verse, The most popular 
type of epic seems to have been that which recounted the ickea of heroes, 
and this type flourished in Ionia; heroic poetry, as Notopoulos observed,26 
has often flourished in frontier zones, such as the Greek settlements in Asia 
Minor were, providing a link with the homeland and its history, and 
reinforcing immigrants’ sense of identity. Euboea presents itself as a likely 
candidate for the base from which Ionian epic poetry was disseminated to 
mainland Greece: Hesiod himself tells us of his only sea-journey,27 when he 
travelled to Chalcis in Euboea to participate in a bardic contest as part of the
26 “Homer, Hesiod and the Achaean Heritage of Oral Poetry”, 186
27 WD 650 ff.
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funeral games in honour of a certain Amphidamas.28 Such gatherings of 
bards may indeed have attracted poets from Ionia,29 and it is easy to imagine 
that Ionian practitioners of epic may have performed at the courts of 
Euboean paailfjeg such as the occupant of the Lefkandi grave30 or indeed 
that the Amphidamas of WD fame may have been such an individual. 
Incidentally, the poem with which Hesiod won this competition is not likely 
to have been the Theogony, as accepted by West,31 which is of little 
relevance to the occasion; it is much more likely that it was a poem detailing
28 According to Plutarch, Moralia 153£, Amphidamas perished in the Lelantine war, whose 
dates are disputed and obscure, but perhaps fell between 730 and 700 B.C. Since tlie 
Theogony is unlikely to have been Hesiod’s prize-winning poem on this occasion, we still 
have no information about the date of the Theogony, but can speculate that Hesiod was
active by c.700 B.C.
29 •While one might argue that details of mainland topography or genealogy in Homer were 
brought back by Ionian bards from conventions such as that attended by Hesiod at Chalcis, 
it seems more likely that they had been preserved in verse along with their related 
narratives since the migrations; otherwise they would have been unfamiliar to audiences 
and would have required more explanation than they receive in tlie epic verse that has 
reached us. Fleeting references to Cape Malea (y 287, 6 514) or Bouprasion (A 756) 
suggest that Ionian audiences already understood tlie significance of these locations.
30 Peter Blome, “Die dunkle Jahrhunderte — aufgehellt”, Zweihundert Jahre
Homerforschung, J. Latacz, 1991 (ed.), 46: at Lefkandi, which is perhaps to be identified 
with Chalcis, excavation in 1980-1 of a 10th century grave revealed opulent artefacts, some 
of which had been imported from Egypt and Cyprus. This suggested a much higher 
standard of living and a much more cosmopolitan outlook than had previously been 
assumed for this period. ■ •
31 Hesiod: Theogony, 44; West accepts the theory proposed by HT Wade-Gery, “Hesiod”, 
Phoenix 3, 1949, 87.
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the exploits (idea) of Amphidamas himself, his ancestry, the sons he had 
fathered, perhaps cataloguing those whom he had slain, and even including 
a few similes likening him to the gods, all traditional epic material as found 
in the Iliad. At WD 654, eji’ aeOXa 6ai(j)povog ’A|i<j)iSa|iavTog, Hesiod 
may deliberately be using language which harks back to this occasion: the 
traditional epithet 6ai({)povog conveniently forms a T2 hemistich with the 
personal name, and these may be the very words Hesiod used in the prize­
winning poem.
There is no evidence for Ionian bards frequenting mainland Greece 
in the 8th century or earlier, although it would not be surprising to find that 
such poets had performed in Euboea, at the courts of wealthy individuals 
such as the occupant of the Chalcis grave (such people, patrons of poets, are 
the paaiAfjeg whom Hesiod praises in the Theogony and excoriates in the 
WD). There are, however, references to mainland poets earlier than or 
contemporary with “Homer”, e.g. Kinaithon of Sparta, Eumelus of Corinth: 
it would be wrong to consider such poets to be imitators of “Homer”, 
particularly as the dates ascribed to them are too early to permit the 
influence of the Iliad and Odyssey as we know them. This suggests, then, 
that the epic tradition continued to flourish on the mainland from the 2nd 
millennium to the time of Hesiod (the earliest known mainland epic poet 
whose work survives). Indeed it would be surprising if a poetic tradition 
which was probably regarded as a pan-Greek possession had disappeared 
everywhere except the Ionian colonies which were settled c. 1000 B.C. It is 
particularly improbable that a poetic tradition with a diction so complex as
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that which is exemplified by Homer and mainland epic could have been
reintroduced to the mainland after an absence of several centuries. In this
connexion, it is significant that Hellenistic epic poets such as Apollonius 
Rhodius, for whom epic composition constituted a literary exercise rather 
than participation in a living tradition, use only a limited number of 
formulae without formula systems: literary poets use “ornamental epithets” 
(Parry’s phrase) in imitation of Homer, without awareness that formulae had 
been created and handed on through generations of oral poets for ease in 
versification.32 Epic language appears already to have developed to a high 
degree of complexity before the end of the Mycenaean Age, and to have 
included a large number of inherited formulae, some so old that they were 
already unmetrical, e.g. *Mqpi6vag /zcctaXavTog ’EvuaXicp 
dv6poqw/z6vxa; by this date it appears to have been the medium which 
preserved lexical items no longer used in contemporary everyday speech, 
e.g. aXici, tjoiilvl; and furthermore it appears that it was already perceived 
as a composite dialect, characterized not only by the retention of archaisms, 
but also by the use of metrically convenient dialectal alternatives, e.g. dative 
plural -at and -eaoi, perhaps infinitives in -|iev and -(levat. It would be 
extremely surprising if a poetic language of such complexity, which had 
taken centuries to develop, had completely disappeared from mainland 
Greece, subsequently being reintroduced from Ionia with such success that 
it enabled poets such as Hesiod to compose lengthy works using this ancient 
diction, traversing Greece winning prizes for their skill in extemporization.
32 Parry, MHV 36
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What is perhaps deserving of surprise is the fact that all the remaining 
examples of epic are in the Ionic form of epic language.
Non-Homeric elements in the diction of mainland hexameter verse
suggest that epic survived into the 1st millennium on the mainland in local 
dialect forms, or more accurately in the contemporary local forms of epic 
language, preserving morphemes and vocabulary which had become 
obsolete in normal speech, and which were retained in verse because they 
were closely bound up with old formulae, but changed phonetically as 
pronunciation altered in everyday speech. In this way one may expect that 
labiovelars evolved to labial stops even before e-timbre vowels in epic 
composed in, for example, Boeotia, while in very old formulae which had 
once contained a syllabic resonant the o-timbre result may have been 
favoured instead of the a-timbre vocalization favoured by Ionic. Boeotia is, 
in fact, an appropriate region in which to postulate a presumed local epic 
tradition, as the fact that Hesiod was active here suggests the survival of the 
tradition in this locality. Boeotian is a fairly conservative dialect vis-a-vis 
Ionic, retaining digamma until a comparatively late date, as well as retaining 
Common Greek /a/, which was fronted in Att-Ion. In this dialect, which had 
generalized the original instrumental plural ending of the 2nd declension, 
-oig, when the instrumental case merged with the dative-locative, the 
original locative desinence -oioi (/oihi/ at the end of the Mycenaean Age) 
would have been an epic archaism, preserved for metrical reasons but 
obsolete in everyday speech, in the same way as -oig was obsolete in Ionic 
vernacular usage, although it had been part of epic language in its formative
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“modern” than Homer. If poets who composed in a Boeotian linguistic 
milieu had taken advantage of vowel contractions in their vernacular to 
create greater metrical flexibility than was permitted by the inherited 
desinences -ao, -arnv, when they started to pronounce epic in the Ionian 
manner they would simply have said monosyllabic -ecu, -ecov instead of -a, 
-av. Similarly, the infinitive ending -pev is proportionally more frequent in 
Hesiod than in Homer, appearing 7 times in the Theogony and 22 in the ffD, 
perhaps because it had greater support in the vernacular.
Epic in Laconia
Sparta is generally assumed to have had no epic of its own, 
probably because of Plutarch’s account36 which tells how the lawgiver 
Lycurgus brought the Homeric poems from Samos to Lacedaemon. This 
does not imply that Sparta had no epic poetry of its own; on the other hand, 
it could be taken to imply a considerable amount of interest in epic on the 
part of Spartans. Although there is thus every reason to postulate the 
existence of a local epic tradition in Laconia, the ancient sources mention 
only one native Spartan epic poet, namely Kinaithon; of his work nothing 
remains, but according to Pausanias (8.53,5; 2.3,9) he composed a 
genealogical poem (a type of poetry frequently found in Homer, and one 
with a very high probability of having Mycenaean origins) which in some 
details differs from the genealogy of the Spartan royal house found in
36 Lycurgus, 4.4
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Homer: he gives Helen and Menelaus a son, Nicostratus,37 38while in Homer 
they have no son. Kinaithon is dated by Eusebius before the mid-8th 
century, a date which is almost certainly too early, as it is calculated by
TO
generations ; but even if his floruit was in the 7th century this is too early 
to admit influence from the Homeric poems, although it is not unlikely that 
he was composing under the influence of Ionian epic.
There was a considerable amount of local legend in Lacedaemon, 
much of which was surely preserved afrer the end of the Mycenaean Age by 
the local non-Dorian population. When West Greek speakers arrived, epic 
poetry may have been one of the cultural elements which they adopted from 
the “Achaean” inhabitants (along with elements of religion- cf. the 
sanctuary at Amyklai- and possibly the Spartan dyarchy, one branch of 
which was possibly descended from an older “Achaean” dynasty39), not 
least in an attempt to legitimize their presence and give themselves a 
history, the aetiology behind the legend of the Return of the Heraclids. 
Archaeological evidence suggests that Mycenaean civilization survived the
37 Kinkel, Epicorum Graecorum Fragmenta , Tr.3. This detail is probably a post­
Mycenaean addition: the name NiKOOTpa.Tog is not of the type found in Mycenaean and 
the traditional onomastic stock of epic. X,a(p)og, rather than orpardg, occurs in ancient
two-part compound names with the meaning “army”, while the noun vtica I -ti has no 
attestation in known Mycenaean onomastic formations.
38 G.L. Huxley, Greek Epic Poetry, 40
39 Pierre Leveque, “La memoire acheenne de Sparte. Analyse de la rue Aphetals” (in La 
transizione dal miceneo all’alto arcaismo, D. Musti, ed.,1991) 581: “...peut-etre l’une des 
deux dynasties etait acheenne.”
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collapse of the palace system by some 150 years,40 thus when West Greek 
speakers arrived in Laconia, they are likely to have found substantial 
cultural remnants of that civilization. Subsequently, the “Achaean” 
survivors of the Bronze Age population of the Eurotas valley became 
TCEptoiKOi, The Dorian dialect dominated the “Achaean” in historical times; 
however, the earliest inscriptions suggest that the Doric of the Jtepioiicoi 
was not “pure”, but retained traces of the Arcado-Cypriot-type dialect 
formerly spoken throughout the Peloponnese, e.g. flo/zoidav from the pre­
Dorian form represented by Arcadian HoaoiAdv.41 The expected Doric 
form of the god’s name is noxeiddv, the final syllable contracted from 
-dmv, as in the Homeric form, and in Mycenaean po-se-da-o-ne. Although 
Messenia was under Doric control, its Doric dialect shows a vestige of the 
AC substrate in tog, “one (and the same)”.42
Although it is impossible to prove that epic survived among these 
descendants of the Bronze Age population of Laconia, it would be 
surprising if it had been completely lost: archaeological remains indicate 
Mycenaean settlement in Laconia, and tholos tombs suggest the presence of 
high-status families in the locality. In legend, not only Menelaus, but also 
Icarius, Penelope’s father, is associated with Sparta: he is the brother of 
Tyndareus, Clytaemnestra’s father.43 Given such connexions, epic is as
40 Siegrid Deger-Jalkotzky, “Zusammenbruch der mykenischen Kultur und dunkle 
Jahrhunderte”, 138 (in Zweihundert Jahre Homerforschung)
41 Buck, The Greek Dialects, 58 • •
42 Thumb-Kieckers, Handbuch der griechischen Dialekte I, 108
43 Pausanias 3.1.1.f
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likely to have been performed in Mycenaean Sparta as in all other locations 
where Mycenaean civilization held sway, and also as likely to have been 
preserved there after the end of the Bronze Age, with its traditional diction 
and dialect, as it surely was preserved elsewhere. Furthermore, the elegies 
of Tyrtaeus (who is sometimes claimed as an Ionian, although this is 
dubious) exhibit the influence of epic language, as well as vernacular Ionic, 
and it would be rash to assume that this epic influence came solely from 
Ionia. Also active in Sparta in the mid- to late 7th century was Aleman: he 
composed in Doric, incorporating epic forms. In his poetry are to be found 
the following forms which are shared with epic44: baiTupioveoat; e6p,evai; 
Toaa instead of the vernacular toockx; datives plural -aiat and -oioi in the 
1st and 2nd declensions, although the “short” forms prevailed in the local 
dialect45; all three forms of the preposition “towards”, jtotl, JTpog and 
jrpOTi46; eyevTO, Partheneion 88. It is, of course, not improbable that 
Aleman was composing under the influence of Ionian epic, but it is most 
unlikely that an imported verse-form would have exerted so great an 
influence on the work of a Laconian poet that its linguistic forms pervaded 
his verse: it is more likely that epic was already known in Laconia before 
Ionian epic language was accepted as the most desirable form for literary 
purposes, and thus it was deemed acceptable by poets composing in other 
genres to draw upon the metrical alternatives available in this traditional 
poetic language.
44 Listed in Thumb-Kieckers, Handbuch der griechischen Dialekte I, 79
45 Palmer, The Greek Language, 121
46 The presence of Jtpog suggests the influence of Ionian epic.
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The presence of epic forms in the works of 7th century Spartan 
poets (possibly contemporaneously with the composition of the Iliad and 
Odyssey) shows how pervasive was the influence of the pre-migration epic 
language on both sides of the Aegean. Had epic language not survived on 
the mainland (albeit with local pronunciation), it is unlikely that the 
Homeric poems could later have been introduced successfully to places such 
as Sparta, where the local dialect was a Doric one. The Homeric poems met 
with widespread acceptance on the mainland because audiences had never 
lost familiarity with epic diction. One cannot rule out the possibility that 
certain formulae may have passed from mainland to Ionian poets and vice 
versa, learnt at meetings such as that attended by Hesiod at Chalcis. 
Nevertheless, had the epic tradition not survived on the mainland, such 
exchanges would have been impossible; epic would have been perceived by 
mainland Greeks as a parochial Ionian art-form.
It seems likely, then, that epic survived into the 1st millennium 
in local dialects, or the local versions of epic language, which were 
supplanted by the Ionic version in perhaps the 8th century, when, as a result 
of a major flowering of the epic art in Ionia, Ionic came to be perceived as 
the appropriate dialect for epic verse. This predates “Homer”: the Homeric 
poems were part of, not the catalyst for, the resurgence of interest in the 
Heroic (i.e. Mycenaean) Age in Archaic Greece. Nor should it be assumed 
that the production of these two “monumental” poems in writing brought 
about the cessation of oral epic composition: it is possible that oral 
composition continued until the 6th or 5th century, falling out of favour
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perhaps as a result of the growth of tragedy, although the tradition of oral 
poetry may have continued to be practised in backwaters of which nothing
is known.
The Language of Non-Homeric Epic
The Homeric poems are representatives of a traditional style of 
poetry which was widely diffused in all regions of archaic Greece. Non­
Homeric epic contains very few expressions not attested in Homer. It is 
reasonable to assume that the absence from Homer of such epic expressions 
as are represented in non-Homeric hexameter poetry is to be attributed to 
one or more of the following causes:
1. they were lost in Ionian epic, but retained in other branches of
the tradition;
2. they were created by post-migration poets composing in other 
parts of Greece;
3. they were not used in the Homeric poems because they were not 
required by the subject-matter.
Non-Homeric hexameter verse contains non-Homeric morphemes, 
e.g. genitive singular -a < -ao,47 genitive plural -av < -dcov, and non­
Homeric formulae. .Non-Homeric forms and formulae are not likely to have .
47 A genitive of this type is to be found at “Hesiod” fr. 69, teal tots 6t) ottjOegov 
’A0a|xa 4>pevag e^eXeto Zeus; cf. also ’AtXccyeveov at FED 383.
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been created by the individual poets in whose work they appear, but most 
probably are elements of traditional epic diction, and are likely to be as old 
as, if not older than, certain elements of Homeric diction. As they have no 
representation in Homer, it is most improbable that they were adopted from 
Ionian epic. Non-Homeric epic also attests some relatively recent dialectal
elements which entered the mainland branch of the tradition after the Ionian
branch had separated from it, thus between c. 1000 and 800 B.C., and which 
therefore remained unknown to Ionian epic. Such recent dialectal elements 
have no representation in old formulae, in the same way as Homeric 
secondary Aeolisms (i.e. Lesbian forms) have no representation in ancient
formulae.
One such non-Homeric formula48 is p oip, which occurs frequently 
in the “Hesiodic” fragments, especially the Catalogue of Women (alternative 
name Ehoiai) and at Aspis 1, p oip JcpoXuiohoa...: this is a catalogue 
formula which begins verses concerning paternity, birthplace, or kXeo.49 
Much of the material of the Iliad concerns warfare, and Homer attests a
considerable number of ancient formulae connected with this subject. 
However, at Theogony 713 appears the T2 hemistich pdxpv 
dptpeiav eyeipav, reflected by Aspis 261, paxpv dpipeiav eGevto. The 
noun and epithet appear together only once in Homer, at O 696, where 
dpipeia payP bridges the main caesura. It is likely that Hesiod and the
48 Among non-Homeric formulae I include formulae which occur in two or more non­
Homeric epics: repetition of a phrase within the same poem, if it is not attested elsewhere, 
may signify only that an individual poet liked this formulaic phrase that he had created.
49 Pavese, Tradizioni e generi, 123-4
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Aspis poet have used this noun + epithet combination in a more traditional 
way than did the Iliad poet: whichever verb originally occupied the end of the 
verse, (xa/qv SpuiEiav looks like a traditional formulaic phrase designed to 
follow the trochaic caesura. It is the Iliad poet who has modified a 
traditional formula, as in the case of ed) eykoitOeto koAjicq (S 223,v. p. 313)
Non-Ionic Dialect Forms
Non-Homeric dialect forms tend to be non-formulaic and thus non­
traditional, generally representing local dialect forms, and are not inherited
from the tradition. Some are the results of modifications of old formulae.
At the end of the Mycenaean Age, epic language was unitary, an 
artificial “literary” language of generally East Greek type, characterized by 
the retention of archaisms (some of which were later interpreted as 
Aeolisms, giving Ionic-speaking poets licence to incorporate forms from 
Lesbian) and by the existence of metrically necessary doublets, notably the 
athematic datives plural -at and -eooi, the latter adopted from proto-Aeolic. 
This traditional poetic language was (as argued in ch. 1) one which lacked 
traits which would identify it with any narrowly defined geographical 
region, therefore it could subsequently take on, chameleon-like, the dialectal 
complexion of any locality where it was used; furthermore the most ancient 
elements of the diction are without traits which could be identified with 
specific 2nd millennium dialects, although, because pockets of archaisms 
are retained sporadically in the dialects of the 1st millennium, it may
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sometimes appear that epic contains an Aeolic trait, e.g rcort, *r > op, po,
eicdkeooa. When the epic tradition divided into a mainland and an Ionian 
branch at the time of the migrations, the traditional poetic language 
continued to develop pari passu with the vernacular regional dialects by the 
process described in ch.l. In Ionia, this meant that epic language 
incorporated innovations of East Ionic such as quantitative metathesis, 
synizesis and neglect of digamma, with the use of some Lesbian fonns when 
the Ionic equivalent was unmetrical. At some point before Hesiod, Ionian 
epic language was adopted on the mainland as the appropriate type for this 
poetry, but epic verse composed on the mainland in the Ionian style contains 
some dialect forms which could only have come from the post-migration 
mainland. Such forms indicate that epic continued to be composed in 
mainland Greece while the 1st millennium dialects were developing and 
diverging.
Certain elements of Hesiod’s language have been perceived as 
belonging to West Greek. Some such forms are in fact simple archaisms 
retained in the West Greek dialects, which were in general more 
conservative than the East Greek dialects. In the same way, Homer presents 
some forms which might have been perceived as Dorisms (e.g. 
jcotl, unsimplified -aa-) had the Iliad and Odyssey been composed in a 
milieu where Doric dialects were spoken50; these, however, were clearly
50 Indeed Doric was spoken in South East Asia Minor, but not in the region where Homer is 
traditionally located. Although Ionian in Asia Minor was in contact with Doric dialects, 
there is no Doric contribution to the language of the Homeric poems. This probably results
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perceived not as Dorisms but as Aeolisms, since Lesbian rather than Doric 
innovations (e.g. ejxeog, avioaamov) were incorporated into Ionian epic.51 
However, Hesiod, a representative of the mainland epic tradition, uses a 
handful of Doric forms, therefore it is legitimate to assume that archaisms 
such as toi, ctotC, -og- were in this linguistic milieu interpreted as 
“Dorisms”, thus legitimizing the incorporation into epic of West Greek
innovations. A Boeotian vernacular element is to be found in Hesiod in the
construction el yap xig ice (WD 280), using the word order common to 
Boeotian and the West Greek dialects,52 where the traditional epic word 
order el yap icev Tig would be unmetrical. Boeotian in many cases shares 
isoglosses with West Greek, and not only shared archaisms, although it is 
fundamentally an East Greek dialect, part of the more conservative northern, 
Aeolic, branch of East Greek: these shared isoglosses include temporal 
adverbs in -tea, not -xe, e.g. Jtoicd, oica; arpaxog, not jrp&xog; -ae- > -ti-, 
e.g. Ti(xfjv = xipav; potential particle tea; lapog not lepog; ’'Apxapxg not 
’'Apxepxg.53 West Greek and Aeolic also share some isoglosses which may 
go back into the 2nd millennium, e.g. the conjunction a’l = el; e-vocalism in
from a feeling that the Doric dialects were parvenus without sufficient establishment to be 
admitted in epic; only the long-established East Greek dialects were felt to be appropriate 
contributors to epic. Ionic is itself to a considerable extent a post-Mycenaean entity 
inasmuch as it developed most of its characteristic isoglosses after the end of the 
Mycenaean Age, but came to be perceived as the appropriate dialect for epic by the process
described in ch.l.
51 Adrados, “Towards a new Stratigraphy of the Homeric Dialect”, Glotta 59, 1981, 22
52 Pavese, ‘Studi 107
53 Ernst Risch, “La posizione del dialetto dorico”, Le origini dei Greci, D. Musti (ed.), 
1985, 22
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the verb “to wish”, Boeotian petXopat, Thessalian peXX.op.ai, West Greek 
SflXopai, 6e(Xop.at (< *gwels-), as opposed to o-vocalism in Att-Ion. 
PouXopat, Arcadian pdXop.ai. In the late 2nd millennium the mainland 
Aeolic dialects underwent varying degrees of West Greek influence: East 
Thessalian shows the least influence from West Greek, and is probably the 
closest of the Aeolic dialects to Common, or proto-, Aeolic; West 
Thessalian shows a greater amount of West Greek influence, while the 
greatest amount is found in Boeotian. As Boeotian had much in common 
with West Greek, epic which had developed pari passu with this dialect 
would have had no difficulty in incorporating West Greek forms from 
neighbouring dialects.
Short 1st declension accusatives plural in -ag occur nine times in
Hesiod, some at least in adaptations of formulae which traditionally occur in 
the nominative. In the formative stages of epic language, the 1st declension 
accusative plural was -avg, which in the 1st millennium was retained in 
some positions by the conservative Argolic and Cretan dialects. In the 
Gortyn Law Code from Crete one finds xovg eXeuOepovg, with the syllabic 
weight preserved in antevocalic position, but in anteconsonantal position 
xog KabeoTOtvg. When -vg was simplified, there appear to have coexisted
for a time a short and a long accusative plural ending, -ag, in
anteconsonantal position, and -ag, in antevocalic position, which allowed
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the ancient prosody to be retained.54 Subsequently, dialects selected and 
generalized either the short, anteconsonantal form, or the long, antevocalic 
form. Ionic generalized the long version, and as a result in Ionian epic there 
was no divergence from vernacular usage: the prosody of traditional 
formulae was retained regardless of developments in the vernacular. 
Boeotian, like Ionic, also generalized the long ending, while the short 
accusative plural was generalized in Thessalian, Phocian and Locrian, 
dialects which were contiguous with Boeotian, and thus in modifying 
traditional formulae Hesiod may have had some support from these 
neighbouring dialects. The simplification of -vg thus constitutes the second 
wave of compensatory lengthening in Att-Ion., which took place after the
change a > q had ceased to operate: this is obvious from the fact that
*jiavocx became Jiaoa and not *Jtqaa. Long a appears to have begun its 
shift towards q by the mid-11th century, as it was operational before the 
migrations, and was probably complete by c. 900 B.C. Thus it is a 
reasonable estimate that the second compensatory lengthening occurred in 
Att-Ion. during the 9th century, and that other dialects which underwent this 
development did so at the same time. While the sequence -vg was still 
intact, the accusative plural endings of the 1st and 2nd declensions were 
long in all dialects; the alternation between endings with long and short 
vowels must therefore postdate the 2nd compensatory lengthening, and thus 
the generalization according to dialect of long or short endings took place 
very late in terms of the epic tradition, perhaps c. 800 B.C. The fact that 
there are very few short endings in Hesiod, and these not in old formulae but
54 Anna Morpurgo Davies, “Doric features in the language of Hesiod”, Glotta 42,1964,153 
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in modifications thereof, is an indication of the conservatism of epic 
language. Since this possibility was available to mainland, but not to Ionian, 
poets, it gives no indication of the relative ages of the Homeric and Hesiodic
poems.
Hesiod provides two examples of 1 st declension genitives plural in 
-av, a contraction of -aoov known from West Greek: 0eav at Theogony 41 
and 129, and peLiav at WD 145. The contraction of -acov to -av is indeed 
known from West Greek, but is also found in Arcadian, Lesbian and 
Thessalian, and from the article in Boeotian. It would of course be 
unrealistic to suppose an Arcadian source for this genitive ending, but it is 
possible that it was adopted from Thessalian, and as Hesiod’s father, as 
Hesiod himself tells us, came from Aeolian Cyme, one cannot altogether 
rule out the possibility that a 1st declension genitive plural in -av was 
known to Hesiod from his father’s speech. Nevertheless, I am wary of 
ascribing to the influence of Hesiod’s father (or of any individual) any 
assumed Lesbian forms in the Hesiodic poems. It is much more likely that 
Hesiod incorporated useful forms from neighbouring dialects in the same 
way as the Ionian bards did, and as their 2nd millennium predecessors had 
done. Since a poet composing in Boeotia was not likely to be familiar with 
Arcadian, influence from neighbouring West Greek dialects or from 
Thessalian seems the most probable source for these genitives.
These two genitives do not, however, follow the usual pattern of 
adaptations from neighbouring dialects, in that they are metrically 
equivalent to their Ionic equivalents pekicdv and 0e<x>v, thus the reason for
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using a form belonging to another dialect is not immediately obvious. If we 
assume that we have Hesiod’s original spelling, the explanation offered by 
G.P. Edwards55 for these genitives is convincing. Gemv could refer to 
divinities male or female, and although Gedcov (not found in contemporary 
Ionic, but a traditional epic form) is unambiguous, it is metrically 
inadmissible in the two Theogony verses in question. The West Greek Geav, 
however, gives the required sense and prosody. fiekithv, the expected Ionic 
genitive, would be metrically acceptable at WD 145 in the 2nd and 3rd feet, 
and would cause no ambiguity, thus the explanation accepted above for 
West Greek Geav is not applicable in this instance. Edwards proposes that 
Hesiod used the West Greek genitive plural in order to avoid association 
with the traditional epic phrase eK peXecov, “from his limbs”, making it 
completely unambiguous that he is referring to “ash trees”.
The few genuine West Greek elements in Hesiod’s language, as 
opposed to simple archaisms which the traditional language of epic shared 
with the West Greek dialects of the 1st millennium, must postdate the 
Dorian invasion, and were absorbed by epic from the vernacular in the same 
way as Ionian epic adopted elements from contemporary Ionic and Lesbian, 
using these either in the non-formulaic part of the diction, or in order to 
modify old formulae. Thus Hesiod has used West Greek xexopa (WD 698) 
in a non-formulaic context, and at WD 564 and 663, the short 1st declension 
accusative plural ending in modifying the traditional xpojtai tjeAXoio. The 
' date of the creation of this formula is difficult to determine: it may be pre-
77ze Language of Hesiod in its Traditional Context, 1971, 103
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migration, as it is shared with Homer, appearing at o 404 in the nominative 
at verse-end: Tpoiial ijeAXoio. The fact that it appears in the same position 
in both Homer and Hesiod gives grounds for believing it to be traditional. 
Hesiod, however, uses the term in a slightly different sense to that which it 
has in Homer, Tponal ijeUoio in Homer referring to the place on the 
horizon where the sun rises at the summer or winter solstice,56 while the 
Hesiodic variation refers to a time of year, the solstice itself. It is not 
necessary to assume that Hesiod had heard the formula from an Ionian bard 
and misunderstood it: he was using a traditional formula, which may well 
have survived on the mainland as well as in Ionia, in a less traditional way 
than the Odyssey poet because his subject-matter was less traditional.
At O 626 we find dve|ioio 6e deivog apTT|g after the 
penthemimeral caesura (in a simile, and not an ancient hemistich: the 
prosody of 6e does not reflect the erstwhile digamma of *6feiv6g); this 
noun occurs several times at verse-end, drjTai at i 139, dijrag at S 254, 
6 567, WD 645, and Seivcxg aprag at WD 675. The gender of this noun is 
subject to dispute because of O 626, where the form of the noun is also 
disputed, some manuscripts offering df|Tr|g and others dijTTj; since the noun 
occurs at verse-end, its final consonant, or the absence thereof, has no 
metrical effect. At 6 567, Zetjrupoio Xiyu nveCoviag apiag is the 
alternative reading to nvelovxog favoured by Aristarchus, and would mean 
that dpiiig was masculine, but this tells us nothing about the gender of the 
noun: Jiveco / jivelco is late in epic, and the archaic word-family represented
56 Hoekstra, A Commentary on Homer's Odyssey, vol. II, 257
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by appi and its derivatives is without prose attestation.57 Nevertheless, 
despite Seivog at O 626, the gender of this noun does seem to be feminine: 
8eivog is used in the nominative singular in order to obviate hiatus between 
final -T| (or -a) and initial ct-. Furthermore, Sappho provides an example of 
the feminine accusative plural iieyctkatg affrctifg].58 Ionian poets, however, 
could not decline this formula into the accusative plural: neither Ionic nor
Lesbian provided them with a metrical alternative to -ag < -avg.59 Hesiod
took advantage of traits present in neighbouring mainland dialects to do just 
this. The presence of this formula in poetry composed on either side of the 
Aegean suggests that it was part of the traditional inherited epic stock, 
probably created for poetry concerning storms at sea, the context of S 254, 
O 626. Hesiod has adopted traditional seafaring formulae to a particularly 
non-heroic context, that of trading by sea.
Other occurrences in Hesiod of short 1st declension accusatives 
plural may or may not be modifications of traditional formulae (Theogony 
60, t) 8’ exeic’ evvea icofipag, Theogony 267, fjbKopo'ug 0’ 'Apiruiag, 
both before the trochaic caesura), but are instances of the poet’s taking 
advantage of this linguistic trait known form neighbouring dialects in order 
to gain greater flexibility in the traditional poetic language. In this respect,
57 Ruijgh, L’ 6l6ment acheen, 71
58 Sappho fr. 20.9 LP
59 Lesbian’had 1st and 2nd declension accusatives plural -aig and -og, having • 
diphthongized the vowels a and o in response to the simplification of-vg after first 
nasalizing them.
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mainland epic language had an option which was not available to poets 
composing in the linguistic milieu of Asia Minor. The presence in epic of
the 3rd declension accusative plural in -ag may have been felt to give
support from within the tradition itself to short accusative plural endings in 
the 1st declension60; however, there are no accusative plural endings in -og 
within epic, and this may explain the isolation of Kayog at Aspis 302, 
despite the fact that those dialects which had the short ending in the 
accusative plural of the 1st declension also had the short ending in the 
corresponding 2nd declension forms. Nevertheless it would be erroneous to 
assume that this licence is taken primarily from the 3rd declension, since 
this possibility was available also to Ionian poets, who did not take 
advantage of it.
TETop(a) at WD 698 is attested elsewhere only in the Doric and 
North West dialects, the equivalent of Ionic xeoaapa. Certain forms of the
number “four” are based on the zero-grade *qwetwr, e.g. Homeric
xeooapeg, Attic xexxapeg, Boeotian Jtexxapeg. The reason for Hesiod’s use 
of xexop(a) at WD 698 is clear: neither the traditional epic form, nor the 
local Boeotian form, gave the required scansion here. When this scansion is 
required in Homer, the “Aeolic” Jttonpeg is used (three occurrences in the 
Iliad and Odyssey respectively). This Homeric “Aeolism” might be assumed 
to have been adopted from Lesbian, but is not attested anywhere else. 
Hesychius cites for Lesbian the form sxeooupeg, reflecting the zero-grade
60 Janko, 77727/ 59
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with variant vocalization in the second syllable, and the normal Aeolic
result of the labiovelar before a vowel of e-timbre. Also claimed as Lesbian
is the form Jteonpeg, attested by Balbilla in the 2nd century A.D. However, 
caution is necessary here, as Balbilla is far too late to be used as evidence 
for the early Lesbian dialect which was in a position to influence Homer. As 
an Aeolic dialect, Lesbian had not simplified the sequence -go- < *0y,*Ty, 
as in jxeaaog, a simplification which had apparently taken place in Att-Ion. 
and AC in the 2nd millennium; the development of the sequence 
*Tf > -oo- I -tt- is later than this, postdating the end of the Mycenaean
Age, and is not simplified in any dialect in the interior of a word. It possible, 
however, that Ionian poets had taken the licence to simplify this sequence in 
Jteaanpeg by analogy with the Aeolic type peoaog corresponding to Ionic 
peaoq. This leaves the vocalism of the first syllable of OTtonpeg to be 
explained: as the expected result of a labiovelar before /i/ is everywhere T-, 
even in Aeolic (e.g. tl <qwt(8), Tipxx = T(jxq at Sappho 5.10, LP), this 
vocalism cannot be original, and may be explained as Hainsworth has 
plausibly suggested as “a development within the Kunstsprache itself, 
perhaps by assimilation to the fronted n of Ionic”.61 Therefore I believe 
Homeric Jiwupotg to be something of a red herring: rather than a form 
adopted directly from Lesbian, it is an artificial form, a “false Aeolism”, 
created for metrical convenience, and it would be legitimate to describe it as 
a hyper-Aeolism in Homer, in the same way as Hesiod uses the hyper-ionic 
JEp|±e(r|V62 {WD 68) while Homer has "Eppeiav retaining original long a.63
61A Commentary on Homer's Odyssey, vol.l, 263
62 G.P. Edwards, The Language of Hesiod in its Traditional Context, 102
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Why the Ionian bards created an artificial form with initial jc-, the Aeolic 
result of the labiovelar preceding a front vowel, rather than T-, the Ionic 
result, is difficult to explain. One can only assume that Aeolic forms were 
felt to be older and somehow more desirable in epic: Lesbian did after all 
still use some forms which were used in epic but obsolete in spoken Ionic. 
Whereas Hesiod had at his disposal a genuine form from a neighbouring 
dialect which could be substituted for the traditional epic form as metrically 
required, the Ionian bards were not familiar with such a form in a spoken 
dialect, and thus created the hybrid Jtionpeq.
At WD 611 most manuscripts give the unmetrical ajtobpejtetv, 
while others read the imperative drcobpejte, and others djtobpejrev. One 
might assume that djtobpejtev should be interpreted as an imperative with 
ephelcystic -v blocking hiatus where the initial digamma of (f)oiK:a6e is 
neglected, but this is unparalleled: -v is never added to an imperative.63 4 
Poets did indeed create artificial forms, but not forms which had no basis in 
the spoken language and would have sounded preposterous to listeners: only 
with morphemes which were obsolete in quotidian parlance could poets be 
creative (e.g. |3iq0t). Although imperatival infinitives are well
represented in epic,65 here djiobpETteiv is unmetrical with or without initial 
digamma in the following word. As the thematic infinitive of the type
63 A comparable Hyper-Ionism from mainland epic is to be found in Sb) at 77/. 260 and 
Hesiodic fragment 70.10; in Homer this adjective always appears as bta.
64 J.L. Garcia-Ramon, “En torno a los elementos dialectales en Hesiodo I”, CFC11, 1976, 
531
65 Chantraine, G77II, 316 ff.
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*e%e/7EV < *seghesen (Mycenaean e-ke-e) is Common Greek and is likely 
to have belonged to both East and West Greek in the 2nd millennium, the 
origin of the type exev is not certain, but it is likely that after vowel 
contractions had given -eiv or -r|V as the thematic infinitive ending, a 
similar process took place to that which occurred with the doublets Elg / Eg, 
xoftg / Tog, the form with long vowel being used in antevocalic position, 
that with the short vowel anteconsonantally, one of the pair subsequently 
being generalized according to dialect. Thus some dialects may have had 
both -Etv / -ev as infinitive endings at one stage, before generalizing the 
anteconsonantal version -ev. J.L. Garcia-Ramon66 is thus correct in arguing 
that -ev represents a sandhi variation on -Etv, but this is not, as he claimed, 
affected by Osthoff’s Law, which took effect in the 2nd millennium.67 In the 
same way as Ionian bards could use Aeolic infinitive endings 
(-|iev, -p,£vat), so, it appears, has Hesiod taken advantage of a metrical 
possibility from a neighbouring dialect: -ev is the ending of the thematic 
infinitive in part of Arcadian, and in some West Greek dialects (Delphian, 
East Locrian, Argolic, Cretan). However, this type of infinitive has no 
formulaic representation, since it is a recent innovation and does not belong 
to the dialects which influenced epic language in its formative stages.
The diction of Hesiod and of other mainland epic is more 
“advanced” than that of the Homeric poems, not necessarily as a result of 
increased Ionian influence on mainland poetry, but rather because “non­
66 “Le pretendu infinitif grec occidental”, Minos 16, 1977, 194-5
67 Lejeune, Phonetique, 220
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heroic diction is generally more advanced than the heroic”68: in other words, 
there was more traditional diction for heroic poetry than for other subjects. 
The Aspis and Catalogue, for example, although generally believed to be of 
later composition than the Theogony and J17J, are more formulaic and 
conservative than the two poems genuinely by Hesiod, because there was a 
greater amount of traditional material related to their subject-matter, vzz, 
genealogy and fighting. The presence of ^epecjodiceag Kadp.e(,ong (Aspis 
13), the probable T2 pendant of Ka6p,e(oi Keviopeg ljctxdv, shows that the 
Aspis poet was not dependent on Homer for his diction.
Non-Homeric Archaisms
The non-Homeric epics contain a number of archaisms which are 
not found in Homer, certain of which have no Homeric parallels, while 
others are more archaic than their Homeric equivalents. Thus it is highly 
improbable that they were “borrowed” from Ionian epic, and their sources 
must be sought elsewhere.
Much early epic is lost, but fragments of the Thebaid survive, 17 
verses in all. At least part of this poem was known to Pausanias, who quotes 
it at 9.9,5, but as much of the Theban epic is clearly known to the poets of 
the Iliad and Odyssey and to Hesiod, the Thebaid cannot be a late creation
68 Pavese, ‘The Rhapsodic Epic Poems as Oral and Independent Poems”, HSCP 98, 1998, 
80
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designed to glorify Thebes, and its focus on Bronze Age Thebes, the 
Mycenaean connexions of its characters69 as well as its linguistic character 
point to a poem derived from the oral tradition with a Mycenaean 
antecedent in the same way as the Iliad and Odyssey are orally-derived 
poems on traditional themes with a Mycenaean background. Its diction is 
clearly of the same traditional type as that of the Homeric poems: 
’'Apyog del be Ged echoes A 1, pfjvtv detbe Ged, but there is no 
justification for assuming intertextual borrowing in either direction, detbe 
Ged before the penthemimeral caesura is presumably a traditional way in 
which bards began a poem. Ait paotkflt is the most likely element of the 
fragmentary Thebaid to be innovative vis-a-vis traditional epic diction. This 
does not imply that these fragments are “post-Homeric”, i.e. later than the 
composition of the Iliad and Odyssey. Traits unattested in Homer should not 
be considered later than Homer: ^epeaaaiceag Kab|iEtoug {Aspis 13) is a 
case in point, as it is probably as old as many Homeric formulae. Although 
Homer never refers to gods as paotX.E'fig, using instead the Mycenaean term 
(f )dva^5 Hesiod, who may antedate Homer, also uses paot^efig of Zeus,70 
and Atog PaotXflog occurs at HyDem 358.
At WD 498 we find the feminine dual Kakinpaptevco, an aorist 
middle participle. The feminine dual of a-stems is rarely attested outside 
Attic, where its ending is -a, except for the definite article T(h. In
69 The Bronze Age connexions of the Thebaid- are discussed by Emily Vermeule, “Baby 
Aigisthos and the Bronze Age”, PCPS 33, 1987, 138
70 Theogony 886, 923, WD 668, Fr. 308
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Mycenaean, however, the dual of feminine a-stems is clearly -6, e.g to-pe-zo 
= *TOpJTE^(n, ko-to-no = *ktoCvco. -co as the ending of the feminine dual is 
also to be found in an Elean inscription: KaxaaxdTCO.71 Nowhere in Greek 
do we find the inherited a-stem dual *-at ( = Sanskrit -e); the fact that 
Mycenaean has -6 as the dual ending in the 1st declension points to a very 
early innovation on the part of Greek. Later attestation of the dual in 
Boeotian indicates that it was still alive in Hesiod’s day, thus epic duals had 
vernacular support in this part of Greece, but lack of inscriptional evidence 
makes it impossible to determine the 1st declension dual ending at the time 
when he was active. dap/pnco72 in a 4th century inscription suggests a 
refection at a later date, perhaps under the influence of the Attic dual in -a. 
The 1st declension dual may have been commoner in the pre-migration 
stages of the epic tradition, although it was lost in Ionian epic, reflecting the 
fact that the dual became obsolete at an early stage in Ionic, and thus 
feminine duals in -co would have had no support in the vernacular. It is 
possible that such forms were replaced in Ionian epic with the metrically 
equivalent plural ending -at, which is itself an innovation dating from the
2nd millennium, and replaced the inherited nominative plural -ag by
analogy with 2nd declension -oi.73 The dual was obsolete in East Ionic very 
early, thus such forms had no support in the Ionic vernacular.
71 Schwyzer-Cauer DGE, 418
72 Buck, The Greek Dialects, 229, no. 39
73 Palmer, The Greek Language 269
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At Theogony 199, 283 and 705 we find the verb yEVXO used in the 
same way as (E)yevEXO. This yevxo is a homophone of the athematic aorist 
wliich appears at 0 43, N 25, 241, 2 476, 477 with the meaning “grasped”. 
While one might assume that Hesiodic yevxo represents a misunderstanding 
of yevxo, “grasped”, either heard from Ionian bards and subsequently 
reinterpreted, or indeed reinterpreted within the mainland branch itself, it 
may equally well be an older athematic aorist from the root of yiyvopai. 
The latter possibility becomes more attractive when one considers a 6th 
century inscription from Mycenae containing the phrase iKexag eyevxo74 
where its meaning is the same as that of eyevexo. Thus it is not improbable 
that eyevxo survived in this dialect as an isolated archaism. From the 
evidence of Homer it appears that the thematic aorist (e)yevexo was 
preferred in epic, presumably for metrical reasons: in the Iliad yeveto 
occurs 13 times after the penthemimeral caesura,75 and the elided yevex’ 12 
times before the bucolic diaeresis as well as a further 6 times in the weak
part of the 5th foot. A comparable form may be found in 0epxe at I 171, 
which could be explained as a syncopated form, but as epic lacks parallel 
syncopated imperatives it is legitimate to assume that this is an isolated 
athematic imperative. Similarly, athematic eukxo (v. infra} gave way in epic 
to thematic en/exo. In the case of yevxo it appears that Hesiod, despite the 
generally more “modern” nature of his language, has preserved an epic 
museum piece absent from Homer.
74 Schwyzer-Cauer DGE 97
75 This tally includes elided yevex’ at A 49 and H 345
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In fragment 3 of the Thebaid there occurs a non-Homeric archaism 
in ebicxo, athematic aorist middle of a verb which is common in Homer, 
ebxofxai. This verb is also known from Mycenaean in the 3rd person 
singular present indicative, e-u-ke-to = *ebxeTOt (PY Eb 297.1, Ep 704.5), 
where its sense is “claim, assert”, corresponding to the Homeric sense as 
seen in the formulaic use ebxeTaL elvai at verse-end A 91, B 82, E 246, 
Y 102; the formula also occurs in the 1st person £ux°!iat elvai at 
Z211, © 190, I 60, etc., frequently in connexion with genealogies, and 
also in the present participle eux6p,evog in cbq e<J)ax’ eftxojxevog. The 
morphology of eukto is unexceptionable: it is perfectly easy to accept that 
this is an athematic aorist middle of e'bxop.ai, the same type of formation as 
Seicxo, aXxo or oxeuxo, without augment, its accentuation by analogy with 
forms such as &pxo, whose augment is temporal. ePkto derives from Indo­
European: cf. Avestan aogQda < I.E. *#ieughto. e'Skto is found in extant
Greek also in a fragment of Sophocles, possibly from the lost play Theseus 
(P.Ox. 2524, fr. 6.20), and the corresponding pluperfect qbyp/qv appears at 
Sophocles Trachiniae 610. Homer uses only the thematic forms ebxexai, 
euxeto, £bxop,at, corresponding to Vedic ohate, “praised”, as well as the 
sigmatic aorist eb^axo: presumably the thematic forms were preferred from 
an early stage in epic for metrical reasons, combining with elvai after the 
bucolic diaeresis in the formulaic phrase ebxexai / ebxexo / ebxoprxi elvai. 
The doublet eb/exo / euKXO is paralleled in yevexo and the Hesiodic ye vto, 
of which the thematic member may have been favoured for its metrical 
convenience, while ebxexo / eb^axo is almost paralleled in Sekxo / Se^axo, 
both of which are already attested in Mycenaean, which suggests that the
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thematic preterites eD/eto and yeveTO may already have been used in epic 
in the Mycenaean Age.
Several verb-forms found in Hesiod are more archaic than their
Homeric equivalents. At Theogony 30 appears ebov, an athematic 3rd 
person plural aorist of bCboopi, and at WD 139 an imperfect eblbov (also at 
HyDem 327). Att-Ion. and Homer favour the more recent sigmatic aorist 
boaav, which was clearly generalized in Att-Ion. at an early date, with 
eleven attestations in the Iliad, 5 in the T2 formula 0eoI boaav 
ctyXaa bthpa: this formula is thus the creation of Ionic-speaking bards. 
Such forms as the Hesiodic Ebov have no attestation in inscriptions outside 
West Greek speech areas, but it is possible that they belong to the early 
stages of the epic tradition and were retained in mainland epic because they 
had support from vernacular speech. Parallel forms in mainland epic are 
e0ev, conjectured for Oegov at fr. 205.7; aorist passive aJieaauOEV at 
Theogony 183; KXXTEOTaOEV at Theogony 674. Homeric parallels include 
e(3av (= Eprjoav76), ET10EV, diETjxayEV (A 531), &|3?tap£V OF 461, 545). In 
these forms -v represents the ancient ending *-vr, but was replaced in Att- 
Ion. with -aav, by analogy with the sigmatic aorist, while the older ending 
was retained in West Greek.77 These are therefore Common Greek 
archaisms which were retained in West Greek, supported in mainland epic
76 As the members of this doublet are metrically different, the more recent form cannot
have been substituted for the older one.
77 Pavese, Tradizioni, 52; v. Anna Morpurgo Davies, “Doric features in the language of 
Hesiod”, 147
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by their use in the spoken dialects in some areas. Such forms as Hesiod’s 
e6ov and e6i6ov are thus not inconsistent with the epic morphological 
system78: their absence from Homer may be explained by lack of 
vernacular support in the Ionian dialect.
Another archaic verb form used by Hesiod but absent from Homer 
is 3rd person plural 'rjv, a contraction of ^ev, the original athematic 
imperfect of eiptC, as opposed to the thematic imperfect qacxv:
Theogony 321, xfjg d’fjv Tpeig KEtjxxkal
Theogony 825, fjv ekxxtov KEcjiaXaC dtjnog 
In extant epic, as in Att-Ion., the 3rd person singular is most frequently rjv, 
more rarely fjfiv, etjv or eoke; f)v may have replaced the older 3rd person 
singular qg (<*rjoT) in the strong part of the foot (cf. the Corcyran proxenos 
inscription, Inscriptional Evidence, no. 6), while poets in Ionic-speaking 
areas may at a very early stage have substituted for the original 3rd person 
plural f|£V its metrical equivalent fjoav. In both of the above verses, flv is 
irresoluble, as is rpeig, indicating recent composition, and it is possible that 
this is a form belonging to contemporary vernacular speech. Where this 
form occurs in Homer it belongs to the 3rd person singular, as in Att-Ion, as 
does its uncontracted form ^ev, e.g. a 18, EV0a Jiecjivyiievog fjev, A 381, 
pnka ol (j)tkog rjev. The plural form fjaav (eaav without augment)
78 Here I paraphrase Anna Morpurgo Davies (“Doric features in the language of Hesiod”,
147), who refers to the “Homeric morphological system”: epic morphology belongs to the 
epic tradition in its entirety, of which tlie Homeric poems are only the best known 
representatives.
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appears to be a very early Att-Ion. innovation. Att-Ion. is the only dialect in 
which fjv is found in the 3rd person singular. Inscriptional evidence is 
lacking for the Boeotian 3rd person plural imperfect form contemporaneous 
with Hesiod; Jiapeiav79 (= Jiapfjaav) is influenced by the Attic form, but is 
in any case not attested until the 3rd century.
One of the most remarkable archaisms in Hesiod occurs as a varia
lectio at Theogony 487, 890, 899 and fragment 343,7. While most modern 
editors accept the variant ef)V eokoitOeto vpbvv, two manuscripts (b Q) 
offer eyKCtTOexo. This formula is not attested in Homer, although one cannot 
exclude the possibility that it was adopted from Ionian epic, perhaps as a 
modification of e<2> eyk&tGeto koXtcco (S 223). However, if this formula 
had indeed been borrowed from Ionian epic one would expect eok&tGeto, 
because the verb is followed by a noun in the accusative. Thus it is highly 
improbable that we have here a borrowing from Ionian epic, and there is a 
strong possibility that it represents a mainland formula which was not 
known to Ionian poets.80 Therefore there is a possibility that EyKCtTGexo is 
the original form,81 written as eokcccGeto by Attic-speaking scribes who 
were unaware that ev with the accusative was an epic archaism. The 
inherited use of ev with the accusative case expressing motion into is 
obsolete in the progressive Att-Ion. and Doric dialects; these dialects made a
79 Buck, The Greek Dialects 234, no. 43
80 J.L. Garcia Ramon, “Hesiodea 1,'Efjv EyKCtiOeio vt]Svv”, CFC 11, 1976, 575-81
81 This possibility is acknowledged by G.P.Edwards, The Language of Hesiod 106-7, and 
by Troxler, Sprache und Wortschatz Hesiods, 1964, 115-6.
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joint innovation in replacing ev in this usage with evg, which later became 
eg / etg when the sequence -vg was simplified, although evg is found in 
Cretan and Argolic. The creation of evg therefore postdates the Dorian 
invasion and antedates the second compensatory lengthening. As Ionian 
epic language shared in the developments of the Ionian vernacular, in which 
there was no support for ev + accusative, formulae created with this 
construction can be expected to have replaced ev with eg, and thus Homeric 
formulae containing eg may conceal an ancient ev, while those containing 
etg may be recent, or conceal ev with metrical lengthening,82 e.g. 
etg ’IO&ktjv (a 18), and parts of etoavapatvco, several times at verse-end, 
e.g. ore ’TXiov etoavepawov (|3 172, o 252, t 125). If these phrases are 
indeed ancient within epic, original ev would have been changed to etg 
because the construction of the phrases was entirely clear, kcit’ evmjra (O 
320) and evavra (Y 67), however, are not comparable, as these are 
fossilized phrases where ev + accusative represents an archaism: had these 
phrases survived in contemporary Ionic they could be expected to have 
become *eothjra, eoctvTa.83
The connexion between ef|v eyKaTOeTO vqbvv and formulae with 
ev governing the dative, e.g. e<n eyicdTOexo koXjcco, is clear: all form a T2
hemistich. Similar formulae with the dative are to be found in Hesiod:
T8(h evuorcOeo Onpxb (WD 27), Te<b eyKarOeo olkco (WD 627). Yet none
82 Pavese, Studi, 98 • •
83 J.L. Garcia Ramon, “Hesiodea I, 'Ef|V eykcciOeto vn&uv”, 577. It is notable also that the 
fossilized evwjta contains the accusative singular of the obsolete noun < (hqwg.
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of these proves that the Hesiodic variant with the accusative has a prototype 
in Homer, firstly because it is not indisputably a modification of a Homeric 
(or, more accurately, Ionian) formula; and, secondly, because there is no 
Homeric attestation of a variant with accusative of direction, thus there is
still no evidence to indicate whether such a Homeric formula would contain
eYKxxt0eto or (more likely) eok(XT0eto. This is comparable to the way that 
jrog, apocopated form of the inherited *jiooi < teotl, may have been 
replaced in Ionian epic by the innovative Jtpog when speakers of proto-ionic 
were no longer familiar with the older monosyllabic form of the preposition 
which was retained in AC. The mainland Aeolic dialects, Thessalian and
Boeotian, retained the inherited use of ev + accusative, as did the North 
West dialects and AC (where the preposition takes the form tv). Therefore it 
is legitimate to interpret ev followed by the accusative in this formula as an 
element which reflects the usage of mainland dialects with which the poet 
had contact, but which in Ionian epic would have been an archaism and 
would have been altered to Eg since the older usage no longer had any 
support in the vernacular.
As the innovation Elg I Eg <EVg is shared with Doric, the creation 
of the prototype formula may reasonably be supposed to antedate the Dorian 
invasion. It is a reasonable assumption that this is a pre-migration formula 
which is attested in mainland epic in its primary form, and in Ionian epic in 
secondary variations. If one accepts the likelihood that eykolt0eto is 
original, the preverb ev may be attributed to the 2nd millennium epic 
language of the mainland or to Hesiod’s Boeotian vernacular. This is an
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instance in which Ionic and Lesbian have innovated and the mainland
Aeolic dialects share an archaism with mainland epic language. In local 
Boeotian epic one would expect *eav instead of Ionicized erjv, and indeed it 
is possible that this is how Hesiod pronounced it in recitation; however, it is 
likely that by this time Ionic pronunciation had come to be perceived as the 
most appropriate for the performance of epic verse. Ionic pronunciation is of 
no relevance for the dating of a formula: i] for a is merely a superficial 
Ionism with no effect on prosody. For mainland poets, the use of Ionic as 
the dialect for epic verse (dialect used does not alter diction, the elements of 
which the poetry is composed) would have had the advantage of rendering 
epic language more flexible, with the possibility of observing or neglecting 
digamma, and perhaps of using ephelcystic -v to make position.
At the time of Hesiod, if one accepts a floruit of c. 700 B.C., some 
relics of the ancient epichoric diction survived in non-Ionicized forms in 
mainland inscriptions. Literature is distinct from inscriptions: the latter are 
personal to the dedicator/ dedicatee, or the owner of the artefact on which 
the inscription appears, while the former is intended for public performance 
(even poems which were written down were intended for recitation), and as 
such is likely to be part of the wider consciousness of pan-Hellenic culture 
which appears in the 8th century, and is connected with the growth in 
interest in ancient tombs and the heroic past. This interest in the Heroic (i.e. 
Mycenaean) Age is probably one of the factors which contributed to the 
composition of the monumental Homeric poems. This growing 
consciousness of a unifying Greek culture (it is significant that the
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traditional date for the founding of the Olympic Games is 776 B.C., and that 
Delphi became an international oracle around this time) is likely to have 
provided an incentive for epic to be composed in what was felt to be a 
uniform dialect, namely the contemporary Ionian version of the poetic 
language that was the creation of the 2nd millennium bards.
If it is accepted that, at a date before Hesiod, the Ionic style of 
epic composition became prevalent in mainland Greece, one may 
legitimately enquire into the linguistic nature of mainland epic before this 
development. Pavese84 argued for two distinct poetic traditions, a northern 
and a southern, the southern being a Mycenaean tradition, which continued 
to develop in an Ionian milieu, and which ultimately produced the Homeric 
poems; Hesiod’s poems, on the other hand, according to this theory, were 
representatives of the “northern”, i.e. Aeolic, poetic tradition, until they 
were Ionicized. Similarities in the language of these respective poetic 
traditions Pavese explained as isoglosses common to the northern and 
southern parts of the 2nd millennium mainland, or due to “l’influenza d’una 
lingua poetica collaterale”, that is, the claimed northern poetic tradition. It 
was this distinct northern poetic tradition, Pavese claimed,85 that flourished 
in Mycenaean locations such as Thebes, Iolcus and Orchomenus. Equally 
implausibly, J.L.Garcia-Ramon has argued for “una poesia continental con
84 Tradizioni, 29
85 Tradizioni, 30
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centro en Delfos, en region vecino a Beocia”86; his argument is that Hesiod 
shares some isoglosses with North West dialects, including Phocian, e.g. 
TETOpa, ev + accusative, infinitives of the type e/ev. Yet this does not justify 
the assumption that this poetry was based in Delphi; the fact that the 
Delphic oracle is alleged sometimes to have issued responses in hexameter 
verse87 seems to be the only basis for such an assumption, but this is no 
reason to imagine that Hesiod’s poetry belonged to a type based in Delphi. 
Hesiod and the Delphic hexameters were, rather, representatives of the same 
tradition, but independent of each other.
Since all “literary” epic verse has reached us in Ionic form, to 
determine the linguistic nature of mainland epic before Ionic came to be 
perceived as the correct dialect for this genre of verse, it is necessary to 
examine the only other representatives of archaic hexameter poetry. These 
are to be found in inscriptions, the oldest of which date to the second half of 
the 8th century (e.g the Dipylon oinochoe c. 725 B.C., the Ithacan oinochoe 
c. 700 B.C.), and which are composed with formulae or formulaic 
expressions paralleled in the Homeric poems, but not derived from them. 
They show not that the Homeric poems were known, but that the technique 
of formular composition in a traditional poetic language whose origins lie in
86 “En torno a los elementos dialectales en Hesiodo I: el elemento occidental”, CFC 11,
1976, 538
87 It may be more accurate to say that the oracle’s responses were sometimes represented in 
hexameter verse, and the concomitant traditional language, after they had been delivered. 
Most responses seem to have been given in prose form. See Fontenrose, The Delphic 
Oracle, 1978, 194.
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the 2nd millennium was practised in diverse parts of the Greek-speaking 
world in the 8th century,88 before the composition with the aid of writing of 
the Iliad and Odyssey as we know them. The same technique was practised 
in hexameter inscriptions during the 7th and 6th centuries and beyond. 
Mainland hexameter inscriptions containing oral formulae, notably noun + 
epithet formulae, point to the existence of epic poetry on the mainland at a 
date which is too early to admit influence from the Homeric poems.
Inscriptional Evidence
For convenience all of the following inscriptions are transcribed in 
the Ionian alphabet with (largely) Ionian orthography, although the originals 
were written in epichoric scripts. The earliest inscriptions known to us 
belong to the late 8th and early 7th centuries, a time contemporaneous with 
Hesiod and the poets of the Iliad and Odyssey. These inscriptions suggest 
that the art of composing in hexameters was sufficiently widespread in 
various regions of Greece to be practised on occasion even by “amateurs”89, 
that is, those who had not undergone a bardic training, but had “picked it 
up” simply by listening. Some of these inscriptions are composed with 
formulae also found in the Homeric poems; such formulae, however, are not 
derived from these poems, but rather represent elements of a common 
inherited poetic tradition with its roots in the 2nd millennium, which 
. continued to develop on both sides of the Aegean after the migrations. Thus
88 Pavese, Studi, 57
89 Pavese, Tradizioni, 184
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metrical inscriptions are composed in traditional poetic language, whose 
elements are spelt according to dialect, i.e. in accordance with local 
pronunciation. Inscriptions are found in both hexameters and elegiac 
couplets, and as elegy shares to a considerable extent the diction of epic it is 
legitimate to take elegiac inscriptions into consideration in a discussion of 
epichoric representation of epic language. When they are preserved in the 
literary tradition, however, metrical inscriptions are recorded in the Attic or 
Ionic form, for example the elegiac couplet for the Corinthian dead at 
Salamis, recorded in partly Atticized form by Dio Chrysostom (to be 
discussed, no. 8).
1. Mavxiickog p’ dveGeiice f eica(36k(p apyupoTd^to 
Tag &£K:aTag- tu Se, <I>oT(3e, SCSoi xapifETiav apoi[|3ctv]90
This hexameter inscription is on a late 8th or early 7th statue of 
Apollo from Boeotia, perhaps contemporaneous with Hesiod. It uses epic 
diction, but its orthography represents Boeotian pronunciation: ccveGeike is 
equivalent to Att-Ion. ccveGtjke, but in Boeotian the e-timbre vowel had a 
close quality. Digamma is retained, as it was in this dialect until late.
This couplet shares with Homer the formula xaptfETiav apoi|3av 
= xaP^eoaav &poif3Tjv (at verse-end, y 58), showing the Boeotian 
treatment of the geminated sibilant from whatever source, equivalent to Att- 
Ion. -oo- I ~o~, and other Aeolic -ao-. As the formula is attested on both
90 Jeffery, The Local Scripts of Archaic Greece, 90, plate 7
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sides of the Aegean, the chances are increased that it is inherited from the 
Mycenaean Age, when the expected form would be 
*X<xp(p ecroav d[ioiywdv
Both of the epithets here used of Apollo are known from Homer, 
fEK&ftokog in its Ionic form eiajpokoc, 8 times after the trochaic caesura in 
the Iliad, as here, as well as several times in the Hymns in the same position. 
This suggests that the epithet has a degree of antiquity within the tradition. 
This form of the epithet does not occur in the Odyssey', admittedly Apollo 
has a lesser role in this poem, but at n 278 lie is EKaTT][36Xou ’AnoAAcovog 
after the penthemimeral caesura, the adjective perhaps created for these 
metrical conditions on the basis of the more traditional EKij^oXog or 
eicdepyog.
Apollo’s epithets peKCtpolog I £Kf](3okog dpyupOTO^og are never 
juxtaposed in Homer, which might suggest that this is a mainland fonnula. 
Perhaps, but it is debatable to what extent it is appropriate to refer to
“mainland” or “Ionian” formulae when the diction is to all intents and 
purposes unitary despite differing dialectal complexions. It is more 
appropriate to think in terms of fonnulae which appear in a certain location 
and perhaps are under-represented in others. It is significant that this 
inscription is found on a statue of Apollo: as religious language is 
conservative, one would be justified in thinking it improbable that a statue
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of a god would bear an inscription whose language was that of a poetic 
genre recently introduced from overseas.91 ,
2. Nearopog e[tp]L ewtotov rarrqpiov
65 5’ dv TouSe ra/qoi jroTTjpCon cojtikxx keXvov 
ipepog alprjoei KaXktOTecjxivou ’A^podirqg92
A further example of an early hexameter inscription (the first line is 
iambic) bearing more than a passing resemblance to the language of the 
Homeric poems is that on the so-called Nestor’s Cup from Pithecusae, a 
Euboean colony on the west coast of Italy, which dates to the last quarter of 
the 8th century, and contains elements which are paralleled in Homer or
other hexameter verse.
This inscription, according to C.O. Pavese,93 is not connected 
with Nestor’s berate; of A 632, but is rather a normal inscription of 
ownership. It may in fact be both of these things, labelling the vessel as the 
property of an individual named Nestor: heroic names are not unknown 
among Greeks of the Archaic Age, cf. Agamemnon of Cyme. However, 
whatever the significance of the inscription, it does not prove that the 
Homeric Iliad was known in the colonies of Magna Graecia: its date is 
almost certainly too early to allow such an influence. What it does indicate
91 Hoekstra, “Hesiode et la tradition orale” 223: “..est-il necessairement vrai que la forme
de ces epigrammes ait ete determinee par la poesie d’outre-mer.” .
92 L. Jeffery, The Local Scripts of Archaic Greece, 235 ff., plate 67
93 “La iscrizione sulla kotyle di Nestor da Pithekoussai”, ZPE112, 1996, 1-23
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is that Euboean settlers in Pithecusae were sufficiently familiar with epic 
language to use it to compose inscriptions, and perhaps also sufficiently 
familiar with epic material about Nestor’s drinking-vessel to make a
humorous allusion to it here.
Almost all the components of this inscription are echoed elsewhere 
in the early epic corpus. Neoxopog occurs in the same position at y 452; 
og 8’ av is paralleled at A 306, og be K’otvf|p; tjxepog alppoet is 
reminiscent of Homeric ipepog alpet at verse-end T 446, A 89 and E 328, 
which is scarcely likely to be the prototype, containing as it does an 
irresoluble contraction in the final syllable. Likewise the noun + epithet 
combination KakX,iOT£0dvo'U ’A(J)po8iT'rjg is reminiscent of 
KakkiOTECpavog Apppipp at HyDem 251 and 295, and also of 
KaXXioTecpdvou uxooig "Hpiig, Tyrtaeus 2.12.
3. gevfog xe ({)(Xog Kai analog eiaipog94
This inscription belongs to an oinochoe from Ithaca dated c. 700 
B.C. ge/vfog I ^eivog is a long-established item of epic vocabulary,
occurring in this position 35 times in the Odyssey, where it is connected 
with one of the pervasive themes, that of hospitality. Likewise 
mo'Tog eTdtpog appears to be a traditional formula, with two occurrences 
in the nominative in the Iliad (O 437, 2 460) and another five in the
L. Jeffery, The Local Scripts of Archaic Greece, 236, plate 7
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accusative in the same position (O 331, P 500, 557, 589, 2 235); the 
nominative formula appears also at “Hesiod” fr. 280.5, again at verse- 
end. Comradeship is a traditional theme of heroic epic: one thinks of 
Achilles and Patroclus in the Iliad, and of Odysseus’ epippeg eraipoi in the 
Odyssey. The presence of this hexameter inscription in Ithaca, an island off 
the northwest coast of mainland Greece, has nothing to do with the spread 
of the Homeric poems: it indicates familiarity with the traditional diction of 
epic, pronounced and spelt according to local dialect.
4. Apvia x68e aapia tov (oXeoe jtovTog avaifrrjg95
This epitaph, dating to c. 650 B.C., comes from south of
Acrocorinth.
Afsvia is the genitive of the personal name Afsvtag: in West 
Greek dialects the inherited genitive ending -ao contracted to -a, resulting 
in a monosyllabic ending which is metrically equivalent to Ionic -eu) 
pronounced with synizesis. icovTog is a well-known item of epic 
vocabulary, a word whose use in the 1st millennium is confined to verse, 
apart from occasional use to designate a particular sea. This inscription is 
reminiscent of epic also in its use of the verb dAXupx without a preverb; in 
prose it is always prefixed with a preposition until late.
95 Buck, The Greek Dialects, 293, no. 91; Schwyzer-Cauer, DGE 124
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A further Homeric parallel is to be found in xode oapa, which is 
reminiscent of dvdpdg jiev to6e ofjpa (H 89). Certainly ofjfxa is used 
several times in Homer in the sense “tomb(stone)” (A 166, W 45, 255, 
257, Q 16, 416, 801, a 291, {3 222, X 75), but its primary sense is more 
likely to be that seen in ofi|xa...dpL(J)pa6eg QF 326, X 126, 0 217, etc.) 
before the bucolic diaeresis, and it is not clear to what extent the 
identification of graves is a traditional epic theme. If D. Gary Miller96 is 
right in arguing that the Iliad poet is drawing on conventional epitaph- 
formulae at H 89, this suggests that the Homeric poems postdate the spread 
of alphabetic writing for inscriptional purposes. Literacy would presumably 
have had to be widespread before the significance of this Iliad verse could 
be appreciated.
5. oapa Tod(e) ’Apviadcr yapoTtog tov6’ dAeaev ’Apqg 
|3apvdp,evov jtapdt vaidv ejt’ ’ ApaOOoio popcxToi. 
jioXXov apioiemovTa koctcx oxovop eoav ap wav97
This epitaph of Arniadas (’Apvi/xSa is another West Greek 
genitive with ending -a <-ao) is from Corcyra, and dates from the early 6th 
century. Corcyra was a Corinthian colony, and consequently this epitaph, 
although consisting of elements of epic diction, is in the Corinthian dialect.
96 Homer and the Ionian Epic Tradition, 62
97 Buck, The Greek Dialects 295, no. 94; Schwyzer-Cauer DEG 133
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The second -x- of apiOTEmovxa is more likely to be redundant 
than an engraver’s error for digamma. Here we have an inscription which 
expresses traditional epic values in traditional epic language: the infinitive 
apioxEUEiv occurs at Z 208 and A 784 occupying the same sedes as the 
participle does here, and the adjective on which this verb is based, dptoxog, 
is obviously of considerable antiquity within epic, appearing repeatedly at 
verse-end in both the Iliad and the Odyssey, xapojxog occurs once in the 
Iliad (in the genitive singular at B 672, Xaponoio x’ dvaicxog) and once 
there occurs the athematic accusative %apojta (A 426, Xdpojt’ ofixaae 
douptt). In both verses the epithet is understood as a personal name; the 
relatively late date of the creation of both verses is betrayed by the neglect 
of digamma in avaicxog at B 672, and by the verb-form ouxotoe at A 426. 
The athematic form is likely to be earlier than the thematic, presumably 
representing a nominative *xdpotp; similar is Apollo’s epithet xpwdtop, 
which is athematic in Hesiod and at HyAp 123, but thematic in Homer. The 
plural xapoftoi occurs once in the Odyssey (X 611), and a further twice in 
the Hymns {HyHerm 194, HyAphr 70), with the genitive singular 
Xapo3xoto keovxog at Th. 321. It is possible that the earliest version of this 
formula is the genitive plural x«poJWV xe keovxcov (only at Hymn 14, 4): 
the genitive plural of the athematic adjective would have permitted its 
reinterpretation as a thematic form. The fonnula may be of Mycenaean 
vintage: lions are depicted in Mycenaean art, e.g. the inlaid dagger from the 
shaft graves at Mycenae.98 The fact that in each of the attestations cited, 
with the exception of the two occurrences in HyHerm, xapo^og occupies
98 Webster, From Mycenae to Homer, plate 3
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the same position after the hephthemimeral caesura suggests that it is a 
traditional component of the epic vocabulary, and its appearance in epic 
verse from both sides of the Aegean suggests that it is an inheritance from 
the 2nd millennium. The meaning of this epithet is uncertain, but its use 
with Xe.ovieg and with ’'Apqg, as in the inscription under discussion, 
suggests overtones of aggression, and it is likely that the epithet is 
associated with xappr|, which, as previously discussed, is more likely to be 
an ancient synonym for p-dt/ft than for xdpp,a. Ernst Risch proposed" “with 
a look of battle-joy”, correctly associating the adjective with yappr), but 
misinterpreting the sense of this noun; “of bellicose countenance” ideally 
renders the meaning of the epithet.
The participle Papvdpevov occupies the same position as do 
papvdpevog and its case-forms at T 307, Z 204, 256, 328, M 429, N 96, 
579, S 25, II 775; the spelling here shows dissimilation of the two nasals, 
cf. KufSepvdco < *Kupepvdco.1O() Homer has the more conservative form of 
the verb, perhaps because this inscription was composed by an “amateur” 
poet with a less accurate knowledge of the traditional diction than that 
possessed by the “professional” Iliad poet, pdpvapai is perhaps to be 
associated with Sanskrit mrnati, “crushes, overwhelms”.99 100 101
99 Wortbildung, 172 • •
100 This form of the stem is behind Cypriot KUirepfjvcn (Buck, The Greek Dialects, 75).
101 Chantraine, DELG 668, s.v. (iapva|rai
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Traditional epic diction is to be found also in the verb d)Xeoe, used as in 
Homer without preverb, and in the formula oxovdeoav dfvcdv, also at 
verse-end, X 383 in the form OTOvdeooav otrnriv. The adjective 
OTOvdfeaav (single -o- representing -oo-; geminates are frequently not
represented as such in early inscriptions), appears in the same position at 
Q 721, and dpma occurs 13 times in the Iliad in the form awij (-T|V, -f)g, 
-fj), 11 of them at verse-end, an indication of its traditional character within 
epic. Neither component of this formula is a common prose word in 1st 
millennium Greek, thus it likely that the formula was created at an early 
date, and the fact that it is attested both in Ionian epic and in a hexameter 
inscription from the other side of the Greek-speaking world, used in the 
same traditional verse-end position, suggests that this took place before the 
migrations. A further Iliadic parallel is to be seen in Jiapd vawlv, situated 
before the trochaic caesura, where it is located 36 times in the Iliad (in the 
Ionic form vqwiv) counting the instances both with and without 
ephelcystic -v.
Also of interest is pofaioi, occupying the same verse-end position as
does the Ionic equivalent, pofloi, at II 229, 669 and 679. This form 
preserves the ancient dative-locative ending -aoi, which became -aioi by 
analogy with 2nd declension -oioi. Corinthian had generalized the “short” 
endings -oig and -aig,102 i.e. the old instrumental desinences, in all the 
functions of the dative case after the syncretism of the instrumental with the
102 Pavese, Tradizioni, 87
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dative-locative case. Thus -aai / -aiai represents an epic archaism vis-a-vis
the local dialect.
The early 6th century date of this inscription could in theory permit 
influence from the Homeric poems. However, it is improbable that within 
perhaps 50 or 60 years of their composition these poems could have gained 
such fame and prestige that their diction would have been rendered into a 
non-ionic dialect for an inscription in Corcyra. A much more convincing 
explanation for the epic language of this inscription is that it uses the local 
form of a traditional poetic diction which had been inherited from the 2nd 
millennium and had continually been in use in the area of Corinth, 
developing pari passu with the local dialect as in Ionia it developed in 
tandem with East Ionic. Furthermore, the fact that the poet Eumelus was 
active in Corinth, perhaps in the 8th century,103 suggests familiarity with 
epic in this part of Greece.
6. ulo'O TXaaCapo MeveKpdxeog xobe aapa
OlavOecog yeveav Tobe 6’ amto 6apog ejioEet 
"Fjg yap Jtpo^evpog ddpou 4>iXog- dXX’ evi jeovtco 
gSIeto, Sapoaiov 6e icaKov po...
npa^i|xevTig 6’ aw yalag and naxpldog evQcbv •
abv Sapxo to5e aapa KaaiyvTfroio jeov^Bt]104
103 G.L. Huxley, Greek Epic Poetry, 62
104 Schwyzer-Cauer, DGE 133.1
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Here is another epitaph from Corcyra, dating from the early 6th 
century, also too early to allow influence from the Homeric poems.
TXaaiafO is equivalent to the contracted genitive 
TKaota < TXaaiao with a non-etymological digamma. The composer is 
archaizing for metrical convenience in his use of the uncontracted genitive 
ending -ao, but the non-etymological digamma suggests that the epitaph 
was composed by an “amateur” poet.
yeveav here occupies the same sedes before the penthemimeral 
caesura as is occupied by yeverj and its case-forms 18 times in the Iliad and 
3 times in the Odyssey; presumably this is a traditional item in genealogical 
poetry, qg is of interest: this is the original 3rd person singular imperfect 
(<*fjoT) of eijit, replaced in Att-Ion, probably at pre-migration date, by 
rjev, the original 3rd person plural, which itself had been replaced by the 
neologism fjoav, with the sigmatic aorist ending -aav. fjg therefore 
constitutes an archaism vis-a-vis the Att-Ion. dialects and Ionian epic 
language, which by the date of this inscription appears to have been the 
most prestigious variety of epic language, but it was the form of this verb 
retained in the West Greek dialects, and presumably was the 3rd person 
singular form in all dialects in the formative stages of epic. evOcbv is the
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West Greek equivalent of eXOtbv, which has 16 verse-end occurrences in 
the Iliad, the same position as it occupies here.
Epic phrases in this inscription which are obviously reminiscent of 
Homer are evl jiovtcq and yalag goto raiTpiSog: the latter is apparently a 
conflation of and naxpiSog atijg (B 162, 178, a 203, 262, 5 521, tp 353) 
and eg (probably ev at an earlier stage of the tradition) raxTptba yaiav 
(6 476, e 37, p 77, ^315, o 129, etc.): yaia alternates with ala as 
metrically required. Epic accounts of the Nostoi were certainly in circulation 
before the composition of the Homeric poems, and one can imagine how 
listeners would be familiar with the phrase yaiag and naxpidog horn such
poems.
In Kaaiyv'qTOio we find an epic word which is attested in 
Thessalian in the form KaxCyveiTog105 06 in an inscription from Larissa. The 
fact that it is used in a non-assibilated from in Thessalian suggests that it 
was still a vernacular word. Here, however, the word shows the result of 
assibilation, although assibilation is not a feature of the West Greek dialects. 
This suggests that KaaCyvqTog was not an inherited vernacular word in the 
local West Greek dialect, and that its source was poetic language. One 
might argue that it had been learnt by West Greek speakers from Ionian
105 West Greek and Arcadian show several examples of-VT-, -v0- from -X0-, of which
evQeiv is the most common (v. Buck, The Greek Dialects, 64). This is a post-Mycenaean 
isogloss, as it affects West Greek and Arcadian to the exclusion of Cypriot.
106 Buck, The Greek Dialects, 144; Ruijgh, L’element acheen, 138; IG 9, 2, 894. 
KaoLyvTiTog is also found in Cyprus.
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epic, and indeed this possibility cannot be ignored, as Hesiod’s poetry 
proves that Ionian epic was known in mainland Greece for at least a century 
before the date of this inscription. However, as Kaoiyvrixog in most of its 
Homeric occurrences appears after the trochaic caesura, as in this 
inscription, occurring 26 times in the Iliad in various case-forms (including 
those of KXXOiyvrjT'r)) in this position, and is found in inscriptions in Cyprus, 
a more economical hypothesis is that it represents an inherited element of 
traditional epic diction which, like other components of this inscription, had 
survived in mainland epic verse since the 2nd millennium.
7. dg vuv dpxpoxmv Jtdvxmv dxakthxaxa Jtal^et 
xon xode Kp,p,vv107
Here is the inscription from the oinochoe found at the Dipylon in 
Athens in 1871, dated to c. 725 B.C.
The first hemistich is reminiscent of the Homeric formula ot 6’ elg 
op/Tioruv (a 421, o 304; cf. jxoknfi x’dpxr|oxdg xe, a 152, 
aXXtp 6’ dpxnoxuv, N 731, tpenoxat x’ opxTioxal, Q 261): dpxpoxng 
appears to be traditional before the penthemimeral caesura. Coupled with
107 This Barry Powell’s reconstruction (Homer and the Origin of the Greek Alphabet, 158­
60); the second line of the hexameter trails off into “a snippet from an abecedarium” 
(Powell, op. cit. 159).
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og vfiv hoXXov dpiOTog evl arpa/cd) euyeTai elvai (A 91), these 
Homeric phrases provide parallels for all the elements of this hemistich.108
This inscription is too early to have been composed under the 
influence of the Homeric poems, but certainly indicates Athenian 
proficiency in the use of the hexameter and its traditional language. That the 
dialect of this inscription is Attic and not its sibling Ionic is shown by the 
genitive ending -cbv in 6pXT]OTd)v, contracted from -ecov <-fj(DV <-cto)v: 
Ionic would have monosyllabic -ecov, pronounced with synizesis. In theory 
it could represent an Attic version of an Ionic hexameter, although this is an 
unnecessary assumption. The early date of this inscription suggests, rather, 
that it represents the result of a long history of hexameter verse in Attica.
8. cd %eve, efrudpov hot’ evaCop,ev aoTV KopivOou 
vvv 5’ dp.’ Al'avxog vdaog exet 2aA,apXg
Between the middle and end of the 6th century, the elegiac couplet 
became standard in inscriptions, replacing hexameters.109 However, 
traditional elements of epic diction continued to be used, thus it is legitimate 
to take elegiac inscriptions into consideration in a discussion of epichoric 
representations of epic language.
108 Notopoulos, “Homer, Hesiod and the Achaean Heritage of Oral Poetry”, 195
109 M.L. West, Studies in Greek Elegy and Iambus, 19
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The above elegiac couplet is the version of the epitaph for the 
Corinthian dead at Salamis recorded by Dio Chrysostom (37.18), who 
attributes it to Simonides. Inscriptions when preserved in the literary 
tradition are recorded, as is the above, in Attic-Ionic form. However, a 
fragment of the original, found in situ, dating to shortly after 480 B.C., is
inscribed in the Corinthian dialect of those whom it commemorates:
]6v jeok’ evaCopieg aotu KoptvQou110
Two distinctive West Greek traits are to be found here. 3TOK(a) is equivalent 
to Att-Ion. jeote: West Greek selected -Ka as the ending of temporal 
adverbs, while East Greek selected -te. That these choices had already been 
made in the 2nd millennium is apparent from Mycenaean o-te = ote (e.g. 
PY Ta 711). Secondly, EvaiopEg has the West Greek 1st person plural 
ending -psg instead of East Greek -p,EV: -|TEg was the original primary 
ending (cf. Latin -mus, Sanskrit -mas), and -pEV the secondary ending, the 
preferred desinence being generalized according to dialect. -p£g is found 
throughout West Greek, while the Aeolic dialects agree with Att-Ion. and 
AC in using -pev. This appears to be a fundamental isogloss distinguishing 
East from West Greek, perhaps more fundamental than assibilation of /ti/, 
since the latter did not affect proto-Aeolic. The fact that Att-Ion. and AC on 
the one hand, and all the West Greek dialects on the other agree in their 
respective selections points to a choice made in the 2nd millennium.
110 Schwyzer-Cauer DGE 126
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Although most mainland dialects retained digamma in the Classical 
Age, acn;o is used in this inscription presumably for metrical reasons, as 
fdoxn would not provide the required scansion. The pronunciation without 
initial /w/ reflects that of Ionian epic, which by this time was known 
throughout the mainland, but is also that of Attic vernacular usage, which 
would no doubt have been familiar to Corinthians; in the same way as 
Ionian epic poets used forms belonging to neighbouring Lesbian as 
metrically required, so may Doric-speaking poets of the mainland have 
taken advantage of metrically convenient forms from neighbouring dialects. 
As argued in ch.l, in all probability the bards of the 2nd millennium did 
something comparable, incorporating various dialectal forms as metrically 
required. Likewise, ^eve in the weak part of the 1st foot is the Att-Ion. form; 
in the Corinthian dialect one would expect to find %evfe. Since the 
beginning of the verse is missing from the inscription, it is impossible to 
determine the original form used: ’ may have been used with final -e
elided before the following vowel, but alternatively it is possible that Att- 
Ion. '§eve was used, as it may have been felt to provide better scansion.
Despite the “recent” elements in this couplet (neglected digamma, 
contracted genitive in KopivOon), the vocabulary used is traditional: the 
verb vatu) belongs to old epic stock, but even within epic hacl been 
superseded by olkeco: vaico appears in formulaic contexts in Homer, 
whereas olkeco is found in passages which also appear “recent” for other 
reasons. (f)aoTU is an old word with attestation in Mycenaean (pe-da wa-tu 
= jteSo. fdoTU, KN V 114) and formulaic representation in Homer
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(occurring 40 times in the Iliad before the trochaic caesura, and 20 times in 
the Odyssey in the same position), but its use in 1st millennium prose is 
infrequent and largely of restricted usage, such as the Attic use of ’'Aoru in 
reference to the city of Athens (as opposed to rural Attica), comparable to 
the restricted use of Jtovxog in the 1st millennium. The Atticized version of 
the couplet recorded by Dio Chrysostom has retained Doric vaoog 
presumably because similar forms retaining long -a- were known to Attic 
speakers from the “Doric” choruses in Attic tragedy.
This inscription is reminiscent of epic not only in its vocabulary, 
but also in its allusion to an epic hero, Telamonian Aias. It would be very 
surprising if the tradition that Telamonian Aias belonged to Salamis were 
known only from the Iliad', it is much more probable that this tradition had 
been preserved on the mainland independently of Ionian epic, and indeed 
that all the major Homeric heroes were known of in mainland Greece before 
the composition of the Iliad. As there is no evidence for Greek prose saga, 
the most likely means of keeping alive the memory of such ancient heroes 
as Telamonian Aias is epic verse.111
9. 6e^o KpovCba Zeb ’OA/dpue kcxXov ayaXpxx 
ikaco Qbpxp xotg AaKebcxqxovioig
111 Jonathan Hall {Ethnic Identity in Greek Antiquity, 78) observes: “In non- or partially 
literate populations, a chronological or annalistic consciousness of history is generally 
limited by the capacity of the human memory and rarely stretches back more than three or 
so generations from die present.”
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The above is the version recorded by Pausanias (5.24.3) of the 
elegiac inscription with which the Spartans are said to have dedicated a 
statue to Zeus at Olympia at the beginning of the Second Messenian War, 
although it is debatable whether the statue is indeed connected with this 
event: the statue seems to date from the 6th century, while the Second 
Messenian War happened before that time. The date of this event is, 
happily, beyond the scope of this thesis. The version recorded by Pausanias 
is partly Atticized, but the base of the statue was found in situ with its 
inscription in its original dialect:
[beg]o fdv[a^] Kpovlba. [Z]eO ’OMvjxie KaXov ayaA,|xa 
lAifccp [Ou]pco tol Aaice6ai(xovLoig112
This inscription contains a curious melange of forms. bfi^o is an archaic 
type of aorist imperative middle, corresponding to beruo / eSekto. known 
only from epic (T 10, HyHerm 312), where it is paralleled by Xe^o (Q 
650, k 320), corresponding to Xekto / eXekto, and opoo (E 109, Q 88, p 
342, % 395) corresponding to dbpTO. In 1st millennium Greek the regular 
aorist middle infinitive is of the type bsgai (corresponding to ebe^aTo), 
which is also to be found in Homer (E 227, P 480, Q 137, etc.). As the 
aorist middle of the type e6ekto seems to be in the process of being 
supplanted by the sigmatic type c. 1200 B.C., it is a reasonable assumption 
that the corresponding imperative was also obsolescent at that time. Since 
religious language, like epic, is. a conservative medium, it is possible that 
6e^o pava§ is a cultic formula, preserving two elements shared with epic. If
112 Buck, The Greek Dialects 266, no. 68; Schwyzer-Cauer, DGE 7
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archaic linguistic forms of this type were known in Laconia from cultic 
language, there is equally as much probability that they were also known 
from epic.
It is notable that digamma is written in pava^, where it is
etymologically correct, and likewise in tXqpco, but omitted in kxxXov, 
although the expected form in Laconian is tcaXf ov, as this dialect retained 
/w/ until late. It is possible that the spelling here is influenced by the Ionic 
language of elegy, as used by Tyrtaeus in the 7th century, and thus digamma 
may be included where it blocks hiatus, in effect as a glide sound between 
vowels, and neglected elsewhere, llpfcp is a curious form: in its Homeric
occurrences this adjective is tXaog, the form recorded by Pausanias; in Attic 
the regular form is i'Aecog, showing the results of fronting of /a/ and 
metathesis of quantity. Thus the form used in this Laconian inscription is 
likely to be a hyper-Ionism, and perhaps an attempt by the engraver to be 
hyper-correct. Presumably this inscription is an attempt to mimic the elegy 
of such poets as Tyrtaeus: indeed the Dorian Tyrtaeus did use the Ionic 
dialect in his elegies, reflecting the Ionian origin of this verse-form, but 
elegy continued to use the traditional diction of epic, and the fact that an 
inscription in the Laconian dialect incorporates elements of epic vocabulary 
(Sego, fdva^, Kpovida Zeb = Kpovibem Zeb, ikcxog) suggests that 
Laconian poets were already familiar with this traditional poetic language.
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Implications of Epic Language in Inscriptions
It is legitimate to ask why, when several of these hexameter 
inscriptions are likely to be contemporary with Hesiod, whose epic verse is 
composed in the Ionic version of epic language, the inscriptions share the 
diction of this poetry but not the dialect which had apparently gained 
acceptance as the most appropriate for hexameter poetry. The answer is 
surely that, while bards wished their poetry to be perceived as pan-Hellenic, 
as their 2nd millennium predecessors likewise appear to have done, an 
inscription on a tomb or on a cup was a much more personal verse and 
therefore was composed in the dialect spoken by the dedicator or owner. 
The earliest hexameter inscriptions are independent of Homer, and therefore 
instead of deriving from “pre-Homeric” Ionian epic they represent survivals 
of local varieties of the oral formulaic style. The practitioners of these local 
varieties of epic contributed to the preservation of myths and legends (which 
were perceived as fact, as in the case of Telamonian Aias and the inscription 
for the Corinthian dead at Salamis), and paved the way for the acceptance of 
Ionian epic and the subsequent acceptance of Ionic as the appropriate dialect 
for epic. Hexameter inscriptions of the 8th and 7th centuries show that the 
art of composing in hexameters was widespread in Greece 
contemporaneously with Hesiod and the poets of the Iliad and Odyssey. 
Some of these inscriptions are composed with formulae or formulaic 
expressions known from Homer, but not derived from that source. The 
existence of such hexameter inscriptions strongly suggests, as mentioned 
earlier, that oral hexameter composition was still practised in epichoric form
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at this date: it was the professional bards, who may have had “literary” 
aspirations, who had adopted the Ionian style of epic as the most acceptable
form.
Conclusions
At the end of the Mycenaean Age, epic language was unitary, but 
thereafter diversified according to region and dialect: the majority of 
isoglosses which distinguish the 1st millennium dialects are of post­
migration origin, because, firstly, communications had broken down after 
the collapse of Mycenaean civilization, and, secondly, because as a result of 
migrations Ionic and Lesbian developed differently from their respective 
mainland siblings Attic, on the one hand, and Thessalian and Boeotian on 
the other. There is no reason to assume that epic disappeared from all parts 
of the Greek-speaking world except Ionia: just as Ionian epic participated in 
the choices and innovations which characterized the Ionic dialect, so, it is a 
reasonable assumption, did epic in other regions of Greece participate in the 
choices and innovations which characterized their local dialects. No
examples survive of substantial amounts of such epichoric epic, but dialect
hexameter inscriptions and some linguistic curiosities in the Hesiodic
poems, the Hymns, and the cyclical epics suggest the existence of local
varieties of epic before Ionic came to be perceived as the appropriate dialect
for the composition of such poetry. In a few cases, non-Homeric hexameter
poetry preserves archaisms older than their Homeric equivalents: this
strongly suggests the existence of epic verse in regions other than Ionia.
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Such archaisms may have been known to Ionian bards, and are absent from 
Homer merely by accident; alternatively, some may have been completely 
lost in Ionia, and preserved in mainland poetry because they coincided with 
the usage of the local vernacular, most dialects being in any case more 
conservative than Ionic. Therefore the language of non-Homeric epic also 
points to an origin in the 2nd millennium for epic language.
Epic language could never have been understood as identical with 
any vernacular dialect, but at the end of the Mycenaean Age shared 
sufficient isoglosses with every dialect to allow it to be accepted as a form 
of the local dialect, and to develop in tandem with the vernacular dialects, 
pronounced in epichoric manner incorporating the phonological changes of 
the 1st millennium. At the turn of the millennium one branch of the epic 
tradition migrated with the Ionian colonists, while another remained in 
mainland Greece. During the three centuries or so between the migrations 
and the earliest written attestations of epic verse (the earliest being in all 
likelihood inscriptions), on neither side of the Aegean did epic diction 
diversify a great deal, since it was substantially the creation of 2nd 
millennium bards, and was felt to be complete before the branches 
separated; furthermore, poets from different parts of Greece could come into 
contact at pan-Greek contests, as epic was still felt to be a pan-Greek 
possession, not that of any specific region.
Wherever epic was recited at the end of the Mycenaean Age it can 
be expected to have developed pari passu with the speech of the
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surrounding region. It is a reasonable assumption that vernacular elements 
entered mainland epic language in the same way that they entered Ionian 
epic. Since there was little dialectal variation in the 2nd millennium (even 
between the predecessors of the East and West Greek dialects of the 1st 
millennium), epic language is likely to have been perceived wherever it was 
heard as a variety of the regional dialect. Thus it was natural for it to 
develop phonologically in the same way as the vernacular, and to 
incorporate new morphological and lexical items from the vernacular once 
these were firmly established and no longer felt to be neologisms; when 
metrically convenient, forms belonging to neighbouring speech areas could 
be used instead of that of the region where the poetry was composed, e.g. 
the “Doric” infinitive djtobpenev (WD 611), comparable to Aeolic 
infinitives in -pav, -pevai in Ionian epic, which were used for metrical 
convenience in place of the Ionic ending -eiv.
In the same way that Lesbian in the early post-migration years 
probably retained archaisms such as JtoxC in common with epic and 
Thessalian, the fact that such archaisms were also retained by West Greek 
may have allowed poets (eventually, once West Greek was no longer felt to 
be an intrusive or upstart speech form in southern Greece) to use West 
Greek forms which provided convenient metrical alternatives to traditional 
epic forms. It is impossible to determine how much time may have elapsed 
before it was felt that West Greek forms were admissible in epic verse. Nor 
is it possible to ascertain at what date it may have become “fashionable” to 
compose epic in the Ionic manner; this may have been in the 8th century, 
when pan-Greek events such as the Olympic Games were established, and
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oracles, such as that at Delphi, acquired international renown.113 If 
representatives of the entire Greek-speaking world could in theory mingle at 
Delphi and Olympia, we must accept that gatherings at which epic poetry 
was performed could also be international, i.e. pan- Greek, events, and thus 
it is perfectly feasible for Ionian bards to have performed on the mainland. 
Euboea is likely to have played a significant role in the dissemination of 
Ionian epic, although it was not the place where epic language as we know it 
reached its final form.114
The tendency towards composing epic verse in Ionic did not affect 
hexameter inscriptions: these are personal to the dedicator or dedicatee of a 
tomb, or to the owner of a cup, therefore it would have been felt appropriate 
to inscribe such items in an approximation of the local dialect, whereas epic 
was intended for public performance and may again, after the resurgence in 
interest in the “heroic” past, have been considered as a pan-Greek 
possession. Whereas in the Mycenaean Age epic language was a type of 
koine, with the result that wherever in the Greek-speaking world it was 
composed the same poetic language of East Greek type was used, now a
113 Fontem ose, The Delphic Oracle, 5: “It (i.e. the oracle) had acquired some pan-Hellenic 
reputation by 700.”
114 Pace Wathelet, “La langue homerique et le rayonnement litteraire de l’Eubee”, AC 50, 
1981, 819-33, had epic language reached its final form in Euboea, it would have included 
(e.g.) the verb *&v&TTm instead of dvaooto < *(f)dvd'too€0 < *favdietya): Euboean, in 
common with Attic and Boeotian, assimilated the affricate backwards, the opposite process 
to that which took place in East Ionic.
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poetic language of specifically Ionic type became the koine used for this 
type of poetry.
Adapting local pronunciation of epic to the Ionian pronunciation 
may not have seemed a particularly radical move: the epic language 
inherited from the 2nd millennium already had several features in common 
with Ionic, e.g single -a- in some fonnulae where the corresponding forms 
in the more conservative dialects (Aeolic, West Greek) retained -oo-. Thus 
if (e.g.) (leocp evI oivoiti Jt6vx<p were still known in non-Ionian or non­
Arcadian areas in the 1st millennium, the single -o- of jieocp could have 
been interpreted as an element belonging to either of these dialects 
depending on the locality in which a poet was active. If a Boeotian poet 
used this fonnula, the single -o- could be interpreted as a form belonging 
either to Attic or to Euboean; if it were used by a poet composing in (e.g.) 
Laconia, it may have been understood as a form adopted from Arcadian.
Assibilation in non-Ionian epic is an awkward question. In much of 
mainland Greece in the 1st millennium, assibilation was not part of the 
vernacular dialects: although assibilation took place in the 2nd millennium 
(as shown by the Mycenaean texts, e.g. pa-si = (jxxoi < (j)OCTl), if occurred 
only in the more progressive southern dialects of East Greek, proto-AC and 
proto-ionic, and not in proto-Aeolic or West Greek. In the 1st millennium, 
the only mainland dialects distinguished by this isogloss are Attic and 
Arcadian. Whether 2nd millennium epic assibilated is impossible to 
ascertain, although I believe that it did: ancient formulae in Homer suggest
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that epic was associated with the Mycenaean civilization, whose dialect did 
assibilate. Thus it seems a reasonable assumption that assibilation was an 
isogloss shared by proto-AC, proto-Ionic and epic language at the end of the 
Mycenaean Age. The fact that epic shared this isogloss with proto-Ionic 
would have contributed to the acceptance of epic language as a form of 
Ionic (as postulated in ch.l), allowing it to participate in the post­
Mycenaean developments of the Ionic dialect. In areas where the vernacular 
dialects did not assibilate (e.g. Boeotia at all periods; the Peloponnese 
excluding Arcadia after the arrival of West Greek speakers), the presence in 
epic of non-assibilated forms, e.g. noil, (Scoiidveipa, may have permitted 
the perception of the epic dialect as a mixed dialect in some respects similar 
to the local speech-form, but also containing elements drawn from other 
dialects. Furthermore, it is unknowable to what extent assibilated forms 
occurred in ancient formulae: none of those previously argued to have 
originated in the Mycenaean Age contains an assibilated form.115 The 
formulaic part of epic language was less innovative than the non-formulaic 
connective element. Similarly, there do not appear to be any ancient 
formulae containing a 1st person plural verb, but it is in any case 
improbable that had such a formula existed it would have been “translated” 
into the equivalent form in the local dialect. Thus the West Greek 1 st person 
plural ending -peg is used in the inscription for the Corinthian dead at
115 E.g. os atvifoxoio, * fava£; dvSpfirv ’Ayanenvayv, &g ot napvavro 
TTupog atGon^voio, vepfrviog ijurora Neoxcop, jroSag (bieug ’AxAXerjg,
*jroXe(i(t,£/2£v ndxeoOai, etc.
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Salamis: whether East Greek -pev or West Greek -peg is used is of no 
metrical significance.
The presence in epic of the Aeolic dative plural -earn, shared with 
Boeotian, would have assisted in the perception in this speech-area of epic 
language as a variation on the local dialect, which had imported some forms 
from Attic or Euboean. Likewise the potential particle ke(v) is an archaism 
shared by epic and several other dialects (West Greek; Boeotian has Ka, 
probably under West Greek influence), which may have facilitated such a 
perception of epic language. Other non-ionic features of epic language, 
which in fact are archaisms retained by epic in common with one or more of 
the Aeolic dialects, such as patronymic adjectives in -tog, jtotl, and aorists 
of the ETekeooa type, may have contributed to the acceptance of epic as a
variant of the local dialect.
The most significant changes in epic language between the end of 
the Mycenaean Age and Homer were therefore phonetic. Few formulae 
were created after the migrations: new formulae were based on old ones, 
sometimes modifying them with new phonetic developments, sometimes 
taking advantage of the obsolescence of an old morpheme (e.g. the old 
instrumental desinence -0i) to create false archaisms, thus giving the 
language of this verse an antiquated feel and distancing it from everyday 
parlance. Some formulae can be ascribed with a considerable degree of 
confidence to the Mycenaean Age, in particular those which scan regularly 
only when a form antedating the Greek of the Linear B texts is restored
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(’EvtjcxXicq dvdpei(j)ovT^ < *’EvuaXttp dvrqw/?ovTa, etc.), and those
which contain a verb-form that was probably obsolete in the everyday • 
spoken language by that date, e.g. OlKto < ejteqive <
*eqw/?eqw/zve.116 Other formulae have no morphological or prosodical 
peculiarities which will date them to the 2nd millennium, but as these occur 
in poetry, both literary and inscriptional, from both sides of the Aegean, not 
to mention Italy, there is every chance that they constitute part of the 
common poetic inheritance from the 2nd millennium. The paucity of 
formulae attested by the non-Homeric epic poems and absent from Homer is 
to be explained by the fact that the poets of the Iliad and Odyssey, in 
creating epics which were of both local Ionian interest (focussing on the 
Trojan War and its aftermath) and also of pan-Hellenic interest 
(incorporating material from traditions unrelated to the Trojan narrative, e.g. • 
Pylian material concerning Nestor, Meriones and Idomeneus from Crete, the 
Lapiths and Centaurs, and Telamonian Aias and his oaicog pike rcnpyov, 
which is of a type that was obsolete by the likely date of the Trojan 
imbroglio) took advantage of almost all the traditional formulae that were 
available at this late stage of the tradition. Only a very small number known 
to us were unused, e.g. (j>epeooaicag KaSpeioug, paxhv 6pi|xetav (v. p. 
292): perhaps others were known, but were left out because not required by 
the subject-matter.
116 As Grassmann’s Law had probably not taken place before tlie end of the Mycenaean 
Age, I have reconstructed this reduplicated aorist with double aspiration.
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Appendix: Test Cases
After examining the 2nd millennium heritage of epic language and 
discovering how it has incorporated varying linguistic forms dating from all 
stages of its development, it is worthwhile to undertake a line-by-line 
analysis of several passages of Homer in order to assess the relative ages of 
the various components of epic diction there presented. This analysis will 
provide an idea of the proportion of Homeric diction which had survived 
from the Mycenaean Age.
1. H 132-49
at yap, Zeu te Jidiep Kai ’AOrivair) Kai ’AtcoXXov 
rifkfru,’, cbg ot’ eot’ (btcnpoa) KeXadovTL nayovTo 
aypop,evoi nnXtol te Kai ApKaSsg gyysalixcopoi
135 <X>Eiag Jtap teCxeooiv, Tap6avon ambl peeQpa. 
toToi 6’ ’EpenOaXtcov Jtpopog lOTato taoQeog (Jxfrg 
tetj/e’ e/cov (bpoiaiv ’ApntQooto avaKTog.
5Con ’ApniOdou, tov EJtlKXrjoiv KopnvpTT|v 
avdpsg k(kXt|okov KaXXCtcovoC te ynvaiKEg,
140 onvEK’ dp on to^oioi uayeoKETQ 6onp( te p,aKp<2), 
dXXd ai&qpEl'q KOpftvp pqyvnoKE 0dXayyag. 
tov AnKoopyog ejtecJtve 66Xto, on Tt KpaTEt ye,
OTEtvcoraJ) ev 66(2), 60’ ap on Kopnvri ol oXEOpov
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Xpaiojxe GiSipeiT]- npiv yap Auicoopyog wocj)0dg 
145 Soupi p,eoov JiEpovr|aev, d 6’ ftjiTiog ouSet dpEtoOiy
TEvyea 6’ egevapige, ia oi JiopE ydlKsog ,zApnq. 
icai na fi£v afrxog EJiEtTa cfropsi p,£ia u/fiXov ’'Apnog. 
amap ejisL Autcdopyog svl nsy&poioiv sytjpa,
6(jl)ke 6’ ’Ep£D0aXLcovi 4>£A,co 0£pajiovTt (fropfjvai.
Here, Nestor boasts about slaying the giant Ereuthalion. Ereuthalion 
is known in Homer only from this account, and it likely that the Iliad poet is 
reworking old epic material from the mainland. According to the scholiast on 
Apollonius Rhodius 1.64, there was an Arcadian festival called the McoXeia 
which commemorated a battle between Lycurgus and Ereuthalion. If the 
scholiast is to be believed, we have confirmation that the Iliad poet is 
reworking very old material, as an Ionian poet of the 7th century is scarcely 
likely to have learnt of these characters from an Arcadian source. Areithoos 
appears to have been an Arcadian hero; Pausanias (8.11.4) reports having 
been shown his tomb near Mantinea. Like all of Nestor’s reminiscences, 
however, this passage, despite its old content, is clearly of recent 
composition: this is shown by contracted forms such as fifkpp' (145), for 
rjpaoipx; this optative usually appears as i)pd)ot|it in the whole-verse 
formula el0’ cog ijpcooipx, (3Ct) 6e (tol EjxjtEbog elt) (H 157, A 670, W 629): 
this exhibits the results of vowel contraction, diectasis and metrical 
lengthening {viz. ijpdco > ijpcb > rifSoco > fjpdoco), so must be late, but the 
fact that H 133 is a modification of a formula which itself is a late creation *
tells us that this passage is very recent indeed.
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jid/ovTO (136) at verse-end is in the traditional position for parts of this 
verb, and since the Mycenaeans knew the noun jict/a (v. ch. 3, p. 217) and its 
denominative verb has much formulaic use in Homer, it is a reasonable 
conjecture that this verb was to be found in verse-end position in Mycenaean 
epic. The location of the river KeXdbmv is not explained, and indeed this is 
unlikely to be a genuine hydronym, but an epithet signifying “roaring”, vel 
sim. (cf. poog Kekdbcov, O 16; JioTajxdv KeXabovTcx, 2 576); it is possible 
that this usage represents a late misunderstanding of an old formula. The 
verse is in any case non-formulaic. (brupocp, a compound of the old 
adjective (bicug and the root of pern < *opef-, does not observe the 
prosodical effect of the original double consonant, *op-, of its second 
element: if this were an ancient formation, one could expect *cbicupp6q), 
which in fact would be unmetrical, containing a cretic; cf. ebppgtog < 
*g/njppgfg/2og (Z 508, S 433, O 265, O 1, Q 692).
ey/cotpopot (134) seems to be an old adjective, occurring 3 times at verse- 
end. It seems to signify “fighting with swords”1, or perhaps “famed for their 
swords”, in which case the second element may be cognate with *meros in 
Germanic and Slavonic names, e.g. Volkmar, Vladimeru2. Its exact 
significance was unclear even in antiquity: cf. lopoopoi, probably created by 
analogy, and the later uXctKopcopog (^ 29, 4).3 The second hemistich of
this line, Tapbavou dp<j)t peeOpa, is clearly post-Mycenaean: although the
1 Wathelet (Traits, 135) connects the second element with |idpva(xat.
2 Risch, Wortbildung, 213
3 Ruijgh, L ’element acheen, 93
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contracted genitive Tapdavcm could in theory be replaced with elided 
*Tap6Avoi’ before the prosody of apxj)l pseOpa does not observe the 
original initial *op- of peeOpa < *opef-, cf. Ttapd poov (ft 151), where 
long -a observes the original prosody of *Jiapd opopov. peeOpa seems to
be a later addition to the epic vocabulary than poog, as the original double
initial consonant is never observed before this word.
’AprftOooio avaKTog (137) may be a genuine piece of pre-migration epic. 
The phantom initial digamma of (f)avaierog obviates hiatus between the 
two parts of this phrase. The personal name ’Appi06(f)og is of the 
Mycenaean onomastic type already discussed, signifying “swift in battle”, if 
its first component, appg, is understood as “battle”.4 This is apparently the 
original sense of the word, which was later personified as the name of the 
war-god. dppg presumably became a theonym by personification of the 
common noun, as used in the formulaic phrase jxmkov ’'Appog (also at 
B 401, II 245, 2 134). pxbkog is confined to epic; Hesychius glosses (IcdXel- 
[ict/ETai, efipmXog- ayaOdg jioZepXoTTjg. The noun also forms the basis of 
the neuter plural Mcbkeia, the name of the Arcadian festival mentioned 
above. If ’'Appog is taken as a common noun and printed as ocppog this 
formula is likely to be very old, since ’'Apr|g is a theonym already in the 
Linear B texts :(a-re = ’App, dative,5 KN Fp 14). Although this passage refers
4 ”Apr|5 Is frequently connected (e.g. by LSJ) with ocpri, “bane, ruin”; cf. also the isolated 
perfect participle dprifievoc; = J3£|3X,a(ip£Vog.
5 C.J. Ruijgh explains this noun as based on a pre-Greek stem *are, and the dative ”App as 
analogous to datives of stems in -a, e.g. e-ma-a2 = *'Epp.aAq, PY Tn 316 (Etudes 88, 196 
note 482).
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to xaliceog Apijg (146), the epithet is not exclusive to this god, and unlike 
the epithets of some other gods is perfectly comprehensible; he is elsewhere 
called d(3pip,og, an epithet shared with Hector. Thus it seems that the god 
Ares is a comparatively recent addition to the cast of epic; he is certainly not 
essential to the plot of the Iliad. Although Ares as a god has no personal 
formula, the common noun dprjg is found 4 times in the formula p/ftXov 
dpqog: pmXog is confined to epic, but seems to be represented in the 
Mycenaean personal name mo-re-u = *McoXe'ug (PY Jn 389, etc.). If this 
interpretation is correct, then we have here another example of epic martial 
vocabulary appearing in a personal name, again showing how epic reflects in 
its oldest formulae the values of the Mycenaean ruling classes that also were 
expressed in their names. In its earliest epic uses, appc; seems to have formed 
part of the array of synonyms referring to warfare, viz. 3T(T)dXe|Xog, (laxfi, 
6a’i, hopivt, %dppj].’'ApT)g as a god is a personification of the “spirit of 
war”.6 Although the name a-re probably appears as a theonym in Mycenaean, 
’EvudXiog is older in epic as a war god, with formulaic representation in the 
ancient whole-verse formula Mqpiovqg draXavTog ’EvuaXicp 
dvdpEwJjovTp.
The treatment of the name ’ApijiGoog in the next line betrays late 
composition: ’AptfiGoou (138) with the contracted genitive ending, and 
biou, late genitive of Slog, which never appears in this case in old formulae. 
6(ou occurs only here; the only other case-form os this adjective in Homer 
are the nominative and accusative, e.g. 5Tog ’AxiXXehg, ''EKTOpa STov.
6 Janko, The Iliad: A Commentary, vol. 4, 103
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When an equivalent formula in the genitive was required, poets of the early 
stages of the tradition used the adjective *0e/?iog ( Oetog in its Homeric 
form; for a discussion of the formula ’Obwarjog Oeioto v. p. 194-5). Late 
composition is also revealed by ofrveic(a) = on eveica, showing the results of 
vowel contractions, and by pa/eoiceTO, a frequentative imperfect: such forms 
are never found in old formulae.7
ejte<J>ve (142), an archaic reduplicated aorist from the root *gwhen- 
(equivalent to the sigmatic aorist eOeive) is in its traditional locus before the 
trochaic caesura; this is a highly archaic form used in a passage which 
contains linguistic forms betraying recent composition. Ten/ea 8’e|evapige 
also looks old: both of its components have many formulaic representations 
in Homer, and although the verb appears most frequently at verse-end, it is 
possible that the Ti formula Tefr/ea fevapi^e is ancient, appearing at 
N 619, P 537 and 183 as Tefr/ea T’^evapi^e. The verb (e^evapl^a) 
invariably has the “Achaean” guttural flexion in the future and aorist, which 
suggests some degree of antiquity: verbs of this type can have either dental 
flexion in -ioe-, the Ionic type, or guttural flexion in as in AC, as 
metrically required (v. p.17-18). Although in theory this argument may not be 
100% watertight, in practice the fact that certain verbs are never varied 
increases its validity, evapi^co is a denominative based on evapa, always 
signifying “to strip (sc. armour)”, and is a more recent creation than evaiprn 
< *evap-_ytt), which has lost this meaning and almost always means “slay”.
7 Wathelet, “Les iteratifs en -(e)sk-\ AC 42, 1973,379-405
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Both verbs are of poetic use only in 1st millennium Greek, suggesting that 
they fell out of common parlance at an early date.
auxap etee! Awcoopyoc; evl peyapoiaiv Eyqpa (148): this entire verse 
could conceivably have been sung by a Mycenaean bard, although it is more 
accurate to say that all of its components could have belonged to epic at the 
Mycenaean stage. Both amap ejrel and evl (leyapoiai(v) are formulaic, 
the latter appearing 12 times in this position in the Iliad. peyapov, meaning 
“room”, usually a public room, is conventionally applied to Mycenaean 
architecture, but we cannot tell what the Mycenaeans themselves called their 
palaces. Formulaic usage of pteyapov in Homer, however, suggests at least 
that this was an old and established term, and it is not impossible that this 
term was indeed in use in the Mycenaean Age. Although the Homeric 
fxeyapov appears to combine elements of Mycenaean architecture (flat roofs) 
with elements of Geometric architecture (pitched roofs), the Mycenaean 
ueyapov with entrance porch, central hearth and columns appears to 
coincide with the basis of the Homeric fteyapov.8 Thus, if vestiges of 
Mycenaean architecture are retained in Homer, it is not unlikely that 
Mycenaean architectural terminology may also be retained in the formula evl 
[leydpoiOL(v). The term eyopa likewise is elsewhere represented in the 
locus which it here occupies, occurring also at P 197 and § 67. This verb is 
best understood as an athematic aorist, and indeed it makes best sense as 
such9; on the basis of the aorist was created the present yqpdaica).10 ,
8 W. Beck, LfgrE, vol. 15, 63, s.v. geyapov
9 Chantraine, GUI, 380
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The infinitive (J)opf|Vtti (149) is not ancient, but a secondary formation 
within epic, legitimized by the fact that Lesbian contained -e- stem verbs 
with athematic flexion. The correspondence with Arcadian infinitives of 
similar form is coincidental (v. pp. 15-17 for a discussion of this form). Late 
composition is again shown by the irresoluble contraction in another part of 
this verb, <|)6pei = *<j)6pee (147), in which a “modern” feature, vowel 
contraction, appears in the same word as an archaism of considerable 
antiquity, namely the omission of the augment.
2. N 673 - 84
cbq oi nev ndpvavxo denote; jwpog atOonevoio-
'Ekxcop 6’ ouk ejxejruoxo Ait ci)CXoq ofibe xt flbr),
675 otti pa ot vn<Av eji’ ctptoxepa brjiocpyxp
Xaol fire’ ’Apyelcov. xdya 6’ av Kai Kflbog ’Ayaicbv 
gjxXexo- xoiog yap yaiijoyog evvootyatoq 
cbxpuv’ ’Apyetorg, jipog be oQevet afixog ajruvev 
akX,’ eyev fj xd jxp&xa jruXag Kai xeiyog eoaXxo
680 pq^ap-evog Aavacov jruKivag oxlyag dojtioxacov, 
evO’ eoav Al'avxog xe veeg Kai npcoxeoiLdou 
Oiv’ ecj)’ aXog oroXi/qg eipupevai- afixdp wxepOe 
xeiyog ebebp,qxo yOajxaXcbxaxov, evOa pxxLiaxa 
^aypqeig yevovxo (xdyp afixot xe Kai iraxoi.
10 Chantraine, Morphologie historique, 223
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The Greeks and Trojans are fighting between the ships and the Achaean wall; 
in a battle scene such as this, one might expect to find a good deal of 
traditional vocabulary and formulaic phrases.
mg ot pev papvavxo hepag jwpog alOopevoto (673) is a whole-verse 
formula with a strong chance of belonging to Mycenaean epic. Its prosody is 
entirely regular, and thus we cannot date the verse on phonological grounds 
to a time before the extant Mycenaean texts. However, the vocabulary used 
here is of a sufficiently elevated, non-prosaic nature to justify the suspicion 
that the formula was created very early. For a foil discussion of this formula, 
v. p. 217.
Alt (jnkog (674), with unexpected long final syllable in All, may be of 
Mycenaean vintage, representing *Aifel (j>CA,og, with the original dative 
singular ending of the 3rd declension, which was being replaced c.1200 B.C. 
by the locative desinence -i. dpTficjukog is a later creation on the analogy of 
this phrase. ’
EJtlexo (677) seems to be an ancient item of epic vocabulary. It is the aorist 
corresponding to xekkopai, both from the root *qwel-, showing regular Ionic 
development of the labiovelar, viz. *qweA,A,opai > xeAXopai, *eqwkeTO > 
ekXeto. Thus it is possible that the formulae orepixekkopevong eviawoug 
and rcepiJiXopdvmv eviavt&v belonged to 2nd millennium epic in the forms 
*jtepiqweMopevovg evtawovg and *JtepiqwA,opevmv eviam&v. Therefore 
there is no reason to consider ejtXexo an Aeolism. The present orekopai,
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however, might well be taken for a secondary Aeolism, since it shows the
Aeolic treatment of the labiovelar before a vowel of e-timbre. It is more
likely, however, that this is a secondary formation, based on the aorist, and 
created within epic after the disappearance of labiovelars had obscured the 
etymological connexion between enXexo and TeXXojxai.
In the same verse, the P2 hemistich 7011)0/05 evvooiyaiog (also at N 59, 
O 222; accusative at W 584; dative at I 183, S 355) looks old. These two 
epithets may be very old items of cultic vocabulary. Both mean “Earth- 
shaker / mover”: vairjo/og < *7010^0/05, with o-grade agent noun form 
the root of pe/co < *wegh-, thus “who sets the earth in motion”;
evvooLyaioq, with the same first element (and synonymous second 
element) as evool/Ocov, is a T£ptpC|AppOTog-type compound with verbal 
initial component ending in -at. The double -v- of ^vvooCyaiog is to be 
explained as metrical lengthening at pre-migration date: Ionian epic 
lengthens -e- to -et- (cf. eivooicJ)uXXog, 1 22, X 316), but the option had 
long been present for bards to geminate or not as metrically convenient, cf.
’ A/iXXeftg / ’A/tZefig, both found in old formulae.
e/ev (679) is an old part of epic vocabulary, the imperfect of the verb f e/co, 
“drive”, but recent composition is evident here from the fact that the initial 
digamma of this unaugmented preterite is neglected, causing elision of the 
final vowel of aXX(a). There are other signs of recent composition in this 
passage: npcoxeoiXdou, a contracted genitive at verse-end, and veeg (both 
671) with contemporary Ionic prosody contrasting with vijchv (675), which
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retains the ancient prosody of *vaf(hv. Also in 675, we find a recent form in
bqiomvTO, exhibiting the licence of diectasis. The -co- is unexpected in an 
o-stem verb, whose contracted form one would expect to be *6t|lot)vto, 
giving *dr|toowTO after diectasis; it is possible that the earliest texts of the 
Iliad did not distinguish -on- from -co-, denoting both with -o-, and also that 
the more numerous verbs in -aco exercised an influence here.11 Late 
composition is again evident from oflevei (678), whose final diphthong is 
correpted before a vowel: at the Mycenaean stage, this form would have 
been *o0eve/zl, a tribrach, which would be unmetrical in this position unless 
elided or followed by a double consonant. This is an example of the greater 
flexibility epic language gained as it incorporated vernacular developments, 
in this case the diphthongization of the sequence -el- consequent upon the
loss of intervocalic /h/.
3. II 145 - 54
145 tarovg 6’ Amopebovia Qotbq ^EvyvTjpEV avarye, 
tov pet’ ’Ayillfta ppSfivopa tTe pctUoTa, 
TtioTQTCXToq Se ot eoke p&xfl evt pet vat opoKkqv. 
T(h 6e Kai ATJTopebcov waye tuyov (OKeaq iJUiouq 
SqtyOov Kai BaXiov, T(b apa Jivotfloiv jiETEoOqv,
150 Tong ETEKs ZEcjmpco dvepco 'Apjwia flobapyn, 
|3ooKopEvq XEipcfrvi Jtapa poov ’QKEavoTo.
Chantraine, GHI, 80
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ev 6e raxpnopincav dpiiova ITfjSaaov lei,
tov pa jiot’ ’Hexlmvog eXcov jtoXiv Tp/ay’ ’AxtXXefrg,
og Kai OvqTog ecbv ejteft’ iratoig aOavaToiat.
Here, Patroclus is preparing to repulse the Trojans from the Greek 
ships, while Achilles still refuses to fight..
This passage contains a considerable amount of old epic vocabulary and 
formulaic material, but some of it is used in an innovative manner. 
Traditional vocabulary is found in Oomg (epic only) and avcoye (both 145), 
a verb known only from AC outside epic, thus is probably a relic form 
wherever it occurs, dvcoya is a perfect with present sense, but the 3rd 
singular form dvoo'ye allowed the creation of a present dvcbyco; avcnye here 
is understood as an imperfect, as it is balanced by Tie in the next clause
’AxiXXfja pT|§t)VOpa (146): ancient prosody is observed in this formula, the 
long final syllable of ’AxiXXfja pointing to the phantom presence of the 
initial digamma of prgTjvopa < pp^avopa, a compound of pfjyvuiu and
avfjp. This adjective occurs twice in the Iliad in the accusative (also at 
H 228), and twice in the dative (N 324, IT 575), always with Achilles’ 
name, and always with long final syllable in ’AxiXXfja / ’AxiXXffi. 
(p)pr^rjvopa / -t always occurs after the penthemimeral caesura; 
observance of the prosodical effect of original initial digamma does not in 
itself indicate an ancient formula, but restriction of this adjective to two 
cases, a single position in the verse and a single character all point to
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considerable antiquity, perhaps Mycenaean vintage, q- in the second 
syllable suggests that it was metrically lengthened at a very early date, and 
*f pq^ovopa would thus have become (p)pq^tjvopa in Ionian epic because 
/a/ combined with lack of epenthetic -8- and -o- as the final vowel in the
stem (a non-ionic result of *r, therefore another reason to consider this
compound a very old creation) obscured the etymological link with dvrjp; 
K'ubtavetpq, on the other hand, retained a in its third syllable because it had 
never required metrical lengthening.
HioxoTaToq (147) recalls the formula verse-end Jiioxog ExaCpog, which 
seems to be ancient: not only is it formulaic in Homer, but is also found in 
mainland inscriptions (v. p. 322). As this is the only occurrence of the 
superlative in Homer, it can be taken as a sign of late composition, with a 
nod in the direction of the old formulaic style of composition.
In (biceag iHJToug (148) we find an ancient formula which may be of 
Mycenaean date: cbieug is a poetic word in 1st millennium Greek, while the 
adverb cbtca was attributed to Arcadian by the yXmooai Kaxa Jtoketg.12 The 
fact that fotOTcmg here signifies “horses” rather than “chariot” does not 
militate against a Mycenaean date for this formula, as there are several other 
formulae of ancient appearance in which the animals are named, e.g. 
KEVTOpeg Yrorcov. These animals do seem to have a long history in epic, and 
it is possible that the hipponyms in the next .verse, SavOog and Bakfog,
12 Ruijgh, L ’element, 165
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“Bay” and “Dapple” respectively, belong to an ancient equine onomastic 
stock13: SctvOog is attested as a man’s name in Mycenaean in the form ka- 
sa-to (PY An 39, KN Vc 75, etc.), perhaps a soubriquet referring to this 
individual’s colouring. The masculine pendant to nobdpyp, ndbapyog, 
also appears as a hipponym at © 185 and VP 295, probably signifying 
“white-foot”; po-da-ko is a boonym on the Knossos tablet Ch 899, and if 
Mycenaeans gave horses and oxen the same type of names, this may indeed 
be part of a traditional equine onomastic stock.
''Apjruia (150): it is clear from a 241, 371 and n 77 that the ''Apmuai
are storm-winds. The Mycenaeans had a cult of the winds, as can be
deduced from the term a-ne-mo i-je-re-ja = avepcov lepeia. (KN Fpl).
’Apemua on a vase from Aegina seems to connect it with the verb
dvqpeLipavTO, but this is probably a popular etymology. apmua is
probably to be connected with apjcct^a), as is dyma with ay co: both are old
words, as can be seen from the formulaic nature of the latter, and of a type
that was no longer productive in the 1st millennium. Thus it is not
impossible that "Apmtiai were worshipped as storm-dne/wowes by
Mycenaeans. apmua itself has formulaic representation in
apmuai avqpelijxxvTO (a 271, 371, n 77); the fact that this phrase is
not in the Iliad is due to the subject-matter, and says nothing about its
antiquity. Although the verse here under examination lacks formulaic
connexions (with the exception of excise in the first and second feet), it
seems that the poet has been inventive with some traditional material,
13 It is, admittedly, also possible that these were ordinary names for horses in 7th century 
Ionia!
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extracting elements from old formulae and weaving them together to create 
something new in the old oral style.
Jtapa pdov ’Ghceavoio (151) seems to be a very old T2 formula: the long 
final vowel of Jtapa points to the erstwhile presence of an initial double 
consonant in the following word, in this case *op- or at any rate */?p-. The 
formula may have been associated with accounts of maritime exploration to 
the bounds of the earth as it was then perceived.
jrapijoplijOLV (152): nappopiai are “traces”, and the adjective Jtaprjopog 
means “harnessed alongside”; the word is used correctly here, but 
reinterpretation at H 156 and W 603 show that it was improperly 
understood. This suggests that it was an old word, but there is no indication 
as to when it may have entered the epic tradition. In the same verse, late 
composition is indicated by dpfipova, an epithet which is used nowhere
else of a horse.
4. a 44 - 54
xov 5’ Saei|3eT? ejteixa Pea yKauiaforcig ’AOnvrr 
45 tib jxaxep niterepe Kpovl&q, ware KpeidvTOJV,
Kai XiTjv KEivog ye eolkoti keltcxi dXeOpcp- 
cog ajroXoiTo Kai aXXog dug Totama ye pe£,oi. 
aZKa |xoi ’Ofruofii baicbpovi batexai 'Stop, 
duapopu), og 6n 6p0a 0CXcov ano JtnnaTa naayei
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50 vfjo'Q) ev owbipinT), 601 x’ op4>aXog £oxi GaXctaopg. 
vfloog 5ev5pf)eqoa, Oea 6’ dv dcouaxa vaiei,
’'AxXavxog OvyaxTip dXodtbpovog, og xe GaXacarig 
rcaorig fMvOea olbcv, e/ei 6e xe iciovag atixog 
jxaicpag, ai yatctv xe Kai ofrpavdv ap,0ig exowi.
The gods are assembled on Olympus; Athene responds to Zeus’ 
complaint about the perversity of the human race.
xov 6’ ripei'Pex’ ... ’AOrjvT] (44): in theory the entire verse could be of 
Mycenaean vintage, although it is preferable to regard it as comprising two 
hemistichs, each of which has a strong chance of belonging to Mycenaean 
epic. Ti xov b’^iXEiftex’ erceixa occurs 36 times in the Iliad, and with the 
substitution of the feminine pronoun xrjv another 12 times; if it did indeed 
belong to the Mycenaean Age it would have had the fonn 
*xdv /xav 6’ tip.eiywex’ ejteitcx. In the second hemistich, 0ea, as discussed, 
is not used in Ionic, but is current in Lesbian, although this does not imply 
that it entered epic from an Aeolic source. 0£a and its genitive plural, 
0£acov, are regular in formulae of old appearance; it would be wrong to 
assume that the non-appearance of *te-a = *0£(/2)a in Mycenaean means 
that people did not refer in speech to female *0£(/z)&i as opposed to male 
*0£(/z)ol.
ware Kpeiovxmv (45): for a discussion of KpEicov, v. p. 189-90. This 
phrase is based on Agamemnon’s Iliad formula, EUph icpetcov
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’ Ayapepvojv, where Kpeicov is in fact a comparative adjective, cf. Sanskrit 
sreyas; it was presumably misunderstood as a participle at post-Mycenaean 
date, when comparatives in -Tepog had largely replaced the inherited type in 
-icov. This phrase occurs also at a 81, co 473 and © 31, where it is based on 
Agamemnon’s formula eiJpiJ icpeCcov ’Ayapepvcov and Zfjv wcxtov 
(E 756, © 22, P 339), which may be of Mycenaean date, as it contains the 
original accusative of Zebg, and at © 22 and P 339 forms part of the Ti 
hemistich Zfjv braxxov pjjoTCOpa, including the old word prjoTCOp, found 
only in formulaic contexts.
’Obnofji Sai<|>povi (48): Sai0peov is a traditional epithet used of many 
warriors in the Iliad, where it seems to mean “of warlike disposition”, based 
on the obsolete noun In the Odyssey it seems to mean “intelligent,
cunning”, presumably associated with the root of bafjvat; this is 
unsurprising, as it is Odysseus’ cunning and cleverness which are 
emphasized in the Odyssey more than his warlike nature (although he is 
JtoiKLX,opf]Tr)g also in the Iliad). The reinterpretation of this epithet by the 
time of the Odyssey poet is apparent at o 356, where it is used in reference 
to Odysseus’ mother, Anticleia, KoupiSiqg t aXo/oto dat<f>povog: no 
Homeric woman, even Clytaemnestra, is warlike. The fact that 6at(j)pcov is 
metrically equivalent to JiepC0pcov and rccAix^pcov may have contributed to 
its interpretation as a synonym of these two adjectives.14
14 S. West, A Commentary on Homer’s Odyssey, vol.l, 81
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The single -a- of ’Obuoqi shows late composition, as dialectal variants of 
the name point to an affricate at the Mycenaean stage, thus simplification to 
-a- could have taken place only after the affricate had become -oo- in Ionic. 
The spelling with single -o- is more common in all its forms in the Odyssey
than in the Iliad.
qrop (48) is an old word, obsolete in non-epic 1st millennium Greek, and
isolated inasmuch as it is the only neuter with o-vocalization < *r; cf.
fpiap. The nominative-accusative singular is the only case attested, and of 
its 46 Odyssey appearances, 40 are at verse-end, while the corresponding 
statistics for the Iliad are 32 out of 48, an instance in which the language of 
the Odyssey is more traditional than that of the Iliad. With the exception of 
the formulaic epithet (xeyakfiTCOp, frequently used of warriors of high status, 
fjxop is completely non-productive, thus its antiquity is assured, and one 
would be justified therefore in assuming a 2nd millennium date for its entry 
into epic. Here it is used in its traditional position, but divested of formulaic
word-associations.
vqoq) ev <xp(JupuTT| (50): also at a 198 and fx 283, this is a recent
formulation, as shown by the prosody, -co is correpted before a vowel, while
cxp/JupiTcri, whose second element contains the zero-grade of the root of
pern (*srw-) does not observe the original double consonant of this root
which is represented in old formations such as euppeiog < *e/ruppep e/zoq
(Z 508, S 433, O 265, <I> 1, Q 692). However, ap^fppmog occurs at
Hesiod, Theogony 983; it is not certain whether Hesiod used the original 
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form, or this is created by analogy with those forms which observe the 
original double consonant.
bevbpqeooa (51) occurs only here; ccXoei devSpqevxt is found at i 200, 
HyAp 235 and 384, and the accusative plural aXoea SevSpijevia at HyAp 
16, 143, 221, and 245, all at verse-end. Formulaic usage suggests that the 
Hymn to Apollo exhibits the original use of this epithet; this does not imply, 
though, that this Hymn is older then the Odyssey. This is an artificial form: 
some adjectives with the suffix *-f evt- are genuine lexical archaisms, with
this suffix added directly to the stem of the noun on which they are based. 
Mycenaean attests many adjectives of this type, e.g. pe-de-we-sa = 
*jte6feaoa (PY Ta 709), wo-do-we = *fopd6fev (PY Fr 1203; cf.
poSoevii, VP 186). Only one adjective in -fEVT- remained alive in 1st 
millennium prose usage, namely xapietg.15 Others are poetic only, and 
some were created by poets for metrical convenience or for their archaic 
tone. Some which are formulaic within epic may be survivals fonn the 
Mycenaean Age, e.g. (^oiviKOEVTa (© 166; other case-forms at 717 and 
K 133), whose short -i- is a false quantity because of the insertion of an 
intrusive -o-, viz. *0oiviKpev(T)g > (J>oiviK6(f)eig.16 SevSpijeaaa, 
however, is not based on the stem of devSpov; such a process would result 
in the unmetrical *6ev6poeooav which contains a cretic. It is based on the 
type ai)6'qeaoa, nXqeaaa, from which the ending -tjeaaa was extracted and 
added to devbp-. Both of these adjectives may be genuine lexical archaisms,
15 Lejeune, “Les adjectives myceniens a suffixe -wen/-”, REA 60, 1958, 5
16 Palmer, The Greek Language, 86
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as they are regularly formed, the suffix *-f evx- being directly attached to an
a-stem noun. As bXrjeooa is a regularly formed and metrically equivalent 
synonym for Sevdpqeoact, one must assume that the latter was created in 
order to avoid hiatus in the phrase aAaea I -T bevbpqevxa / -i. Since bkr| 
originally had initial *s (cf. Latin silva), one may justifiably assume that the 
creation of the formula with bevSp'qevxa / -t postdates by a considerable 
period of time the loss of consonantal force in h < *s. Indeed, although bAx) 
and its case-forms, as well as the epithet nAijeig and its case-forms, occurs 
several times at verse-end in the Iliad (devbptjeoaa I -evxi I -a is not found 
in the Iliad), none of its uses shows any sign of antiquity, so we cannot 
determine whether it formed part of the epic vocabulary in the Mycenaean
Age.
bmpaxa va(ei (51) adapts the old formula o’tKia vaitov; as the latter 
formula appears in the Iliad 5 times at verse-end, while the verb vaico 
occurs only once with d(bp,axa, in a “recent” book (B 854, 
<xbp,ax’ evaiov), o’lKta vatcov is clearly the original formula, 
jrrjpaxa jtdaxei17 echoes the traditional verse-end fjpaxa jtavxa. In both 
these phrases, the Odyssey poet has adapted elements of traditional epic 
diction and used them innovatively, in the latter example cleverly using 
assonance to create a new phrase which may have sounded traditional 
enough to convince listeners that it had always belonged to epic in the 
position where this poet put it.
17 Ji'np.aia Jiaaxeiv at a 190; Jtrjfiaia JictaxstS at 0 411; jttiixaia jraox^v at e 33, 
p 444, 524; jrnftaTa Jidox^ at n 152.
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6Xoo<j)povog (52): this epithet is used of dangerous animals in the Iliad., 
while in the Odyssey it is used of Atlas, Aietes (k 137) and Minos (X 322), 
each of whom appears in the poem in connexion with a female relative. 
Each of its Odyssey appearances is in the genitive after the trochaic caesura, 
while in the Iliad it has no signs of formulaic usage, the genitive appearing 
twice and the nominative once. It is not improbable that the Odyssey usage 
is older, but whether it is of Mycenaean date is inconclusive.
This passage echoes traditional epic style, using some old items of 
vocabulary and at least a couple of hemistichs which in theory could be of 
Mycenaean origin. However, it is clearly of recent composition, making 
innovative use of some ancient elements of epic language. Indeed, 
Calypso’s island is itself probably a fairly recent accretion to the epic 
tradition, perhaps under the influence of the Near Eastern Epic of 
Gilgamesh.18
5. t, 1 -13
cog 6 |iev ev0’ fjpaxo jtoMkkag dtog ’Qduooeuq,
KoupT|v de JtpoTi derm 0epev nevog fiiiidvoiiv. 
fj d’ ote df| on jiaxpog ctyaicXmd dtopaO’ ticave, 
oxfjoev ap’ ev jipo0ijpoiai, KaotyvT|TOi de p.iv apxjftg
5 iotcxvt’ aQayaxotg evaUyiaoi, ot p’ fut’ dorqvTig
18 Webster, From Mycenae to Homer, 69; Martin West, Hie East Face of Helicon, 1997,
410-12
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fipiovoug ekuov eoQfjTa te ea<j)£pov elpcd. 
ocOtt'I 6’ eg 0aXa(xov edv ffte- date 6e ot Jtfip 
VpTpJg ’AjiqpaCq, 0aXa|XT)JioXog Efipunsdowa,
Ttjv jiot’ ’Ajre(pT]0ev veeg fjyayov &u4)i&iqoar
10 ’AXkivoco 6’ amrjv yepag e|eXov, owem. jrdoi 
OaLqKEOOiv avaoae, 0eoO 6’ &g 6fjp,og cxkotjev' 
fj TpE0E NawiKaav XedkcoXevov ev piEydpoioiv. 
fj ol 3T0p dVEKatE Kai ELOCO dopJTOV EKOOUEL.
Odysseus waits in Athene’s sacred grove while Nausicaa returns to 
the palace. This is a highly non-traditional piece of epic, which nevertheless 
manages skilfully to incorporate ancient phrases and vocabulary.
blog ’Obnooevg (1) is already frequent in the Iliad and may be of 
Mycenaean date (cf. 6Tog ’ AxiXXEog). The T2 hemistich Jtoknrkag biog 
’Obuooeug is very common in the Odyssey, where it is understood as 
“much-enduring”, but also occurs five times in the Iliad (© 97, I 676, 
K 248, 'F 729, 778), where Odysseus’ sufferings on the way home are not 
hinted at. It is possible that the Iliad poet was using a formula which 
originated as part of Odysseus’ vocrcog-tale; alternatively, and more 
probably, the epithet rcoXoikag originally signified “much-daring”19, which 
is more appropriate for the Iliad contexts, and its subsequent reinterpretation 
as “much-enduring” may have motivated accounts of Odysseus’ suffering 
en route for Ithaca.’ (Heroes’ epithets do in Some instances motivate
19 Hainsworth, A Commentary of Homer’s Odyssey, vol.l, 320
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episodes in Homer: Astyanax is scared by Hector’s helmet at Z 467 - 70 
because of the ancient epithet KopnOatoXog; Achilles chases Hector round 
Troy in X because he is rcodag thicug, rcoSdpicqg).
Jtpoii aoxv (2) occurs 17 times in this position in the Iliad, and 7 in the 
Odyssey. The discrepancy is due to the significance of the Trojan doTU in 
the Iliad-, indeed, the formula Jtpoxl ’IXtov occurs 19 times in the Iliad. 
doTU is frequent in this position with other prepositions, e.g. avd, Kara, 
JtpOTL is a comparatively recent formation in epic, probably post-migration, 
as it is not found in Hesiod or the Hymns.20 The fact that this comparatively 
recent form of the preposition is more frequent in the Iliad suggests that the 
Trojan city became more significant in the later stages of the tradition; 
perhaps this is solely the work of the Iliad poet.
|xevog fjptovoiiv (2) is very recent. Mules are non-traditional and un­
heroic, occurring neither in old epic formulae nor in Mycenaean vase- 
paintings or frescoes. This phrase is based on the frequent Odyssey verse- 
end formula jxevog ’AXklvoolo, and also has a semantic similarity to the 
ancient phrase (3lt| TdpaKXqeCri < *yw(a 'Hpaid,efe/z(a including a 
possessive adjective, on which are based similar expressions with a name in 
the genitive case (to which the possessive adjective was equivalent, before it 
was restricted to family relationships at a date preceding 1200 B.C.), e.g. 
|3tr| 0’ 'EXevoto avaiecog (N 770, 781).
20 As W.F. Wyatt showed in “Homeric jrpdg, Jiori, jrpori” SMEA 19,1978, 89-123; v. 
pp. 61-5 for a discussion of the various forms of the preposition “towards”.
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pevog, cognate with Sanskrit manas, is obsolete in 1st millennium Greek 
outside epic, and is found as a name-formant in Mycenaean, viz. a-o-ri-me- 
ne (PY Qa 1296) = *’A(/z)opLpevpg, “whose pevog is in his weapon”. It 
has many occurrences in the Iliad, e.g. the verse-end formula 
pevog pb (Q 6, 242); curiously, at Q 242 this apparently old formula is 
used in conjunction with fjpiovotg, and it is also associated with these 
beasts at P 742. If one assumes that the Odyssey poet knew the Iliad (and 
there is every reason to believe that this was the case), it is not improbable 
that the present verse was inspired by the Iliad lines.
Late composition is also betrayed by contraction in oo < eoto (3), ouveico 
(10), and veeg (9), the latter displaying antevocalic shortening, not retaining 
the ancient prosody of *vafeg as seen in vfjeg, although this noun is 
accompanied by the old epithet ap4>ieA,iGoai. Irresoluble contraction is also 
found in verse-end exoopei < eicoopee (13).
aOavaroig evakvyicioi (5): the adjective appears several times with Oedg, 
but only here with aOavaiog. Oed) evaXtyiaog / OeoTg evaMyiaoi after the 
trochaic caesura (e.g. at T 250, a 371, P 5, 6 310, etc.) may be old (if Oeotg 
is interpreted as Oeotot with elision of the final vowel). evaXtyiaot here is 
in its traditional locus, but this is its only appearance with aOav&TOtg: a 
traditional concept is expressed in a slightly non-traditional way, although 
still using epic vocabulary. A similar idea is expressed by 
Oeou h’mg OKOuev (11), modifying the old simile Oedg mg; the prosody of 
the latter indicates the erstwhile presence of digamma, viz. *Qe(Ji)6g
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(<*Ofd)g). The modification in the present verse is late, as it contains a 
contracted genitive which can only postdate vowel contractions.
yepag (10) echoes A 118, 120, 123, etc.; the selection of a woman as a 
yepag may be a traditional theme. ExJpt)|xebonoa, “wide-ruling / 
counselling”, is an unexpected name for a person of low status such as a 
serving-woman. The Odyssey has a greater interest than does the Iliad in 
lower status characters, for whom there was not a traditional onomastic
stock.
It is impossible to determine the antiquity of the Phaeacians in epic; it is 
possible that the Odyssey poet is reworking Argonautic material. These 
lines, however, despite their use of ancient vocabulary and formulae 
(jiokbxXag btog ’Obnaaefig, aoxn, pivog, dp4>iekioaai, yepag, dvaoae), 
clearly show the weaving together of new elements with the old epic style; 
particularly attractive is the “vigour (pivog) of the (non-heroic) mules”.
6. Z 414 - 24
fjxot yap Jtaxep’ andv ajteietave btog ’Aytkkebg,
415 eK be tcoAxv jtepaev KiXlkcov efi vatexctcooav,
Opfinv infauXov, Kaxa b’ eicxavev ’HexCcova- 
obbe [xiv e^evapt^e, oepaooaxo yap to ye Gnpi), 
aAA’ apa [xtv KaT^Kyqe abv evxeoi baibakeoiaiv
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fjS’ ejii arjp,’ exeev Jtepl 6e oiTekeag e^menaav
420 vtimbai dpeaxidbeq, Kofipai Atoq alyioyoio. 
oi 6e poi eona Kaa(yvr|TOi eaav ev p,£yapoiaiv, 
oi jxev jxavTeg 10 kCov huaTi ’'A'iSog eiaco- 
Jtavxag yap kotejee^ve JtoSapKpq biog ’AyiXXetiq 
Bouaiv ejf eiXiJtodeaai Kai apyewfic; oieaai.
Here, Andromache relates to Hector the loss of her natal family.
Using traditional style and vocabulary, the poet has created a scene of deep 
pathos.
The apparently 1st person plural possessive adjective ap,ov, with long initial 
/a/, is here used as the equivalent of ejxov for metrical reasons. This word, 
categorized by Chantraine as “probablement archaique”21, has been 
regarded as Doric22, but as Doric has not otherwise contributed to the 
language of Ionian epic, this is improbable. It is more likely to represent a 
conflation of Lesbian dp(iog and Ionic ep,oq, with metrical lengthening 
instead of gemination. Thus it is a secondary, artificial creation of epic 
language, which happens to coincide with the form in Doric vernacular 
usage, rather than a genuine borrowing from Doric. This form occurs only 
twice in Homer (also at © 178, after the bucolic diaeresis), neither of them 
in formulaic contexts, and it is thus reasonable to assume that this is a recent 
addition to the epic vocabulary. At the end of the same verse, 
biog ’A/ikkeug is a very old epic formula, with a strong probability of
21 GHI, 272
22 E.g. by Shipp, Studies, 80
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belonging to the Mycenaean Age. In the next verse, ei) vaiET&GMJUV might 
at first glance look old, but in fact modifies eb KTipevov, which would not 
scan here. The latter formula is clearly of considerable antiquity. KTtpevov 
is the participle of an athematic verb attested in Mycenaean both in 
participial form, e.g. ko-to-na ki-ti-me-na = *ktoTvcxi KTipevai (PY Eo 
247, En 477) and in the 3rd person plural ki-ti-je-si = *KTievoi (PY Na 
520); in 1st millennium Greek, this root is represented in the deverbative 
kt i geo. The verb vaieTaco is poetic only, based on the old verb vatco, which 
is obsolescent even within epic (cf. va(f)og, “dwelling (sc. of a god),
shrine”), and seems to be a creation of epic language.
0q(Vqv uij)(jtuX,ov may be a Pi formula from old epic concerning mainland 
Thebes. Note the singular toponym; in old formulae, place-names tend to be 
singular, cf. JroXuxpwoio MwcqvTig (H 180, A 46). The metrically 
equivalent epithet ejitcotuXov (genitive at A 406) is likely to be a later 
creation than inpinukov: no Mycenaean citadel has been shown to have so 
many gates, and the concept “seven-gated” was probably inspired by the 
legend of the Seven against Thebes.23
vd|i())ai opEOTiaheg (420) occurs only here in Homer; mountain-nymphs 
don’t have much of a role in heroic epic. Kobpai Atog alyLO/oio. however, 
is the plural of an old P2 formula whose original use was probably of 
Athene, as in TlccXXag ’AOqvaiq Kobpq Aidg aty 16x010 (v 252, 371, co
23 Walter Burkert, “Seven against Thebes”, I poemi epici rapsodici non-omerici e la 
tradizione orale, Brillante, Pavese, Cantilena (edd.), 39
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547), and ’AOr^aiT) KoupT) Aidg 011716x010 (E 733, © 384). The Odyssey 
whole-verse formula may be the original and may date from the Mycenaean 
Age, ’ AOrivairi being an adjectival form; Mycenaean attests qa-ra2 (PY An 
192, TH Of 37.824). If this formula is indeed of Mycenaean date, it will have 
had the form *QwaXkag ’AOavaCa, KOppa Aifdg alytfoxoio. Here, the 
Iliad poet has taken an ancient formula and used it in an innovative way.
Id) k(ov fj|xaxi: the feminine ta in the sense “one” (A 437, N 354, <l> 569) is 
an innovation of the Aeolic dialects (v. p.69-70), log meaning “(one and) 
the same”, as here, seems originally to have been a deictic pronoun, and 
thus in this sense, also to be found in Cretan and Messenian Doric, it is an
archaism which in all likelihood was of much wider distribution in the 2nd 
millennium. It can have entered epic with this meaning only when it was 
widely understood as such, and its distribution in 1st millennium Greek 
suggests that this took place at a pre-migration date. Thus it is a relic 
preserved by epic and these Doric dialects. Another relic in this verse is the 
noun qpap, which is found in Arcadian in the form dp,ap25; formulaic 
representation in Homer (e.g. the verse-end formula fjitaxa Jtdvia) suggests 
that this noun entered epic very early, as it is shared by epic and a dialect 
with which Ionian bards of the Archaic Age are unlikely to have had any 
contact. The verb kiov likewise is a relic26: only the aorist appears in epic.27
24 Janko, The Iliad: A Commentary, vol. IV, 295
25 Ruijgh, L ’Element acheen, 120 .
26 Associated by Chantraine with the root of Kivdco {DELG 537, s.v. kCcd).
27 However, Aeschylus (Ch. 680) created a present, ideig, from this stem.
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All of these, then, are traditional items of epic vocabulary; however, they 
are without formulaic connexions in this verse, thus although all are likely 
to have formed part of the epic vocabulary in the 2nd millennium, the Iliad 
poet has here used them in an innovative way, composing in the traditional 
oral style, but adapting old vocabulary to a new context.
KaTEJTEtjyvE (423) is a compound of the old verb (e)7iecj)ve, which is 
confined in 1st millennium Greek to epic and its imitators, and even in epic 
is replaced in non-formulaic contexts by the sigmatic aorist (e)0eiva from 
the same root. Here the simplex is found in its traditional locus before the 
trochaic caesura: however recent any passage of Homer may be in terms of 
composition, ancient elements of the diction may still be used in their 
traditional positions, giving the verse the desired sense of antiquity. In the 
same verse, the name + epithet formula JtobapKqg STog ’A/ikkeiig, 
occurring 21 times after the trochaic caesura, expresses the same idea as 
Jtobag (hichg ’Axikkeug in different metrical circumstances: the epithet 
seems to be associated with apiceu) (LSJ), thus will signify “who runs to 
help”, vel sim. Achilles is almost certainly a hero from the Mycenaean Age; 
if one of his formulae is of that vintage, then it is reasonable to assume that 
it will have required a metrical variant, therefore both of these formulae 
stand a high chance of belonging to Mycenaean epic.
(lonoiv etc5 elkutobeaai (424) is likely to be a conflation of a P2 prototype 
in the dative, *etci / evi feikiTCodeaai |36f eoolv, and a P2 formula in the
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accusative, *£3tI / perd feiMjtoSag fekucag |3ofig.28 The dative ending 
-eoot is likely to have belonged to 2nd millennium Aeolic, a dialect which 
was in a position to influence epic in its formative stages, so there is no 
reason linguistically why *ejtl / evi feikioroSeaai |3opeooiv should not
have belonged to the Mycenaean Age; poets were able to take advantage of 
the alternative dative plural (3owC(v) to adapt the P2 formula for the first 
hemistich. Thematically it is also possible that both of the aforementioned 
formulae belonged to Mycenaean epic. Possession of cattle was a sign of 
status for the Mycenaeans: *ywofig is found as a name formant in 
Mycenaean, e.g. ta-ti-qo-we-u = *2TaTiywOf£i5g (PY An 724). Indeed,
ownership of many cattle would have been something to boast about, and it 
is unsurprising that the evidence of old formulae and accounts such as 
Nestor’s of cattle-raiding expeditions points to a long establishment for the 
bovine species in epic; there are, however, no formulae of ancient 
appearance for a single ox, which is not surprising, as the ownership of one
ox would have conferred little status.
Gemination of v in apyewfl^ (24) indicates a secondary Aeolism, therefore 
a post-migration addition to epic vocabulary, although ancient sheep-related 
vocabulary such as rctou suggests that sheep were not unknown to 
Mycenaean epic. Whether individuals of high status such as Andromache’s 
brothers would have been caught tending sheep and cattle in Mycenaean 
epic is debatable: this is a non-heroic activity to say the least, and the 
putative Mycenaean patrons of epic employed shepherds (po-me-ne -
28 Hoekstra, Modifications, 68
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jroLjieveg, PY Ea 800, etc.) and cowherds (qo-u-ko-ro - *ywO'Uk6Xoi, PY 
An 852, etc.) to tend their flocks and herds. It is in any case likely that this 
incident is the creation of the Iliad poet: Andromache’s brothers are not 
essential to the plot of the Iliad and do not appear elsewhere in Homer. 
Likewise Andromache herself is not essential to the plot, but given the 
significance of Hector and the antiquity of his name + epithet formulae, not 
to mention the importance of genealogies in epic, it is likely that this 
Anatolian prince was at a very early date given a consort with a Greek name 
which expresses the values of the Mycenaean patrons of epic: ’ Avbpopidxh 
presupposes a masculine *’AvSp6p,axog, “who fights men” (cf. 
*’ Avopqw/zoviag, “slayer of men”).
Conclusions
While all the Homeric passages here examined at least nod in the 
direction of their 2nd millennium heritage, using ancient vocabulary and 
formulae, or modifications thereof, every one of them displays signs of 
recent composition, either with linguistic features from contemporary Ionic, 
e.g. vowel contractions in verb forms or the genitive singular of o-stems, or 
with “artificial” forms such as diectasis which presuppose the developments 
which characterize the fully fledged Ionic dialect. Likewise we find forms 
which, while far from colloquial, are literary only, one such being the 
frequentative preterites in -(e)OK-29, never found in old formulae. The fact 
that such frequentatives were absent from quotidian parlance allowed poets 
the licence to use them in an inventive way.
29 Wathelet, “Les iteratifs en -(e)sk-"t AC 42, 1973, 379-405
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Even in a passage such as Z 414-24, which lacks strikingly “modern” 
linguistic features, recent composition is betrayed by non-traditional motifs, 
e.g. mountain nymphs who plant trees (unparalleled elsewhere in epic), and 
by modification of old formulae. The final conclusion to be drawn from this 
entire investigation is that epic language does indeed show clearly its 2nd 
millennium origins, while in its Homeric manifestation it shows that it has 
over the centuries absorbed many elements from vernacular usage, thus 
becoming more flexible than it surely was at the Mycenaean stage. Every 
passage analysed in this appendix blends together ancient and modem 
elements of the diction, and thus it is indeed the case that ancient and 
modern are inextricably intertwined in epic language. Nevertheless, 
sufficient remains from the old epic stock of words and formulae to have 
permitted the Mycenaean practitioners of epic, making allowances for 
changes in pronunciation over the intervening half-millennium, to recognize 
their art form in the poems that have reached us under the name “Homer”.
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